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Audiotape on the new C -Slot reel provides
easiest threading and finest reproduction
Just drop the tape into the slot and star!
your recorder; that's all there is to it!
With Audiotape's amazing new C -Slot
reel, the tape -end anchors itself automatically. There's no need to keep one finger on
the tape and turn the reel by hand. No more
loose ends of tape to stick up and break off.
In addition, the C-Slot reel provides the
ultimate in strong, non- warping construction. And, it eliminates wear and tear on
the tape. Through the use of the most
modern molding techniques, all sharp edges

-

have been eliminated including those on
the inner surface where so much tape abrasion takes place on ordinary reels.
Ask your dealer for a demonstration of
the C Slot reel. It's now standard on all
7 -inch reels of Audiotape, at no extra cost.
At the same time, listen to Audiotape's superb quality of sound reproduction. It's the
finest magnetic recording tape made today.
You can't get a better combination than
Audiotape on the C -Slot reel.

TRAM MAIM

AUDIO DEVICES, INC., 444 Madison Ave., New York 22, N.Y.

In Hollywood: 840 N. Fairfax Ave.
In Chicago: 5428 Milwaukee Ave.

Export Dept.: 13 East 40th St.,N.Y.16,N.Y.
Cables "ABLAB"

When the music sounds like it is being played in the subway...you've got RUMBLE*.
You can eliminate "rumble" with a Rek -O -Kut Rondine Turntable as the heart of
your system. Prove this by listening to a Rondine at your dealer. Compare its
accuracy and silence. It will stay that way for keeps! Compare its precision crafting,
luxurious styling. Compare it with what you now own. It's like coming out into the
sunshine...the difference is that great! Rondine Turntables
from $59.95. Rek -O -Kut 12" Turntable Arm- $26.95 -Bases
in walnut and blonde. Send for free color booklet and Strobe disc.
'Annoying extraneous lowpltched noise produced by conventional phono motor and reproduced by the loudspeaker.

REK-O-KUT
NIGH FIDELITY TURNTACLES

TURNTABLE ARMS

38 -19 108th ST., CORONA 68, N.V.

Because of a continued increase in the
demand for Pickering high fidelity products - manufacturing facilities have been
expanded, and more efficient fabrication
techniques have been developed. As a result- we are happy to announce new low
audiophile net prices for the Series 350
Twin Fluxvalve Cartridge, and the
Series 3500 */ ' "T-Guard" Styli. Prices
of the Series 350 Fluxvalve Cartridge now
start at a modest $24. Now! Everyone
can afford the world's finest cartridge.
Pickering & Company, Inc.
P.S. We are also excited about our new Series 370
Single Fluxvalve Cartridge why not see and

-

-

hear the 370 at your hi -fi dealer today we
know that you will be excited too. P.C.
At better Hi -Fi Shops everywhere
-1-ûr those

-Write for complete brochure and prices to

who Can hear the difference"

Dept. HF1

FINE QUALITY HIGH FIDELITY PRODUCTS BY

PICKERING & COMPANY, INC., Oceanside, N. Y.
2
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Superb performance, based on

laboratory engineering...
Stromberg -Carlson High Fidelity
TUNERS and RECEIVERS

1:..MAIL

Taxonomical Problem
Need a better tuner or receiver?
You're probably concerned about
frequency response, sensitivity,
undistorted output, drift -free operation, new improved circuits,
ample but simplified controls, and
above all manufacturing quality.
You want laboratory precision re-

sults -not just fancy claims!
Choose any of six StrombergCarlson models with confidence
that you'll have the ultimate in
high fidelity performance coupled
with traditional quality-backed
by 60 years' experience in making
the finest in radio and audio
equipment.
And Stromberg- Carlson is a
pioneer in producing perfectly
balanced complete systems. Every
component of these factory -engineered systems is matched and
tuned to perform to perfection
with every other. Result. -the most

SIR:

SR -403 FMAM Radio Tuner
3105.00
Frequency response: 30 to 15,000 cps. Sensitivity 3 microvolts for 20 db quieting. Harmonic distortion less than
1 %. Temperature- compensated oscillator circuits prevent
drift. Amplifier and phnnn connectors. U.L. approved. Meets
FCC requirements for spurious radiation. 7 "x12 "x71h ".

them the doctors in Gounod's Le
médecin malgré lui and Britten 's Peter
Grimes.

SR -402 FM -AM Radio Tuner
5159.50
Frequency response: 20 to 20,000 cps. Less than 1% harmonic distortion. Sensitivity 1.5 microvolts for 20 db quieting. AFC. 2- position selectivity control on AM. Tuning,
Band Selector and Volume Controls. Temperature- compensated oscillator circuits prevent drift. Meets FCC requirements for spurious radiation. U.L. approved. 53: "x
12í/r "x93/i ".

faithful reproduction possible!
Start any one of several systems

that will please your purse, your
home, your audio preference.

"There is nothing finer than a
Stromberg-Carlson "®
Find Your
Nearest Dealer

SR-406

Th
Yellow Pages

...

or write for your nearest dealer's
name and free literature.
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Radio Receivers

$249.95

combination AMFM Radio, pre- amplifler, and 20 watt
amplifier. Peak power output 32 watts, 20 watts at 1% total harmonic distortion. Sensitivity 5 microvolts for 30 db
quieting. Microphone, crystal phono, magnetic phono, auxiliary inputs, 30 to 20,000 cps. Tape recorder output lack.
Output taps for 4, 8, 16 ohms. Bass control -15 db boost,
10 db droop at 50 cps. Treble control -10 db boost, 15 db
cut at 10,000 cps. U.L. approved. 8 "x151Fe "x11'/2".
A

In

Prices stated slightly higher in the West.
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Mr. Ludwig Misch. in his letter in the
June issue of HIGH FIDELITY. poses
a very interesting taxonomical problem when he advocates the inclusion
of the chambermaid Dolores in Cos)
fan tram among the operatic doctors.
Unfortunately, I overlooked this talented chambermaid in my survey of
the field. The survey was not meant
to be encyclopedic, for chat would
have been unwieldy, and several operatic medicos were slighted, among

DYNAMICS CORPORATION

1719c UNIVERSITY AVENUE

ROCHESTER 3, N. Y.

To return to the chambermaid: she
poses as a mesmerist and does a right
excellent job both in sparking the
opera and lampooning the medical
profession, but yet is known as a
fraud ro everyone in the theater except the two principal sopranos. Even
her patients are fraudulently ill. Under
these circumstances it would be an invasion of the unique rights of the
operatic medical brotherhood to admit
her; the Class II doctors (quacks)
would be especially outraged because
their uniquiry is the most unique, dcpending as it does on specialized
quackery in medicine only. This
Dolores the chambermaid, you must
remember, poses as a notary later in
the opera, so that she is something
of a chameleon and altogether untrustworthy. If her role were to be projected on a straight line towards infinity, she might Turn up as a Roman
senator, a commander of Janissaries,
or even ( Heaven forbid!) a barber.
In regard to Franz Anton Mesmer,
he was at the height of his stormy
career and fleeing the wrath of the
French Revolution when Cos) was
first produced in 179o. I doubt that
he would have appreciated Mozart's
Dolores,
self and
seriously
my stars

however. Mesmer took himhis animal magnetism quire
and for this reason I thank
that he was not an operatic
Continued on page
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-THE GREATEST THING THAT
HAS HAPPENED FOI: MUSIC LOVERS SINCE THE INTRODUCTION OF LONG-PLAYING
RECORDS' -DEEMS TAYLOR

AS A DEMONSTRATION

You may obtain without

chafe

this two- record album of

Music Appreciation Records
IF

YOU AGREE TO BUY ONLY TWO RECORDINGS
DURING THE NEXT YEAR

NINTH SYMPHONY
The Choral'
MUSICA SYAIPIIONY ORCHESTRA OF VIENNA. AND
THE SINGVF.RFIN DER GESEI.I.SCHAFT DER MUSIKFRF.UNDE.JASCHA HORENSTEIN, CONDUCTOR
THE ANALYSIS RECORD IS BY THOMAS SCIIERMAN
THE PERFORMANCE RECORD IS RY THE. PRO

way to prove to your satisfaction
that you will enjoy music more when you know what to listen for
A sensible

AnOWILEnISC MUSIC-APPRECIATION RECORDING is made available -for subscribers only -every month. One of the
records is a twelve -inch 331/3 R.P.M. re-

cording of a great work of music, played
without interruption by an outstanding
orchestra or soloist. This is accompanied
(hut only if the subscriber wants it) b3
another long -playing record containing
lucid commentary about the work, and
filled with musical illustrations performed
by soloist or orchestra. This latter record
makes clear "what to listen for" in order
to enjoy the music fully.
The two- record performance and analysis of Beethoven's Minh Symphony announced here were recently distributed to
subscribers. Because they make an unusually exciting introduction to the MUSIC:idea, we will be
happy to send them to you, without charge,
if you agree to order two other MusicAPPRECIATION

SLPTE-MIIIìR

RucoRDS

1957

Amman-rot.: selections during

the next
twelve months, Irmo at least fifteen that
will be made available. You will receive
each month a descriptive announcement of
the next work to be offered. You take only

those you rnrHrl -no others! You may cancel
any time after buying two selections. The
regular price for each set of paired records
is 53.90 (plus a small mailing and handling
charge.)

PLEASE RETURN ONLY IF YOU HAVE A 331/a R. P. M. RECORD PLAYER
MUSIC-APPRECIATION RECORDS
c/o Boots -of -Iho -Month Club, Inc.
]45 Hudson Shoot, New York 14, N. Y.
Please

send me at

once

RIO -9

the I2 -inch 33

R.P.M. Demonstration Record of Beethoven's
NOW) Symphony together with its Analysis
Record, without charge, and enroll me in a
Trial Subscription to ?,4nslr- Arrarc,Ar,oN RECmass. I may return the recording within ID
days ar.d he tinder no further obligation. Otherwise. on this special offer, I need buy only two
MI151e.-APMEIATION selections during the next
year, and I may cancel my subscription any
time thereafter.

,1lr.
55ír5.

(ri rnsl:

7lfiss

ADDRESS

2O1JG. ..
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STATE

to In .'ana.la. a 1 the .'II
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CUSTOM TELEVISION

... At Home With
High Fidelity

is the only television receiver made
to complement your high fidelity system and

FLEETWOOD

match its quality. Fleetwood's distortion -free
audio outputs not only complete your sound system, but make a noticeable difference in television
sound quality.

--

The Definition Control

-

exclusive with Fleetwood
tailors picture texture to suit individual taste
frori soft and diffused to sharp and clear. With
Fleetwood, you can have the lazy luxury of remote
control. Fleetwood's fully electronic remote control offers you not just channel selection and
volume control -but contrast, brightness, volume,

channel selection, fine tuning and Definition Control. Non -remote models are also available.
it
Anywhere you want Fleetwood installed
belongs beautifully! In a wall, room divider, piece
in the
of valued heirloom furniture, bookcase
living room, den, kitchen, bedroom, recreation room
Fleetwood installations are unlimited!

-

-

-

-

Fleetwood is built to
The professional's choice
the same high quality standards as the broadcast
monitors Fleetwood makes for the major networks.
Have your dealer give you a demonstration, and
for unmatched fidelity of reproyou'll agree
duction, it's Fleetwood Custom Television!

-

For

a free booklet of installation ideas, complete information and the mente of your nearest dealer, write:

LE UTOO

CUSTOM TELEVISION
Crafted by CONRAC, INC.

Department A, Glendora, California

Export Division: Froxar & Hansen, Ltd., 301 Clay St., San Francisco, Calif.

1t Conroe, Inc. 1957
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ARIZONA
AUDIO SPECIALISTS
333 East Came /back Road, Phoenix
Phone: AMherst 5 -0447
NILES RADIO & TV CENTER
400 N. 4th Avenue, Tucson
Phone: MA 3 -2537

of installation ideas available front
Free booklet
your Fleettcood® dealer or write: Conrac, Inc., Glendora, Cal.

CALIFORNIA
BERKELEY CUSTOM ELECTRONICS
2302 Roosevelt, Berkeley
Phone THornwall 3-4180
NEWARK ELECTRIC COMPANY
4736 W. Century Blvd., Inglewood
Phone: ORegon 8 -5344
ORcherd 7 -1127

UNIVERSAL DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
46.42 W. Century Blvd., Inglewood

2

Phone: ORegon 85509 ORc-tard 45740
BUSHNELL ELECTRONICS
12026 Wilshire Boulevard, Los Angeles 25
Phone: BRadshaw 2-7537
CALIFORNIA SOUND PRODUCTS, INC.
7264 Melrose Avenue, Los Angeles 46
Phone: WEbster 1.1557
CRENSHAW HI -FI CENTER
107 Santa Barbara Plaza, Los Angeles 8
Phone: AXminster 3-8201
LOS ANGELES PORTABLE
RECORDING ENTERPRISES
525 No. Le Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 48
Phone: Oleander 5 -8664
MIDWAY ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CO.
2817 Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles 16
Phone: REpublic -2451
BUSHNELL'S HARBOR HI -FI
3333 Newport Blvd., Newport Beach
Phone: Harbor 4681
CUSTOM AUDIO
2650 Avon Street, Newport Beach
Phone: Liberty 8 -8671
GENERAL ELECTRONICS
4156 Piedmont Ave., Oakland
Phone: Olympic 5 -2711
1

DOW RADIO, INC.
1759 East Colorado Street, Pasadena

4

Phone: 5V 3 -1197
RYan 1 -6683
SOUTH BAY ELECTRONICS
1907 S. Catalina Ave.,

Redondo Beach

Phone: Frontier 58215
HOLLYWOOD HI -FI
1839 E Street, San Bernardino
Phone: 8.36101
MUSIC AND SOUND CO.
222 West Portal Ave., San _ rancisco 27
Phone: MOntrose 4.2830
GRACIE'S RECORDS
304 West Third Street, Santa Ana
Phone: KI 3.2684

EMMONS AUDIO EQUIPMENT
12600 Ventura Blvd., Stud o City
Phone: PO 1.2989

COLORADO
DEITS BROS.
119 E. Pikes Peak, Colorado Springs
Phone: Melrose 4 -8037

CONNECTICUT
MARGOLIS HIGH FIDELITY STUDIO
28 High Street, Hartford 3
Phone: JAckson 2 -0421
DAVID DEAN SMITH
262 Elm Street, New Haven 11
Phone: UNiversity 5-1101
GROVER'S RADIO SHOP
264 W. Main Street, Norwich
Phone: TU 7 -0567
WESTLAB ELECTRONICS, INC.
1105 Main Street, Stamford
Phone: Fireside 8 -6459

AUDIO WORKSHOP, INC.
South Main Street, West Hartford 7
Phone: ADams 3 -5041
1

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
SHRADER SOUND, INC.
2803 M Street, N.W., Washington 7
Phone: ADams 4-4730

ILLINOIS
ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION
100 N. Western Avenue, Chicago 80
Phone: HAymarket -6800
ELECTRONIC EXPEDITERS, INC.
1

THE HI -FI CENTER

2909 West Devon Avenue, Chicago 45
Phone: RO 4.8640
NEWARK ELECTRIC COMPANY
223 W. Madison Street, Chicago 6
Phone: Slate 2 -2950
THE RECORD HI -FI SHOP
Lewis Ave. Shopping Plaza, Waukegan
Phone: ON 2-4445
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KANSAS

WESTLAB ELECTRONICS, INC.
2475 Central Avenue, Yonkers
Phone: SPencer 9 -6400

PLAZA TELEVISION
1408 Hunloon, Topeka
Phone: 25007

NORTH CAROLINA

KENTUCKY
J. M. HISLE AND ASSOCIATES
405 -9 South Upper Street, Lexington
Phone: 2 -7884

MARYLAND

Phones 6-4101

OHIO
AUDIO CRAFT CO.

HI -FI SHOP
153 No. Mechanic Street, Cumberland
Phone: PArkview 2-0050

MASSACHUSETTS
THE LISTENING POST, INC.
161 Newbury Street, Boston 16
Phone COpley 7 -7530
A & L SOUND CO.
47 Osgood Street, Methuen
Phone: MU 2.0178

MICHIGAN
AUDIO SUPPLY LABORATORIES
"HI -FI CENTER"

214 South State Street, Ann Arbor
Phone: NOrmandy 2-7767
K. L. A. LABORATORIES, INC.
7422 Woodward Avenue, Detroit 2
Phone: TRinity 4-1100
R. L. KARNS ELECTRONICS
910 E. Fullon Street, Grand Rapids 3
Phone: Glendale 8 -5869

MISSOURI
THE HIGH FIDELITY SHOWROOM, INC.
6383 Clayon Road, St. Louis 17
Phone: PArkview 1.6500

NEW HAMPSHIRE
EVANS RADIO, INC.
P.O. Box 312, Route 3A, Bow Junction, Concord
Phone: CA 53358

NEW JERSEY
RADIO ELECTRIC SERVICE CO.
OF NEW JERSEY INC.
513 Cooper Street, Camden 2
Phone: WOodlawn 4 -2830
HI -FI HAVEN
28 Easton Ave., New Brunswick
Phone CH 9 -5130

CASEY HI FI INSTALLATION CORP.
205 W. Englewood Ave West Englewood
Phone: TE 6 -4200

NEW YORK

2915 Prospect Avenue, Cleveland 15
Phone: CHerry 1.5560

COUNTERPOINT
20971 Westgate (Westgate Shopping Center)
Cleveland 26
Phone: ED 1.6448
CUSTOM CLASSICS
13421 Euclid Avenue, East Cleveland 12
Phone: GL 1.0256
PIONEER ELECTRONIC SUPPLY CO.
2115 Prospect, Cleveland 15
Phone: SU 1 -9410
DAYTON SOUND ASSOCIATES
1357 Philadelphia Drive, Deytor

6

Phone: RA 5844
RICHARD J. SAUER
CUSTOM ELECTRONICS, INC.
1000 South Main Street, Dayton 9
Phone: ADams 3158
R. S. T. LABS
14511 Granger Road, Maple Heights
Phone: MOntrose 2.3213

OKLAHOMA
THOMSON SOUND SYSTEMS
423 So. Webster, Norman
Phone: JEfferson 4-8745
SOUND UNLIMITED
3745 South Peoria, Tulsa 5
Phone: Riverside 2 -4308

OREGON
SANDY'S CAMERA SHOPS
714 S. W. Washington, Portland
Phone: CApitol 8.1345

5

PENNSYLVANIA
ALMO RADIO CO.
913 Arch Street, Philadelphia 7
Phone: WA 2.5918
TEN CATE ASSOCIATES
6128 Morton Street, Philadelphia 44
Phone: GErmantown 8 -5448
RADER & FASIG, INC.
704 Walnut Street, Reading
Phone: 4-7831

RHODE ISLAND

NEWMARK 8 LEWIS, INC.
43 Main Street, Hempstead, L. I.

Phone: IVanhoe 1.6890
PEERLESS RADIO DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
92 -32 Merrick Road, Jamaica, L. I. 33
Phone: REpublic 9 -6080
HOUSE OF HI -FI
605 Plandome Road, Manhasset, L .1.
Phone: MA 7.1376
ARROW ELECTRONICS, INC.
525 Jericho Turnpike, Mineola
Phone: Pioneer 6.8686
ARROW ELECTRONICS, INC.
65 Cortlandt Street, New York 7
Phone: Dlgby 9-4714
ASCO SOUND CORPORATION
115 West 45th St. (Third Floor), New York 36
Phone: JUdson 2.1750
HI -fl HO
Open Evenings
150 East 46th Street, New York 17
Phone: Plaza 5-2650
LEONARD RADIO, INC.

"AUDIO MART"
69 Cortlandt Street, New York

W. C. REID & CO.
143 South Main Street, Rocky Mount

7

Phone: CC 7.0315

TERMINAL RADIO CORPORATION

85 Cortlandt Street, New York 7
Phone: WOrth 4-3311
CONCERT -CRAFT, INC.
P. O. 66, Brandywine Station, Schenectady 4
Phone: FR 2.8989
W. G. BROWN SOUND EQUIPMENT CORP.
521 -27 E. Washington St., Syracuse 2
Phone, 2 -8979

GERTZ, INCORPORATED
257 Adelaide Ave., Providence
Phone: STuart 1.4200

7

TEXAS
GULF COAST ELECTRONICS
1110 Winbern Street, Houston 4
Phone: JAckson 8 -1551
WRYE COMPANY, LTD.
2410 W. Alabama, Houston 6
Phone: JA 3 -7874

WASHINGTON
OLYMPIC ENGINEERING CO.
2008 Westlake Avenue, Seattle
Phone: Eliot 4650
HOUSE OF HI- FIDELITY
20TH CENTURY SALES, INC.
1021 W. First Ave., Spokane 4
Phone: MA 4 -0801

1

WISCONSIN
HI -FI HOUSE
523 East Silver Spring Drive, Milwaukee 17
Phone EDgewood 2 -1700
THE HI-FI CENTER, INC.
4236 West Capitol Drive, Milwaukee 16
Phone: UPtown -2113
1

HAWAII
TELCO LTD.
605 -607 South Queen Street, Honolulu
Phone: 50.2964

7
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MONEY -SAVING HI FI
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HI -FI COMPONENTS
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Continued from page

COMPARABLE TO THE FINEST

physician

* Advanced

*
*
*

Design, Performance and Styling
Outstanding For Superior Musical Quality
You Get the Very Finest For Less
Each Unit Guaranteed For One Full Year

-

4

there would have been
problem in classification!
Sol London, M. D.
Detroit, Mich.
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Where's Meyerbeer?
EASY TERMS

AVAILABLE

SIR:
Say, where's Meyerbeer?

Here we arc,
whole new generation, and we're
not yen wise to his "theatric claptrap ";
not in the least tired of any of his
operas. How can we be We've not
been allowed more than a fleeting
glimpse of any of them.... To witness a restaging of one of his operas
is probably roo much co hope for. But
a

KN

NEW

knight

7950

Stereophonic -Monaural Preamplifier

Meyerbeer's

For use with tiny monaural or stereo Hi -Fi System.
Instant switching to monaural or stereo and reverse
left and right channels. Separate gain controls; Master
volume control; separate Bass and 'Treble: full phono
and tape equalization (monaural); responne. ± 1.0
dh, 20- 20.000 cps; inputs -G.E.. Pickering. Ceramic
Phono, Tape Head A, Tape Head 13. Mic., Tuner,
Tape Pre or Crystal; outputs
and B Recorder
(20,000 ohms imp.), A and B Main Outputs (cathode
followers). Size: 15 x 411 x 7 y'. U.L. Approved.
Shpg. ,Mt., 10 las.
57950
Model KN -700. Net, F.O.R. Chicago. only

Features:
For Stereo or Monaural Use
2- Channel Tape or FM -AM

Channel "Reverse" Switch
DC on All Tube Filaments
Full Equalization
Scratch Filter
Rumble Filler
Loudness Switch

NEW

700

-Model

Onfy 57.95 down

-A

knight

32 -Watt Basic Hi -Fi Amplifier

Model KN -632

More Power For Your Hi -Fi Dollar
Ideal For Stereo Systems
Distortion: 0.5°%, Mid -Frequencies

$7450

Variable Damping Control
Amazing value -ideal for use with preamp above, either
singly for monaural use or in pairs for stereo. Response,
± .5 db, 20 to 40,000 cps. Harmonic distortion nt rated
output, 0.5% (at mid -frequencies); never exceeds 154%
from 30 to 20,000 eps. Intermod. distortion at full output,
volt for rated output. Size: 7'/ x 14%
2%. Sensitivity.
x
Shpg. wt., 24 lbs.
57450
Model KN -632. Net F.O.B. Chicago. only ..
Only J7.45 down

5'.

knight

SELECT FROM A COMPLETE LINE OF MONEY- SAVING

HI -FI COMPONENTS

am__
STEREDMDNAURAL
PREAMPLI FIER

IS-WATT "BANTAM"
HI -FI AMPLIFIER

3D WATT DELUXE

31 -WATT

BASIL
HI-FI AMPLIFIER

NI -FI

AMPLIFIER

0óQ
DELUXE
111.11

FM-AD
TUNER

UNI -Il"

"BANTAM" IM -AM

HIEI

10-WATT

TUNER.

III

AMPLIFIER COMB.

TUNER

El

"MINI.TI'

AMPLIFIER

our 1958 Catalog for full details

See

ALLIED RADIO

FREE!

awvirLca.c

T
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R C4ttk,

our

37th

ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 49 -37
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operas

on

records

are

something else again. Of course, they
would require elaborate engineering
. but I undersraod that hi -fi technicians enjoy challenges of this sort.
Then the operas would need great
singers. Well, we've got them.
From where we sir, here on our
little pink cloud, we can sec Callas
and Tebaldi, declaring a truce and
collaborating on Queen Margaret and
Valentine in Les Huguenots. Siepi
.

.

.

.

(who has already practiced "Piss,
paff ") is the Marcel. Del Monaco
trumpets Raoul's part. Simionato
whirls through the coloratura of Urbaine's arias. Gobbi and Bastianini
complete the seven -star cast. And ld
there in the orchestra are the required
ten harps and a viola d'amore. Further
more, all five acts are being recorded,
complete. Anyone else want to pull
up a cumulus and sir down?
From an adjacent cloud we have a
fine view of a recording session of
Le prophète. Ebe Scignani is doing a
motherly job as Pides. Who else but
Del Monaco as her son John of Leyden? Piled up in the corner are a
few sticks of dynamite for the finale.
By crossing over a couple of mists
and a haze, we find ourselves preview
ing a session of L'Africaine. There's
Jussi Bjoerling

giving Vasco's arias

a

silver polishing.
When we look off in die foggy distance we can discern two conductors.
One is directing an orchesrral rehearsal of Robert the Devil; the other is
studying the score of Dintorah.

Harry Peterson
Huntington, W. Va.

Arfdrss..

Andrew Porter's "Notes from
Abroad," Aug. 1957, for speculations
See

Clry

ynne

Stale

no this same theme. -ED.
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Met Tapes Wanted

ALLIED

SIR:

For some time I have been attempt-

knightlkit
EASY -TO

ing, without any luck, to find someone
who has raped certain Metropolitan
Opera Broadcasts. The Operas in
which I am particularly interested
are: La Bohème 1950 -51; La Bohème
1951 -52; Barber of Seville r950-51;

*
*
*
*

HI -FI EQUIPMENT

-BUILD HI -FI EVERYONE CAN AFFORD

World's Finest Hi -Fi in Kit Form
Beautiful Custom -Styled Line
Advanced, Easiest -to -Build Design
Money- Saving Hi -Fi At Its Best

di

Carmen 1955-56; Madama Butterfly

EASY TERMS

AVAILABLE

1952 -53.
I am equipped to make copies or
will be happy to supply the necessary
tape and take care of all expenses involved. I prefer half -track and 7.5
ips, but can handle single track at 7.5
or 15 ips.
Donelton R. Manley
5602 "1" Street
Little Rock, Ark.
1

Model
Y.787

NEW

Sound vs. Music
SIR:

Your correspondent, Mrs. Perry S.
Ury, expressed an unusually sensible
view of high fidelity. So did your
Audio Forum editor in his reply to
Irwin B. Pollner. Good sense was
shown too, by Fred A. Wild in his
comments on the John Ball article,
"Love Letter to an Old Speed." All
three letters link up. in a way, into
an indictment of the, I am afraid, large
body of high- fidelity addicts who are
in fact sound lovers rather than music
lovers. Good reproduction, of course,
is not to be disparaged, but the individual who is at least musically fastidious, if not altogether erudite in that
sphere, will experience pleasure from
the work and its rendition, inferior
recording, pops, and crackles notwithstanding. Except in the very worst
of cases, these disnlrlxinces arc no less
endurable than the inconsiderate conversations, coughs, sneezes, program
rustlings, foot shufflings, and sear
changings which are incidental to the
run of musical events in America.
Even outmoded recording is often
preferable to the type of "live" concert
which reaches the audience via amplifiers and loudspeakers of such power
that the live original is submerged in
the mechanical din.
For the sake of the artistry I
have retained a large number of
78s in my collection, and scores
of them are pre -electric recordings
of incomparably fine voices used
with measures of taste and skill not
often encountered today. Some of the

featuring:

knight -kit

Only $4.99 down

FM -AM Deluxe

Hi -Fi Tuner Kit
best -performing HFi tuner

The beet -looking,
your
money can buy! Covert full AM broadcast and 88 to
108 me FM. Sensitivity is 2.5 microvolts for 20 dh o(
quieting on FM; 3 microvolts for 10 dh signal- tonoiso
ratio on AM. Also has drift -compensated oscillator:
hu ill in A M ferrite antenna; cathode follower outputs:
two :admits -one for recorder. one for amplifier.
Haacsome, custom -styled case, 4 x 13 x 8 ". Heady for
easy. money- saving assembly.
$4995
Model V.717. Net, N.O.B. Chicago. only ..

Full FM -AM Coverage
2.5 Pit FM Sensitivity
Automatic Frequency Control
Printed- Circuit Board
Pre -aligned RF L IF Coils
Tuned RF Stage on FM
Neon Glow Tuning Pointer

NEW

$4995
t7

-

knight -kit 30 -Watt Complete Hi -Fi Amplifier Kit
All -New Custom Styling
New Printed -Circuit Switches
Printed -Circuit Boards
B Inputs
Full Equalization
Full 30 -Walt Hi -Fi Output

my

rags

3

$7695

Only $7.69
down
Build the best and

SAVE Linear -deluxe Williamson -type

power amplifier flawless response ± lÿ dh, 15.100.000
cis: at full 30.watt level! Equalization for all records within 16 <lb of
recommended accuracy. Extra features: separate Bass and Treble, Level
mod

lewdness Controls: Rumble Filter; Variable Damping: A -A13-14
x 15'. 32 lbs.
_57695

speaker selector; custom cabinet, 4 4 x IS
Model Y762. Net, F.O.B. Chicago. only.

THERE IS AN EASY -TO -BUILD

f1AAM HLFI
TUNER

KIT

knight -kit

]o WATT HI II
AMPLIIIER K.IT
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FOR EVERY HI -FI NEED

HI.fl
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AMPLIrIER
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Dear

)Lr.

old records have values of other sorts.
Such considerations as performances
by the creators of the roles, or performances by or under the direction
of the composers, endow the records
with definitive attributes. The high fidelity radio stations could educate
the blare- and -blast brethren ro the
musical values resident in the older
records by programing them briefly
each week under the guidance of informed and inspired instructors... .
Al Franck
Richmond Hill, N. Y.

Concern for Conductors
T

Dear Mr. Wilson:
III could give you a simple foolproof answer to the complex question of "what makes one amplifier
belles than another ", I'm afraid would have to be a lot younger than I am. It's just not that simple.
Time has taught me the fallacy of judging an amplifier on any one feature, much less decide for
another what is best for him. Reliance on measurements alone can he most misleading since none of
our instruments has ever been able to accurately predict our enjoyment of the sound of a product.
Every design must ultimately be judged by ear and in the light of the tastes of the class of buyer for
whom it was designed. Each year gives me more respect for the marvelous ability of the human ear.
It Is the only instrument known that can evaluate the combined result of all the factors that control
the sound quality. The best our meters can do is measure Individually only those few factors the
Industry has learned how to measure. Measurements alone can and often do betray even the engineer rf he places excessive reliance upon them alone.
I

It's the way the engineer balances all the elements of design for the use intended that. in a large
measure, determines the ultimate merit of the product. There is an art to this that Is not automatilearned with the ability to read schematics or make measurements. To most it comes only aller
they have worked at the job long enough to learn by biller experience the limitations of their instuments. Some never learn it. As in art. all cannot be masters.

ally

To further complicate the problem. each indrvidual places emphasis on different things when
judging an amplifier's value to him. Yet, there are innumerable places in an amplifier where the
time and money spent are not obvious but which none the less contribute to the overall merit of the
product when considered from all angles. It is the degree to which a manulact.aer is willing to devote
his linse and money to these hidden expenses. plus the talent and experience of his engineers in

balancing all elements of the design to the class of consumer for whom it is produced that actually
makes one amplifier better than another for a specific purchaser. Only you an properly pass judgment on that which is to satisfy you. lust 3s you would be foolish to allow your neighbor. who may
be thoroughly satisfied with a Chevrolet, to influence you if, by your very nature, you will actually be
satisfied with nothing less than a Cadillac. Both are good products but each offers its greatest value
to the class of owner for which it was conceived. In today's competitive market, no manufacturer can
afford to charge more than his product is worth. The best is never the cheapest. If you really seek
the best, look for it among the products priced accordingly. Then pass judgment by relying on your
own ears and upon the reputation and experience of the manufacturer. If he has consistently produced
quality equipment, has proven his reliability over the years, and if his product passes your personal
tests for listening quality and personal appeal, then this is probably the best amplifier_ for you.
If you will approach the problem in this manner, even though, as you say, you "hardly know a con.
denser from a tube', you are pretty sure to be pleased.
I almost forgot, you asked nie to recommend a specific model that I tell sure would salisly you.
I can only conclude that you are a true perfectionist at heart so I doubt it you will
ever be fully satisfied until you own one of our Laboratory Standard Models, either the Classic 2500
or the Classic 2500 -R (remote controlled model) like your friend owns. Howesec even perfectionists
must occasionally accept something less costly. If Ibis should be your case, I believe our Compact
1020 is the closest approach to the ultimate you seek at a saving worth considering.

From your letter,

Thanks for writing and give my regards to your friend.

Sincerely yours,
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Silt:
read, with interest, Herbert Kupferberg's article on Markevitch, in the
May issue.
It brought to my mind that recently
I have read quite a lot about conductors, their worth and their ability,
but most of all the future scarcity of
them. I'm wondering if RCA development of the TV rape recorder will
make it easier for those interested to
study different conductors and their
techniques. There are people like me,
who are interested in conducting, not
necessarily wanting to be conductors
ourselves, but just wanting to know
as much as possible about this facet
of music.
In the April issue of HIGH FIDELITY, Andrew Porter's article about Sir

Teri

kJe-Loeerw-ey--

Air. Newcomb is launder and President of
New'cnaut Auuro l'nonccrs Co., Hollywood'.
leading rnan a /nrturrr of precision products
for the control and amatifcanon of sound
since 1937! dlr. Newcomb will be happy IO
mrsurr your questions about high fidelity

amplifiers if yuu trill irrite to hint at

NEWCOMB AUDIO PRODUCTS CO.
Department W -9

6824 Lexington Avenue
Hollywood 38, California

Adrian Boult brings our the point
that Sir Adrian is a direct conducting
descendant of Nikisch. Nikisch is
said, by some. to have been the greatest ever. The passing of Toscanini.
the retirement of Bruno Walter, plus
the fact that many of the greatest
names in the conducting field are of
advanced age and ready to follow
Walter into retirement, slakes me
sorry that more recording companies
have not followed the lead of Columbia and Westminster in recording the
conductors in rehearsal. Books on the
subject are fete, in fact there are more
books on conducting out of print, now,
than there are in print. Max Rudolf's
Grammar of Conducting goes into
great derail and it gives a very full
account of the subject. Gehrken's
Essentials in Conducting is shorter
but it's good. But in this area a book
can't do what the record and motion
Continued on page 16
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Improve your own music system with a
superb new ES L cartridge and arm
ESL PROFESSIONAL SERIES ARM & CARTRIDGE

Acknowledged as the world's finest

Breathtaking perfection of reproduction for the most critical
broadcast, recording, and laboratory use is now made possible by
this superlative reproducer. The ultimate in compromise -free
design, plus matchless Danish hand craftsmanship. The precision
machined, ball bearing arm fits this cartridge only.
o -3 o,000+ cps

ramose moan:

r

corium: 6.S

ro -6 cm/dyne

2

1.5 ohms

Output impedoass:

almost immeasurably snail Minimum
rosss:.001 grams Yelidtaa: 1-3 grains
unpin ram: z.o nu; (r kc at 1 o an /sec)
IM duteetian:

BMOC

Minn

ESL-3 io aras (i 51 ") without cartridge $57
Dianondsryka: ESL -Pi (.00l'), P2.5 (.00251, P2.7 (.0027), P3 too 31 $49.50

ESL

CONCERT SERIES CAR RIDGE
The most advanced electronic tech
have devised this magnificent instr
finest music reproducing systems.
leading record manufacturers. It gr
stylus life, and will fit any standard
Reeuomyrtspanso:
cemihance.

16- 30,000 +cps

6.8 x 10-6 cm /dyne
3.5 Ohms

Output impedance:

For the audio connoisseur

ology and mechanical skills
ment which can improve the
sett for quality control by
atly prolongs record and
mounting arrangement.

IMdùtatio almost immeasurably small Minimum
mass:,. o r grams
Valid lau: 2 -6 grams

Dynamic

Minimum output

rdtnh .5 my (s kc at to

cm /sec)

Diamond stylus: ESL -C1 (.00 I") or E L-C3 (.0031S3S.95

ESL /BJ 'SUPER

90' TANGENTIAL ARM

Overcomes tracking error

Highly improved, studio model of the world - famous BJ tangential
arm which overcomes tracking error, reduces distortion, and
increases record life. Self -lubricating ball bearings insure friction free movement: twin arms virtually cancel resonances. Complete
with two plug -in heads accommodating almost all cartridges,
including turnover and triple -play models. Counter- weights
variable over 40 -gram range. Calibrated pedestal permits instant
selection of correct stylus overhang. Made in England under the
personal supervision of its inventor.
ESL /BJ 'Super go/12'(1

OM $33

ESL /BJ'Super90

/16'(14 ") S36.5o

ESL TRANSFORMER ACCESSORIES

For flexibility of application

The ESL cartridge requires with some amplifiers a high quality
ESL voltage step -up transformer (or ESL transistor amplifier); the
201 Series for low level magnetic inputs, Sot Series for low or high
level magnetic inputs, or the 211 with insensitive amplifiers:
ESL -2o;
ESL -20,M
ESL-2 o i F
ESL-30 r
ESL -3o r M
ESL-3o, F
ESL-21 r

:

Shielded, unmounted transformer; i s voltage step -up S7.50
An ESL -tor, mourned and wired for plug-in connection S11
Same as 20/ M, plus supersonic filter and switch S15
Shielded, rnrruotalred transformer; 1:3o voltage step -up $9
Au ESL-301, mounted and wired for phtg -iu counectidu $ 12.50
Saute as 3o; M, plus supersonic filter aid switch $16.50
Skidded, nnmourrted transformer; ; :244 voltage step-up $6.25

ESL -ao1F ESL -3o,F

FOR LISTENING AT ITS BEST
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Electro- Sonic Laboratories, Inc.

.Additional inform, riot available

Dept. 1-i 3

free upon request ro ESL
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a

Thirty-sixth St Long island City 6. N.Y.
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to

treat your family
all the fun and enjoyment
of fine high fidelity at
one -half the price you
would expect to pay

-_-=-

HERE'S ALL YOU NEED

to build your own

HI-FI
HEATHKIT

HIGH FIDELITY FM TUNER KIT

Co.

C

,1

FM TUNER

This FM tuner is your least expensive source of high
fidelity material! Stabilized oscillator circuit assures
negligible drift after initial warmup. Broadband IF
circuits assure full fidelity, and 10 microvolt sensitivity
pulls in stations with full volume. High -gain cascode
RF amplifier, and automatic gain control. Ratio detector
gives high -efficiency demodulation. All tunable components prealigned. Edge -illuminated dial for easy
tuning. Here is FM for your home at a price you can
afford. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.
MODEL FM -3A $25.95 (with cabinet)

HEATHKIT
BROADBAND AM TUNER KIT
This tuner differs from an ordinary AM radio in that it
has been designed especially for high fidelity. The
detector uses crystal diodes, and the IF circuits are
"broadbanded" for low signal distortion. Sensitivity
and selectivity are excellent. Quiet performance is
assured by 6 db signal -to -noise ratio at 2.5 uv. All
tunable components prealigned. Incorporates AVC.
two outputs, and two antenna inputs. Edge- lighted
glass slide rule dial for easy tuning. Your "best buy"
in an AM tuner. Shpg. Wt. 8 lbs.
MODEL BC-1A $25.95 (with cabinet)

AM TUNER

HEATHKIT "MASTER CONTROL"
PREAMPLIFIER KIT
This unit is designed to operate as the "master control"
for any of the Heathkit Williamson -type amplifiers, and
includes features that will do justice to the finest pro 1% db
gram material. Frequency response within
from 15 to 35,000 CPS. Full equalization for LP. RIAA,
AES, and early 78's. Five switch -selected inputs with
separate level controls. Bass and treble control, and
volume control, on front panel. Very attractively styled.
and an exceptional dollar value. Shpg. Wt. 7 lbs.
MODEL WA -P2 $19.75 (with cabinet)

t

PREAMPLIFIER

I2
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HEATHKIT "BASIC RANGE"
HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
The very popular model SS -1 Speaker System provides amazing high fidelity performance for its size because it uses
high -quality speakers, in an enclosure especially designed to

receive them.
It features an S' mid- range -woofer to cover from 50 to 1600
CPS. and a compression -type tweeter with flared horn to
cover from 1600 to 12,000 CPS. Both speakers are by Jensen.
The enclosure itself is a ducted -port bass -reflex unit, measuring I1%" H x 23" W x 11%" D and is constructed of veneer surfaced plywood, W thick. All parts are precut and pre drilled for quick assembly.
Total frequency range is 50 to 12,000 CPS, within *5 db.
Impedance is 16 ohms. Operates with the "Range Extending"
(SS -1B) speaker system kit later, if greater frequency range
MODEL SS -1 $39.95
is desired. Shpg. Wt. 30 lbs.

"BASIC" SPEAKER SYSTEM

HEATHKIT "RANGE EXTENDING"

HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
The SS -1B uses a 15" woofer and a small super-tweeter. to
supply very high and very low frequencies and fill out the
response of the "Basic" (SS -1) speaker system at each end
of the audio spectrum. The SS -1 and SS -1B, combined, provide an overall response of t5 db from 35 to 16,000 CPS. Kit
includes circuit for crossover at 600, 1600 and 4000 CPS.
Impedance is 16 ohms, and power rating is 35 watts. Measures
29" H x 23" W x 17W D, and is constructed of veneer -surfaced
plywood, %" thick. Easy to build! Shpg. Wt. 80 lbs.
MODEL SS -1B $99:95

...and

save!
RANGE EXTENDER

HEATHKIT "LEGATO"
HIGH FIDELITY SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
The fine quality of the Legato Speaker System Kit is matched
only in the most expensive speaker systems available. The
listening experience it can bring to you approaches the
ultimate in esthetic satisfaction.
Frequency response is *5 db 25 to 20,000 CPS. Two 15'
theater -type Altec Lansing speakers cover 25 to 500 CPS, and
an Altec Lansing high frequency driver with sectoral horn
covers 500 to 20,000 CPS. A precise amount of phase shift in
the crossover network brings the high -frequency channel
into phase with the low-frequency channel to eliminate peaks
or valleys at the crossover point. This is one reason for the
mid -range "presence" so evident in this system design.
The attractively styled "contemporary" enclosure emphasizes simplicity of line and form to blend with all furnishings.
Cabinet parts are precut and predrilled from '/." veneer surfaced plywood for easy assembly at home. Impedance is
16 ohms. Power rating is 50 watts for program material. Full,
smooth frequency response assures you of outstanding high
fidelity performance, and an unforgettable listening experience. Order HH-1 -C (birch) for light finishes, or HH -1 -CM
(mahogany) for dark finishes. Shpg. Wt. 195 lbs.
MODELS HH -1 -C or HH -1 -CM $325.00 each

HEATHKITS
World's finest
electronic equipment
in kit form...

Pioneer in
"do-il -yourself''
electronics

HEATH

COMPANY

"LEGATO" SPEAKER SYSTEM

A subsidiary of Dayetrom, Inc.

Benton Harbor B, Mich.
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25 -WATT AMPLIFIER

70 -WATT AMPLIFIER

ELECTRONIC CROSS -OVER

insure

easy -to -build designs by
You get more comprehensive

assembly instructions, higher
quality circuit components, and
more advanced design features,
when you buy HEATH hi -fi!

HEATHKIT 70 -WATT
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT
This new amplifier features extra power
reserve, metered balance circuit. variable
damping, and silicon -diode rectifiers. replacing vacuum tube rectifiers. A pair of
6550 tubes produce full 70-watt output with
a special- design Peerless output transformer. A quick -change plug selects 4, 8
and 16 ohm or 70 volt output, and the
correct feedback resistance. Variable damping optimizes performance for the speaker
system of your choice. Frequency response
at watt is
db from 5 CPS to 80 KC with
controlled HF rolloff above 100 KC. Harmonic distortion at full output less than 2%.
20 to 20,000 CPS. and intermodulation dis
tortion below 1% at this same level. Hum
and noise are 88 db below full output.
Variable damping from .5 to 10. Designed
to use WA -P2 preamplifier. Express only.
Shpg. Wt. 50 lbs. MODEL W -6M $109.95
1

14

1

HEATHKIT

25

-WATT

HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT
T

he 25 -watt Heathkit model W -5M is rated

"best buy" in its power class by independent critics! Faithful sound reproduction is
assured with response of
db from 5 to
160.000 CPS at watt, and harmonic distortion below 1% at 25 watts. and IM distortion

t

1

1

below 1% at 20 watts. Hum and noise are
99 db below rated output, assuring quiet,
hum -free operation. Output taps are 4. 8
and 16 ohms. Employs KT66 tubes and
Peerless output transformer. Designed to
use WA -P2 preamplifier. Express only.
MODEL W -5M $59.75
Shpg. WI. 31 lbs.

HEATHKIT
ELECTRONIC CROSS -OVER KIT
This device separates high and low frequencies electronically so they may be fed
through two separate amplifiers driving
separate speakers. The XO -1 is used between the preamplifier and the main amplifiers. Separate amplification of high and
low frequencies minimizes IM distortion.
Crossover frequencies arc selectable at 100.
200, 400, 700. 1200, 2000. and 3500 CPS.
Separate level controls for high and low
frequency channels. Attenuation is 12 db
per octave. Shpg. Wt. 6 lbs.
MODEL XO-1 $18.95

HEATHKIT W -3AM
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT
Features of this fine Williamson -type amplifier include the famous Acrosound model
TO-300 "ultralinear" transformer, and 5881

tubes for broad frequency response. low
distortion. and low hum level. Response is
2.1 db from 6 CPS to 150 KC at
watt.
Harmonic distortion is below 1% and IM
distortion below L3% at 20 watts. Hum and
noise are 88 db below 20 watts. Provides
output taps of 4, 8 or 16 ohms impedance.
Designed to use WA -P2 preamplifier. Shpg.
MODEL W -3AM $49.75
Wt. 29 lbs.
1

HEATHKIT W -4AM
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT
A true Williamson -type circuit, featuring
extended frequency response, low distortion, and low hum levels, this amplifier can
give you fine listening enjoyment with a
minimum investment. Uses 5881 tubes and
a

Chicago- standard output transformer.

Frequency response is s db from 10 CPS
to 100 KC at
watt. Less than 1.5% harmonic distortion and 2.7% intermodulation
at full 20 watt output. Hum and noise are
95 db below full output. Transformer tapped
at 4, 8 or 16 ohms. Designed to use WA -P2
preamplifier. Shipped express only, Shpg.
MODEL W-4AM $39.75
Wt. 28 lbs.
1

1
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W -4AM
20 -WATT

W -3AM

AMPLIFIER

20 -WATT AMPLIFIER

A -7D
7

-WATT AMPLIFIER

A.9C
20-WATT AMPLIFIER

HEATHKITS

...top

HI -FI

World's finest
electronic equipment

performance

in kit form...

HEATHKIT A -9C
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT
This amplifier incorporates its own preamplifier for self -contained operation. Provides 20
watt output using push -pull 6L6 tubes. True
high fidelity for the home, or for PA applications. Four separate inputs- separate bass and
treble controls -and volume control. Covers 20
to 20,000 CPS within t1 db. Output transformer tapped at 4, 8, 16 and 500 ohms. Harmonic distortion less than 1% at 3 db below
rated output. High quality sound at low cost!
MODEL A -9C $35.50
Shpg. Wt. 23 lbs.

HOW TO ORDER

t

.

Pioneer in

"do-it-yourself"
electronics

HEATHKIT A -7D
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER KIT
This is a true high fidelity amplifier even
though its power is somewhat limited. Built -in
preamplifier has separate bass and treble controls, and volume control. Frequency response
is
% db from 20 to 20,000 CPS. and distortion is held to surprisingly low level. Output
transformer tapped at 4, 8 or 16 ohms. Easy to
build, and a fine 7-watt performer for one just
becoming interested in high fidelity. Shpg. Wt.
10 lbs.
MODEL A -7D $17.95

..

Just identify the kit you desire
by its model number and send check or
money order to address below. Don't hesitate
to ask about HEATH TIME
PAYMENT PLAN.

HEATH

COMPANY

subsidiary of Daystrom, Inc.
Benton Harbor 8, Mich.
A

1

Model A -7E: Same as the above except with
extra tube stage for added preamplification.
Two switch -selected inputs. RIAA compensalion, and plenty of gain for low -level cartridges.
Shpg. Wt. 10 lbs.
$19.95

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY 6 STATE

Please send

FREE Heathkit

Catalog
s

SEn-r1:;vterR. T957
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LETTERS
COlttil)rted from page ro

COMPARE

picture or electromagnetic recorded
picrurc can do.
I think more can be donc along
these lines that would interest some
younger musicians -and who knows
it might make it easier to comprehend
this complicated profession, without
running the chance of some time in
the future mass producing a lot of
dogmatic conductors. The man with
the baton was, I think, born with
9o% of his talent.
Lenir Heiner
Hermiston, Ore.

,,..

you,

SHERWOOD
fidelity

high

ultimate

is the

The all new

S -1000

ji

20

wall amplifier

AUTHORitatively Speaking

Only Sherwood tuners feature 0.95 pv FM sensitivity!

Sylvia Wright, who cannot quite adapt
her housecleaning pace to the rhythms of
the Metropolitan Opera broadcasts -see
"Excuse my Dust. Donizetti," page
is a writer of humor who has two ambitions. One is to stop, however briefly,
writing humor and write something deep.
solemn, soul -searching, squalid, and avant garde. We can't do anything about that.
The other is to be ageless and mysterious.
and here her word is our command. She
is young enough to make us feel old. And
as for mysteriousness: She once wrote a
booklet that induced a young African ro
move to East Tennessee. She is good at
Chinese Checkers by virtue of having
worked at the MacDowell Colony. She is
a partner in a real estate enterprise with
a fiduciary trust company. She has twenty
five ribs. And, finally (how mysterious can
you get ?), she is the undisputed inventor
of the mondegreen. If the foregoing mystifies you, your obvious recourse is to put
in an order for McGraw -Hill's forthcoming
Sylvia Wright collection. Get Array From
Me With Those Christmas Gifts. It'll be
out next month.

50-

ki
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Technical literal

5hrE

2802 West Cullom Avenue, Chicago IS.

cpGC

CT RO

Illinois

t

The complete home music center

_

In New York, hear "Accent on Sound" with Skip Weshner, WBAI -FM, week nighls,9 P.M.

John H. Newict, whose "Hi -Fi Primer"
series begins on page 52, is naturally best
known to li -folk as author of High Fidelity
Technigges (Rinehart, New York, $7.50).
Currently he is doubling in education and
commerce. He teaches (subjects mostly
relevant to audio) at Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, and he serves as manager
of commercial products at Harvey Wells
Electronics, Inc. He had his technical
training at Stevens Institute of Technology
whence he holds a B.S. (E.E.) degree, and
also has studied management. During the
war he won two citations for the development of what the Government cautiously
calls "special devices," and he has several
patents to his credit. To our mind he is
one of rather few technically qualified
audio men who can transpose scientific
fact into laymen's English easily: hence
the assignment to him of the "Hi -Fi
Primer" series.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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A

new
AMI
precision
high fidelity
am -fm
phono -tuner
sound system

NEW UNDERSTANDING
OF MUSICAL GENIUS

Just as the artist relates form to function, so AMI gives you precision in sound with excellence in design. The new AMI
AM -FM phono -tuner sound system is laboratory produced in controled numbers by electrosonics engineers. Maximum
performance components are precisely intermatched and balanced. The separate wall horn enclosure is audio- engineered
to such perfection as to become a component in itself. Write now for the name of your dealer, and literature.
EXCLUSIVE THREE- CHANNEL FRONT-LOADED EXPONENTIAL HORN SYSTEM (3 speaker-drivers plus 3 horns) and 3 -way frequency dividing
network effectively doubles audio efficiency. High output 22 watt professional amplifier and pre -amp. Master control panel with separate, continuously variable volume
control; professional 3-step loudness control; precision calibrated bass and treble tone controls for definite steps in cut and boost or infinite variation, 4-position 12
db /octave high frequency roll-off control (scratch filter); selector control for phono, tape, TV, microphone; equalization controls RI AA, LP -LON, NAB LP and
early Columbia. All inputs and outputs, including 5 remote speakers. World famous 4 -speed Garrard changer. AM -FM super-sensitive tuner with AFCand tuning meter.
Incorporated, 1500 Union Avenue, S. E., Grand Rapids 2, Michigan, Chicago, Zurich, engineers, designers and manufacturers of professional and
mmercial sound systems since 1909.

._

,,

..l,1
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THIS is the finest audio cabinetry
procurable. Quietly yet unmistakably elegant, AMI enclosures attest
most eloquently to the cultivated
.tastes of those who select them as
possessions of enduring worth and
excellence.
HAND made by a small band of ded-

icated craftsmen who leave their
mark of distinction on every piece,
AMI enclosures are doubly prized: for
carefully chosen solid core stock of
impressive thickness overlaid by grain matched laminates of select woods ...
and for the doweled and mortised
joinery used exclusively throughout.
WHILE costly, this rare craftsmanship repays the owner many times
over in the security and satisfaction
that comes with possessions of inimitable distinctiveness and quality
NOR are such exacting standards
without merit acoustically as well.
For here is the most rigid, resonance free enclosure in all high fidelity.
Thus the AMI enclosure is unique as
an integral and functional component of the sound system, and accounts in part for the superiority of
AMI tonal qualities.

HAND rubbed to a satin finish, these
select woods are eternally protected
from burns, alcohol and other mishaps by a special protective sealer
that guards their beauty forever.
TO acquire an AMI instrument of
which this superb enclosure is a part,
is to have wisely invested in lasting
value. For no matter what changes
in componentry technological advance may bring, AMI enclosures
will house them with charm and
dignity ... and remain cherished objects of fine furniture craftsmanship,
and prized possessions of future
generations.
AS functionally practical as they are

craftsmanship

beautiful, AMI instruments offer
added value for those who take
great care in matters of decor. Simplicity and economy of line .
modernity of design and practical
light and dark finishes combine to

complement contemporary, traditional or continental furnishings.

Walnut, light or dark mahogany finish.
.1%611 f

`.

s

r`
y

)Incorporated 1500 Union Avenue, S.E., Grand Rapids 2, :Michigan
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Now available on the American market through the Ercona Corp. is the
British Chapman FM -AM -SW TUNER,
Model S -5E. It features the new Mullard EM -81 tuning eye and variable
selectivity for AM tuning. Tuning
ranges cover 12.5 co 25o meters in
three bands, plus the FM and AM
broadcast bands. FM sensitivity stated
to he better than 4 mv for 20 db
quieting.
Imported by Electronic Applications
are the Swiss ReVox TAPE RECORDERS,
models B-36 -I and B -36 -2. The former
is a single track uni_; the latter is a
dual. The recorders employ three
motors, separate record and playback
heads, separate record and playback
amplifiers; speeds are 33/4 and 71/2
ips. Frequency response at 71/2 ips is
specified as 4o to 12,000 cycles +1,
-2 db. Both units handle to -in. reels,
are push button controlled, have three
inputs. Prices: $469 for the single
track, S449 for the dual.
The Racon 18 -HW 18 -in. low frequency SPEAKER is of the high efficiency type, with a patented floating
cone which results in low (19 cps)
fundamental resonance, high compliance and low mass. Net weight is 38
lb.; audiophile net price is S150.
Automation, we are told, broke
through the lii -fi sound barrier this
week: Walco has developed a process
for automatic manufacture of diamond
styli which has enabled them to lower
the price of diamond NEEDLES from
S25

to

$14.95.

Vinetta's new RECORD RACK, Model
2050, is offered with dipped rubber
finish to protect records from damage.
Holds 5o records; is 103/ in. long,
43/ deep, and 41/2 high. Suggested
price: $2.25.
Dual volume controls and a binaural channel are offered in Lafayette's
AUDIO CONTROL, along with 7 inputs

for cartridges, tuners, or tape records.
Specs are IM distortion below 0.09%
art V output;; harmonic distortion approximately 0.25% at 5 V. Sensitivity
on magnetic input is 0.2 mv for I V
output; on tuner and cape, it is 0.2 V
for I V output. Noise level is 8o db
below 3 V output at full gain. The

control is available as a kit (KT -30o)

when
you buy

the
fabulous

AUDAX TONFARM KIT
screwdriver... 15 minutes of your time ... and the
fabulous Audax tonearm kit that's all you need to own
your own compass -pivot Audax Professional Tonearm
at a big saving! You'll find accurate assembly of this exclusive kit
a very simple affair
with assurance that the final result
will be as fine as factory -assembled units! Use any cartridge
with your Audax arm. Thrill to the wonderful new
difference it makes in your high fidelity system
difference
that confirms your wise choice in owning one of the
finest tonearms ever made!
12" Tonearm Kit $14.55
At your dealer
16" Tonearm Kit $17.55
A

-

-

-a

BEST RECORD PROTECTION INSURANCE

-

Audax "Micro- poise "... the
gram weight scale with
"prescription" accuracy! $3.95

AUDAX

Div. of Rek -O -Kut Co., Inc., 38-19

108 St., Corona 68, N. Y.

Continued on next page
SEPTEMBER 1957
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ON THE COUNTER

GUARANTEED
PERFORMANCE
SPECIFICATIONS

Continued from preceding page
at $39.50 or fully wired and rested
(LT -3o) at $59.5o.
Pencron offers a full line of TAPE

e

An Altec Lansing Exclusive!
802C DRIVER and 8118 HORN
power:
guaranteed
range:
impedance:

-The

30 watts
800 -22,000 cycles
16 ohms
Nor., 90°
Vert., 40°

distribution:

8 %" H;

dimensions:

183/4" W; 16"

D

802- $57.00

price:

811 -$27.00

N -GOOD

-

NETWORK

impedance:
hf attenuation:
crossover:
dimensions:

16 ohms

-1

db steps
800 cycles

4

814"

3;?"
price:

H;

514"

W;

D

$42.00

8O3A SPEAKER
power:
impedance
guaranteed
range:

30 watts
16 ohms

30 -1600 cycles

mag. weight:
v.c. diam.:

cone res.:

2.4 lbs.

3"

dimensions:

45 cycles
Diam., 15?(6 ";

price:

Depth, 7"
$60.00

A SOUND REPUTATION SECOND TO NONE
1515 S. Manchester Ave., Anaheim, Calif.
161 Sixth Avenue, New York 13, New York

three tape transport
mechanisms, three tape preamplifiers,
and a 4-channel microphone mixer.
The TM series of transport mechanisms utilize a single rotary function
control plus a quick -flip speed change
(33/4 and 711_ ips) ; the mechanisms
may be mounted vertically or horizontally or at any angle between. Less
than 0.4% flutter is specified. The
three preamps are: CA -1 r, tape playback only; CA -13, recording amplifier
and playback preamplifier, with VU
mecer; CA -15, stereophonic dual
channel playback preamplifier with
separate equalization controls for each
channel and a master gain control.
Specs call for a frequency range of
4o ro 14,00o cps on the CA -tr and
CA -13; the range is 20 to 20,000 cps
on the CA -15.
CA -14 is
Pennon's standard 4- channel mixer;
has six inputs: 4 microphone and 2
phono. Price ranges are: tape transport mechanisms, from S34.50 to
Sio9.95; preamps, from S39.95 to
579.95; mixer, 539.95.
International Magnetic Electronics
has announced what would appear ro
be a stacked TAPE HEAD. It's called
an in -line stereophonic rape recorder
conversion device, which
if we may
comment in this no- comment column
-will scare some people unnecessarily. The pix supplied shows a rape
head mounted on a bracket, with two
guide posts nearby, pressure plate. and
two phono jacks mounted on the
bracket. It would seem char you merely
mount this assembly in such a posidon that the tape will pass from
supply reel, across assembly's head,
past the capstan drive of your recorder,
and on to the take -up reel. Two
shielded wires (short, please) should
be nu) from the phono jacks to
equalized preamp inputs (plural).
Simplicity itself; and you get stereo
where you had monaural, or stacked in
place of staggered. Price not stared.
American Electronics has a series of
TAPE RECORDERS for use in the audiovisual field. Operate at 33/4 or 71/2
ips; use up ro 101/2-in. reels; have 3
motors; can be adapted for stereo
record and playback.
The Wollensak 1500 TAPE RECORDEQUIPMENT:

ALTE[
UMQM9 COiYppIUOM

Continued on page 22
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The Recital TA120. selected by American Society of

Industrial Designers for o0icial U.S. display at Milan
Triennale

-

world's most important exhibition of industrial design.

Once the design of a high fidelity tuner or amplifier
has been completed, the chief engineer is entirely dependent on how well the factory can reproduce it.
In a sensitive high fidelity instrument, the location of its
component parts is extremely important. As little as 1/32
of an inch can make the difference between routine and
superb performance. This critical relationship can often
he compromised by the conventional production method
of hand wiring. Subtle wiring variations, unintentionally
introduced by production people, can result in wide variations in performance between sets produced on the same
production line.
Were it possible to place the chief engineer at each of
our forty final test positions, he could undoubtedly correct
those compromises and make each instrument the perfect
translation of his design.
Harman- Kardon has, in effect accomplished this objective by the creative application of printed wiring. Its use
in every Harman -Kardon tuner and amplifier has virtually
eliminated human variables in production. In each instrument every part is in its one best position with respect to
every other part and all the interconnecting wires are of
precisely the correct length and in precisely the correct
place. This is one of the reasons why the Harman -Kardon
tuner or amplifier you buy is certain to equal the performance of the original engineering design.

Printed wiring

Typical product of the marriage of creative engineering and
ideal production technique is the new Harman. Kardon Recital Model
TA -120. It combines a highly sensitive AM -FM tuner, o complete
preamplifier and o 20 watt hum -free, distortion -free power amplifier.
It features: magnificent Armstrong FM with Automatic Frequency
Control to insure accurate tuning automatically; sensitive AM with
automatic volume control and built in ferrite antenna; dynamic
loudness contour control to provide precise balance for your own
hearing characteristics; enormously effective bass and treble tone
controls to adjust for the acoustics of your room; selectable record
equalization; remote speaker selector switch and rumble filter.
The Recital's "Controlled H" circuit operates so efficiently that it
creates less heat than conventional instruments which deliver only
half its power output. The enclosure and control panel are finished
in brushed copper, the knobs and control panel frame in motte
black. The Recital is 14 -3/4" wide by 3 -5/8" high by 10- 15/16"
deep. Simply plug in o suitable loudspeaker and record player
and a high fidelity system of incomparable performance and
unique good looks is yours.
The Recital Price is $189.95
Slightly higher in the carat

is the technique which can effect per-

fect reproduction of the engineer's design every time. The
process literally prints the interconnecting wiring of the
instrument by etching it on a laminated phenolic sheet.
Electrical components are fastened to the sheet by automation equipment and the sheet is then (lipped into a bath
SEPTEMBER

of solder. In this manner each element is locked into its
one best position.
77ás process has been perfected and proved in the U.S.
Guided Missile and Earth Satellite programs -and in the
production of radar and the new computers. Here, where
emphasis is on precision, reliability and quality -and
where cost is not a factor -printed wiring is the production choice.

Colorful, fully illustrated catalog. Describes complete Harman -Kordon
line. Includes guides on how and where to buy high fidelity equipment.
Send postcard to HormanKordon, Dept.H -09, 520 Main St., Westbury, N.Y.

FREE:

harman kardon

I

2I
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DO YOU
A DIFFERENCE

HEAR
IN LOUDSPEAKERS?

IF SO, AT LEAST ONE OF THEM MUST BE DISTORTING
The different characteristics of loudspeakers ore due to different
kinds and amounts of distortion. The most desirable loudspeaker
would be one which had absolutely no distinctive character about
it. The only way to achieve such a loudspeaker is to reduce all
forms of distortion to a minimum.

Another form of distortion occurs when certain of the lower
frequencies are exaggerated or when the whole bass spectrum
is either depressed or accentuated. Distortion of this type appears
when an improper choice is made of the acoustical, electrical and
mechanical parameters with the result that the combined system of
loudspeaker, enclosure and amplifier output stage does not have
equal efficiency at all frequencies.
A third form of distortion results from frequency irregularity in
the mid -range. This is usually caused by erratic vibrations of the
cone or by improper matching of the frequency response characteristics of two or more loudspeakers designed to cover different
ranges.

Despite the strong tendency for these forms of distortion to occur,
KLH was convinced that a sufficient concentration of talent, experience and equipment, used in a properly oriented program,
could devise a way to consistently produce loudspeakers in which

Prices horn $159.00

..,

.
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$378.00. Literature available upon request.
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dual speed unit ( the usual 33/
or 71/2 ips) weighing a scant 18 lbs.,
yer providing a frequency response of
40 to 15,000 cps ± 3 db at 71/2 ips,
with wow and flutter components of
less than o.3 %. Output is to watts;
size 61/2 by I OA by 11 3/ inches;
price, $189.50.
ER is a

Fidelitone Lubri -Scat RECORD SPRAY,
said to he the last word in prescriptions for record and needle care. Ir is
a combination antistatic and lubricating liquid; comes in 6 -oz. spray cans.
American Geloso Electronics, Inc.,
imports the Geloso TAPE RECORDER
from Italy, model G- 225/S. It is a
compact, lightweight, dual track unit,
operating at /7/8 or 33/4 ips. Utilizes
3 or 31/4-in. rape reels; may be operated on line voltages from r ro to 220
volts; measures 9%8 by 53/4 by 5112 ins.
Price: Sí79.95.
The Heath W -6M kit will build
you a 7o -watt POWER AMPLIFIER with
db at 1
specs of 5 ro So,000 cps
watt, and IM below i% at 7o watts.
All this for $109.95.
Bell Sound's Playmate TAPE RECORDER comes in three basic models:
RT -2o4, at Sí79.95; monaural record
playback; BT- 2o5IB, at $224.95, monaural record, stereo inline playback;
BT- 2040B, at $209.95, monaural
record, sterco staggered playback. On
all models: speeds of 33/4 and 71/2 ips
available; built in 6 -in. speaker, driven
by 5 -watt amplifier; piano key controls.
Robins Industries now markets Fiberglas INSULATION, for acoustic pad-

±t

V
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Continued from page

Webster Electric's midsummer announcements for the Ekotape TAPE
RECORDERS included the 270 AV, for
audio- visual work, which features
either full - or half -track heads, two
speeds, 6 by 9 oval speaker, VU -type
recording level meter, and odometer type program selector. The 280 appears similar but has ruin speaker and
a crossover network. The Model 290
is a stereophonic unit featuring a
stacked head and a pair of 8 -watt
amplifiers. No prices given.
Audio Device's C -slot TAPE REEL. is
designed for easy loading. Simply drop
the tape through; it is said ro catch
automatically.
Pernio, manufacturers of Fidelìtone
phonograph needles, have developed

One form of distortion is harmonic distortion. This occurs primorily
at low frequencies, where the cone must make large excursions.
Harmonic distortion is caused by non -linearity in the restoring
force of the mechanical suspension during these large excursions.

not just one but all of these forms of distortion are reduced
substantially below the level heretofore found in the best available
loudspeakers. The successful completion of such a program has
resulted in the production of KLH Models One, Two, and Three,
speaker systems designed to cover low- and mid -range frequencies.
Low harmonic distortion is achieved by making use of the acoustic
suspension principle in which the inherently non -linear mechanical
restoring force is largely replaced by the inherently linear restoring
force of the enclosed air in a small sealed cabinet.
Smooth extended response at low frequencies is achieved by using
a direct radiator in a completely closed cabinet and properly
choosing the volume of the enclosure, the mass and area of the
cone, and the design of the voice coil and magnetic circuit so
that the efficiency of the system remains constant down to the
lowest frequencies desired without the system suffering from the
common fault of being either underdamped or overdamped.
Frequency irregularity in the mid -range due to erratic vibrations
of the cone has been sharply reduced by use of special paper
cones of our manufacture whose design was based upon the
results of on exhaustive investigation of cone structure and
composition carried out in our laboratory.

ON THE COUNTER

i:<

ding of speaker cabinets, etc.; package
CAMBRIDGE,

MASSACHUSETTS
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The Most

Powerful FISHER Amplifier Ever

Built...

125 WATTS!
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125 -AX

THE FISHER

Outstanding Specifications of THE FISHER Model 125 -AX
BEYOND

a

shadow of

a

doubt,

THE FISHER Model 125 -AX
sets new standards for power amplifiers from the standpoint of
design, performance and reliabil-

-

ity. Its exceptionally high power
output and significantly low distortion provide the ideal combination for quality reproduction, with
ample reserve power for every
requirement of the music connoisseur or professional user.

90 watts continuous
watts with normal program material.
less than 0.6% distortion at 125 watts; less than
Two power supplies, assuring optimum
0.5% distortion at 90 watts.
Unique FISHER Performance Monitor meter indiamplifier operation.
cates corred adjustment of output tube bias, screen voltage and output
Less than I% IM disbalance, and shows average power in watts.
tortion at 90 watts; less than 2% at 125 watts (measured 60 /3000 cycles
Frequency response within 0.25 db, 20 to 20,000 cycles.
at 4:1)
4, 8 and
Hum and noise better than 92 db below full output.
16 -ohm speaker output impedances, plus 70.7 -volt output at 90 watts.
Power socket supplies all necessary voltages for operation of unEIGHT CONTROLS: Input Level,
powred, external components.
Speaker Impedance Switch, Meer Switch, Bias, Screen Voltage, Output
TUBE COMPLEMENT: 1- 12AU7,
Balance, Driver Balance, ZMotic.
SIZE: 14"
1- 12Ax7, 4 -EL34 (6CA7), 1.6Y6, -6AU6, 2- 5R4GY, 2 -NE16.
WEIGHT: 55 lbs.
wide x 111/4" deep x 81/4" high.
125

sine wave duly.

1

Mode! 125-AX,

$229.50

Model 125 -A, with 8 and 16 -ohm outputs only,

$219.50
I., Wert

Prices Slightly Higher In

WRITE TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

FISHER RADIO CORPORATION
SEPTEMBER

1957

21 -25

44th DRIVE

L. I. CITY 1, N. Y.
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An announcement we hope
will gladden some very
patient people

Continued from page 22

...

HERE IS THE

NEW

JansZen

L7YNAM IC

PRECISION -DESIGNED WOOFER
From the day designer Arthur Janszen finished the production
prototypes of the JansZen 130, the electrostatic loudspeaker was
here to stay. Such true, transparent, trouble -free treble had
not been heard before from a loudspeaker. Music lovers
succumbed at once, in delight, and demand ran away from supply.

This was gratifying, especially so because there had been
strong misgivings here about marketing the tweeter without a
woofer to match. (Not that we had any choice. It is almost axiomatic
among small manufacturers of precisely crafted devices that
you must sell one product to pay for the development of the next.)
Worthy woofers existed, but they had been carefully designed
good woofers do not just happen -to complement tweeters of
operating principle similar to their own: a moving coil driving a
cone or diaphragm. Most of them, when teamed with
electrostatic tweeters, showed irreconcilable variances of phasing,
midrange roll -off, transient attack, impedance, and efficiency.

-

A few, fortunately, worked rather well, earning our
recommendation, and it must be said here, with profound
respect, that certain ingenious home sound experimenters
managed with multiple woofers and special enclosures, to produce
sound with which we could find no fault at all, except that it cost
them more hours and /or dollars than most people can afford.

Obviously, we still had an obligation, but we had not been
delinquent about it. As soon as the 130 was launched,
Mr. Janszen and his staff had gone back to work designing a bass
speaker to complement it. Silence was imposed until he could be
reasonably sure of success; premature mention would have been
unfair both to prospective buyers and to other manufacturers.
Early last summer he admitted he had something satisfactory,
which is for him a wildly enthusiastic statement. We present
this product to you, as the JansZen DYNAMIC woofer.
It consists of one cone in a special cabinet. It is unique in some
particulars. It had to be, because it was conceived, designed, and
empirically crafted to work in seamless sonic unison with the
130 tweeter. It does. Expert listening juries have been (happily)
unable to detect its point of crossover. Further, it is small,
hearteningly inexpensive, and capable of clean, solid bass down
to a measured 30 cycles per second. You will be able to buy it
either by itself or in a common enclosure with the 130, come October.
Write for literature and the name of your nearest dealer

Product of NESHAMINY ELECTRONIC CORP., Neshaminy, Pa.
Export Diviaon: 25 Warren Street, N. Y.C. 7, Cola. SimoMric., N.Y.
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contains 6 ft. of insulation, 18 in.
wide, r in. thick.
The Weathers Barrington SPEAKER
SYSTEM
employs
12
moving-coil
speakers; is capable of handling 6o
watts but is said ro provide comfortable small room volume with 0.1 watt.
Size is 471/2 inches high by 401/2
wide and 151/2 deep. Note: impedance is 4 ohms. Price not stared.
The Eico HF -S0 POWER AMPLIFIER
is similar to the HF -6o except for output transformer, and a rated output of
5o, instead of 6o, warts. Specs indicate
IM below r% at 5o watts, below
0.5% at 45 watts; sinusoidal frequency
response of ±0.5 db from 6 to 6o,000
cps at r watt. Price: wired, $87.95;
kir form, $57.95.
The damping fluid in the Argonne
viscous- damped TONE ARM is installed
at the factory and sealed in to prevent
leakage. Plug -in heads. Price: $19.50.
The Knight Tri -Fi is a 12 -in. away SPEAKER featuring built -in mechanical and electrical crossovers, with
high frequency output controlled
through an L -pad level control. Power
capacity is specified as 25 watts and
frequency response as 35 to 15,000 cps
±-5 db. Stock number at Allied Radio
is 81 DX 839; price $49.50; guaranteed unconditionally for one year.
The Sonotone T -64 is an elliptical
cone TWEETER selling for $7.5o. Their
HFA -15o is a 15-watt AMPLIFIER with
control and equalization facilities. Six
inputs; separate tone controls; rumble
and noise filters; loudness (or contour) control. Size: 3 in. high, 12
wide, 7 deep. Price: $79.50.
Pilot's HF -3o is an all -in -one SYSTEM: 12 -watt amplifier, preamp- equalizer, FM and AM tuner, all in one
compact cabinet for $169.50. IM is
specified at less than 1.5% at 12 watts;
tone control ranges are ±18 db at 20
and 20,00o cps; has inputs for magnetic phono and auxiliary; FM sensitivity of 3 my for zo db of quieting

with 30% modulation.
There are roo many

SPEAKER ENmodels in the new Argos
.
catalogue for us ro list them here
it includes both factory -built and kit type enclosures for speakers of all
sizes; prices range from $52.50 downward, sizes from 4.3 cubic feet downward. There's also an attractive series
of small enclosures for corner mounting. near the ceiling, etc.

CLOSURE
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Everything You Need -Tuner, Amplifier, Controls

CIITTIKTTrao

COMPACT

irr.c.dadm

THE FISHER

"500"

E
WORLD LEADER

FOR 20 YEARS

FROM
AVERY FISHER

A WORD

.

$249.50

Mahogany or Blonde Cabinet.

Founder and Prenden:.
Fisher Rodio Corporation

Reverberation
or No?

1

You -all three basic high fidelity COMportents, laboratory engineered and professionally combined on one
compact chassis! THE FISHER "500" features an extreme- sensitivity
FMAM tuner, powerful 30 -watt amplifier and Master Audio Control.
Simply add a record player and loudspeaker and you have a complete
high fidelity system. The "500" is the simplest and most economical
manner in which to acquire matched components -true to the twenty
year FiSHER tradition for quality.
Chassis Only,
ISHER MATCHES THEM FOR

Outstanding Features of

THE FISHER

$19.95

"500"

Meter for micro-accurate tuning.
Extreme sensitivity on FM and AM.
Full wide -band;
Powerful, 30 -watt amplifier; handles 60-watt
FM detector for maximum capture ratio.
32,000
cycles.
4
inputs,
16
to
including
response.
separate
tape playback
peaks.
Uniform
4, 8 and 16-ohm outputs match all existing speakers.
preamp- equalizer.
Recorder output
7 Controls, including 9- position Channel Selector (AM,
ahead of volume and tone controls.
and AUX 2), Loudness Contour (4- positloo),
FM. AES. RIAA, LP, NAB. TAPE. AUX
Volume. Bass. Treble. AC- Power, Station Selector.
Beautiful die -cast. brushed brass
escutcheon and control panel.
Pin -point, channel Indicator lights.
Smooth, flywheel,
with
dial,
logging
scale.
tuning.
Largest, easy- to-read, slide -rule
High efficiency FM and
14 tubes plus 2 matched germanium dludc$.
AM antennas supplied.
18 tuned circuits.
SIZE: 13ií" wide x 13411' deep x 6V.' high.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 26 pounds.
1

FEW

WEEKS

I attended

ago

flAmsterdam.
orchestra concert
My
A

o

chamber

at the Coneertgehouw in
seat was at the extreme front

left corner of the orchestra, from where I could
see only the backs of the rear -bench first violinists. in other worth part of the audience,
including myself, was destined to hear only
that portion of the concert that bounced off the
walls and ceiling. Act things developed, when
the orchestra began to play I found myself
hearing luxurious sound apparently unimpaired.
despite the very poor seat location.
Wilts the help of a sympathetic usher i was able
to enjoy the remainder of the program from e
seat where I could sec the musicians as well as
hear them. it made no important difference in
the acoustical results
a tribute indeed to this
venerable, but musically perfect ball.
i also enjoy the concerts at the magnificent
Grace Rainey Roger. Auditorium of the Ncw
York Metropolitan Museum of Art where by
the use of deflecting baffles above the perform.
ing artists, and perforated hardwood panels on
the side and rear walls (with. i presume, ah.
sorptivc material behind the panels) every sent
is the 'best' sent. The sound is live without being
brash. And it has enough reverberation to confirm the dimensions of the auditorium.

THE FISHER
FM -AM Tuner

The 80 -T Is th most advanced FMAM Tu
with complete audio control focilities, and two

Separate
meters for microaccurot tuning.
FM sensitivity of 11/2
FM and AM front nds.
Less than I
microvolts for 20 db of quieting.
Adjustable
microvolt sensitivity for AM.
selectivity for AM and variable AFC for FM.
Separate tape head playback preamplifier.
Preamplifier can be used wish lowest level
Six record equalization
magnetic cartridges.
settings.
Separate Bass and Treble controls.
Input for 72 -ohm and 300.
Four inputs.
Multiplex. and two
ohm balanced antennas.
Cathode Follower outputs to record. und
amplifier.
Chassis, $)99.50
Mahogany or Mond. Cabinet. 519.9

-

-

in my early teens, when I was studying the vio.
lin. would frequently play the instrument in
an empty room of our home, where the ever
hcrtrion cans to rich and long -persistent that it
made my rather ordinary instrument sound like
the Sarasate Stradivarius. The acoustic effects
that I encountered in those days and their
psychologically enriching pleasures, Tire today
built into virtually every recording. either
through techniques used at the actual perform-

THE FISHER

1

---r
ÿtt

FM -90X

Gold Cascode Tuner
Th

most sensitive FM tuner in all the world)

The FM -90X brings FM reception to the th.oret
'cal limits of sensitivity. In one overwhelming
sweep, it has rendered all other FM tuners in

7.6tt+:4ér.l-!.

price rang obsolete.
CASCODE RF amplifier.
its

Exclusive GOLD
Four

If

stages.

Dual Dynamic Limitera operate on signots
Two metn for
as low os 0.5 microvolts)
Silvr- plated RF secmicro -accurate tuning.
Widest -band Ratio Detector.
tion.
Antenno
inputs for 72 ohms and 300 ohms balanced.
pu ts.
Cathode Follower and Muiplex
hlt

ance or at the time of creating the master tape
from which all production later flows.

Ly Falk_

80-T

ottis,

$169out.50

Mohogony or Blond. Cabinet, $17.95
WRItF; TODAY FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

FISHER RADIO CORP.
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the

finest...
from
every
point

Record Storage
All this discussion about record storage
and everyone trying to figure out
different ways of doing it. Did you
ever think about storing the records
with the flat side out?
Reader John Stahr of Larchmont.
N. Y., built a rack under a windowsill;
the rack is four records wide and two
high -very roughly, four by two feet.
The shelves are six inches deep, so
quite a few records can be stacked.
Mr. Stahr classifies his collection into
eight major types, stores the records
accordingly. Not only is this system
practical and convenient, but it lends
a decorative feature to the listening
room.

...

of

view...

Solder

THE REK -O -KUT

b

TURNTABLE ARM

-

Most superbly styled of all arms
this is also the one turntable arm
that offers best compliance, lowest resonance, optimum tracking ... to
give you better sound That is why it is the one arm invariably sold with
every turntable
outselling all other turntable arms combined! Write
for catalog and free Strobe disc. $26.95 12" Arm, $29.95 16" Arm.

-

!

too.

Record Cleaning

REK-O-KUT

Shrader Sound in Washington, D. C..
advises its customers to clean records
thusly: mix one part "Joy" with ten
parts water. Place record on turntable,
let it turn; assist with a finger pushing
in the label area, if necessary. Stretch
thin cloth over a finger (of other
hand, or things will get involved),
clip in ro -to -r Joy solution, and apply
cloth firmly to record surface, starring
at outside edge. If much grime is
picked up, repeat process. ( Shrader

HIGH FIDELITY TURNTABLES -TURNTABLE ARMS
38 -19 108th St., Corona 68, N.Y.

Continued en page 28

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES! Patented sealed Versa -Twin bearing
pivot provides superior horizontal compliance.
For free vertical
motion, arm pivots are mounted in chrome steel ball -bearing races.
Micrometer gram weight adjustment gives correct stylus pressure
without need for stylus gauge.
Has easy arm- height adjustment.
Takes all popular cartridges.

o

Remember the time some one of our
writers got tangled up with what
solder was made our of? We published
a letter from one of the top brass
(rap rosin? ) ar the Federated Metals
Division of the American Smelting
and Refining Co., who chided us gently
and politely.
The other day, in comes a big roll
of solder. Rosin core, naturally. Which
got our kir- building urge reactivated,
and our NWl writer has been building
another amplifier. Solder works fine,

26
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AUDIO CONTROL AND AMPLIFIER
WORLD

FOR 20

LEADER

YEARS

Complete in Every Respect!

.

ONE
COMPACT
CHASSIS

MODEL CA -40

$13950
,,,,.

;:

.qi

Outstanding Buy
In FM Tuners

THE FISHER
FM Tuner
Model FM-40
For Discriminating Listeners!! A remarkable
instrument, beautifully designed, yet modest in
cost. Stable circuitry and simplified controls
make the FM-40 exceptionally easy to use.
Meter for micro-accurate, center-of- channel
tuning.
72 and 300 ohm antenna inputs.
Sensitivity is 3 microvolts for 20 db quieting.
Outputs for amplifier, tape and Multiplex.
Cathode follower output permits leads up to
200 feet in length.
Chassis, $99.50
.Mahogany or Blonde Cabinet, $17.95

No Other Like It!

THE FISHER
rMaster Control -Amplifier
Model CA -40
to satisfy the most critical requirements of the
music connoisseur, as well as the professional engineer,

DESIGNED

F

THE FISHER Model CA-40 is, without a doubt, the most versatile unit of its type available today. On one compact chassis it
offers the most advanced preamplifier with controls, as well as
a powerful, 25 -watt amplifier with less than % distortion at full
output! The Model CA-40 has provisions for six inputs and
offers complete equalization and preamplification facilities for
both records and tape. It features an exclusive FISHER First
TON ESCOPE, to provide a graphic indication of Bass and Treble
Tone Control settings. In every respect flexibility, laboratoryI

-

-

THE FISHER

Master Audio Control
80 -C
Containing features found only in professional
studio consoles - the Master Audio Control

matches any power amplifier.
Provides professional phono and tape -head equalization.
Full mixing and fading facilities for from two
to five channels.
Seven Inputs.
Two cathode
follower outputs.
Preamplification and equalization directly from tape playback head.
DC
filaments for non - measurable hum level.
Completely self-powered.
Chassis. $99.50

Mahogany or Blonde Cabinet. $9.95

-

quality performance, handsome two -tone styling the MASTER
CONTROL -AMPLIFIER reflects the creative engineering that has
made THE FISHER world- renowned for two decades. Truly,
the CA -40 will long serve as the ultimate standard of comparison
for amplifiers with control facilities. size: 123/4" x 101/4" x 5" h.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS

FISHER RADIO CORP.

21
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CITY 1, N. Y.
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PILOT
PILOT

NOTED WITH INTEREST
Cowtintaed from page 26

and only

-

says it's surprising how much grime if
collected even from clean records.)
After application, it may be necessary
to dean the stylus with a brush to
remove the mud collected from the
bottom of the groove.

offers you peak performance
in high fidelity at low cost

COMPONENT
UNITS
Pilot engineering and ingenuity at its best! Tuner, amplifier and
preamp- audio -control built onto a single chassis for greatest
convenience in assembling a high fidelity system. Only the
speaker, and record player or tape recorder need be connected.

HF-42
includes FMAM Tuner with tuned RF stage
and dual cascade limiter- discriminator FM
circuit for maximum sensitivity perfect
quieting even with fringe signals; precise
BEACON tuning Indicator; AFC with disabling switch; 10 KC filter for AM; built-in
FM and AM antennas; flywheel tuning.
Preamp -Audle Control with bum-free DC
on tube heaters; tape head and phono inputs
with separate equalisation; base and treble
controls; loudness -contour and volume controls; tape recorder output.
Power Amplifier with less than 1% distortion
at 20 watts rated output (40 watts peak);
frequency response: 20 to 20,000 cycles.
±1db; built in rumble filter. Housed in band some enclosure finished in brushed brass and
burgundy.
Dimensions: 43"h x 13 % "w x 12%6'd

-

HF-30
Tuner svito tuned RF stage

.

.

Any readers wandering around London
between November 28 and December
4, 1958
that's next year might
like ro drop in at Olympia to see
the Computer Exhibition.
One of the obvious advantages of
technological advances in the computer
field is the development of the science
of long -range planning. Imagine! Re-

-

,i

12 watts rated output (24 watts peak);
and frequency response: 20 to 20,000 cycles,

at

±ldb; selector switch for independent or
simultaneous operation of two speaker systems. Housed in handsome enclosure finished
in brushed brass and burgundy.
Dimensions: 4%'h x 14,4 "w x 10% "d.

-

ceiving a publicity announcement in
September 1957 for an event co occur
in December x958!

$169.50 Complete

TV Sound

Make your own performance test of these component units at your Pilot dealer.
For complete specifications, write to Dept. AV -9
Pricos slightly higher west of Rockies.

RADIO CORP.,

Pictured above is the Cousino rape
cartridge being inserted into a Riviera
playback machine. You simply push
the cartridge into place and turn the
big lever to "Play." No threading, no
supply and rake -up spools, and ne
rewinding, either -the tape is continuous. Plays for one hour at 33, ips
(older equipment played for only half
an hour). Cartridge design is such
that it may be played at 71/2 ips, but
primary use of this equipment is in
connection with talking displays,
supermarket announcements. telephone
answering devices, and so forth .
even sleep therapy machines.

English Computer Exhibition

$209.50 Complete

Inclndes FM -Apt
for high sensitivity perfect quieting even
with fringe signals; precise
AC )N tuning
Indicator; AFC with disabling switch; 10 BC
filter for AM: built-In FM and AM antennae; flywheel tuning.
Preamp -Andlo Control w11ù phono and auxiliary inputs; bass and treble controls, loudness contour and volume controls, tape recorder
output.
Power Amplifier with less than 1% distortion

-

Tape Cartridge

37 -06 36th St., Long Island City

Over 38 years leadership in electronics.

1, N. Y.

Pats on the back to TV Guide for
publishing, in its April 6 -12 issue, an
article by Mitch Miller of Columbia

Records about the lack of attention
paid to television sound. As we have
said in HIGH FIDELITY, there is good
sound sometimes on television. But
there could be much more. Trouble
is, were talking to ourselves. When
TV Guide rakes up the battle, it talks
ro 5,000,000 people.
Some quotes from Mr. Miller's
article
"I've noticed one job char
needs doing: making popular music.
With a few exceptions, the television
viewer isn't getting enough popular
music of a quality he's entitled to in
this age of spectacular, portable, color

PILOT
and only

YI LOT

...

TV....
"The radio stations now properly
advertise themselves as the best purveyIt's
ors of music and news.
assumed that people listen to radio
news because it's better than television
news, but that they listen to radio
music because it's handier. It's also
and the reason is that more
better
care and thought go into the sound
of the music you hear on radio than
the music you see on television... .
"Even in these days of high- budget
Television and economy radio, radio's
Sunday afternoon "Woolworth Hour"
has five hours of on -mike rehearsals
for the orchestra and soloists, while
most television shows have one hour
of combined camera and sound rehearsal for the music! These reto balance the sound
hearsals are
coming from the various instruments
and vocalists, and, in television, CO
rehearse the cameras and lights as
.

.

.

-

1

offers you peak performance
in high fidelity at low cost

TUNERS
Traditional Pilot engineering and quality assure optimum
performance. All Pilot tuners feature Beacon tuning for
precise station selection. All Pilot tuners are also fully
shielded to conform with FCC radiation specifications.

FA -550 FM -AM
Has tuned RF stage and dual cascade limiter-discriminator FM circuit for maximum
sensitivity;
perfect quieting even with
fringe signals; AFC with disabling switch;
10 KC filter for AM; flywheel tuning; builtin FM and AM antennas. Features preampaudio control with five input channels; hum free DC on tube heaters; tape head and phono
inputs with separate equalization; bass and
treble controls; separate cathode follower
outputs for tape recorder and power amplifier. Housed in handsome enclosure finished
in brushed braes and burgundy.
Dimensions: 45 "h x 14!.4 "w x 1O 4 "d.

-

...

well....

$159.50 Complete

"Do these sour notes mean that I
think television can't be a major outlet for good musical entertainment?
Nor at all; but I think there will have
to be some changes made before it
happens. For example: A $500 set
has a speaker worth perhaps Sts
or $20. For S5oo these days you can
buy a hi -fi for radio and phonograph
that will distinguish between the
sounds of a pin dropped on a Persian
and a Moroccan carpet...

FA -640 FM -AM

-

Has tuned RF stage for high sensitivity
perfect quieting even with fringe signals;
AFC with disabling switch 10KC filter for
AM; cathode follower output; phono and
auxiliary inputs; flywheel tuning; built-in
FM and AM antennas. Housed in handsome
enclosure finished in brushed brass and
burgundy.
Dimensions: 4% "h x 13 "w x 831 "d.

$109.50 Complete

.

FM-530
SW in Your Car
Hughes, of Radio Station
WKNX (Saginaw, Mich.) got tired of
James

the usual AM radio fare he could get
on his car radio. So he bought a
push -button converter which runes the
13, 19, 31, and 49 -meter shortwave
broadcast bands. Says it works fine:

He's had Moscow, London, Paris, Brus-

FM Only

-

Has tuned RF stage for high sensitivity
perfect quieting even with fringe signals;
AFC with disabling switch; cathode follower
output; phono and auxiliary inputs; flywheel
tuning; built-in antenna. Housed in handsome enclosure finished in brushed brass and
burgundy.
Dimensions: 43i "h x 13 "w x 8,4"d.

399.50 Complete

Make your own performance test of these tuners at your Pilot dealer.
For complete specifications, write to Dept. A tV-,

Continued on next page

Prices slightly

Mot' RADIO CORP.,

37 -06 36th St., Long Island City

Over 38 years leadership in electronics.

www.americanradiohistory.com

higher west of Rockies.

1, N. Y.

giec,)/OfeL

N EW
Ultra -Sonax and Super -Sonax Very- High -Frequency Drivers
±

2db FLAT RESPONSE WELL BEYOND 16,000 CPS!

Today's folded horn and phase loaded speaker systems with their lowest first -octave response require
flat, extended high range response beyond the very
limit of audibility if essential musical balance is to
be achieved. These very high frequency drivers,

employing the time - tested diffraction principle and
the new Avedon Sonophase throat design, overcome
range and sensitivity limitations, deliver highest
efficiencies and function without distortion at the
highest ranges.

135 rand 7355

o

o

o

SPECIFICATIONS
T35

The T35, T35B and T350 have
widest polar patterns, program capacities of 50 watts, peak 100 watts and
16 ohms impedance. Chart shows other

T35B

kc-19 kc

±

Frequency Response:
RETMA Sensitivity Rating:
Magnet weight:

±

oz.

4 oz.

Gauss

13,500

9000

Size:
Horn:

5'/

2

db

2

1

in. long

2

db

2

kc-18

54 db

57 db

Pol Diameter:

Depth:
Shipping Weight'
Net Price:

±

2

db 2

kc-21

kc

1

lb.

20,000

s

in. wide
2% in. masimum
3'/ in. overall
3 lbs.
335.00

kc

60 db

71/2

in. long x
211,

2

characteristics of each model.

T35O

in. wide

31 in. maximum
in. overall
lbs.

3'/

4l5 in. overall
9'h lbs.

S22.00

$60.00

3

to improve your high fidelity system with these amazing new VHF drivers. Building Blocks
are complete component packages you can add to existing systems. Or,
start with a basic speaker, step up the quality of reproduction
one economical step at a time by adding Building Blocks.

Use the E -V Speaker Building Block Plan

AT37

AT37

AT37

'l
T358

J
BB1

X36

T35

Cable
Harness

(

-

(1358)
Adds the very high frequencies; for use with lower cost existing 2 -way
systems (low -frequency driver and treble driver)

and coaxial or full -range speakers having

1

to

of magnet (RETMA sensitivity ratings from
43 to 48 db). Consists of: T35B Super Sonax
VHF driver, X36 3500 cps sh section crossover
network, AT37 level control with wiring harness.
2 lbs.

Net. $37.00.

BB2

T350

Cable
Harness

X36

-

(T35)
Adds the very high frequencies; for use with existing deluxe 2woy systems (low frequency driver and
treble driver) and coaxial or full -range loud.
speakers having 3 lbs. of magnet or more
(RETMA sensitivity ratings from 48 db to
54 db). Consists of: 135 Super Soncx VHF
driver, X36 3500 cps 34 section crossover network, AT37 level control and wiring harness
Net. $50.00.

Cable
Harness

X36

BBS

-

(1350)
Adds very high frequencies
with wide dispersion, reserve power and extra
sensitivity. For use in deluxe multiway systems
having extended bass ranges and sensitivity,
such os PATRICIAN, GEORGIAN, CARDINAL
and CENTURION (RETMA sensitivity ratings of
50 db and higher). Consists of: T350 Super Sonox VHF driver, X36 3500 cps lfz section crossover network, AT37 level control and wiring
harness. Net $75.00.

Records about the lack of attention
paid co television sound. As we have
said in HIGH FIDELITY, there is good
sound sometimes on television. But
there could be much more. Trouble
is, we're talking ro ourselves. When
TV Guide rakes up the baule, it talks
to 5,000,000 people.
Some quotes from Mr. Miller's
"I've noticed one job that
article
needs doing: making popular music.
Wich a few exceptions, the television
viewer isn't getting enough popular
music of a quality he's entitled to in
this age of spectacular, portable, color
TV.
"The radio stations now properly
advertise themselves as the best purveyIts
.
ors of music and news.
assumed that people listen to radio
news because it's better than television
news, but that they listen to radio
music because it's handier. It's also
and the reason is that more
better
care and thought go into the sound
of the music you hear on radio than
the music you see on television.. - "Even in these days of high- budget
television and economy radio, radio's
Sunday afternoon "Woolworth Hour"
has five hours of on -mike rehearsals
for the orchestra and soloists, while
most television shows have one hour
of combined camera and sound rehearsal for the music! These reto balance the sound
hearsals are
coming from the various instruments
and vocalists, and, in television, to
rehearse the cameras and lights as

...

...

.

.

-

PILOT
PILCT
and only

offers you peak performance
in high fidelity at low cost

TUNERS
Traditional Pilot engineering and quality assure optimum
performance. All Pilot tuners feature Beacon tuning for
precise station selection. All Pilot tuners are also fully
shielded to conform with FCC radiation specifications.

FA -550 FM -AM
Has tuned RF stage and dual cascade limiter- discriminator FM circuit for maximum
sensitivity;
perfect quieting even with
fringe signals; AFC with disabling switch;
10 RC filter for AM; flywheel tuning; builtin FM and AM antennas. Features preampaudio control with live input channels; hum free DC on tube heaters; tape head and phono
inputs with separate equalization; bass and
treble controls; separate cathode follower
outputs for tape recorder and power amplifier. Housed in handsome enclosure finished
in brushed brass and burgundy.
Dimensions: 414"h x 14í4"w x 10.4 "d.

-

...

well....

$159.50 Complete

"Do these sour notes mean that I
think television can't be a major outlet for good musical entertainment?
Nor at all; but I think there will have
to be sonic changes made before it
happens. For example: A $500 set
has a speaker worth perhaps $15
or $zo. For Soo these days you can
buy a hi -fi for radio and phonograph
that will distinguish between the
sounds of a pin dropped on a Persian
and a Moroccan carpet...

FA-540 FM -AM
lies tuned RF stage for high sensitivity

-

perfect quieting even with fringe signals;
AFC with disabling switch 10KC filter for
AM; cathode follower output; phono and
auxiliary inputs; flywheel tuning; built-in
FM and AM antennas. Housed in handsome
enclosure finished in brushed brass and
burgundy.
Dimensions: 434 "h x 13 "w x 834 "d.

$109.50 Complete

.

FM -530 FM
SW in Your Car
James

Hughes,

of

Only

Bee tuned RF stage for high sensitivity

Radio

Station

WKNX (Saginaw, Mich.) got tired of
the usual AM radio fare he could get
on his car radio. So he bought a
push -button converter which runes the
13, 19, 31, and 49 -meter shortwave
broadcast bands. Says it works fine:
He's had Moscow, London, Paris, Brus-

-

perfect quieting even with fringe signals;
AFC with disabling awi:eh; cathode follower
output; phono and auxiliary inputs; flywheel
tuning: built-in antenna. Housed in handsome enclosure finished in brushed brass and
burgundy.
Dimensions: 434"h x 13 "w x 8',4 "d.

$99.50 Complete

Make your own performance test of these tuners at your Pilot dealer.
For complete specifications, write to Dept. A \V :t

Continued on next page

Prices slightly higher west of Rockier,

Mot RADIO

CORP., 37 -06 36th

St., Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Over 38 years leadership in electronics.

www.americanradiohistory.com

PILOT
PILOT

NOTED WITH INTEREST
Continued from preceding page

and only

sels, all over the world. The converter
is made by Gonset, Burbank, Calif.,

it's model 3128, works only on 12
volts, and costs S39.95. Sounds like
fun!

RCA Stereo

offers you peak performanc
in high fidelity at low cost

AMPLIFIERS
Pilot engineered Williamson -type circuits employing
specially wound output transformers to insure absolute stability and lowest distortion. Power specifications are conservatively rated, and amplifiers are
designed for continuous operation at full output.

RCA demonstrated and explained
stereophonic sound at a meeting in
the Merchandise Mart in Chicago on
June 18. Demonstration was on the
RCA Victor Mark I, a combination
high-fidelity phonograph and FM -AM
radio which includes a built -in stereophonic rape player in combination
with a tape recorder; it is nationally
advertised, we are told, at $2,000.

-

AA -920

Rated output with less than I% distortion:
20 watts (40 watts peak); frequency response: 20 to 20,000 cycles, ±1db. Has builtin preamp and audio control with hum -free
DC on tube heaters; tape head and phono
inputs with separate equalization; 3-position
rumble and scratch filters; bass and treble
controls; loudness -contour and volume controls; plus tape recorder output. Housed in
handsome enclosure finished in brushed bass
and burgundy.
Dimensions: 434 "b x 13% "w x 9 "d.

$99.50 Complete

Hi -Fi in Spanish

AA-903B
Rated output with

less than 1% distortion:
14 watts (28 watts peak); frequency response at rated output: 20 to 20,000 cycles,
±1db. Has built-in preamp and audio control
with hum -free DC on tube heaters; tape head
and phono inputs with separate equalization;
2- position rumble and scratch filters; bass
and treble controls; loudness -contour and volume controls; plus tape recorder output..
Housed in handsome enclosure finished in
brushed brass and burgandy.
Dimensions: 4.6 "h x 13% "w x 9 "d.

$79.95 Complete

-

AA -410A

Basic amplifier -rated output with less than
1% distortion: 20 watts (40 watts peak);

frequency response: 20 to 20,000 cycles,
±0.6db; 61.6GB output tubes. Chassis and
cover cage finished in brushed brass.
Dimensions: 4" x 12%" x 6" high.

$59.50 Complete

Y¡11III
I

In Cincinnati

AA -908

Stylus Microscope

1% distortion: 40 watts (20 watts peak):
frequency response: 20 to 20,000 cycles.
±0.1db; 6CA7 output tubes; provision for
selecting optimum damping factor, Chassis
and cover cage finished in brushed brass.
Dimensions: 12.4" x 8.4" x 6W' high.

We've had the pleasure, lately, of

Basic amplifier-rated output with less than

$125.00 Complete

Make your own performance tests of these amplifiers at your Pilot dealer.
For complete specifications, write to Dept. AX-9
Prices .lightly higher west of

RADIO CORP.,

George Silber, President of Rek-O -Kur,
Inc., recently announced purchase of
the Audak Company.

-

1

.1.

Audak to Rek-O-Kut

Everyone know Electro -Sound, Inc.,
at 5912 Hamilton Ave.' They sent
us a copy of their newsletter
The
HiFinatic -which was interesting,
helpful, and amusing. You might want
to get on the mailing list.

lIIIrlIIIliI
IÌj1..1Ì

Spanish -speaking readers will be interested in Alta Fidelidad, said ro be
the first book published in Spanish
on high fidelity. About loo pages,
6
by 91/2 inches, plenty of illustrations; looks well done all around.
Author is A. Hernandez Travieso; it's
sold throughout Latin America and the
United Stares by Jerry Berliner. EMEC,
127 Grace St., Plainview, N. Y.
Thanks to Richard le Grellc, manager of the "California" high -fidelity
store in Havana, for sending us a copy.

37 -06 36th St., Long Island City

Over 38 years leadership in electronics.

Rodes.

1, N. Y.

-

checking out all the staff -owned styli
courtesy of Duotone, which was
kind enough to loan us one of their
fine binocular microscopes. The microscope provides a magnification of 15ox,
but is normally sold only to dealers
carrying the Duotone line of needles.
After all the dealers have been
taken care of, please, Duotone, won't

YI LOT

you make some of these microscopes

available to the general public? We'd
like one, since nearly all of HIGH
FIDELITY'S staff are record users. We
could divide up the cost -and so
could many audio clubs and ocher
groups who'd like to check their members' styli from time to time. Yes, we
know we should go to our nearest
Duotone dealer
he, for us, is
a long way off.

and only

PILOT

-but

offers you standard custom
high fidelity components in

Miniaturization
Someday, someone will come along
with a phonograph cartridge no bigger than a present -day stylus! We
saw one the other day which was about
Win. wide and 1 -in. long. But for
the time being, we think Elettro -Voice
probably has the smallest: its so- called
Power Point. The thing is only about
1/4-in. in diameter and about 1/2-in.
long, yet it's a complete turnover cartridge wich two styli! The Power
Point is not claimed ro be a hi -fi unit;
its designed for the replacement market in the commercial field, but there
it is doing a big job.

1;1
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New in Indianapolis
A reader from Carmel, Ind., reports a

new FM station in Indianapolis;
WFMS,
providing
good
music
throughout the day at 95.5 mc.

New in Stamford, Conn.
Westlab Electronics, well known in
Yonkers, has opened a new store in
Stamford at 1105 E. Main Sr.

Toothpick
Dentist friend of ours uses dental picks
(and shovels? wonder what the trade
lingo is ?) for all sorts of fine work
around his home workshop. Always
thought the idea was fine, and wished
we had some. Now comes A. Lawrence Karp, 16 Putnam Park, Greenwich, Conn., with a set of three dental
instruments (six points) which he'll
sell you for S3.95. They'll be mighty
handy, getting into tight places, retrieving lost nuts which always slip
down behind a mess of wires in the
chassis, and so forth.
Back Copies, Please
The Tantasqua Regional High School
at Sturbridge, Mass., recently starred
Continued on page 34

Pilót has combined component quality with console convenience.
Pilot consoles are actually high fidelity component systems made up of
the very same nationally advertised high fidelity components designed
for use in custom installations. You can readily identify them by type and
model number - you can buy them separately.
The Ensemble 1030D, one of eight superb Pilot console systems, includes
the standard Pilot AA -903B 14 -watt (28 watts peak) amplifier -preamp,
the famous Garrard RC -88 4 -speed record changer with diamond- sapphire
magnetic cartridge and a perfectly matched 4 -way, 4- speaker system
built into an acoustically engineered enclósure.
Next time your friends ask about authentic high fidelity with the 'plug in -and -use' convenience of a single cabinet, tell them about Pilot Component- Consoles. But, before you do, hear one yourself you're due for
a delightful surprise. For complete information, write to:

-

RADIO CORP.,

37 -06 36th St., Long Island City 1, N. Y.
Over 38 years leadership in electronics.
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Ultra -Sonax and Super -Sonax Very -High- Frequency Drivers
±

it>

2db FLAT RESPONSE WELL BEYOND 16,000 CPS!

Today's folded horn and phase loaded speaker systems with their lowest first- octave response require
flat, extended high range response beyond the very
limit of audibility if essential musical balance is to
be achieved. These very high frequency drivers,

employing the time - tested diffraction principle and
the new Avedon Sonophase throat design, overcome
range and sensitivity limitations, deliver highest
efficiencies and function without distortion at the
highest ranges.

13.5

and T35B

SPECIFICATIONS
T38B

The T35, T35B and T350 have
widest polar patterns, program capacities of 50 watts, peak 100 watts and
16 ohms impedance. Chart shows other

Frequency Response:
RETMA Sensitivity Rating:
Magnet Weight:

±2

7 oz.

4

Gauss

13,500

9000

Size:
Horn:

characteristics of each model.

Pot Diameter:

Depth:
Shipping Weight.
Net Price:

Use the

E -V

db

2

kc-19

kc

57 db

±

db 2
db

2

54

lit-18

T350
kc

±2

db 2

kc-21

l Ib.
20,000

0t.

5% in. long a
2 m. wide

7'h in. long

2% in. maximum

355

lbs.

3V lbs.

2r/. in. wide
in. maximum
41/2 in. overall
955 lbs.

135.00

$22.00

$60.00

3 in. overall

3% in. Overall
3

Ice

60 db

Speaker Building Block Plan to improve your high-

fidelity system with these amazing new VHF drivers. Building Blocks
are complete component packages you can add to existing systems. Or,
start with a basic speaker, step up the quality of reproduction
one economical step at a time by adding Building Blocks.
AT3T

á7

ATP

1358

X30

BB1

(T358)

- Adds

T45

Cable
Harnass

the very high frequen-

cies; for use with lower cost existing 2 -way
systems (low -frequency driver and treble driver)

and coaxial or full -range speakers having 1 to
2 lbs. of magnet (RETMA sensitivity ratings from
43 to 48 db). Consists of: T358 Super Sonax
VHF driver, X36 3500 cps A section crossover
network, AT37 level control with wiring harness.
Net. $37.00.

AT37
T350

Gable

Cade

Hemess

BB2

-

(T35)
Adds the very high frequencies; for use with existing deluxe 2.
way systems (low frequency driver and
treble driver) and coaxial or full -range loudspeakers having 3 lbs. of magnet or more
(RETMA sensitivity ratings from 48 db to
.54 db). Consists of: 135 Super Sonax VHF
driver, X36 3500 cps th section crossover net.
work, AT37 level control and wiring harness

Net. $50.00.

Q

Marnosa

X36

B BS

-

(T350)
Acids very high frequencies
with wide dispersion, reserve power and extra
sensitivity. For use in deluxe multiway systems
having extended bass ranges and sensitivity,
such os PATRICIAN, GEORGIAN, CARDINAL
and CENTURION (RETMA sensitivity ratings of
50 db and higher). Consists of: T350 Super Sonax VHF driver, X36 3500 cps th section cross.
over network, AT37 level control and wiring
harness. Net $75.00.

Diffraction Horns and Revolutionary
The Story of E -V

Sonophase Throat Design
Superiority
E -V

This Is a conventional high frequency driver with excellent response up to 4 or 5 kc. Beyond this,
destructive interference results from
the diaphragm's inability to act as a

This is what happens to the diaphragm in the conventional high
frequency driver beyond 5 kc.

piston.

Increasingly higher frequencies
cause the phase to shift due to
central diaphragm deformation.

The Avedon Sonophase Throat Design

The Hoodwin Diffraction Horn

The unique throat design illustrated here
overcomes the problem of diaphragm deformation with a longer sound path from the
center of the diaphragm. This restores the
proper phase relationship. This is especially
important above 12 ke. where sound must
be taken from the center of the diaphragm
and from the outer edge simultaneously.

This is the Eleciro -Voice development
which is used in all E -V horns to disperse sound equally in all lateral directions from a single point source. This is
especially important in stereophonic reproduction to preserve the undistorted
depth and width of the original sound.
Diffraction horns insure balanced levels
of both right and left stereo speakers.

These drawings

tell the diffraction horn story:

Figure A

Figure A

Figure

-

This shows

how sound

disperses

equally in all directions from a single point
source.

Figure

B

In Figure B two sound sources are shown. On
the axis, at point "x ", double the sound power
results as the resultant pressures are in phase

and additive.

tcoo

CPS

CROSSOVER

1,000 CPS

1,200 CPS

Figure

D

Figure D will show the deficiencies in horns of
wide lateral dimensions compared to the wavelength being emitted. Any horn mouth can be
considered as a group of small point sources of
sound. They must beam the sound down the
axis by their very nature.

Figure

CROSSOVER
E

\\J

T

1
T
J %s'

1

4'

2%s'

1

In Figure E are shown representative horns,
illustrating that horns must have a certain length,
os well as cross sectional oreo along this length
and at the mouth to load the driver diaphragm

down to the lowest frequencies to be reproduced. The lower we go, the longer must be
the horn and the greater the mouth area.

This is one moro example of the 'Listeneered' superiority of oll
Electro.Voice high Fidelity products. Hear the difference yourself.
Ask your E.V dealer to show you how to dial in these new VHF
drivers on his Speaker Systems Selector. Your own ears will tell you
why your finest choice is Electro.Voice. Send for Bulletin
F79.

if the distance between the two
sources is 1 wavelength or greater, the sound
from the two sources will be considerably out
of phase for points off the axis resulting in
decreased sound pressure.
But in Figure C,

11'

-6'

CROSSOVER

C

Figure

F

Figure F shows that narrowing the horizontal
area and extending the vertical dimension of
the horn mouth preserves the loading area
necessary for good low end response, disp
the sound perfectly in the horizontal direction
where it is so necessary, and keeps interfering
reflections off the floor and ceiling.

lec7,t`o;
ELECTRO- VOICE, INC.
Export: 13 East 40th Street, New York 16, U.S.A.

BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN
Cables: ARLAB

NOTED WITH INTEREST

in HI -FI

Continued from page 3r

... from

Ili -fi club for students. They have
one copy of HIGH FIDELITY and want
more (naturally!! ). If any readers
have some spare back copies, would
they send them along? The Club can
afford to pay postage, if that will help.
a

s

ee

Biggest Disc?
HF61

-

EICO is a pioneer (1945) in kit lest equipment
leods the industry in distributor sales to trained and

critical users.
EICO has achieved this acceptance because
EICO engineering policy is to stress elec-

trical and mechanical quality, soundness

and functional completeness.
EICO prices are low because they are justly
related to costs and geared for volume
sales.
The tame engineering and price policy underlies oll
EICO high fidelity equipment. You can examine and
compare EICO at any of the 1200 neighborhood distributors and
specialists throughout the U.S.
Judge EICO's claims for yourself before you buy.
Write for FREE Catalog H -9.

C
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Master Control PREAMPLIFIER
WIRED $37.95
with Power Supply; KIT $29.95
WIRED $44.95
Does not add distortion or detract front widcband or
transient response of finest power amplifiers at any
control settings. High -quality feedback circuitry
throughout & most complete control & switching
facilities. Feedback scratch & rumble filters. egnilications, tone controls. Centralab Senior "Compentrol"
loudness control. concentric level control. -I hi.level,
2 In-level switched inputs. Extremely flat Mdeband
freq resp: ±0.3 db 12-50,000 cps, Extremely sensitive.
Negligible ham, noise, harmonic or IM distortion.
4 -7/8" x 12.5/16" y 4 -7/8 ". 8 lbs.

HF61

KIT $24.95

HF12

HFS1

HF60 60 -WATT Ultra-Linear POWER AMPLIFIER
ACRO TO -330 Output Transformer
KIT $72.95
WIRED $99.95
FF86 volt ampi direct -coupled to 6SN7GT11 14.- coupled
phase inverter driving two U /L- connected p -p EL34
output tubes. GZ34 extra- rugged rectifier. Rated output: 60 w (130 w pk). 1M Distortion: less than lib
at GO w; 0.5% at 50 w. Harmonic Distortion: less than
0.5% from 20- 20,000 cps within
db of rated power.
Sine Freq. Resp: at 1 w ±0.1 db 15- 35.000 cps at any
level Front I tine to rated power. Square Wave Resp:
excellent 20- 25,000 cps: S usec rise -time; Sens: 0.52 v
for 60 w. 7" x 14" x 8". SO lbs. Matching Cover E-2,

wit1i

1

50-WATT Ultra- Linear INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER complete with Preamplifier,

HF52

Equalizer & Control Section
KIT $69.95
WIRED $109.95
Power amplifier section essentially identical to
HF50, induding output transformer. GZ34 rectifier, etc. Includes all- feedback equalizations
(5 pos.) & tone controla. Centralab loudness
control & separate level control that does not
affect response at any setting. Cathode follower
output to tape. Correct input loading for new
ceramics. Zero crosstalk !Damnlifieation input
& output facilities. 81/2" x 15" x 10 ". Matching Cover E -1, 84.50.
11F12 12-WATT Williamson -type INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER
KIT $34.95
WIRED $57.95
Complete with Preamplifier, Equaliser & Con.
Iraq Section. Equalized direct tape head & magnetic phono inputs. Power Output: 12 w cont.,
25 w pl. IM Dial.: 1.3% 0) 12 W. Freq. Resp.t
1 w: ±0.5 db 12. 75,000 cps; 12 w
±OS db
25- 20.000 cps. 2 -EL84, 3- ECCB3 /I2Ax7,
-EZ81.
1

HFSI TWO -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
$39.95
complete with FACTORY-BUILT CABINET

Jenson heavy duty 8" woofer. 8. matching
Jensen compression-driver exponential horn
tweeter. Smooth clean bass & crisp, extended

natural highs. Overall response: ±6 db
70. 12,000 cps. Powrr.handling capacity: 25 sv
Impedance: 8 ohrns. Backslid! size: 29" x
11" x 9 ". 25 lbs. Wiring Time: 15 min.

34

54.50.

HF50 50-WATT Ultra- Linear POWER AMPLIFIER

KIT
$57.95
WIRED $87.95
Extremely high quality

output transformer with extensively interleaved Bindings, 4. 8, and 16 -ohm
speaker taps, grain.oricnted steel, fully potted in
seamless steel case. All other specs equivalent to
HF60 but on SO w level. Mate /dog rover E -2, 84.50.

HF20 20-WATT Ultra -Linear Williamson -type INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER complete with Preamplifier, Equalizer &
Control Section
KIT $49.95
WIRED $79.95
Sets a new standard of performance at the price, kit

or wired. Rated Power Output: 20 w (34 W peak),
IM Distortion: 1.5%. Max Harmonic Distortion: below 1%. 20- 20,000 cps. within
db of 20 w. Power
(20
): ±0.5 db 20. 20,000 cps; Freer Resp
Repw) r i-05 db 13- 15,000 cps. 5 feedback equalizations. lowditortion feedback tone controls. 4 hi -level
& 2 lo.level inputs. Conservatively rated, fully potted
output transformer: grail- oriental steel, interleaved
windings. 81" x IS" x 10 ". 24 lbs. Matching Cover
E -1, $4.50.
1

H -9
33 -00 Northern Blvd L,I.C, 1, N.Y.
Please send FREE Catalog & name of neighborhood
ti islribmor or hi-fi apeeiul ist.

EICO®
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY
ZONEPrices 5% higher on West Coast

STATE

Audiophile Records has r6 -in. discs;
Roland Gelatt, in The Fabulous Phonograph, mentions 20 -in. discs made
about 1905 in London; and now reader
James Orr, of West Sr. John, N. B.,
Canada, has sent us a clipping with
pictures of 27 -in. discs. These were
used for old music boxes. The Canadian Weekend Magazine says the records
and the player (a magnificent contraption like an oversize grandfather's
clock ) were made in the United States
late in the nineteenth century.

Award to WFM'I
Radio Station WMFT in Chicago was
named one of the three winners of
the Alfred I. duPont Radin and Television awards for 1956. This is the
first FM station to receive an award.
Congratulations!

Legal Advice Requested

We recently received

a suggestion
from a reader which macle a lot of
sense co us, but we don't know what
the copyright and ocher complications
might be. This reader said that he
was disappointed by the poor quality
of the records he borrowed from his
local public library. The records were
fine when purchased, but the toll of
repeated playings, in the booths and
in homes (on loan), was severe. He
wondered why the library couldn't
dub the records on to cape as soon
as they carne in, then use the rapes for
playback in the library listening
booths. The library could even loan
the rapes to those of its members who
had tape playback equipment.
Our reader wanted to suggest this
system to his library, but wasn't sure
what the copyright position was. We
ourselves are not sure enough to give
a firm answer; generally, the question
of sale (Or resale) seems to be the key
in such situations, but there arc no
doubt ramifications. Would some of
the legal brains among our readers like
ro offer their ideas?

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

goolks
rE QUEST for self-education in
music doesn't necessarily involve
the dogged study of textbooks in "appreciation" and "theory." For anyone
with considerable listening experience
(and at least casual acquaintance wirh
everyday musical terminology), the exrensive literature of composers' biographies is likely to provide thc maximum of useful information with the
liveliest of human interest. Even when
such works are primarily concerned
with the analysis of specific composidons, they are almost invariably
brightly colored by the personalities
involved or with the circumstances of
their times. Plunging oneself into their
lives becomes in itself an adventure
scarcely less exciting than than of listening-only participation in their recorded musical dramas.
My personal preference is for full length studies of a single composer or
allied group. Hence in the past I've
dodged such collections of briefer
essays as those collected and edited by
A. L. Bacharach, first in a three -volume
Lives of the Great Composers (Gollancz and Putnam, 1935; Penguin re-

prints, 1942), later expanded ro four
volumes as The Music Masters (Cassell, London, 1948-54). But on finally
reading Volume I of the new series,

From the Sixteenth Century to the
Time of Beethoven, just reprinted by
Penguin ( "Pelican" A -388, 95¢), I'm
more than a bit abashed at having
avoided k so cavalierly before.
Since there are no less than nineteen, all British, contributors (led by
A. Hyatt King, W. R. Anderson, and
Leslie Orrey), and thirty -eight coin posers
represented
(alphabetically
from Arne to Weelkes, chronologically
from Palestrina to Hummel), these
studies naturally vary considerably in
both treatment and length, but it seems
to be a general editorial policy to emphasize the stylistic and historical setting of each composer. Ar any rate,
even the briefest sketch includes a
surprising wealth of illuminating background material
social and political
as well as strictly musical
even
the longest ones never resort to dry
compilation of isolated events and
works. Rather than biography in the

-
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usual sense, this is absorbing musical
history in terms of the men who made
it, and it can be read with sheer delight and no small profit even by the
most experienced musical connoisseur.
My only quibble is with the choice
of composers: glad as I am to learn
more about Clementi, Dussek, Grérry,
Hummel, and Martini, for example, I
can't help resenting that it's at the expense of chapters on such truer giants
as Buxtehude, Frescobaldi, Heinrich
Schutz, and others.
The enterprising Penguin organization, whose handsome and often
scholarly paperbacks have not been
frequently enough directed specifically
to music lovers, also is active in another periphery of music appreciation
that of medium -by- medium repertory surveys. Begun with The Symphony (1949) and The Concerto
(1952), both edited by Ralph Hill, the
series is now extended to Chamber
Music ( "Pelican" A -372, 95¢), edited
by Alec Robertson. This is an even
fatter paperback (some 427 pages as
compared with Bacharacb's 372) of
eighteen studies by fifteen writers
(Andrew Mann, Eric Blom, Mosco
Carver, and others). The first eleven
deal with individual composers particularly notable for their chamber
works; two others with the special
repertories of duo sonatas without
wind instruments and chamber compositions for wind instruments ( both
from 1700 only) ; and the last five
more cursorily with the American,
English, French, German, and Russian
examples not touched upon earlier.
Again the writing is in general

-

notably straightforward and authoricarive (at its best, as in Blom's Mozart
chapter, richly illuminating) and the
collection as a whole is a chamber -LPcollection handbook as useful as it is
convenient. But it suffers somewhat
from a lack of editorial consistency in
that, while most of the works of the
major composers represented are analyzed in considerable detail, those of
minor, less prolific men tend ro be
skimmed over although it is just
here that more extensive information
is so much less easily accessible to the
nonspecialist. And despite the implica-

-

tion of the title, sonie sort of introducdon to chamber music in general
unfortunately is missing.

Sticky Sugar Coating
Another peripheral area (albeit one
involving the most pressing perplexiries of the novice listener) is that of
modern or contemporary music. Unhappily, this is one which, however
well suired for panegyrics or diatribes,
is seldom served well by an orthodox
approach, particularly
appreciative
when the author endeavors to sweeten
what he himself evidently considers to
be a bitter medicinal dose. I have
admired many of John Tasker Howard's writings, especially on musical
Americana, but I was unimpressed by
the original (1942) edition of his
Modern Music, and I still am by its
present revision (Crowell, $3.95), for
which James Lyons now receives joint
credit.

The subtitle has been changed from
the crude blurb of "'A guide for the
bewildered listener, which explains
why he may not like modern music
and how he can enjoy it more" to the
more mealy- mourhed "A popular guide
to musical enjoyment," and all references have been consistently brought
up -to -date (as have the 17 -page discography and 2 -page bibliography)
I presume by Mr. Lyons, but the main
text remains essentially much the saine.
Despite its well -nigh desperate efforts
to encourage reluctant listeners, the
basic attitude is char of someone who
feels he should like modern music
rather than that of someone who is
sincerely fascinated and concerned.
And despite the thoroughness of the
revision in factual detail, the atmosphere of the book is that of pre -World
War II, when Schoenberg's work was
considered atonal and müsique con crète undreamed of. The latter finally
does appear fleetingly, as do the terms
twelve -tone technique and tone -row,
but they are obviously interpolated,
esand the concepts themselves
sential to what must be considered
modern music nowadays-are never
explored in revelatory fashion.

-

-so

Continued on next page
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BOOKSHELF
Continued from preceding page

The problem of approach to music
perplexingly new to us remains a well nigh insoluble one. Personally, I can't
imagine that this kind of only superficially analytical approach can do
much except further inspire chose in-

you
can

enjoy
the
best
in Hi -Fi
be sure your system Includes

MIR

-

THE ONLY 2 -IN -1 FULLY AUTOMATI
CHANGER AND AUTOMATIC MANU L PLAYER

MIRACORD X A-100

is the

speed
record changer that makes Hi -Fi easy
for everyone. It does everything automatically, at the push of a button . . starts, stops, repeats, pauses, filters! It intermixes 10" and 12"
records! It changes from automatic to manual in a moment. And it
has the unique "free- wheeling" tone arm that can't jam! No other
record- player has all these features! So get a MIRACORD XA -100, if
you're assembling your own system
or having your
50
dealer hook -up a system for you!
4

.

*6 7

...and for transcription quality
in a 4 -speed manual player...

MIRAPHON

XM-11OA
at only

domirable optimists who deliberately
resolve ro like all modern music quite
regardless of how incomprehensible it
may sound to them. Yet perhaps mine
is an unduly prejudiced reaction. Listeners of more orthodox tastes, for
whnni lare Strauss, Debussy, and early
Stravinsky are still modern (and everything later fearsomely ultramodern),
may derive new courage, or at least a
sharpened curiosity, from the Howard
and Lyons sketchy surveys of fairly
recent contemporary activities. Whether they'll be better equipped to understand or even tolerate
current
avant -garde tonal philosophies is another, far more doubtful, question.
What is most needed right now, I
feel (next to such recent bold recording enterprises as the complete works
of Webern), is a simple, but unsugared, layman's introduction to the
principles of serial techniques in general and those of the twelve -cone system in particular. There are a number
of technical studies, of course, like the
one Schoenberg included in his Si yle
and Idea
( Philosophical
Library,
1950), Joseph Rufer's Composition
with Twelve Toner Related Only to
One Another (Macmillan, 1954), and
George Rochberg's The Hexachord
and its Relation to the Twelve -Tone
Roux (Theodore Presser Co., 1955),
but these are mighty hard going. The
most practicable instructional materials
I've found so far are H. F. Redlich's
analyses in the Berg biography reviewed here last June, but something
less rigorous and far more generalized
would be even more helpful. Possibly
this viral gap can be filled only by an
integrated primer booklet and illustrarive LP. That might nor win a big
audience, but it surely would command
a considerable number of vitally inter esred and truly appreciative listeners.
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complete with every feature to
satisfy the most critical listener!

GRACE NOTES

ask your dealer for a demonstration

Pocket Encyclopedia

FAR ANEAD> 7116 FISPtT RV FAR

AUDIOGERSH CORP.
WORTH 6 -0800

514 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 12,
IN CANADA: Atlas Radio Corp.. Lid.. Toronto

N. V.

-

of Music.
Neither this nor the original British
title (Music Lover's Pocket Book)
provides a wholly accurate index to the
amorphous nature of Harry Dexter's
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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and Raymond Tobin's rho -page grabbag compilation of highly miscellaneous musical facts and curiosa. Perhaps
"The Music -Quiz Contestant's Handy
Reminder" would come closest to indicating the range of information
covered: all the way from thumbnail
historical surveys of :he repertories in
various media, lists of the best -known
composers, definitions of terms, etc..
to tabulations of various musical
"kings," famous signature tunes,
pseudonyms, one -work composers,
"points that confuse,' etc.... A considerable part of all this is likely to
be of more concern to British than
to American music lovers, but much
of the rest may be helpful to the
novice of any nationality (Philosophical Library, 52.75 ).

world famous quality cartridge -now at

NE

g

C$6#
.4

OS

Mozart and Masonry. Although perhaps only passionate initiates of the
"Craft" may be attracted initially by
Paul Nerd's archeological exhumation
of the minutiae of Masonic musical
activities as such, the enlightening
study of Masonry's role in the last
years of Mozart's life and the detailed
analyses of Masonic influences in the
Magic Flute and other works are sure
to be relished by every Mozarrean.
Indeed, even to a reader of less specialized interests these 15o pages
(with illustrative portraits and facsimiles) reveal facets of late eighteenth century life, art, and ideals which are
as fascinating as they are revelatorily

informative
S4.75)-

(Philosophical

MIRATWIN mst-1 single
with diamond stylus for LP or standard diamond stylus
Formerly $34.50 NOW

$26.50

Library,

MIRATWIN

nest -2

turnover

with sapphire stylus for standard and diamond stylus for microgroove

The Enjoyment of Music. If such

a

title were not enough, Joseph Machlis'
subtitle, "An introduction to perceptive listening," signalizes this as still
another appreciation book. As a matter of fact, it first appeared a couple
of years ago in somewhat larger form
(666 vs. the 480 pages of the present
"shorter edition "); but since it then
somehow escaped Bookshelf- column
notice, I'm glad to have another chance
to acknowledge it as one of the better
if hardly topflight- entries in the
appreciation sweepstakes. Its materials
are orthodox enough, but Machlis
writes with more verve than most of
his colleagues, includes more than the
usual quota of both pictorial illustrations and musical examples, and
best of
departs from the customary chronological approach in
favor of working from the most famil-

-

all-

Continued on next page
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Formerly $45.00 NOW

$31.50

If you have a hi- fidelity system, bring out its finest tonal values ... and
thanks to the tremendous
save money at the same time! Because
popularity of our MIRATWIN cartridges, we have been able to effect
considerable manufacturing savings . and we're passing them along
to you! Remember, MIRATWIN is as smooth and sensitive a cartridge
acclaimed by audio engineers and music appreas man can make
ciation enthusiasts alike. So enjoy it in your system. Instant Stylus
Ask your dealer to give you an A -B Test tomorrow.
Replacement

...

-

,

...

...

MIRATWIN CARTRIDGES

Diamold___$26.50

MST -ID Sinole
MST -IS Single Sapphire
MST -2D Dual -1 Sapph t Diane.
MST -2A Dual Sapphire
VAR

AIIEAII > THE FINEST

10.00
31.80
15.00

REPLACEMENT STYLI

DM -2 Mirro- Diamond_$16.S0
1)N -2 Standard Diamond_ 16.50
SM -2 Aticro- Sapphire
SN -2 Standard Sapphirr_
3.00

S.00

Ely EAR

AUDIOGERSH CORP.
WORTH 6 -0800

514 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 12, N. V.
IN CANADA: Atla,, nndio Corp.. Ltd.. Toronto
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Continued from preceding page
lar materials (Le, nineteenth-century
romanticism) to those of older eras
and the present day (Norton, $5.95) .

Spoken Poetry on Records and
Tapes. Good news for poetry lovers,
teachers, and every discophile with a
special interest in recordings of the
spoken word: Henry C Hastings'
comprehensive index of all currently
available discs and tapes in this field
will save many hours of unsatisfactory
searching in commercial catalogues,
which seldom list the detailed contents
of poetry recordings and often ignore
entirely such off-track releases as those
by the Library of Congress. In the
present compilation for the Association of College and Reference Libraries, some 32 pages are devoted to
an alphabetical listing by authors, 14
more to anthologies. There also is
helpful additional information on the
manufacturers involved and the leading sources of information and supply
(ACRL Monograph No. t8, paper,
$1.75; available directly from the
American Library Association, 50 Past
Huron St' Chicago xi, III) .

Harpsichord and Clavichord Makers, 140-184o.

Listeners as fascinated as I am by the visual attractions and technical details, as well as
the sonic gnaliries, of spinets, virginals,
harpsichords, and clavichords wif be
delighted by the latest documentation
of their fabulous history. Donald H.
Boalch's magnificent big volume is
primarily an alphabetical index of
some 85o makers of pre -piano keyboard instruments, but it also includes
detailed descriptions of some 1,000
surviving examples, a selective bibliography and glossary of technical
terms, and-perhaps most striking of
all
32 pages of uncommonly handsome photographs. To the specialist,
at least, this ranks easily as the most
attractive gift book of the year, as well
as a uniquely valuable reference saurce
(Macmillan, $12.50).

-

Opera Caravan.

Miss Quaintance
Eaton's ecstatic account of the "Adventures of the Metropolitan on Tour,
1883 -1956" forced me to abandon the
whirlwind caravan long before her
some 185 packed pages of anecdotal
history were finished, and I could only
flip with awe 200 more triple columned pages listing casts on tour.
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But undoubtedly opera fans will
share the author's own inexhaustible
relish for both the story itself and its
detailed documentation. Certainly this
is an invaluable contribution to the
history of opera in the American hinterlands and not the least of its attractions are the 32 pages of photodiverting album of stars
graphs
in and out of their stage roles (Farrar,
Straus & Cudahy, $7.00) .

-a

Miss Tasks
Tolces' rather fragmentary case studies
and discussions of children's so- called
creative -arts teaching programs might
have been developed and organized to
some purpose; but until the author has
achieved a surer grasp on both words
and ideas she never should venture
into musical aesthetics and philosophy.
Her subtitle here, 'Studies in Awareness," is a characteristic misnomer, for
this little book demonstrates in sticky
prose and unfocused thinking the very
antithesis of undogmatic, responsive,
artistic perceptiveness (Band Wheél-

Creative Disciplines.

right, $3.5o).

Ivory, Apes, and Peacocks. To anyone fast introduced to the (pre-Seldes)
"lively arts" by the ebullient James
Gibbons Huneker, nothing in the current good of paperback -reprint "classics" is likely to be welcomed with
more enthusiasm than the present
resurrection of one of the most coruscating collections of essays by the incomparable "European Art Ambassador to the United States." Like most
of Huneker's other works, this one
(originally published in 1915 at the
peak of his career) has long been inexplicably out of print, but time has
dulled none of its sights nor watered
down its stimulations. Only three of
the eighteen pieces here ( those on
Schoenberg, Strauss, and Mussorgsky)
deal overtly with music, but there are
constant musical references throughout the other studies of novelists,
roets, dramatists, and painters-since
Huneker was never one co isolate or
compartmentalize the arts. What the
current young generation will make
of him remains to be seen, but if they
have deemed him ( unread) only a
curious historical phenomenon, they
well may be pleasantly shocked to
find that his gusto, verbat virtuosity,
and prophetic surety make most present -day critical demigods seem pallid
and niggling indeed (Sagamore,
"American Century" series, paperback,

Panorama of American Popular
Music. The title is apt, for David
Ewen's survey is anecdotal and sketchy.
Best part of the book is the smoothly
written discussion of Tin Pan Alley,
Broadway's revues and musical comedies, Hollywood's musicals, and the
recent efflorescence of true musical
plays. There are no illustrations, but
there is an invaluable thirty-five -page
index covering not only the main subjects and names, but every show and
song title mentioned in the text (Prentice -Hall, $4.95).

Tribute to Nicolas Medmer. Memorial volumes, particularly those devoted to neglected geniuses, are likely
to make embarrassing reading, and the
present collection (edited by Richard
Holt) contains its full share of extravagant eulogies and minor friendly
reminiscences. Yet the expatriate
Russian pianist -composer, who died
in 1951, obviously was a true
if somewhat limited and anachronistic-genius. Anyone who knows
any of his major piano pieces, concertos, or songs may feel the urge to
hear more after reading the soberer
essays herein, those by Blom, Abraham,
and Robertson. There are nine photographs, a complete catalogue of works,
and a two-page discography -largely
of British 78s, for Medmer still is
stingily represented on LP (Dobson,
London, via C F. Peters Corporation,
New York, $6.00).

-

The Violin Hunter. The name of
(c i795-1854) figures
modestly in the larger musical encyclopedias, but few people today -even
violinists
realize how much they
owe to this indefatigable rescuer of
neglected and supposedly Iost " Strads"
and other Cremona masterpieces. Tarisio's single- purposed life is so poorly
documented that William Alexander
Silverman has had to write less a
biography than a tale embellished with
fictional conversations and details.
Nevertheless, the author's embroideries
are spun with restraint and contradict
none of the known facts, and the
"story" itself should fascinate everyone who has ever marvelled over the
treasury of incomparable instruments
cherished by the best -known violinists
( and organological museums) of today (John Day, $3.75).
R.D.D.
Luigi Tarisio

-
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HIGH FIIDELITY MAGAZINE

SPECIFICATIONS
GUARANTEED
McIntosh guarantees performance at all listening
levels from 0 to 60 watts. Compare these

guaranteed specifications:
GUARANTEED

Harmonic distortion of 1/3% 20 to
20,000 cycles. Less than /2% inter modulation distortion of any two frequencies provided power does not
exceed 120 instantaneous peak watts.
Impulse distortion is negligible.
1

GUARANTEED

MC-60 1198.50

Frequency response is

±.l

db at 60

watts 20 to 30,000 cycles.
The revolutionary patented McIntosh Bifilar
Circuit,* results in 99 60 /100% perfect (distortion free) power. Only McIntosh, the most
trusted name in High Fidelity, brings you
such performance.

GUARANTEED
Total noise and hum is 90 db or more

below rated output.
GUARANTEED

DISTORTION ys. POWER OUTPUT

Maximum phase shift
20 to 20,000 cycles.
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The C8 McIntosh Professional Audio Compensator is the finest preamplifier built
today. For unmatched brilliant performance
and flawless reproduction hear it today.
Mc Intosh guarantees the specifications!
C-8 (lest Cobinot)188.50

GUARANTEED Less than .3% distortion at 4 volts output, 2020,000 cycles, at any setting of controls.
GUARANTEED Maximum

flexibility, the baton

at your fingertips

for perfect equalization of all phonograph records.
GUARANTEED Total hum and noise is -110 db as referred to
input.
In Canada manufactured under license by McCurdy Radio Industries, Ltd.
22 Front Street W., Toronto, Canada

McIntosh
LABORATORY

INC.

4 Chambers St., Bi;.ghamton, N. Y.
Eiport Division: 25 Warren St.. New York 7, N.Y.
Cably: SIMONTRICE N.Y.
*U.S. patent #2,477,074; 2,545,788; 2,654,058.
HF
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ROCKBAR

The new

introduces

Colla?) World's

First models of the 1958 line of Collaro

4'

c)ra

First

C

rah-

changers, featuring the new transcription-type
tone arm are brought to America by Major
Christopher Collaro (see photo), Managing
Director of Collaro, Ltd. The company is the
largest manufacturer of record playing equipment in the world.

The transcription -type arm, exclusive with Collaro, literally transforms the conventional record
changer into a new instrument -a TRANSCRIPTION CHANGER, with features of the finest
professional equipment.

The arm is a one-piece, spring- damped, counterbalanced unit which will take any standard high
fidelity cartridge. It is free of any audio spectrum
resonances. It permits the last record to be played
with the same low stylus pressure as the first
record. Between the top and bottom of a stack
of records there is a difference of less than a
gram in tracking pressure as compared with 4
to 8 grams on conventional changers. Vertical
and horizontal friction are reduced to the lowest
possible level. These qualities only found in
the Collaro Transcription changer- insure better
performance and longer life for your precious
records and expensive styli.

-

Because the record player is so critical in a fine
music system, you cannot afford to compromise
With quality. Your loudspeaker may reproduce
20 to 20,000 cps; your amplifier may put out
50 watts of undistorted power but the music
begins at the record player.

-

That's why today's high fidelity systems require
the all new Collaro changer. In its performance
the new Collaro meets the rigid requirements
for high fidelity equipment. Here, for the first
time in a changer you get professional quality
at

-

a

Major Christopher Collaro

price you can afford.

There's a Collaro to fit your budget. Prices begin

Brings Changers From England

at $37.50.
FREE:

-

Colorful new Collaro catalog
describes complete1
Collaro record changer and accessory line. Includes
helpful guide on how to build a fine record library
Send postcard for your copy today to the

ROCKBAR CORPORATION, Dept.H.009,Mamaroneck,

N.

Y.',

Rockbar is the American sales agent for Collaro, Ltd., and other fine manufacturers..
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High Fidelity Transcription Changer
Featuring The New Transcription -Type Tone Arm
The Collaro Continental, Model TC -540:

Featuring the revolutionary
new transcription type tone ann ( see description on opposite page.)
Here, for the first time, is professional quality at a moderate price.
The Continental features include:
4 speeds; manual switch to permit playing of a single record or
portion of a record; wow and flutter specifications ;% RMS at
331; RPI,I
superior to any changer in the world; automatic
shut -off after last record; automatic intermix, plays 7 ", 10" or
12" records in any order; heavy duty 4 -pole, shaded pole induction motor; heavy, rim-weighted balanced turntable; muting
switch and pop -click filter for elimination of extraneous noises;
removable heavy rubber turntable mat; jam -proof machinery;
pre-wiring for easy installation; attractive two -tone color scheme
to fit any decor; tropicalization to operate under adverse weather
nd humidity conditions; easy mounting on pre -cut board or
base. All Collaro changers are custom tested at the factory for
wow, flutter, stylus pressure and correct set down position.
The Continental $46.50°

-

-

-

The Collaro Coronation, Model RC -440: Combines the custom qualities

of The Continental, with the flexibility of a standard plug -in arm and
universal head shell. Will accept all standard high fidelity cartridges.

Special features include:
RNIS at 33% RP \f; extra heavy duty
wow and flutter less than
9 -pole, shaded pole induction motor; heavy, rim -weighted, balanced turntable for fly -wheel action; 4 speeds plus manual switch
for turntable operation; automatic intermix; automatic shut -off
after final record; elimination of extraneous noises through muting switch and pop -click filter; removable heavy rubber turntable
mat; attractive two -tone colors to fit any decor; pre-wiring for
easy installation, mounting on pre -cut mounting board or base;
tropicalization to operate under adverse weather and humidity
conditions.
The Coronation $41.50°

-

The Collaro Conquest, Model TC -340: A

radically new, simplified
precision changer with a tone ann that automatically changes and finds
the record to be played. Incorporates many precision features, including
the new Collaro dynamically balanced transcription type tone ann, for
superb high fidelity performance.
Other features include:
heavy duty 4 -pole, shaded pole induction motor; heavy removable rubber turntable mat; 4 speeds and manual switch for turntable operation; heavy, rim -weighted turntable; automatic shutoff after last record; jam -proof machinery; muting switch and popclick filter to eliminate extraneous noises; wow and flutter less
than 0.25% RMS at 3313 RPM; fast eight- second change cycle,
independent of record speed; handling of 7", 10" and 12" records
stacked in order of decreasing size; two -tone color fits any decor;
easy mounting on pre-cut mounting board or base; tropicalization
to operate under adverse weather conditions.
The Conquest $37.50°

-

°Prices slightly higher west of the Efissistippi.
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Speeds-plus the reproduction qualities
of the world's finest record players ... in
4

this compact, revolutionary

Engineered for quiet,
reliable high fidelity performance, this complete turntable tone arm assembly incorporates the
latest Garrard advancements...at a modest price...
4-Pole Shaded "Induction Surge"

Motor: Heavy duty, with minimum of vibrotion
or rumble! Smoothest, Quietest, mots powerful
when used with
type available. No n
sensitive piciuot. Sell anonino Oilite boarinas
top and bottom.

Exclusive, Dynamì<olly- Baloncd

Rotor: Sugar.fini,hed rand individually weiohtca
by eulusive Gorrord eauioment for trua speed.

Live Rubber "Coni -Poise" Motor

Mounts: Floating power! Motor isolated and
damped by exclusive ten,ion /comnresuon shock
absorbers.

Perfected True -Turret Drive: All

in drive motor.

Genuine Rubber Turntable Traction
Mot: Special tread ... no abrasive ÓClian on
record oroovos.

®

Noiseless Main Spindle: Rotores on
tpeciolly designed bearing.

®
4

teeedi contate directly off motor cn a ingle
eliminating vibration and
ring s oven
sed. Perfect resultst now possible without boll.

Ovrsiaed "Solt Tread" Idler Traction
Wheel: Surrounded by Ve -wide live rubber,
presents lanorc heavy traction surface. Guarantees unfolIerino speed. without indite
ins wnwt, nutter or vibration_

514- Nutreliaino Pull -Away Idler

Wheal Mount: Keens idler perfectly round and
"true ".
no thump.
no rumble. Aulomoti
catty disengoges in any thus -of position.
.

45 RPM Adaptor: Rests on unit
eady for ;wont usa.

ID
Heavy Steel Precision Turntable: A
full inch high! Shields molo,; eliminates possible
hum muted by s,roy moenetic Feld,. Flywheel
action to compensate 'or any voltage variation

plote-

Automatic Stan and Stop: Mayo

Shielded Condenso,- Rsistor
b', Gorrord. No itortling

work: Pioneered
'Plop"

noise through speaker when player shuts

off.

e

Heavy -Steel Unir Plats:
su000r: for emiro mechanism.

.

Convertible Tone Arm "Saki-Rest":

-ready for
snap lackt it for safety in correi nn.

cloy...

Exclusive, Sensi -mane Trip: Permits per
feat operation even with r
at lOwest
trocking oressuros. Sole, gentle, aciet and posi-

Interchangeable
e)
commodala were

tive.

189.00

a

`

simple

Plug -In Heads: Ac.
personal choice of mognetic,
caromic or crystal cartridges: turnover, twist or
simple prua-in typa,,

\

Stylus Pressure
eAccessible
ment: Knurled knob on bock of tune
m

tel

,

Exclusive "Snap Mount" Spring Asrno and con cos
sembly; Permits instont m
ily be levelled frcm top of unit,

e

Sum CMnitr

/

///

Se7.50ll. I,,

RUB

Deus,
1`,

-

\`

Cnenerr'

SSJSO

+

...

Complete UL- Approved Wiring
d -Ir ULopp:aved electrical

Ready for Plug-In!

lino cord: and pickup cobra, lorminaing in
,tnndard jack. No soldering or soon rewired
lar connecting.

RC12!

Motr Cnln[et
311.57

Servit. and Replacement Parts:

Adjustatm

inroins It .
easy to
use reaardlets of where ployer it siruoted in
cabinet.
Pressure instantly and

Garrard for every high fidelity system
RC98

701

Turntable

rigid

husky,

night. 'The (nest material lot ,hit etc
sim.
n or to proles,ionol arms. End socletnivott to
permit perpendicular stylus
t
ollgnment.

Supports tone or

there's

A

True -tangent Ton Arm of Aluminum: Provides rioidiry with low maw and light

Exclusive "Finger-Form" Slot Switch:
Convenient, inflOMOneOVt 4.tpecd selector.

Now,

ton

arm to Start, shuts off of end of record.

Gorrord record players hold their preeminent
position in the American mortel by the hne°
service and pots facilities available In the in
dusrry
the guarantee and facilities of Iha

...

BIC group.

Minimum Cabinet Dimensions:
Front to rear: 121/2'
Left to rions. I43AAbove Motor Board: 3"
Below Motor Bonrd-. 2t/it,"

MAILTHIS COUPON FOR HIGH FIDELITY
-PLAN BOOK AND DEALERS' NAMES:
Garrard Sales :cap., Port Washington, N.Y Dept.
Please send High Fidelity Plan Book

mow

T

Msnual

Mark)"
Pllyt,

Name

$72.50

Address
City

Zone

Slate
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THE EDITORS SEE IT

Where Not to Look for Discounts
ONE OF THE WEIRDER TRAPPINGS of our every -.
day existence is a thing called list price. I suppose
it can be called an illusion, though this does not describe
it. It has almost no real existence but it has utility. Jr is
attached to the automobile (let us say) or the washing
machine you may buy. Its function is to prescribe a limit
in a game to be played between you and the dealer. He
is entitled to drag you up as dose to paying list price as
he can without losing the sale. You are entitled to pull
in the opposite direction, toward the point at which he
would make no profit. The extent of your success is called
a discount (or sometimes a turn -in allowance, but this
terminology we will ignore here). Nobody pays list price,
but the discount will vary according to such considerations
as the location of the dealer, the vigor of his competitors,
and your credit rating.
This mystique of bargaining governs many markets.
Obviously it just (like Topsy) growed; no one ever would
have planned such a roundabout system. However, it
works reasonably well, and seems pernicious in only
one way, which is the reason for this editorial. This is
that it has stirred the buying public into making an
unwise generalization: i.e., that since discounts should
be sought in some buying, they should be sought in
all buying.
This affects us because we are intimately connected
with a rather specialized market wherein, to our way of
thinking, the shopper should almost never seek a discount.
We are talking, of course, about high -fidelity equipment.
This is not written out of sentimental concern over the
economic welfare of hi -fi dealers, a hardy crew well able
to take care of themselves. We have in mind rather the
misguided customer (of recent vintage) who does noc
realize that there is a difference between a high -fidelity
dealer and a washing- machine dealer. Because there is.
It is a matter of history.
The washing -machine dealer always has received his
wares in a two -step process, so called: manufacturer to
distributor to dealer, with a profit markup more or less
established for each of the two steps. Further, his list
price is (or at least used to be) set for him by the
manufacturer, in part through national advertising, and is
based on the dual markup. However, as long -time readers
will clearly recall, the bi -fi dealer originally was not a
retailer at all, but a service wholesaler. The consumer customer sought him out, to begin with, and was a great
surprise to him. Owing to the surprise, the home fi -man
managed to get his equipment at the same price as if he
had been a retailer. This was "nec." Later, and little by
little, "net" became "audiophile net" (a term for which
we at HIGH FIDELITY may be in part responsible), as the
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electronics wholesaler changed into the custom home
audio dealer. But audiophile net, though no longer a
wholesale price, still is nothing like the fictive "list price"
quoted in other appliance sales. It is more nearly equivalent
to the "'discount" price offered-in a competitive neigh borhood-by sellers of air conditioners or automobiles.
In other words, it does not allow for much further discounting if the audio dealer is to stay in business, continue
to eat regularly, and furnish conscientious service.
Conversely, if a high -fidelity dealer doer offer substantial discounts, on current and well-established equipment,
his shop should be entered only with great circumspection.
This we could have figured out by pure economic logic,
but we haven't had to, owing to a fairly constant flow
of agonized letters from erstwhile discount hunters. Their
experiences seem to fall into two categories. They have
made encounter with a dealer who offered discounts because he was (a) honest but stupid, or (b) neither stupid
nor honest.
The latter yield by far the livelier stories. The customer
inspects and orders an excellent three -way speaker system
at the shop. He receives an enclosure of convincing aspect,
which proves later to house a single, very inexpensive
eight -inch cone reproducer. (This really has happened.)
He repairs in wrath to the scene of the crime, only to
find it vacant and plastered with "'To Rent" signs. There
is nothing be can do, except call the police. He's had it.
Less tragic is the case of the man who buys from the
stupid but honest operator who simply was trying CO
claw his way into business by offering price cuts he
couldn't afford. Here the penalty will be merely that
the supplier will have vanished by the time the equipment
he sold requires servicing. One of his surviving (nodiscount) competitors will furnish the service the customer needs, but since he will probably be well aware of
how and where the equipment was purchased, he may be
unsympathetic and even brusque abnnr ir. Fnr anyone
ar all sensitive, this can be an unsettling experience, well
worth avoiding.
Perhaps it should be added that legitimate bargains,
even in high- fidelity equipment, do crop up. If amplifier
X -1957 is superseded by amplifier X -i958, and a dealer
is stuck with a stock of the former, he may well cut
their price. But, if he is an honest dealer, he will make
known ro you, the buyer, the exact nature of the bargain.
However, the main reason for this whole discourse is
to remind you (or apprise you, in case you didn't know)
that custom home -audio equipment is one of very few
kinds of commodity whose announced price is not a fiction,
but something pretty close to a true indication of what
J.M.C.
you should pay to get your money's worth.
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Town pride and politics have brought oversubsidization of
Italian opera houses. Now cutbacks seem inevitable,
and disaster threatens. What should be done about it?

Curt2.is
0

0

0

OMMORMOSMOMORMS
ITALY without opera might seem an impossibility, bur not this year.
With the single exception of the Scala in Milan, a tower of strength

Rome

Florence

among theaters. not one opera house in Italy is sure of being able to
open its doors for the season of 1957 -t958. Even the Scala may be
obliged to shorten its season or lower its standards, either of which
eventualities would be a calamity ro devotees of this peculiar art.
Lack of money is the reason, baldly scared, but when you look at the
public expenditure which goes on at the present time everywhere in
Italy you know that this generality cannot quite cover the case. Never
has there been so much money visibly flowing hither and thither in
Italy. Entertainments of every kind flourish; the most expensive restaurants are the most crowded; football, horse racing, and countless film
theaters draw a public bigger than ever; colossal sums of money pour
into and out of various weekly lotteries, the chief of which is on football
results. The standard of living in every village has gone up sharply since
the war: motorcars, motorcycles, and "scooters" now are everywhere; there
are new roads in the most remote districts; programs of public works on
a vast scale have changed the tenor of life even in the impoverished
south and the barren islands. Prices which frighten the foreigner are
cheerfully and visibly paid by Italians in all cities, and this is nor a
phenomenon of inflation because the currency is perfectly stable, although
pegged at a figure about a hundred cimes below what it was before the
war. (That is, a lira of prewar days would be a hundred today).
In such a prosperous country, what, then, is the matter? When you
consider that opera originated in Italy and has never ceased to flourish
here, even during times of appalling stress, it is strange indeed to
observe that it begins to flag and fail just when the national income
has reached such heights. There muse be a hidden malady somewhere.
And there is
rather there are
several hidden maladies in the
case. Without going into too much budgetary derail we should like to
name a few of them, so that if you chance ro visit Italy this coming
season and find a dearth of opera on its native heath, you will at least
know some of the reasons why.
The country is now and always has been regionalistic ro a higher degree
than any ocher in our Western civilization. The United States is highly
regional, too; any conversation between a Vermonter and a Texan would
substantiate that point. But our regions are large and our regionalism
is built to scale, so that it is perfectly possible for one part of the country
to go its own way without giving undue thought to the rest in matters
of caste and custom (opera, for instance). Chicago can have its own
opera season without worrying about New York, and San Francisco does

-or

Venice

Naples
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nor need ro bother about either of them
although it is convenient in
America, as everywhere else, to avoid competing for the saine musical

artists for the same weeks or months.
Here in Italy the distinctive regions are relatively small and each one
centers about a city which is ancient, proud, filled with historic significance,
monuments of the past, and works of art. Tuscany looks to Florence as
its wreath of glory (and quite right, too). The Venetian provinces would
be without their special character, and even without their special dialect,
if they did not cluster about their unique city half in and half out of the
Adriatic. And so on, all through the Italian peninsula, there are local or
provincial capitals which have a fame in the history of civilization out of
all proportion to their size.
And every single one of them (here's the rub) wants a first -class
opera house in consonance with its historic importance.
For about two hundred years, when these cities were capitals and
many of them had princely courts, opera was a sort of adjunct of
government. The sovereign
the Grand Duke of Tuscany, for example
-ran an opera house just as he ran a police force and a postal system,
as parr of his job. That tradition has been difficult to abandon and
impossible to maintain. The result today is that the citizens of Florence
think they have to have an opera house with an annual season of
expensive productions
it would be shameful not to have one-even
though they may never think of buying a ticker ro go into the place,
and even though they would rebel at having to pay for it in municipal
taxes. Their answer? Let the national government pay
that is, the
central government of the Italian Republic, in Rome, which already
has a hard enough time meeting all irs innumerable obligations. With
a serious shortage of school buildings, equipment, and teachers, the
Italian government tends to look upon opera, even though it is a national
glory, as something less than strictly necessary at all times and places.
Here, I think, is the main obstacle to a rational solution of this
crisis: local pride and prejudice. The simple truth of the matter is that
although opera is native to Italy, it is more native CO some parts than
to others. Anybody who lives in this country for a while catches on
to the fact that there are "opera towns," of which Milan is the prime
example, and other towns where the citizens prefer to read about
their opera in the newspapers. And under the system now making its
way to some kind of end, they are all lumped together, which makes
the indispensable government assistance nowhere neat enough either
for all of them or for any of them.
Look at the brass tacks, sharp though they may be: the Rome
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called upon to pay over eighty per cent of
all expenses for the opera seasons in some cities, such as
Florence, where there is no real opera public. Why? For
the pride of Florence: that can be the only answer. I
spent a good part of last winter in Florence and went
always at first nights, which arc
CO the opera often
the most expensive, but also ar the cur -rate performances
given on Sunday afternoons and on other ordinary occasions. The Comunale, a depressingly ugly modern theater
built by the city when the famous and beautiful old
Pergola became too small, was never filled to capacity
at any time when I was present, although the cut -rate
performances came somewhere near ir. For an exquisite
performance of Der Freischütz, with artists imported from
Austria, the ground floor was about one -third occupied.
Why give Der Freischütz at all if there is no public for
it? Furthermore, why must Florence have an opera season
anyhow if tickets are nor sold? I was informed that most
Florentines were adepts in obtaining free seats, and otherwise tended to reserve their patronage. Certainly it was
always possible to obtain any kind of seat you wished, in
any pare of the house, by cash payment at the surprised
box office, and I never saw any other customers there.
The contrast between Florence and Milan is too great
to be dwelt upon, but we could at least mention that the
Scala is completely sold our at most of its performances
from November to June, at prices higher than anywhere
else in the world ( cop price goes to Szo for a season's
first performance of any work ).
The public, obviously, is different in every one of these
which consider
cities and there are twelve of them
their opera season to be a municipal necessity but a national
obligation. Turin, Palermo, Venice, Naples, Bologna, Genoa
two of these beautiful and memorable cities are
alike; they owe their undying interest to the very fact
that they are different, rich in variety. Why should anybody
expect them all to have the same public for opera? This
expectation, which flies in the face of common sense, seems
to be the underlying assumption of the system. (Naturally
allowances are made for size, but the idea seems to be
that in all these cities, large or small, there is a public eager
to hear opera.)
The present crisis demands a thorough restudy of the
entire system and a comprehensive effort to deal with it
as a whole, in accordance with a coherent plan. Government aid, which was severely reduced this season and last,
has been doled our at the discretion of the Ministry of
Finance and the Treasury. To get a coherent plan, which
various governments have recognized as a necessity, a
new law is required, and was actually tabled in the
Chamber of Deputies early last May when the Segni
government was overthrown. Government uncertainties
now have been added to all the others: nobody can tell
what the results will be. An opera director making his
plans for next season is without any reliable indication of
what money he can count upon as subsidy or subvention
co cover his inevitable losses. In this situation not one
of the historic theaters except the Scala is in an economic
position to go ahead with contracts, although the Teatro
dell' Opera in Rome, since it is in the capital and would

government
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scarcely be left stranded, may also feel safe enough to take
a chance. A moment's reflection will show what effect
chis musc have on the agreements with technical and

mechanical unions, with orchestral and choral workers, and
perhaps even more with soloists, conductors, and other
musical artists who are in demand more or less everywhere.
If you were, for example, Mme. Giulietta Simionato,
with a wide choice of engagements on three continents
for the coming season, how much of your singing rime
so valuable and often so short -would you be willing
to commit in advance for Italy? This is the problem
every such artist faces, and every opera director as well. I
mention Mme. Simionaro only because I happened to see
her not long ago in the offices of the Scala, but there are
many others in the same position. Italian singers like
to sing in Italy, where the rewards even in money are quite
appreciable; but they also like dollars, francs, pounds, and
pesetas, as do we all, and they like to travel sometimes
and see the world. What are they to do now? Aside from
the Scala and the Rome Opera, what management in
Italy can guarantee them anything?
The system is simple enough, and like so many things
in modern Italian opera it was Toscanini's doing. In
/921, when the Scala was in crisis, he invented a thing
called the "Ente Autonomo," to take over the opera house
and run it wich the support of the city of Milan. The
words ente autonomo (autonomous entity) indicate the
legal fiction of a collective personality, like a commercial
corporation, but created in the public interest and without
profit. The Ente obtained a solid basis at the start (1921)
because the city of Milan gave it in perpetuity the immensely valuable property of the Scala Theater, ground
rights, buildings, etc. Unless you want to count the Cathedral, which would be even more difficult to sell, this is
the most valuable- property in Milan.
The province of Milan furthermore levied a two per cent
amusement tax as an annual income for this Ente. Since
Milan pays more for amusements chan any other Italian
city, including Rome, the arrangement pur the Scala on
a sound and independent basis. In 1929 Rome followed
suit by creating an Ente for its opera; the next were
Florence (the Teatro Comunale), and the Academy of
Sr. Cecilia in Rome, a symphonic concert hall. The Fascists
seized upon the system in 1936 and made it partly dependent on the central Ministry of Cultural Affairs, without clearly defining the relations of each theater to its city
or to the central government. That law is still in effect.
It gave the theaters no more support than they had before
-they were still living on the two per cent amusement
tax from their own cities
a city council, by itself, no
longer named all the members of the governing board of
its local Ente.
When the war was over, in 1946, the new government
took over the whole business, equalizing the amusement
tax throughout the country and deciding for itself what
part to give each Ente. In other words, Milan used to
pay twelve per cent amusement tax on (for instance)
tickets to the film theaters or race tracks, and two per cent
of this went to the Scala; the rest of Italy, aside from
Florence and Rome, paid
Continued on page 132
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The Air Force celebrates fifty years of air power

by making a record of itself.

by MARTIN MAYER

Come,

Josephine..

o

H, MY GOD," moaned Larry Green, the sales
manager of Vox Records, rising from his desk.
"You aren't going to play that thing again, are you ?"
The tall, blond young man in black horn- rimmed glasses
nodded and smiled happily, and Green vacated his office,
the only room with tape -playing equipment in Vox's
crowded New York headquarters. As he left, he threw
back over his shoulders the ominous words, "We're going
to lose our lease."
Ward Botsford closed the door behind him, ignored
the comment, and began flipping switches on an Ampex.
"You get the really full force of it in stereo." Tape began
running through the machine. From the speakers in the
corners of the room came a distant twittering of birds and
a low, rushing sound. "Wind," Botsford said. Then the
room
indeed, the building -shook with an enormous

-

noise.
Eric Schuller, Vox's public relations man, poked his head
in the door. "Did you go through the sound barrier ?" he
asked cheerfully.
Yes.
"Ja." said Schuller, and carefully closed the door again.
"And that's not the loudest noise," said Botsford enthusiastically, rewinding the cape. "Wait till you hear the
B-47 checking out and warming

up...

.

THIS was June, and Air Force: A Portrait in Sound,
which Vox will issue around the middle of this
month, had advanced merely the single step from a gleam
in Ward Bocsford's eye to a collection of cape boxes
scattered in Larry Green's office. The boxes bore such
labels as "Take Offs," "Firepower Demonstration," "Demon
Control," "May Day." These, moreover, were merely the
recordings Botsford had made himself during his three
weeks at Eglin Air Force Base in the swamps of northwest
Florida. Still to come were tapes of a hydrogen bomb
explosion from the South Pacific, the ground -co -pilot com-

municarions on the world's record 127,000 -foot ascent
by the rocket -plane X -I, forty -seven hours' worth of intercom chatter on the nonstop, round -the -world flight of
a B -52. From these seventy -odd hours of recorded sound
Botsford was co edit a fifty -five- minute record; clearly,
the Vox staff had a noisy summer ahead of them.
Like so many ocher historic events, the record came
about by a combination of accidents, some of them fairly
serious. It began with an appointment between Botsford
and lively young Lieutenant Colonel Hugh Day of the
Air Force's New York Office of Information Services
to discuss possible recordings of Air Force musical groups.
( "We have quite a musical program, you know," Day
reminded me when we met later: "The symphony, the
band, the strolling strings.... ") But another notion dawned
during the conversation. It was a compulsive one, and
it had nothing ro do with strolling strings. A very big
problem in Air Force community relations is local resentment of the "high -intensity noises" which come to town
when a new air base starts operations. The first time

Vox's Ward Bots /ord prepares to record

a B -47 as

it warms

up,

WARD BOTSFORD

WARD BOTSFORD

B-52 darts past lape recorder during firepower deruorrslralirnr.

plane goes through the sound barrier anywhere within
ten miles of a town, the telephone at base headquarters
begins ringing: Mrs. X has had a miscarriage, Mr. Y's
hens won't lay, baby Z is spitting tip, and it's all the
fault of those damned jets. It was Colonel Day's theory
char the unfamiliarity of the jet sounds, as much as their
intensity, was causing a lot of the disturbance. "If you
were born in the city," he says, "and you'd never heard
a cow, and one day a cow ler off a moo right outside your
window, you'd be pretty frightened. A country boy, though,
he'd just say, 'That's a cow'. We've found that once
people have lived near an air base for a while, they
don't even notice the noise any more, because they know
why it's there."
The arrival of a recording director in Colonel Day's
office suggested a way that all America might be acquainted
painlessly with "the new sounds of the air age." And
he had the right recording director, too. Botsford was
an aviation enthusiast of long standing, who knew the
sizes and shapes and published capabilities of all the
operating planes in the Air Force. What he didn't know
were the sounds; he was eager to learn, and to disseminate
the information. Colonel Day asked him to put his enthusiasm in writing, which he did, thereby passing the
point of no return.
So, one day in March, Colonel Day and Botsford took
the courier plane to Eglin AFB, a 465,000 -acre plot on
the Gulf of Mexico which is headquarters for Air Proving
Ground Command, to make a reconnaissance visir. "Ordinarily," Colonel Day said, "you'd have to go to a
Strategic Air Command base for the sound of a B -52,
co Tactical Air Command for the sound of an F -toa,
an Air Rescue Squadron for the sound of a helicopter,
and so on through the thirteen air commands in the
United Stares. At Eglin, though, you get everything.
Every production -model airplane for the Air Force goes
through APGC for 'employment and suitability testing'
a
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the weapons platform ( i.e., the aircraft itself ), its
armament, and all the related support items are put through
simulated combar. This is going on all the rime, so we
wouldn't have CO stage anything for a recording- it would
all be real." In addition, APGC was planning an "aerial
firepower demonstration" for a "civilian orientation conference" in May. The demonstration would call for nearly
every operational plane in the current Air Force to fly by,
fire its guns and rockets, and drop its (nonnuclear) bombs
in full view of a grandstand of distinguished visitors. Because 1957 is the fiftieth anniversary year of military aviation, the Air Force was adding to the demonstration a
display of vintage aircraft, starting with the Spad and
Nieuport fighters, armed with Vickers machine guns,
which fought the aerial duels of World War I. Getting
this show in the air, of course, was a maximum effort for
the base. Eglin's commander looked over his tight personnel disaositions and allowed as how he could spare
one man and one truck to help Botsford record the demonstration and the activities of Air Proving Ground Command.
Meanwhile, Botsford had been looking over the terrain
and noting problems. First, there was the wind, which
blew in hard over the Gulf of Mexico and would make
a roar in any good microphone. Required: wind screens.
Then there was the steady noise level over the field, which
would have to be blocked out somehow. Simple directional
mikes would eliminate much of this general sound, but
they would catch only a single moment of a plane's takeoff run. Required: a special directional rig which could
be aimed down a runway and swiveled as an aircraft
passed by. Finally, there was the sheer intensity of the
sounds to be caught: Air Force engineers had measured
the sonic boom at 17o db, and estimated the sound of a
B -47 starting its engines at something like ego db,
above the threshold of hearing. (The maximum crescendo
of a full symphony orchestra measures a little over too
db.) "An ordinary condenser mike is much too sensirive."
Botsford says. "A sound like that would turn it inside
our. And you know what a ribbon mike sounds like
when a soprano shouts into ir. it just shatters." Required:
a new, a very special, microphone.
On return to New York, Botsford shopped the manufacturers and found his mike: the Asiatic 988, a new
dynamic microphone with a mylar diaphragm. "Its guaranreed not to distort up to I 5O db," Botsford says "In my
opinion, it won't distort there, or some distance up from
there." To hold it and swivel it, he built a special platform
with a concave sound reflector: the mike would be aimed
into the reflector at a moving airplane. To block off
the wind, he also designed and built special portable wind
screens (which, in the event, did not work at all: two
days of recording were lost to the west wind).
In late April, having passed altitude tests and the
"extreme medical" at the physiological lab at Mitchell Air
Force Base, having signed documents declaring his life
insurance invalid and holding the government blameless
if anything happened to him, Botsford gathered together
his microphones, his special platforms, his wind screens.
and Colonel Day, and headed back to Florida. Also in
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his luggage were three tape recorders: an Ampex 35o -2
for work which was to be done in one place ( "It's supposed to be a portable unit,' Botsford says with some
bitterness, "but the man who calls it portable has rocks
in his head "), an Ampex 6or for work that required

moving around, and a Tapak, a shock -resistant unit with
a spring -wound drive and a battery- operated recording
amplifier, to carry along on airplanes.
One day was spent at the end of a runway, with Colonel
Day and a sergeant aiming the microphone platforms.
Botsford on the pickup truck mothering the electrical
generator and the Ampex. Another day went to Demon
Control, picking up instructions and comments as jet
fighters scrambled to investigate a bogy on the radar screen.
(After considerable "no joy," meaning no target in sight,
the bogy turned out to be an airliner off course, as it
usually does. Vox will print a glossary booklet to help
listeners translate the intercom material on the record.)
During this operation Botsford also was able co tape a
May Day, an aircraft in distress wirh the pilot bailing out
("What's my pigeon ?" meaning, Where am I ?) and the
boats heading into the Gulf co pick him up. One bit of
realism was lacer added to this conversation: the sound
of an ejection seat leaving an airplane.
Later Botsford took his mikes and his Ampex 35o -2
out onto the flight line to get the sounds of the jets
warming up before proceeding to runway. There was
the F -too, which makes a sound Botsford describes quite
accurately as "the biggest audio oscillator in the world,
going up in pitch and intensity together." And then
there was the famous B -47 warm -up, the loudest noise
on the grounds, six jets of ro,000 -lb. thrust each, uncounted
decibels of noise with the mikes right ahead of the wing
tips. "[t was probably," Botsford remarked, "the only
recording ever made with ear plugs on." This venture
almost ruined the mikes, not because the sound was
so incense but because the B -47's swept back wings droop
at the tips when the plane is moving slowly. As the plane
began to roll forward, wings dragging toward the microphone mounts, an alert airman saved the day with a
running leap and wave of his hand.
The mikes did get damaged, however, by the sonic
boom. Always after realism, Botsford wanted ro get the
boom as it comes on routine training flights, but pilots
at Eglin train at 40,000 feet up, and the noise on the
ground was more like the popping of cap pistols than
anything else. Botsford asked control tower to send a
plane lower for him, and Captain Bob Ronca, a hi -fi
enthusiast when nor flying the F -too, happily brought his
craft down to r,000 feet to give a sonic boom what was
a sonic boom. Botsford was delighted with rite results,
but like any recording director he wanted another take
just to be sure, and he asked Ronca to come around again.
"I guess he figured," Botsford says, "that if a thousand
feet was fine, twenty-five feet would be twenty times as
good. Anyway, he came by at twenty -five feet with a
sonic boom and drove us all out of our minds, and the
shock wave knocked the microphones off their platforms.
They weren't ruined, but it didn't do them any good,
either." Colonel Day, who was not present on this ocSEPTEMBER 1957

casion (by some strange irony, he had picked up an ear
infection), doubts that Ronca made his pass at twenty five feet: "You don't fly 77o miles an hour that close
to the ground. Maybe it was three hundred feet, though
that would be pretty low." Colonel Day considered the
matter for a moment and grinned. "I'll bet, though,
that it sounded like twenty -five feet_"
It was Ronca, again, who gave Botsford the sound
of a jet afterburner, an additional fuel supply which ignites
in the hot exhaust gases and enables a Century model
aircraft to fly straight up ar supersonic speeds. Ronca
brought his F -too directly over the mikes and then turned
the plane on its tail, heading for the tropopause (around
35,000 feet), which he reached in about three minutes.
This sight was too much for the NCO manning the mike;
he broke Botsford's rule of silence with: "Man, isn't that
beautiful!" He may have said more, too, but there is
no way of knowing it; at that moment Ronca cur in the
afterburner, and the rest was sound and fury.
Throughout all this Botsford was operating the controls
on the recorder strictly by guess and by God, flying, as
they say, by the seat of his pants. When he used stereo,
he ser the mikes about 35o feet apart ( "Don't ask me
why, because I don't know "). He tried wearing earphones
to catch the sounds through the amplifiers, but the contrast between silence and deafening noise was hopelessly
great; and there wasn't much that could be done about
the level controls, anyway. "If you had it right one hour,
it would be wrong the other, because the wind would
shift or the planes would be coming in on a different angle
or the moisture in the air would change. It had to be
eenie- mecnie- minie -mo." Every night Botsford went back
CO his hotel room and relived the day's experience, playing back the rapes. (He doesn't know what the hotel
management thought of this; they didn't say.) If something was fuzzy or a failure, he went back the next day
and tried again.
Continued on page r93
He even had two chances

WARD BOTSFORD

Lt. Col. Hugh Day tracks an F -86 with parabolic microphone.
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sylvia wriglit

excuse my dust, donizetti ..
MODERN LIFE demands bizarre adjustments: one of mine concerns cleaning.
Every Saturday afternoon in winter I clean my
apartment CO the radio broadcast of the Metropolitan Opera. I like opera. I listen to it. This
is the difficulty.
If only one opera in the Metropolitan repertoire were right to clean to, once a winter I could
breeze through my chores logically and precisely.
I never can. Every Saturday I leap from dusting
to mopping, from scrubbing to polishing, abandoning a cloth here, a mop there, in a conscientious attempt to stick with the pace and mood
of opera and clean at the same time.
If I were nor saddled with the Metropolitan, I
would clean in the following order: straighten up
the room, dust Venetian blinds, clean window
sills, brush lampshades and upholstered furniture,
dust surfaces, mop floor where rugs aren't, vacuum
rugs. Clean kitchenette. Clean bathroom, including washing floor. Odd jobs
polishing brass
and silver, cleaning windows and mirrors
would be sandwiched in as they fell due.

-
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This whimsey will appear in October as part of a

McGraw-Hill book, Get Away From Me With Those Christmas Gifts

This order makes sense: it chases the dirt from
above to below. But I have had to give it up,
because operas don't work this way.
Consider the Marriage of Figaro. It opens, as
an opera should, with an overture. Overtures,
though not all composers seem aware of ir, are
for tidying up. The overture ro the Marriage of
Figaro is one of the best: it impels you to a gay
scurry ideal for the purpose. And then, on to the
Venetian blinds!
You can't. When the curtain goes up, Figaro
is measuring and planning and Susanna is crying
on a hat. Their music is for rearranging your
furniture in different positions, or for trying on
a hat, and preferably for both. And you don't
have much time because soon Figaro will swing
into "Se vuol bailare," one of the best woodwork- washing pieces ever composed.
The opera has barely started, and already my
cleaning plan has been thrown off.
(Someone is wondering about bed making.
The answer is that the opera starts at two p.m.
and 1 don't want anyone to think that I am in the
habit of leaving the bed unmade all morning.
But it can happen, and if ir does the bed should
be made first. Composers do nor realize this:
bed -making music almost never occurs until the
opera is well along. The first. suitable moment in
the Marriage of Figaro is Cherubino's "Non so più
cosa son cosa faccio." This aria demands that you
make the bed from scratch, that is, take everything
off, turn the mattress, and change the sheers,
because it begins wich nervous vitality and turns
tenderly reflective in time for smoothing and
tucking in.
Mozart's operas are fdll of fine bed- making
arias. In Don Giovanni, one might choose "Deb
vieni alla finestra" for a studio couch. Plump the
pillows to the plucked accompaniment. For a
king-sized double bed: the Catalogue Aria.)
How would I like an opera to open? With Veneis, music which requires delicacy
tian blinds
and reaching- obviously, a coloratura aria. "Caro
nome," for example, would be excellent.
Venetian -blind music is ticklish. When one is
on a stepladder and a soprano flats, one grasps for
the nearest thing handy. Once during the mad
scene of Lucia, I brought down a whole blind. An
example of Venetian -blind music par excellence is
the Queen of the Nighi s "Die hölle Rache," from
The Magic Flute, but it demands great balance

-that
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and control. On the other hand, Fiordiligi's "Come
scoglio" in
fan tutte should not be used to
blinds. The gaps are too wide. If you stay wich
the music, you will fall. During this aria I keep
my feet on the ground and dust alternately a
picture and the baseboard below it. This is what
it is for.
One should do Venetian blinds the first thing,
when one is fresh and alert. But how many
operas open with a coloratura aria? One must fit
the blinds in as the composer wills. Wagner,
during the Ring cycle, wants them left dirty. The
forest bird is his only Venetian -blind moment,
though if one has mastered a sort of scooping
motion, one can manage a few slats while Brünnhilde ho-yo-to-hoes.
When there is no overture, the opera's opening chords establish one's cleaning mood. Aida,
which contains some splendid cleaning music,
opens badly, with some questioning chords. They
question the whole idea of cleaning. One sits
down and wonders if it might not be better to put
off cleaning until next day and the Philharmonic.
The thing to do is to bide your time through
"Celeste Aida," the trio, and so forth, while
making something quiet and thoughtful like an
icebox cake. The real cleaning music begins with
the entrance of the king, Ramfis, the priests, and
Tutti. "Or, di Vulcano al tempio muori" is a
magnificent bathroom -floor scrubbing piece, if the
bathroom is not too big or the floor too dirty.
With "Ritorna vincitor!" one muse rest again, or
else finish the icebox cake, for Aida in recapitulatory distress is of no use until she gets squared
away with "Numi, pietà," fine for mopping
up the water you left on the bathroom floor.
But if the icebox cake requires using an egg
beater for whipped cream (one of mine does),
I would advise making it during the next scene.
Here we are in the temple, and the priestesses
are singing to Immenso Fthà. Ordinarily, I am
very much against doing anything during an opera
which provides a counternoise, but the opening
of this scene is true egg -beater music, swivelly,
low- keyed, and not so fast that it tires your wrist.
However, the scene is also good for polishing
silver, particularly some piece which has small
details (song of the priestesses) and large plain
areas (more vigorous song of the priests).
An even better example of egg -beater music
is Senta's
Continued on page 128
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This series is written expressly for readers with no technical background and no acquaintance
with bi-fi equipment or techniques. It is meant to provide for the novice an opportunity
to start from scratch in acquiring the necessary background to appraise his egnipmenl and
to evaluate future purchases. To the more technically advanced reader, some of the material
will certainly be familiar. However, he too may acquire new information and a firmer grasp
of first principles aurl their relationships.
Our intention is not to make technicians or engineers of readers: the subject will be covered
primarily in breadth rather than depth. Only the depth necessary properly to understand
basic principles and apply them in evaluative processes will be reached. For those interested in
increased depth there is u wealth of information, including several books, that pick np where
this series ends. We will be glad to answer queries about more advanced audio literature.
AT ONE TiME or another most of us have heard
something about the 'building blocks" char make
up a hi-fi system
tuners, amplifiers, pickups, tweeters,
and so forth. Let's start out by analyzing these bask blocks
to see just what each one does and why each one is needed.
Since the interests of some listeners do not require all of
the available blocks, any system should be examined from
the standpoint of individual needs as well as from a
general point of view. After we know why these blocks
are in a system, we shall go on to discuss what there is
about each that characterizes it as a high -fidelity component. Why is the equipment as it is? What does each
piece do? What are the technical differences that make
one better than another for a particular purpose? Once
we can clearly answer these questions, we should know
how to select equipment that will do the best job for us.
Perhaps we a:so will know how better ro arrange and
employ the equipment we now have.
Inevitably some technical points will emerge in such
discussions but these should be relatively easy to understand by example. High fidelity, much like photography,
is based on complex technological developments; yet the

-

basic blocks (such as the camera and light meter in
the case of photography) can be made to produce professional results in the hands of a lay user who has an
understanding of their characteristics and capabilities.
A "system" can be defined simply as an integrated
group of building blocks. Complex systems obviously
involve more blocks in kind and in number than do
simple ones. Versatile switching arrangements frequently
are employed to select and combine the blocks of a
system in various ways. Yet no matter how simple or
complex a particular system may he, it still must have
certain of the basic blocks in order to function. As a
first step we will, therefore, discuss a simple system employing the basic blocks. Later we can progress to the
consideration of a complex system with the full realization
that it is nothing more than the basic system to which
have been added certain accessories and gadgets.
Fig. r is a "'block diagram': of the simplest type of
high -fidelity system. Just as in any flow chart, the lines
between the basic blocks depict the organization of and
relationship between the elements, while the arrow heads
show the direction of flow. After we are well acquainted
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with the direction of flow, it will no be necessary to draw
the arrow heads.
While the diagram in Fig. r seems almost too simple
to require study, it can, nevertheless, demonstrate several
basic principles. First, let's consider _ what goes into
the amplifier and what comes out of ir. The "input"
and "output' of any device are always a matter of some
importance. A device that produces something useful as
an output always requires some form of input. Our
normal interest may be only in the output, but we find
ourselves compelled to meet the input requirements in
order to secure the output. By analogy, though nobody
likes to buy gasoline for his car, he certainly is dependent
on the work it does for him. Therefore we moss be concerned with meeting the input requirements of system
elements and we muse also know how to utilize their
outputs. Any investigation of a system is vitally concerned with both these important characteristics.
Why, then, do we have an amplifier in a hi -fi system?
The answer is that the output from a phonograph pickup
is not sufficiently strong to actuate a loudspeaker directly.
The available signal must be built up to the proper power
level by the amplifier before ir can drive the loudspeaker
audibly. It follows cha: we must concern ourselves with
the power output rating of an amplifier; we want to know
if it will produce the loudspeaker volume we need for
our particular application. The amplifier is, therefore,
an intermediate element in our system, used between an
input device (such as a phonograph pickup) and an output
device (such as a loudspeaker). We must of course be
sure that our particular input device will supply the
type of input suited to our amplifier (we have to burn
gasoline, not kerosene, in our automobile).
To show the amplifier's versatility, let's use it in other
ways. Fig. 2 is a block diagram in which a tuner (AM
or FM radio receiver) is connected ro the amplifier. This,
with Fig. r, demonstrates how individual needs may affect
the block diagram. Fig. 3 shows still another arrangement (still simple and basic). Here a tuner is connected
through an amplifier to a cape recorder instead of a loudspeaker. This arrangement normally would not be used
by itself, but nevertheless it is an example of a system
pur together to perform a specific job.
We can now begin to see a common pattern in these
system arrangements. An amplifier is always used. One
or more input devices may be employed to supply signals
to the amplifier. One or more output devices may be

involved ro utilize the strong signals produced by the
amplifier. Further, the elements ( blocks) may be hooked
up in the arrangement that best suits the individual needs
of the user.
Still another pattern becomes apparent at this point.
One can add to the basic amplifier -loudspeaker system
as his experience increases or his desires change. Cash
outlay for equipment does not have to be made all at
once; units can be added as desired. Fig. 4 shows how
the basic diagram of Fig. r can be supplemented. If we
make our additions one at a rime, with due forethought,
we shall be far better off than if we attempt ro assemble a
complex system in a single effort. Planning for the proper
integration of system elements is vital for good results.
One important way in which the various pieces of
audio equipment differ is in the kind of power that must
be furnished for them. Equipment that employs tubes or
transistors must be supplied with direct current potential
(DC). Since the normal house- current is alternating
current (AC), chis must be converted to direct current by
the use of a power supply. The power supply was not
indicated in the preceding block diagrams, since we were
concerned only with the signal (music) path. A power
supply is simply a necessary evil as far as our system is
concerned.
When you consider the various elements of a system in
detail, it is well to think of each clement in terms of
its power level. Power, in general, refers to the rate
at which work can be done. The type of this power is also
important: i.e., whether it is electrical or mechanical.
Amplifiers are electrical devices only, while loudspeakers
and phonograph cartridges are electro- mechanical devices.
In chis connection, it might be well to recall that
no physical system can indefinitely deliver more power
than is supplied to ir. If this were not so, we should
have had perpetual motion machines long ago. Since an
amplifier takes in a weak low -power signal and puts our
a highly strengthened version of irs input, ir might at
first seem that we have violated the rule. This is not
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An electric output, in this case, is actually derived from
the mechanical energy supplied by the turntable of the
system, just as a steam engine at the power station is a
mechanical power source for the electric generator than
supplies our home electricity.
Beginners should make certain that they understand
the basic functions of the major elements in a sound
system. Understanding the function does not imply an
intimate technical understanding of the details of operation, but it does imply that the user knows why each unit
is in the system and what it contributes CO or takes from
the system. The following information, which describes
the individual unit function in more detail, will be a

the case, however; we have noted that in order for the
amplifier to work, DC power must be supplied co it as
well as the input signal. The amplifier tubes use the
DC power to build up the input signal -one might say
that the weak input signal feeds on DC from the power
supply in order to strengthen itself. The amplifier is thus
termed an "active" element in the system, since it contributes materially to the power of the resulting signal.
Here we have developed an important basic rule.
Active elements (those which increase the signal level of
the system) must be supplied with auxiliary power in
order to accomplish their task. Passive elements which
do nor require a power supply actually dissipate useful
power; consequently, they account for power losses in
the over -all system. The design engineer must take the
passive -element losses into consideration and provide
enough power gain in his amplifier to overcome them.
\Ve should think of the phonograph pickup, for example, as a low power level device, since the electrical
output power available is very low. A loudspeaker, on
the other hand, is a high -level device, because a lot of
power is needed to run it. Between the two, the amplifier is an essential element needed to make the system

helpful beginning.
Fig. 5 shows the block diagram of Fig. t in a more detailed
exposition. Nothing has been added; the basic blocks
have only been broken down into sub- blocks. It should
be noted that the identities of the three blocks in Fig.
r are maintained by the use of shaded areas. Note that
every element except the record ( which is the source of
the signal) has a designated input and an output. The
input to the record might be considered to be the intelligence contained on the scamper die that formed the
record. In a sense, then, even the record has an input,
and is simply a storage device for the original program

workable.

The loudspeaker (a passive element) acts simply as a
converter of power: i.e., it rakes in electrical power and
puts out acoustical power (sound waves). Since we
can't hear electricity as such, this converter is, of course,
absolutely necessary to the system. Old loudspeakers (before the days of the Alnico magnet) used a power supply
but only to do the job the magnet now does. The electrostatic loudspeaker of today needs a power supply also,
but this power supply is used only to maintain proper
operating conditions (it creates an electrostatic "field"),
and it does not contribute signal power ro the system.
Loudspeakers are actually such poor converters of energy
that only about 5% (in some cases, far less) of the
electrical input power is realized in the form of acoustic
output power. This is why powerful amplifiers must be
employed to produce suitable acoustic volume.
The phonograph cartridge and the needle structure
constitute an electric generator, and the assembly does
not require external electrical power for its operation.

t

intelligence.
As was pointed our earlier, a tuner could be substituted
for the phonograph portion of the system. In such a
case, the tuner is not a storage device, but it is a device
that can rake the program intelligence sent from a distant
station and deliver it in the form of an electric signal
to the input of our amplifier. So far as the amplifier is
concerned, it makes no difference at all where the signal
originates, as long as it meets certain electrical input requirements. This is true of any audio system and the
manner in which these things are accomplished very often
constitutes the difference between a high -fidelity unit and
its low -fidelity counterpart.
A phonograph record has a spiral groove which runs
from its outer edge to a point near its center. This is a
track which is used to guide the travel of the needle
Continued on page rqo
placed on the record. The
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Advenlicrers in Sound

Music for Millionaires
by FRITZ A. KUTTNER

Pancyko ... wait a minute," I mumbled. I
this name, but when and where? Albert
J. Franck, infallible oracle on anything connected with the
history of sound reproduction, smiled patiently. He would
not spoil my guessing game. "I've gor ir," I burst out, in
a sudden flash of recollection:
"Paneyko. Economist.
Writer on sociology, political sciences, and the like. When
I was a student in Berlin, we had ro read his books.
used ro give guest lectures at Berlin State Academy, too."
"Not bad," said Albert, "quire close indeed. But that was
the father, Basil. I am speaking about Mirko Paneyko, the
son. Incidentally, Paneyko senior died recently in Venezuela. The son lives in Fairfield County, Connecticut, and
is a wizard in electronic engineering. I think you should
go and see him. He might be able to show you some things
in sound reproduction chat would amaze you. He was
building big custom sound installations -quite extraordi-

"pANEYKO,
had known

-He

Mirko Paneyko and castors amplifier. This one is for a school.

-

nary ones
as far back as 193o, an era when the term
high fidelity had barely been coined."

THE PREMISES of the M (irko) P (aneyko) Engineering
Company are in Easton township, two miles north of the
Merritt Parkway, in hilly country and real rustic solitude.
Today, if you wish to call, you may get in advance a printed
map with arrows guiding you to the site. It wasn't always
this way. During the war, when the Paneyko plant did
secret defense work in radar and other communications
instruments, government security agencies advised that
armed guards should protect the factory. Paneyko disagreed,
arguing that this would merely attract attention ro the plant.
So the F.B.I. sent an investigator to make a firsthand
report. One morning the officer from Washington got
off the train at Bridgeport, having found the factory listed
under a Bridgeport telephone exchange. He asked there
for directions. No one seemed ro know where the MP
Company was. He next proceeded to Fairfield, that being
the company's mailing address. Again, he found no one
who ever had heard of the place. At 5:30 p.m. he stumbled
onto the grounds, completely exhausted from a full day's
search. When Paneyko came out co greet him, the officer
groaned: "Dr. Livingstone, I presume!" This settled the
question of armed guards.
Hearing about Paneyko's family background and formative years, one cannot help wondering what circumstances
actually make a successful and inventive engineer. His
father was a scholarly and prominent citizen of the
Ukrainian city of Lvov, where he published a newspaper
and taught at the University. After World War I, he
became Secretary of State of the Ukrainian Republic, and
represented that still independent nation at Versailles and
Geneva, leaving young Mirko at school in Lvov.
Shortly afterward, violence broke out in the Ukraine
between the communists and various nationalist factions.
By 1919 Lvov was a battleground. Mirko, then aged ten,

decided one day he had had enough, and sec out to join his
father. With the help of an American journalist he
escaped in a Panzerzug, or armored combat train. The last
stretch to safety was across a railroad bridge, with shells
bursting around the lone locomotive in whose engineer's
cabin Mirko rode, the Panzerzug having been left behind at
the river's bank. He arrived in Vienna unharmed, and
went on co Switzerland, where he entered a boarding school.
He continued his education in schools all over Europe
for the next seven years, a process which seemed to suit
him very well, for at sixteen he took a baccalaureate in
philosophy and at seventeen another one in science.
During these years, too, the basis of his future interests
and career began ro form. When he was twelve, he started
building crystal radio receivers, which he sold at cost to
school classmates. The next year, De Forest's new "and ion"
rubes became available in France, and Mirko made his
first audio amplifier. Three years later he designed and built
a loudspeaker.
In the fall of 1926 he came to the United Stares -with
fifty dollars in his pocket -and registered at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology as a student of electrical engineering. To pay his way through school, he washed dishes in
the students' cafeteria and set himself up as a translator,
working in any of five languages: German, French, Polish,
Russian, Ukrainian. His major translation achievement of
that period, he recalls, was transcribing from the Polish
original, for the Submarine Signal Corporation, the secret
specifications of the underwater defenses of Danzig Harbor.
In 1929 he rook his B.S. He stayed on for a year in graduare work, then quit M.I.T. to establish himself in business.
In his senior year at Cambridge be had built
his
own enjoyment
first good phonograph. Ir had (and
remember that electrical recording was only two years old
then) separate bass and treble controls, operated remotely
from the listener's chairside, and separate bass and treble
speakers! Ir sounded so good, by comparison with anything
then available on the marker, that he at once made up his
.

-his

The audio wizard

-for

of Fairfield Cotutly doesn't believe in

mind ro become a manufacturer of custom phonographs.
manufacturing business, anyway
Going into business
a shoestring is a fantastic proposition, an economic
absurdity. Paneyko's workshop was in a loft atop a Chinese
laundry in Cambridge. It was unheated, a fact which
Mirko bore stoically but which he could not explain to his
roommate, a handsome tomcat. He solved the problem
in the engineer's way
cat cushion stuffed with heat emitting calcium chloride. The next winter saw the installation of a pot stove, but Mirko's meals still consisted,
often enough, of two boiled potatoes in the cafeteria,
moistened with olive oil, cruets of which were on the
dining tables.
that was the production
One phonograph at a time
schedule. His memory still harbors the agony of drilling
steel shafts with a hand drill, ten minutes each, and of
boring holes in steel chassis. It was during these years
that Paneyko scarred his weekly open -house evenings of
recorded music. The scene was grotesque enough: the
laundry loft, candlelit and warmed by the glowing pot
stove. But the unprecedented realism of the sound was irresistible, and it attracted audiences as distinguished as
any one could have wished. Many of the old proper Bostonians attended regularly; the Governor came, as did
Arthur Fiedler, the pianist Sanroma, Harold Jefferson Coolidge, and Richard Norman Fay, organizer of the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra. There they were, the ladies
in the splendor of their evening gowns seared on the kw
available folding chairs, the men in tails or dinner jackets
squatting on the floor. In the intermission cookies and
wine were served, an extravagance of continental hospitality which may have necessitated Mirko's daytime austerity -diet. One of the regular visitors, Robert H. S. Phillips,
now a music librarian with the New York Public Library,
became so fascinated that he threw in his lot with Paneyko
and joined him in the loft for two years, as unpaid assistant. Mr. Phillips recalls wich a smile that the two of
them shared almost everything equally, especially what-
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horn loudspeakers unless they can be
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big.
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ever cash carne their way. Most of Phillips' "investment
capital" in the Paneyko enterprise went for coal during
the winter; what was left went inro an emergency fund
for cigarettes.
In the summer of 1933 the whole outfit moved ro New
York City (without the por stove). Paneyko took a duplex
in the East Thirties; it served both as factory and residence.
Phillips came along and was parr of the ménage for a year
and a half, after which he left, somewhat sadly, for the
comparatively uneventful life of a Fordham law student.

However, the New York setup soon became again a
two -man operation. This time it was August C. Spec torsky (author of the recent best seller, The Exurbanites)
who took on the manifold duties of underpaid assistant,
expert potato cook, handy man, and full -time sound addict.
Spectorsky stayed three years, but life in the Paneyko household lost some of its Bohemian character in this period,
because Mirko married. The lady of his choice was Leonorc
Lane, a level- headed Smith College graduate from New
Hampshire, and although it would be too much to say
that she domesticated him, she certainly introduced some
regularity into his eldritch regimen.
The evening concerts, however, continued, in the lower
half of the duplex, which was large enough to serve as a
combined music and business showroom. The guest book
of that period shows an impressive number of names important in music -Roy Harris, Harrison Kerr, Edgar
Varèse, Douglas Moore among thr American composers; of
the conductors, Leopold Stokowski, Alfred M. Greenfield,
Arthur Mendel. Paneyko cannot recall whether he made
any real money then, bur he does remember that they had
lots of fun.
In 1934 also Mirko bought the Connecticut place. He
had two reasons. He wanted ro explore the outdoor aspects
of music listening. And he had come to the conclusion that
the incessant noise of big city life blunts the sensitivity
of human hearing. In 1939 he wearied of commuting and
closed down in New York; the little Eascon plant had
meanwhile developed into an orderly manufacturing acriviry.

What was it he built and sold? Primarily high -cost
phonographic installations guided by one principle only:
Boss at

work pipe-smoking Paneyko likes to

S[PTF\QI3FR 1957

use his hands,

no financial and construction compromises. A $600 system
(in 1933, mind you!) was the cheapest catalogue item; the

average Paneyko system cost nearer to $3,000. But he
delivered at least thirty installations for upward of $6,000
apiece. The most expensive job he ever undertook was
ordered for the home of a Pennsylvania businessman, whom
it cost $12,000. It took Paneyko a full year to accept chis
order and another year ro complete it, while three fat
correspondence files accumulated on the project (I saw
them). Installations such as this the man's music room
was too feet square and 6o feet high -gave Paneyko the
reputation of being a sound architect for multimillionaires,
which now he wishes he could lose. He wants it known that
he also makes very fine instruments for medium -sized
incomes; in fact he needs the business from average income
customers. The days are gone when one could make a
living from millionaires alone.
designed
The first Paneyko commercial sound system
in 193o and used in his loft concerts -had four separate
controls: bass, midrange, treble, and volume, and they were
remotely operated, from the listener's chair. Ir used eight
separare speakers: two exponencial high-frequency horns,
two 4 -inch high -frequency cones, two to -inch middle -frequency cones, and two 12 -inch low-frequency cone speakers,
all mounted in one large baffle 8 x S feet square. The
amplifier, in six stages, weighed Soo pounds.
This being the case, there is no reason ro disbelieve
Paneyko when he claims there is not much performance
difference between his 1930 installation and a first -rate
1957 hi -fi system. He stresses the fact that there has been
no revolutionary invention in sound reproduction for three
decades. Nearly all present principles of construction and
circuitry were known in 1930. Achievements since then
have been mainly in the fields of subtle refinement and in
mass production techniques.
Some of Mirko's methods are in no way original. They
achieve their superior results simply by the rejection of
compromises. His best amplifiers, for example have no output transformers, because even the best of these always are
apt ro introduce a certain amount of distortion. Instead, he
uses a greater number of amplification stages, the last stage
feeding directly into the speaker system. His control instruments do not operate on the "hinged" boost or attenuation principle for bass and treble (which produces a more
or less steep curve of frequency response). His control sysrem could be called a "terracing" or "elevator" principle
which raises or lowers a given sector of the frequency
band as a unir. Furthermore, he does an exhaustive job of
matching and integrating all components used, from cartridge to amplifier and speaker, blending their functions
ro produce the cleanest and truest sound to be had from
the combination. This principle has been used often
enough by the makers of complete phonograph systems,
of course, particularly of low and medium quality, but
usually with the intention of making a series of inexpensive components sound acceptable. Paneykó s motivation,
however, is to ger the purest sound our of expensive and
uncompromised components. The basic amplifier is designed, tested, and measured on its own merits and rarely
needs any alterations.
Continued on page 138
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HEREWITH chis department's annual
company -by- company report on The
Avalanche. All records noted below
are scheduled for release before this
coming Christmas.

ANGEL: Plenty of operas, as usual,
with plenty of Callasrhenics. The formidable Maria will be represented this
fall by Bohème, Sonnambula, Il Bar biere, and perhaps Turandot. Straus sians can look forward co a Karajan led Rosenkavalier (Schwarzkopf and
Edelmann) and Debussyans to a Paris made Pelléas (De los Angeles and
Souzay). From Glyndebourne, Rossini's Comte Ory.
Beecham contributes a Peer Gent,
the L'Arlésienne Suites, the Jupiter
Symphony (with a divertimento over side), and a collection of lighter fare
called Beecham Lollipops; Von Karajan the Mussorgsky -Ravel Pictures,
Brahms Second, and a Wagner miscellany; Markevitch the Tchaikovsky
Fourth. a Bartók coupling (Dance
Suite and Piano Concerto No. 3, with
Annie Fischer), and his own transcription of Bach's Musical Offering.
Emil Gilds is soloist in a new Emperor and José Ir urbi is both soloist
and conductor in the Tchaikovsky
Concerto. Finally, there will be two
long -playing discs conducted by the
late Guido Cancelli.
AUDIO FIDELITY: More "studies in
high fidelity sound" on the way, in-

cluding Railroad Sounds -Steam and
Diesel, Port Said- Music of the
it fiddle East, and American Military
Marches. There's also to be another
volume of organ music, this one played
by Leon Berry on Chicago's Hub Rink
'

C'urlitzcr.

CAPITOL: Each month's release will
include a new Stokowski "package,"
among them The Planets by Gustav
Holst and a collection called Land marks of a Great Career ( Finlandia,
Clair de inne, the Toccata and Fugue
in D minor, and other chestnuts long
identified with this conductor). Corning up, but probably not until 1958,
are Stokowski recordings with the
Philharmonia and Berlin Philharmonic
Orchestras (including, with the latter,
a Fire Bird-Pétrouchka coupling). An
SEPTEMBER
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Roland Gelati
_

album of Latin- American folk songs
by the Roger Wagner Chorale will be
ready this fall, as also a recital of
French music by the harpist Marcel
Grandjany.

COLUMBIA: As intimated here last
month, Columbia will be entering the
stereo -tape market this fall. Among
the initial releases: the Symphonie
fantastique (Mitropoulos), Peter and
the Wolf (Ormandy -Cyril Ritchard),
and the Fire Bird Suite (Bernstein)
On microgroove Columbia will have
two important first recordings: Stravinsky's Persephone, conducted by the
composer, and Schoenberg's opera
Moses rind Aron, conducted by Hans
Rosbaud. The complete piano music
of Schoenberg is also scheduled, as performed by Schoenberg's long -time disciple Edward Steuermann.
Handel's Messiah, conducted by
Leonard Bernstein, will be out soon,
as will a number of concerto recordings: the Beethoven Piano Concerto
No. 2 and the Bach D minor (Glenn
Gould- Bernstein ), Mozart's Piano Concertos in E flac and A (Rudolf Serkin Schneider), and Wieniawski's Concerto for Violin, in D minor (Isaac
Stern-Ormandy).
.

DECCA:
Deutsche Grammophon,
Decca's source of supply for the preponderance of its classical catalogue,
has signed up the conductor Karl
Böhm for a large schedule of recordings. Two will be released here this
fall: the Beethoven Fifth and Brahms
Second, both with the Berlin Philharmonic. Wilhelm Kempff, who previously recorded only Beethoven for
DGG, will be represented by the
Brahms Piano Concerto No. t and a
Schumann pairing, Etudes symphoniques and Kreirleriana. Although it's
not yet definitely scheduled, DGG's
complete Eidenio (with Leonie Rysanek, Irmgard Seefried, and Ernst
Haefliger, conducted by Ferenc Fric say) very possibly will be in the shops
before Christmas.
EPIC: From Van Beinum and the
Concertgehouw Orchestra, a Bruckner
Ninth, Brahms Third, and Mendelssohn Fourth. A first recording of Mozart's Missa Brevis in B flat, K. 275,

is promised. coupled with the Coronation Mass, K. 317; Rudolf Morals conducts the Vienna Choir Boys and
Vienna Symphony in these.

HARMONY: A new low- priced
(S t.9S) label sponsored by Columbia.
Records will be sealed in polyethylene
sleeves and sold primarily through
supermarkets. Typical items from the
first release are Ole! Flamenco, recorded in Spain, and Tau(jours Paris,
recorded (naturally) in Mexico. Initial classical repertoire has been restricted to material previously issued
on the now defunct Entré label.

LONDON: Devotees of Strauss and
Flagstad should have no complaints
this fall. The former are promised the
long -awaited Frau ohne Schatten and
Arabella, both recorded in Vienna and
both complete. The latter can hear the
indomitable soprano in Alceste, the
third act of Walküre (with Orto Edelmann in the role of Wotan), Mahler's
Kindertotenlieder and Lieder eines
fahrenden Gesellen, and a collection of
Christmas music. Ernest Ansermet and
the Suisse Romande Orchestra provide
a complete Coppélia, Srravinsky's Sacre
du Printemps, Bartók's Music for
Strings, Percussion, and C'ele.rta, Frank
Martin's Violin Concerto (with Wolfgang Schneiderhan), Debussy's Printemps and Boite rì joujoux, and a miscellany of little -played Rimsky pieces.
Ataulfo Argenta cakes over the Swiss
orchestra for Debussy's Images. The
Israel Philharmonic, under Georg Sol ri's direction, makes its debut on the
London label with La Boutique fan talque.
Tebaldi? Cerquetti? Del Monaco?
Siepi? Doubtless there will be some
Italian opera forthcoming before the
end of the year. La Gioconda and Andrea Chénier were taped this summer.

MERCURY: Antal Dorati seems to
have been working overtime. With
his own Minneapolis Symphony he
will be heard in recordings of the
Bartók Violin Concerto (wich Yehudi
Menuhin), the Albéniz -Arbois Iberia,
a collection of Rossini overtures, and
in two ballet scores -Gaiter Parisienne
and Graduation Ball; with the London
Continued on page 6r
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The Charming

B -305

Provincial

Two-woofer, three -way system to grace the traditional
living room. 35 to 16,000 cycles, 16 Ohms, 30 Watts.
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- ONE QUALITY

The Elegant B305 Contemporary
In

acoustical specifications and performance

to the Provincial. Unrivalled for
room with modern decor,

-

You will find the Bozak name on only one grade
of loudspeaker
The very finest we know how to build
because we build them for only one man
The experienced listener who will settle
for nothing less than the best.

The B -302A Gem
One- woofer, three-way speaker system In the smallest
practical enclosure. 40 to 16,000 cycles, 8 Ohms, 15
Watts. 8.300 two -way system in the same enclosure
with the same specifications.

infinite -baffle enclosure employed.
The quiet elegance of Bozak cabinetry, like the
unequalled listening case of Bozak Sound, will
never outlive its welcome.
Your nearest Franchised Bozak Dealer will be
happy to show off his Bozak Speakers. Write for
his name. Careful comparison, using the finest
associated equipment and program material, will
show you why the Bozaks are known the world over
for
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twin

living
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All Bozak Speaker Systems are identical in the
quality- of their components, consonant in their
tonality ... differ in power and realism only
because of the number of speakers and size of

a

the average

sved rin S2-0.a

The Distinguished B400
Four -woofer, three -way speaker system,
lowboy enclosure the only rival of the
16,000 cycles, 8 Ohms, 50 -60 Watts.

offering in
B -310.

a

28 to

All Bozak Products are Designed
by the R. T. Bozak

and Built
Manufacturing Company

The B304 Stereo- Fantasy
Single- cabinel two-channel stereophonic speaker sys
tem. Each Channel 40 to 16,000 cycles. 8 Ohms, 30
Waits.
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Symphony in Mendelssohn's Symphony
No. 3. The Paul Paray -Detroit Symphony combination will be represented
by Rachmaninoff's Second Symphony,
Schumann's Third, Haydn's No. 96
(Miracle), and Mozaris No. 35
(Haffner). From up Rochester way
cornes a Gershwin coupling, the Concerto in F and Rhapsody in Blue (with
Eugene List as soloist and Howard
Hanson conducting) and a contemporary group from Frederick Fennell's
Eastman Symphonic Wind Ensemble.

OVERTONE: Two LPs of Bach and
Mozart organ music performed by the
veteran Marcel Dupré have been
scheduled. The recordings were made,
by Disques Lumen, at Saint -Sulpice in
Paris.
RCA CAMDEN: The Art of Sergei
Rachmaninof couples two of that mas-

ter's great recorded performances,
Chopin's B flat minor Sonata and
Schumann's Carnaval. Other Art of ...
Camden will be devoted ro the soprano Rosa Ponselle (a rwo -LP album) and the pianist Moriz Rosenthal.
A collection of lieder sung by Lone
Lehmann is en route, also another Toscanini -New York Philharmonic record
(Haydn's Clock Symphony and Wagner's Rhine Journey). Excerpts from
Rossini's Barbiere (with Hilde Reg giani and Bruno Landi) round off
Camden's fall schedule.
RCA VICTOR: Concertos are busting
out all over. The five Beethoven piano concertos, played by Artur Rubinstein and the Symphony of the Air
under Josef Krips's direction, will be
issued both singly and in a complete
package. Jascha Heifetz has made a
new Tchaikovsky Concerto (Chicago Reiner), and with the violist William
Primrose has recorded Mozart's Sin fonin concertante in E liar and Arthur
Benjamin's Romantic Fantasy. Byron
Janis will be heard in Rachmaninoff's
Piano Concerto No. t (ChicagoReiner) and Gary Graffman in Pro kofiev's No. 3 (San Francisco -Jorda).
Munch and the Bostonians will pay
their respects to The Sea ( Debussy
and Ibert), Reiner and the Chicagoans
to Vienna (Strauss waltzes). From
Boston we can expect also the Franck
Symphony, Berlioz' L'Enfance du.
Christ, and a Wagner program; from
Chicago, Strauss's Sinfonia domestica.
From European sources RCA plans
to release a Fire Bird- Pétrouchka coupling, Monteux conducting the Paris

Conservatoire Orchestra; Prokofiev's
Cinderella, Hugo Rignold conducting
the Covent Garden Orchestra; a debut
record by the young Polish pianist
André Tchaikowsky, comprising Ravel's Gaspard de la nuit and Prokofiev's
Visions fugitives; and a Hamlet
(Shakespeare's, forsooth) by the Old
Vic Company with John Gielgud as
the great Dane.
For the highbrow, RCA provides
chamber music by the Festival and
Juillia rd Quartets; for the lowbrow, a
concoction by Robert Russell Bennett
bearing the cumbersome title Classical
Music for People Who Don't Know
Anything About Classical Music. For
opera lovers, the only thing so far
scheduled is the Rigoletto recorded in
Rome last year ( Peters, Bleeding,
Merrill, Tozzi). But undoubtedly one
or more of the half dozen operas taped
in Italy this past summer will be along
before Christmas.

RIVERSIDE: In addition to its customary jazz and folk -music releases,
Riverside plans ro enrich the spoken word field with Alice in Wonderland,
read in its entirety by Cyril Ritchard
and accompanied by incidental music
by Alec Wilder. The four -LP album
will include a facsimile of the first
edition of Alice.

UNICORN: André Marchai, the blind
French organist, is featured in three
recordings made at M.I.T.; Bach and
the eighteenth- cenrury French school
predominate. Roger Voisin, trumpeter
with the Boston Symphony, and a
string orchestra are responsible for a
record of trumpet- concertos and voluntaries; and there are ro be two more
Beethoven piano sonatas played by
Ernst Levy, Opus 90 and tot.

URANIA: We are reminded by this
company that Dietrich Buxtehude died
25o years ago. A Buxtehude anniversary program of two cantatas, a Mass,
and a Magnificar, performed by the
Cantata Singers of New York with
Helen Boatwright and Russell Oberlin
among the soloists, will be issued this
fall, both on LP and stereo tape. Two
albums of ballet music played by the
Paris Opéra Orchestra under the direction of George Sebastian are also
announced.

VANGUARD: There's
niversay on the
hundredth of his
in 1958 or 1959
point. "It was a

a Purcell anway coo, the three
birch, but whether
remains a debatable

little thoughtless of

Purcell,' says Vanguard's Maynard
Solomon, "ro leave a date so important
for record companies so obscure." Undaunted, Vanguard intends to issue this
fall a two -disc anthology of large
works by Purcell performed by Alfred
Deller and his Consort. The same
musicians have addressed themselves
to madrigals by Morley, Wilbyc, and
Monteverdi ( the Madrigali guerrieri e
amorosi)
There's no Vivaldi anniversary,
but plenty of Vivaldi just the same:
Le quattro Stagioni, played by the Solisci di Zagreb with the violinist Jan
Tomasow, and L'Estro Armonico complete, with Mario Rossi in charge.
Felix Prohaska conducts the Bach
Magnificat and Cannata No. 5o, and
Sir Adrian Boult begins a complete
Beethoven series for Vanguard with
the Third, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh
Symphonies.
.

VOX: Early Italian string music has
long been associated with this label.
Forthcoming soon are albums devoted
to Tartini's Concertos (6) for Violin
and Orchestra, Op. 2, and to Corellïs
Trio Sonaras, Op. 1 and 2. Jascha
Horenstein conducts a Schoenberg
pairing ( Verklärte Nacht and the
Chamber Symphony, Op. 9) and a
Stravinsky (Le Sacre and Fire Bird).
And the cellist Gaspar Cassadò will be
heard as soloist in Schumann's Cello
Concerto and his own arrangement for
cello and orchestra of Schuberi s Arpeggione Sonata.

WESTMINSTER: Two French companies, Eraro and Vega, provide a large
number of fall items, among them:
Poulenc's Stabat Mater and Le Bal
masqué, Joli vet's Concerto for Ondes
Martenot (a keyboard electronic tone
generator), Messiaen's Vingt regards
sur l'Enfant -Jésus, Francaix' Le Diable
boiteux, Milhaud's Les Malheurs d'Orphie and Le Patrt're Matelot, Barcók's
six quarters (performed by the Par renin Quarter), and sacred works by
Jean Gilles, De Lalande, and Schutz.
Also scheduled are the complete Nutcracker baller, conducted by Rodzinski, and a coupling of Prokofiev's
Peter and the Wolf (Rodzinski) and
Saint- Saëns' Carnival of the Animals
(Scherchen). The later works feature
Garry Moore as narrator and "the
sounds of all the animals which appear
in the score." These noises, taken
down by Westminster engineers ar the
Bronx Zoo, will be interpolated in the
record, wherefore we know not.
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AN ENCHANTED EVENING -Some En.
chanted Evening; Tell Me That You
Love Me Tonight; When the Lilacs

Bloom Again; Love's Dream; After
LL766
the Ball; and 8 others.
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Everlasting: Rose Marie; Dear Love,
My Love; Only a Rose; Song of the
LL1150
Vagabonds; and 9 others.

BALLEf11tbOIES -Valse des fleurs

Suite); Spectre de la
rose (Invitation to the Waltz); Pas de
deux (Giselle); and 7 others. LL1525
(Nutcracker

All records $3.98 each

539 West 25 St.
New York

1,

N. Y.
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to Italy, and may be considered a sort
of study for his symphony Harold in Italy.
For this reason, then, W -LAB 7051 is worth
adding ro a representative Berlioz library;
the other two discs may be passed by in
favor of more felicitous and less expensive
versions by Wolff (Londoo) or Beecham
(Columbia) .
P.A.
RD

.111-111.4C

c.t,;,brnl.l;od

Il
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Elman are also represented by versions of
the Mendelssohn concerto. Now Ricci; and
his performance of the Bruch stands up
well in the distinguished company in
which it finds itself. It has dignity of conception, an appropriate romantic flow, a
glowing tonal characteristic, and an easy
command of the mechanics involved.
Ricci's Mendelssohn is also excellently
done. though here one is cognizant of a

Sylvia Marlowe, harpsichord; Concert Arts
Chamber Orchestra.
CAPITOL P 8375. t2 -in. S3.98.
Miss Marlowe is also the conductor in these
performances, but no allowances need ro
be made on that account. There is no
raggedness in the ensemble, and the balances arc excellent. So are the solo performances. That of the Haydn resembles
Landowská s, not only in its main outlines
but also in some details; there is no better
model. The Bach takes its place as one

of the best, a peer of the Reinhardt (Lon.
don) and Videra (Haydn Satiety). The
N.B.
recorded sound is first -rate.

HOVHANESS: A»ahid. Op. 57; Allel,tia
and Fugue, Op. Ooh; Totter Music,

Flagstad: unflagging mastery in Grieg.
Jorsallar); Pro Musica Symphony (Vienna), Eduard van Remoortel, cond.
VOX PL 10330.

12 -in.

$4.98.

Some but not ail of the promise that the
young Belgian conductor Eduard van Remoortel revealec in his debut disc, also
devoted to Grieg, is fulfilled in the present
release. Where his musicianship counts
most
that is, in Grieg's most ambitious,
pu rely orchestral work, the Symphonic
Dances
he gives art interpretation both
discerning and finely wrought, though lacking some of the expansiveness and relaxed
lyricism that made Erik Tuxen's idiomatic
performance for Mercury so outstanding.
He also does well by the Two Elegiac
i fdodies, which he treats with appropriate
solemnity. Where he disappoints is in
the Sigurd Jorsal/ar Suite. What is probably an honest a_tempt ro divest this music
of some of its pomposity gives it instead
some welcome lightness but unwelcome
speed.
P.A.

-

-

GRIEG: Song Recital
Kirsten Flagstad, soprano; Edwin
Arthur, piano.
LONDON LL 1547. 12 -in. $3.98.

Mc-

About a quarter of a century ago, Kirsten
Flagstad recorded a number of these simple
but exultantly beautiful Grieg songs for
RCA Victor. Hearing them, most in
Norwegian, sung with that gloriously rich,
powerful, yet velvety Flagstad tone was a
thrill never to be forgotten. The absence
of these discs from the catalogue in recent
years has left a real void which could be
filled by no one else. We owe a debt of
gratitude to London, then, for wooing this
artist bath into the recording studio to
remake such favorites as Jeg elrker Dig
( "I Love Thee "), Deer gynger en Band
paw Bolge ( "A Boat Is Rocking on the
Waves ") and En Drom ( "A Dream ") ,
together with some less familiar but no less
admirable little art songs by the Norwegian
master miniaturist. What is most pleasant
to report is that Mme. Flagstad is still more
than equal to the demands of these songs,
delivering them with the same freshness
and interpretative artistry she displayed two
decades ago.
P.A.

HAYDN: Concerto for Clavier and Or-

chestra, in D, Op. 37
}Bach: Concerto for Clavier and Orchestra, in D minor, S. soya

Op. 129
M -G -M Orchesrra, Carlos Surinach, cond.
M -G -M E 3504. 12 -in. S3.98.
Alan Hovhaness is, of course, best known
for his numerous pieces on Armenian subjects. like the Anabid of the present collection; but according to Edward Cole's jacket
notes, his Armenian period lasted only
from 1943 to 1950. and the works here
presented along with A,tabid are both
earlier and later. Both are decidedly better
pieces than the Armenian fantasy. The
Alleluia and Pique. written in 1942 is a
piece for string orchestra inspired by medi.
eval polyphony. It is full of long melismatic lines. rich modal harmony, and
deeply colored resonances. and is one of
the most moving things of that type with
which I am acquainted; it is like a shorter,
more compact version of Vaughan Williams' Fantasia on a theme by Thomas
Tallis. The Tower Altaic is a set of short
pieces for wind instruments -music of
great solemnity and dignity recalling the
brass canzonas of a Giovanni Gabrieli
rather more than the work of those seventeenth- century Germans with whom one
normally associates the phrase "tower
music."
Anahid was the mother -goddess of pagan
Armenia. Hovhaness' tone poem (for orchestra) recalls the ceremonies held in
her honor, with slow processional music,
a pastorale. and lively dances. Ir is all
very picturesque and full of canonical complexities, but it is all a little obvions too.
The recording is gorgeous. and the performances
at least of the Alleluia and
Fugue and the Tower Music
leave
nothing to be desired. There is a chance
that the less impressive showing of A,,ahid
is the conductor's fault, but somehow I
doubt it.
A.F.

-

-

LISZT: Psalm XIII, for Tenor Solo,
Chorus, and Orchestra
fßrahms: Schicksalslied, Op. 5:1; Academic Festival Overture, Op. 8o
Walter Midgley. tenor; Beecham Choral
Society; Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir
Thomas Beecham, cond.
ANGEL 35400. 12-ín. $4.98 (or

$3.48)

can determine, there has been
no previous recording of the Liszt choral
work. and there have been precious few of
the Brahms Song of Destiny, here sung in
English. Bruno 'Walter has interested him self in the Brahms, but performances are
scarce, while I doubt if New York has had
As far as

I
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of the very best. This disc replaces the
excellent version that Kubelik made some
years ago with the Chicago Symphony for
Mercury. He had a way with the score
then, and his conceptico has become even
more refined. One of the unusual things
about his interpretation is the very careful
attention he pays to details, especially dynamic details. The pianissimo sections in
the last movement are really pianissimo;

a performance of the Liszt during the last
generation. At scattered moments in the
Psalm X111 there is a momentary upheaval
from chorus and orchestra suggesting the
drama of the Faust Symphony, but for the
most part the writing is conventional and
even has two Bachian fugues (and skillfully written fugues they are). Other
moments suggest Wagner, particularly
Tristan, but then we remember that this
work was composed earlier. Perhaps the
best thing about Psalm XIII, aside from
the professionalism of the writing, is the
fine tenor solo, accompanied by chorus.
that begins or the Anda,ue morso section
of the score ( "Look on me and answer
me "). Midgley is a typical English oratorio singer, with a clear, rather white voice
that is a trifle short on top, and with wonderful enunciation.
Beecham conducts
calmly, presenting a good performance but
one that could have taken a little more
advantage of those few moments where
Liszt generated some excitement, especially
in the Allegro agitato.
The sound of English vowels as against
German ones handicaps Brahms's Song of
Destiny, and the chorus has mushy enunciation in any case. But the score itself
is a powerful and somber one, without the
profile of the Alto Rhapsody but with a
closing section reminiscent of the first
movement of the C minor Symphony, and
Beecham's conducting here manages to
bring out the brooding elements of the
score in a subtle manner. The Brahms side
is filled out with a properly rousing performance of the popular Academic Festival
Overture. Brilliant recorded sound in all
three works.
H.C.S.

-

MENDELSSOHN: Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra, in E minor, Op. 64
See Bruch: Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra, in G minor, Op. 26.
MENDELSSOHN: Octet in

E

flat, Op.

20

'fTchaikovsky: Serenade for Strings, in
C, Op. 48

Fine Arts Quartet, augmented (in the
Octet); Sorkin Chamber Orchestra, Leonard
Sorkin, cond. (in the Serenade).
VANGUARD VRS 1003. 12 -in. $4.98.
The Octet is very far from Mendelssohn's
greatest chamber work -that distinction
probably belongs to the D major String
Quartet
it is a magical score for all
that, except for a rather disappointing slow
movement. Its rare instrumental combination, probably influenced by the double
string quartets of Ludwig Spohr, demands
eight very light -fingered soloists if the
music is nor to become thick and sluggish.
Somehow Toscanini got a whole orchestra
of strings to be as light as a will- o'-thewisp, but I never could deceive myself
that this was the way the Octet was meant
to sound. Mendelssohn was writing with
the timbres of single stringed instruments
in mind, and only a performance such as
the Fine Arts Quartet and their four colleagues give can indicate what those
timbres were. The performance is a good
one, although one could wish as much
care had been lavished on the first, second,

-but
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Symphony in Mendelssohn's Symphony'
No. 3. The Paul Parav- Detroit Symphony combination will be represented
by Rachmaninoff's Second Symphony,
Schumann's Third, Haydn's No. 96
(Miracle), and Mozart's No. 35
(Haffner). From up Rochester way
comes a Gershwin coupling, the Concerto in F and Rhapsode in Blue (with
Eugene List as soloist and Howard
Hanson conducting) and a contemporary group from Frederick Fennell's
Eastman Symphonic Wind Ensemble.

OVERTONE: Two LPs of Bach and
Mozart organ music performed by the
veteran Marcel Dupré have been
scheduled. The recordings were made,
by Disques Lumen, at Saint -Sulpice in
Paris.

RCA CAMDEN: The Art of Sergei
Rachmaninoff couples two of that master's great recorded performances,
Chopin's B flat minor Sonata and
Schumann's Carnaval. Other Art of ...
Camdens will be devoted to the soprano Rosa Ponselle (a two -LP album) and the pianist Moriz Rosenthal.
A collection of lieder sung by Lotte
Lehmann is en route, also another Toscanini -New York Philharmonic record
(Haydn's Clock Symphony and Wag ner's Rhine Journey) Excerpts from
Rossini's Barbiere (with Hilde Reg giani and Bruno Landi) round off
Camden's fall schedule.
.

RCA VICTOR: Concertos are busting
out all over. The five Beethoven piano concertos, played by Arne Rubinstein and the Symphony of the Air
under Josef Krips's direction, will be
issued both singly and in a complete
package. Jascha Heifetz has made a
new Tchaikovsky Concerto (Chicago Reiner), and with the violist William
Primrose has recorded Mozart's Sin fonia concertante in E Far and Arthur
Benjamin's Romantic Fantasy. Byron
Janis will be heard in Rachmaninoff's
Piano Concerto No. t (ChicagoReiner) and Gary Graffman in Pro kofiev's No. 3 (San Francisco -Jorda).
Munch and the Bostonians will pay
their respects to The Sea (Debussy
and Ibert), Reiner and the Chicagoans
to Vienna (Strauss waltzes). From
Boston we can expect also the Franck
Symphony, Berlioz' L'Enfance du
Christ, and a Wagner program; from
Chicago, Strauss's Sinfonia domestica.
From European sources RCA plans
to release a Pire Bird- Pétrouchka coupling, Monteux conducting the Paris

Conservatoire Orchestra; Prokofiev's
Cinderella, Hugo Rignold conducting
the Covent Garden Orchestra; a debut
record by the young Polish pianist
André Tchaikowsky, comprising Ravel's Gaspard de la :wit and Prokofiev's
Visions fugitives; and a Hamlet
(Shakespeare's, forsooth) by the Old
Vic Company with John Gielgud as
the great Dane.
For the highbrow, RCA provides
chamber music by the Festival and
Juilliard Quartets; for the lowbrow, a
concoction by Robert Russell Bennett
bearing the cumbersome title Chusical
Music for People Who Don't Know
Anything About Classical Music. For
opera lovers, the only thing so far
scheduled is the Rigoletto recorded in
Rome last year ( Peters, Bjoerling,
Merrill, Tozzi). But undoubtedly one
or more of the half dozen operas taped
in Italy this past summer will be along
before Christmas.
RIVERSIDE: In addition ro its customary jazz and folk -music releases,
Riverside plans CO enrich the spoken word field with Alice in Wonderland,
read in its entirety by Cyril Ritchard
and accompanied by incidental music
by Alec Wilder. The four -LP album
will include a facsimile of the first
edition of Alice.

UNICORN: André Marchai, the blind
French organist, is featured in three
recordings made at M.I.T.; Bach and
the eighteenth- century French school
predominate. Roger Voisin, trumpeter
with the Boston Symphony, and a
string orchestra are responsible for a
record of trumpet concertos and voluntaries; and there are ro be two more
Beethoven piano sonatas played by
Ernst Levy, Opus 90 and tor.

URANIA: We are reminded by this
company that Dietrich Buxtehude died
25o years ago. A Buxtehude anniversary program of two cantaras, a Mass,
and a Magnificat, performed by the
Cantata Singers of New York with
Helen Boatwright and Russell Oberlin
among the soloists, will be issued this
fall, both on LP and stereo tape. Two
albums of ballet music played by the
Paris Opéra Orchestra under the direction of George Sebastian are also
announced.

VANGUARD: There's

a Purcell anniversay on the way roo, the three
hundredth of his birth, but whether
in 1958 or 1959 remains a debatable
point. "It was a little thoughtless of
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Purcell," says Vanguard's Maynard
Solomon, "co leave a date so important
for record companies so obscure." Undaunted, Vanguard intends to issue this
fall a two -disc anthology of large
works by Purcell performed by Alfred
Deller and his Consort. The same
musicians have addressed themselves
to madrigals by Morley, Wilbyc, and
I4fonteverdi ( the ìm1adrigali guerrieri e

amorosi)
There's no Vivaldi anniversary,
but plenty of Vivaldi just the same:
Le quattro Stagioni, played by the Solisti di Zagreb with the violinist Jan
Tomasow, and L'Estro Aruzonico complete, with Mario Rossi in charge.
.

Prohaska conducts the Bach
Magnificat. and Cantata No. 5o, and
Sir Adrian Boult begins a complete
Beethoven series for Vanguard with
the Third, Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh
Felix

Symphonies.

VOX: Early Italian string music has
long been associated with this label.
Forthcoming soon are albums devote-cl
to Tartini's Concertos (6) for Violin
and Orchestra, Op. 2. and to Corellï s
Trio Sonatas, Op. r and 2. Jascha
Horensrein conducts a Schoenberg
pairing ( Verklärte Nacht and the
Chamber Symphony, Op. 9) and a
Stravinsky (Le Sacre and Pire Bird).
And the cellist Gaspar Cassadò will be
heard as soloist in Schumann's Cello
Concerto and his own arrangement for
cello and orchestra of Schubert's Arpeggione Sonata.

WESTMINSTER: Two French companies, Erato and Vega, provide a large
number of fall items, among cher:
Poulenc's Stabat Mater and Le Bal
musqué, Jolivei s Concerto for Ondes
Martenot (a keyboard electronic tone
generator), Messiaen's Vingt regards
stir l'Enfant- Jésus, Francaix' Le Diable
boiteux, Milhaud's Les Malheurs d'Orphée and Le Pauvrc Matelot, Bartók's
six quartets ( performed by the Par renin Quartet), and sacred works by
Jean Gilles, De Lalande, and Schütz.
Also scheduled are the complete Nutcracker baller, conducted by Rodzinski, and a coupling of Prokofiev's
Peter and the Wolf (Rodzinski) and
Saint-Saëns' Carnival of the Animals
(Scherchen). The later works feature
Garry Moore as narrator and "the
sounds of all the animals which appear
in the score." These noises, taken
down by Westminster engineers at the
Bronx Zoo, will be interpolated in the
record, wherefore we know not.
6i
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Piano. Violin, Horn
CLAUDIO ARRAU PLAYS CHOPIN
Angel 35414
Etudes, Opus 25; 3 Nouvelles Etudes
Reminder: Arrau. Chopin, Etudes Op. 10 and Allegro de Concert
Op.46 (35413)
SCHUBERT SONATINAS
Jean Antonietti, pianist
JOHANNA MARTZY, violinist
No. 1 in D major; No. 2 in A minor.
The 1st of 3 albums devoted to the violin music of Schubert.

Virgo

Opera
PELLEAS ET MELISANDE

Marta

makes her Angel debut singing i\leli.
sande in this shimmering. definitive recording of Debussy's mas
tcrpiece. Gerard Souzay (Goland); Jacques Jansen (Pelleas),

Victoria de los Angeles

Pierre Froumenty (Arkd). Andre Cluytens. conductor.
Angel Album 3561 C/L (35478-79 -80)
3 records
LA BOHEME (La Scala recording)
The long -awaited Scala album of the Puccini favorite. All -star
cast with Maria Meneghini Callas (Mimi), Giuseppe Di
Stefano (Rodolfo); also Anna Mollo (Miasma), Rolando
Panerai (Marcello). Antonino Votlo, conductor.
2

Angel Album 3560 B/L (35471 -2)

records

Grieg Anniversary
September 1957 is the 50th anniversary of Grieg s death

Orchestral

S

BERLIOZ OVERTURES

King Leur

Paris Opera Orchestra
KLEMPERER conducts MOZART SYMPHONIES

Angel 35496
Best- seller: They call Dennis Brain the only young man with the
right to blow his own horn. Mozart Four Hom Concertos (35092)
is a month -in, month -out best seller.

Gala Gift Albums
SADLER'S WELLS BALLET SILVER JUBILEE
Robert Irving, conductor. Royal Opera House Orchestra, Covent
Garden.
Last year, when the Sadler's Wells Ballet, now known by Royal
Decree as the Royal Ballet. celebrated its 25th birthday, this gala
recording was made. A bright bouquet of scores connected with
the company's history incl. Comas, Apparitions, Horoscope, ]find.
ding Bouquet, Cinderella, etc.
perfect gift for balletomanes.
Angel 35521

...

SONGS OF NAPLES sung by GIUSEPPE DI STEFANO
The soul of Naples in 11 immortal songs. incl. o Sole Mio,
,lfarechiare, Core 'Ngrato, Torna a Surriento, Santa Lucia Lan-

tana

The

Angel 35435

No. 38 in D, K.504 (Prague); No. 39 in E flat. K.543.
Angel 35408
Philharmonia Orchestra.
Other Klemperer -Mozart Angel Records: Adagio and Fugue in
C minor and Serenata Notturna. K.239, coupled with Beethoven
Grosse Fuge (35401) ; 2 Symphonies in G minor. 25 and 40
(35407) ; Symphony 29 in A and Jupiter in C (35209).
THE ENGLISH SINGERS OF LONDON
The world. famous group sings Madrigals, Ballets and Folk Songs
of Morley. Byrd, Gibbons. Greaves, Bantock, Vaughan Williams
etc. (incl. Greensleeves). Song texts.
Angel 35461
FISCHER- DIESKAU sings WOLF LIEDER

Gerald Moore at the piano
Ist Fischer-Dieskau release on Angel. Reporting the original
HMV English release High Fidelity wrote: "Some of the best
Lieder singing and playing on records. Voice incredibly lovely
in quality, incredibly varied in sound. Very highly recommended."
Angel 35474

.

Exuberantly, romantically, irresistibly sung!

Angel 35469

of Austria
Conducted by Captain Julius Herrmann. Alistria's dapper 'March
is the latest colorful
King', the Band
the glory of Alt Wien
addition to Angel's popular international Band -Stand Series.

THE DEUTSCHMEISTER BAND

-

-

Angel 35498

THE HOFFNUNG MUSIC FESTIVAL CONCERT

recorded at London's Royal Festival Hall
'An Evening of Extravagant Symphonic Caricature' devised by
Punch cartoonist and musical satirist Gerard Hoffnung. "Funniest musical joke in years. Spectacular, in
Spike Jones vein." Time Magazine.

Vocal

Angel's Continental Light Blue Label

Wolfgang Sawallisch, conductor

Philharmonia Orchestra.

KARAJAN conducts Moussorgsky's
PICTURES AT AN EXHIBITION
Philharmonia Orchestra. Magnificent performance.
An experience in sound!
Angel 35430

Roman Carnival
Benvenuto Cellini
Corsair Beatrice and Benedict.

-

make his American debut Jan. 1958 with the Boston Symphony.
Angel 35344
DENNIS BRAIN plays
TWO HORN CONCERTOS OF RICHARD STRAUSS

...

Ilse Hollweg, the doughty Grieg champion has produced a recording which will make new fans for old favorites.
Angel 35445
(illustrated booklet)
GRIEG LYRIC PIECES played by WALTER GIESEKING
Before he died last October Gieseking recorded in London two
albums drawn from Grieg's delightful keyboard miniatures.
Album 1: 17 Lyric Pieces (Opus 12, 38, 43.47.54) Angel 35450
Album 2: 14 Lyric Pieces ( Opus 57, 62, 65, 68, 71) Angel 35451

Angel 35364
Mendelssohn Con.
Bach 6 Solo Violin
;

great Russian violinist plays
MOZART Concerto 3 in G
(Philharmonia- Ackermann)
PROKOFIEV Concerto 2 (London Symphony-Cameron)
Another brilliant Angel Record by the talked -of violinist who will

LEONID KOGAN

conducted by
THOMAS BEECHAM, Bart.
With the Royal Philharmonic, Beecham Choral Society. soprano

CLUYTENS conducts

Angel: Brahms Concerto (35137)

certo and Beethoven Romances (35236) ;
. American debut with Cincinnati SymSonatas 135280.1 -2)
phony Oct. 25.26; N. V. Philharmonic.SSymphony, Nov, 9 and 10.

PEER GYNT MUSIC

SIR

on

a

sort of highbrow
Angel 35500

The Library Series
BACH CLAVIER CONCERTOS
No. I in D minor; No. 5 in F minor. Also: Toccata and
Fugue in C minor.
Jean Casadesus, pianist. Andre Vandernoot. conductor.
Angel Library Series 45003
Paris Conservatoire Orchestra.
T.

ELIOT reads his FOUR QUARTETS
Burnt Norton. The Dry Salvages. East Coker. Little Gilding.

S.

BOCCHERINI QUINTETS, Album 4

Angel Library Series 45012

The Quintetto Roccherini pinvs two Boccherini Quintets:

SOUVENIR OF AUSTRIA
Salzburg Tyrol Vorarlberg
Vienna
Styria
Carinthia
Burgenland ... recalled in songs, dances, zither, yodeling, chorus,
starts
orchestra ... The happy musical journey
in Vienna Wien,
nur du allein), ends with The Blue Danube.
Angel Blue Label 65036
VAREL AND BAILLY with Les Chanteurs de Paris
1

C minor, Op. 18. No. 1; F major, Op. 13, No. 3.
These dedicated Italian virtuoso -musicians "have rescued and
recorded with technical perfection and rare devotion" (St. Louis
Globe Democrat) the treasure trove of Boccherini music.
Angel Library Series 45009

singing their own songs
Night-club and TV favorites.

these dashing young Frenchmen
conquered New York last spring at the Waldorf -Astoria's Empire
Room
return this season to sing their exciting songs of Right
Bank and Left Bank from East Coast to West Cuasi.
Angel Blue Label 65037

...

ANGEL RECORDS, ELECTRIC

&

"ARISTOCRATS OF HIGH

MUSICAL INDUSTRIES (U.S.) LIMITED,

38

FIDELITY"

WEST 48 ST., NEW YORK CITi'
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BACH: Concerto for Clavier and Orchestra, in D minor, S. 052
See
Haydn: Concerto for Clavier and Orchestra, in D, Op. 37.
1

V

DACi I: English Suites (6),

S. Rob -ßr

Ralph Kirkpatrick, harpsichord.
ARCHIVE

3068/70.

Three

12 -in.

S5.98

each.

The English Suites are not as often played
as the shorter and lighter French Suites.
yet they offer much that repays repeated
listening. Like the other set, this one
contains some charming dances, such as
the lighthearted bourrée of No. t, the
lovely gavotte of No. 3, the delightful
minuet of No. 4, or the playful passepied
of No. 5. But unlike that set, this one has
some long and elaborate preludes, and
some movements, such as the sarabands of
Nos. 2 and 3, that clothe the rhythmic
skeleton of the old dances with music of
tragic power. Kirkpatrick conveys all the
different qualities of the music with mastery
of the idiom and of the instrument. His
fast tempos are lively but not hurried;
his slow ones do not drag. His embellishments always sound natural and in good
taste. I have imagined the second bourrée
of No. 2 as a more lyric piece than Kirkpatrick makes of it here, but perhaps that
is a result of learning it on the piano.
In any case, it is one of the fascinations
of this music that it lends itself to more
than one approach. The recording, done
at Munich in the spring of 1956, is firstclass.
N.D.

SEPTEMBER

1957

C,

op.

JOHN

S.

WILSON

Spoken Word
Music Between
Folk Music
Best of Jazz

BARBER: Adagio for Strings, Op. r r
See Tchaikovsky: Serenade for Strings,
h7

HAROLD C. SCHONBERG

CARL MICHAEL STEINBERG

Classical Music

CLASSICAL

ROY H. HOOPES, JR.

48.

BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Piano: No.
8. in C minor. Op. r3 ("Pathétique");
No. 14.70 C sharp minor, Op. 27, No.
2 ("Moonlight "): No. 23, in F minor,
Op. 57 ( "AppassiONata ")
Raymond Lewenthal, piano.
WESTMINSTER XWN 18400.

12 -in.

53.98.

For the same price as (his one can get
the same three sonatas played by Egon Petri
on Westminster XWN !8255 or Rudolf Ser-

kin on Columbia ML 5164. When steak
and knackwurst cost the same. the customer
has free choice, and in this kind of competition the decision does not go to Mr.
Lewenthal. He is a skilled technician but
shows little sensitivity for the shaping of
a phrase, the building of a crescendo, or
the other talents that make for great Beethoven. The recorded sound of his instrument is exceptionally good, however.
R.C.M.

BEETHOVEN: Sonatas for Violi,, and
Piano: No. r, in D, Op. 12, No. 7;
No. 3, in E flat, Op. 72. No. 3
Leonid Kogan, violin; Gregory Ginsburg,
piano.
VANGUARD VRS 6029. 12 -in. S4.98.
Beethoven called these "sonatas for pianoforte with a violin;' but the traditional
manner of performance makes them works
for violin with a piano in the background.
The present edition does not escape this
fault. although it is not as conspicuous as
one finds it elsewhere.
Kogan is a fine violinist, lacking the
showy virtuosity which many find impressive, but revealing an admirable technique,

92
93
95
95

well

governed by notable musicianship.
Ginsburg is a sensitive and, one would
surmise, congenial co- worker. Add to this,
fine recording, and one has welcome statements of two of Beethoven's most radiantly
youthful works, preferable for me to any
of the rival versions in the catalogue.
R.C.M.

BERLiOZ: Overtures: Le Carnaval

so-

main, Op. 9; Le Corsaire, Op. ar;
Rob Roy
Overtures: Les Francs -Juges, Op. 3; Le
Roi Lear, Op. 4
Overtures: Béatrice et Binédict; Waver ley, Op. 2 his; Benvennio Cellini, Op.
23

Philharmonic Promenade
Adrian Boult, cond.

Orchestra,

Sir

WESTMINSTER W -LAB 7051, 7053/4. Three
52-in. $7.50 each.

This expensive series offers primarily
quality of sound, often ar the sacrifice of
quantity of music per side; but in the
present instance, with one exception, nearly
everything is sacrificed. The sound is quite
clean and free of distortion, but the studio
in which the recordings were made is almost entirely without reverberation. The
resulting lifelessness is not relieved by
Book's correct but routine run -through of
seven of these eight potentially colorful
overtures and the reasonably precise, hut
frequently unpolished and unexciting orchestral performances.
The one exception is the Roh Roy overture, here given its first disc representation
and invested by the conductor with more
inrerrsr thin the other pieces This seldom heard work, originally intended for a projected stage version of Scotts Rol, Roy,
makes use of the traditional Scottish tune
Scots IY/ha Hae Wi' Wallace Bled. But
it was sketched during Berlioz's first trip

63

to Italy, and may be considered a sort
of study for his symphony Harold in Italy.
For this reason, then, \v -LAB 7051 iS worth
adding to a representative Berlioz library;
the ocher rwo discs may be passed by in
favor of more felicitous and less expensive
versions by Wolff (London) or Beecham

P.A.

(Columbia) .

-

BRAHMS: Schicksalslied, Op. 54; Academic Festival Overture, Op. 8o
See Liszt: Psalm X111, for Tenor Solo,
Chorus, and Orchestra.
BRAHMS: Symphony No.
minor, Op. 68
Vienna

Philharmonic

r, in C

Orchestra,

Josef

Krips, cond.
LONDON LL 1608.

Boston

Symphony

DVORAK: Symphony No. 2, in
minor, Op. 70
Vienna

12 -in: $3.98.

Orchestra,

Elman are also represented by versions of
the Mendelssohn concerto. Now Ricci; and
his performance of the Bruch stands up
well in the distinguished company in
which it finds itself. It has dignity of conception, an appropriate romantic flow. a
glowing tonal characteristic, and an easy
involved.
command of the mechanics
Ricci's Mendelssohn is also excellently
done, though here one is cognizant of a
coarser grain not found in the Heifetz,
Milstein, or Oistrakh versions. Beautiful
recorded sound on Ricci's disc. Gamba, by
the way, seems to be developing into quite
H.C.S.
a conductor.

Charles

Munch, cond.
RCA VICTOR LM 2097. I2 -in. $3.98.
Versions Nos. 21 and 22, or thereabouts.
The Vienna group offers a dignified, large scale performance midway between Toscanini's drive and Walter's Gemiitlichkeit.
Very satisfactory, with just a few reservations. For most of the symphony Krips
holds a flowing line, but the first entry
of the famous horn call in the last movement finds him dragging the tempo. He
also, rather carelessly, lets the orchestra
play triplet figurations in perfectly good
four -four measures (bars 274 et seq. of
the last movement), thus breaking up
the meter. Admittedly this is a minor
point, but it is none the less annoying.
Otherwise a fine interpretation, and a
gorgeously recorded one.
Munch and the BSO give a dependable
account of the symphony-did the BSO
ever play anything poorly?
but the interpretation cannot be called more than a
good routine effort; it lacks a really animating point of view. Munch's change of
tempos in the last. movement, in an attempt
to underline the lyric sections, is disconcerting, ro say the least.
H.C.S.

-

BRITTEN: Matinées Musicales; Soirées

Philharmonic

ELGAR: Falstaff: Symphonic Study in
C minor, Op. 68

Rehearing all available microgroove interpretations of the Dvofák Second does
nothing to alter my conviction char the
London disc with Schmidt- Isserstedt and the
Hamburg Radio Symphony is the best version, in spite of its inferior recorded sound.
It sounds more idiomatic than the LeitnerBerlin Philharmonic performance recently
issued by Decca, and it is smoother than
the new Kubelik disc (Kubelik previously
recorded the work, for Victor-HMV, but
that version will be hard to find). Kubelik
never has had much success with the D
minor Symphony. Where he is all directness and color in the New IY/orld, he becomes tight and fussy in the D minor.
In addition he has not yet solved the
problems of balancing the countermelodies
of the third movement, and some of
Dvofák's most inventive writing here
H.C.S.
sounds jumbled.

DVORAK: Symphony No. 5, in E
minor, Op. 95 ( "From the New
World ")
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra,
Kubelik, cond.
LONDON LL 1607. 12 -in. $3.98.

Orchestra,

Rafael

Each of these pieces is a light ballet score
in five movements based on themes by
Rossini. Britten does this snrr of thing to
perfection, the performance is the last word
in orchestral elegance, and the recording is
as glossy as a Whitehall guardsman's horse.

A.F.

ADVERTISING INDEX

Orchestra, Pierino Gamba, cond.
LONDON LL 1684. 12 -in. $3.98.

Virtually every one of the world's great
romantic violinists has recorded the Bruch
G minor. What a list! Campoli, Elman,
Francescani, Heifetz, Menuhin, Milstein,
Oistrakh, and Stern. All of them except
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76, 77, 87
92
97

Esoteric Records
Haydn Society, Inc.
Leslie Creations
Livingston Electronic Corp.
London Records..
65,
Louisville Philharmonic Society ..
Meigs of Cincinnati, Inc.
Nuclear Products Co.
RCA Victor Division
84,
Record Market
Record Review Index
Robins Industries Corp.
Schwann, W.
Vanguard Recording Society, Inc
Vox Productions, Inc.
.

BRUCH: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra. in G minor, Op. 26
tMendelssohn: Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra, in E minor, Op. 64
Ruggiero Ricci, violin; London Symphony

62
89

.

Westminster Recording Co.
Zodiac Records ...._

The Falstaff so magnificently portrayed by
Elgar in this symphonic study is Shakespeare's rowdy, jocular, boastful companion
to Prince Hal, who when he becomes King
Henry V repudiates the Fat Knight. Boult
gives a superb account of the score, bringing out all of its humor, drama, nobility,
and pathos. This is, in fact, just about the
best of his recorded Elgar performances,
and Westminster has invested it with alP.A.
most three- dimensional sound.

ELGAR: Introduction and Allegro for
Strings, Op. 47-See Tchaikovsky:
Serenade for Strings, its C, Op. 48.

FALLA: El sombrero de ares picos.' Suite
No. 2; La vida breve: Interlude and
Dance; Noches en los jardines de España
Robert Casadesus, piano (in Noches); New
Philharmonic- Symphony

Orchestra,

Dimitri Mitropoulos, cond.

About the twentieth LP version, and one

Angel Records
Capitol Records
Columbia Records
Concert Hall Society
Concord Record Corp.
Decca Records, Inc.

Philharmonic Promenade Orchestra, Sir
Adrian Boult, cond.
WESTMINSTER W -LAD 7052. 12 -in. $7.50.

York

Sir

WESTMINSTER W-LAB 7055. 12 -in. $7.50.

This disc replaces the

excellent version that Kubelik made some
years ago with the Chicago Symphony for
Mercury. He had a way with the score
then, and his conception has become even
more refined. One of the unusual things
about his interpretation is the very careful
attention he pays to details. especially dynamic details. The pianissimo sections in
the last movement are really pianissimo;
and how seldom one hears such delicate
playing from a full -sized orchestra! AU
of the climaxes are resoundingly surmounted. The recorded sound is as good
as anything to be heard on discs today.
In short, a Neu. World that anybody can
happily endorse, ranking with the Toscanini, Szell, and Rodzinski versions.
H.C.S.

Rafael

Orchestra,

Kubelik, cond.
LONDON LL 16o6. 12 -in. $3.98.

¡Musicales
Philharmonic Promenade
Adrian Boult, cond.

D

of the very best.

94
96
82
96
98
81

97
94
97
85
96
96

96
96
90
95
91
97

COLUMBIA ML 5172.

12 -in.

S3.98.

Mitropoulos' performances are disturbingly uneven. The extracts from La vida breve
are very well played, and the celebrated
dance gains much by being prefaced by the
pages that Falla intended ro precede it.
This is the best edition of the work, apart
from that in the RCA -HMV recording of
the complete opera.
Both the other scores stiffer, however,
from overly heavy accents, retardations alien
to the style, and like exaggerations and
underlinings. The merits of the competing

editions of Nights in the Gardens o/ Spain,
particularly the Novaes, are not challenged
by this. Casadesus' triple sec approach to
the solo part suggests the outlook of the
tourist rather than any identification with
the landscape and the people.
R.C.M.

GRIEG: Sigurd Dorsal/at.: Suite, Op. 56;
Iwo Elegiac Melodies, Op. 34; Forts
Symphonic Dances, Op. 64
Bamberg Symphony Orchestra

(in Sigurd

Continued on page 66
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NEW
-

PARIS- Lovers In Paris,
Flirt, Valse Romantique. Blue
Blues and 9 others.
LL1643

SOUTH SEA ISLAND MAGIC
South
Sea Island Magic, The Moon of Mana.

RECORDINGS

LOVERS IN

-

YANK IN EUROPE
Lady On the
Riviera, Garden In Versailles, Train
Ride In the Alps. London Airport and
8 others.
111676
A

The

koora, Drifting and Dreaming, Sweet
Leilani and 10 others.
LL1538

OTHER NEW RECORDINGS

-

HIT
PARADE
Charmaine
(Mantovani), Third Man Theme (Anton Karas), Cara Mia (David Whit
field), Ebb Tide (Frank Chacksfield)
and B others.
LL1613

LOVERS

TROPICAL MOONLIGHT- Cherry Pink,
April In Portugal, La Vie En Rose,

HOLIDAY

LONDON

INLHI-F1

-

REVIVALIST SONGS If You Know the
Lord. Peace In the Valley. Bye and
Bye, Lord Keep Your Hand on Me and

Guards)

10

others. (Renee MorIrJ

LLI574

TIME TUNES -Scots ligs. The St.
Bernard Waltz, Scots Reels. Lily of
Laguna and 11 others.
(Sidney Bowman/
L11593

IN ENGLAND
The Eton
Boating Song, Merrie England, Come
To the Fair, On the Duarter Deck and
8 others. (Band of the Grenadier

Stranger In Paradise and 10 others.
(Stanley Block)
LL16I5
CLUB SESSION WITH COLYER- Creole
Song. Snag It, Thriller Rag, Home
Sweet Home and 7 others.
111618

-

IN ROME- Lovers In Rome,
Street Scene, Sicilian Lullaby, Guaglione and 11 others.
(Mania Lifer!
111687

Italian

OLO

LL1621

PARIS -Sweet Georgia
Brown, Night and Day, Louise, (tan
gology and 8 others. (Django Rein.
SWING FROM

HARTLEY

FRED

AT

YOUR

PIANO

-

Stardust. Tavern In the Town, Time
My Hands, Poor People of Paris
and 23 others.
LL1604
On

hard, and Slephone Groppelly)

LL1344
All records 53.98 each

mantovani

Mantovani
Film Encores

von; bills fron)

tllentrelnud

MANTOVANI
-

HIGH FIDELITY

FILM ENCORES
Intermezzo; Three
Coins In The Fountain; Laura; High
Noon; September Song; and 7 others.
LL1700

of Olwen; The Legend of The Glass
Mountain; and 2 others.
111513

enjoyable
best

SELECTION OF FAVORITE WALTZES
It Happened in
Was It a Dream?

-

A

AN ALBUM DF

Monterey;

LL570

Jealousy; A Media Luz; Arana de la
Noche; Besame Mucho; Tango de la
Luna; and 7 others.
LL768

WALTZES'- Blue Danube:
Roses from the South; Village Swal
lows; Wine, Women and Song; Tales
from the Vienna Woods; and 6 others.

THE IMMORTAL CLASSICS Prelude
m Cg Minor; Minuet in G; Romance;
Simple Aveu; Largo; and 7 others.

Lovely

Lady;

Rose; and 8 others.

Mexicali

STRAUSS

FAVORITE TANGOS

-

LL877

L1685
THE MUSIC
Ah, Sweet

VICTOR

-

HERBERT
Mystery of Life; When
You're Away; Neapolitan Love Song;
March of the Toys: I'm Falling in
Love With Someone; and 9 others.
OF

LL746

EVENING-Some Enchanted Evening; Tell Me That You
Love Me Tonight; When the Lilacs
Bloom Again; Love's Dream; After
the Ball; and 8 others.
LL766
AN ENCHANTED

HITS FROM THEATRELAND

SONG

--If

Loved You; Wunderbar; I've Never
Been in Love Before; Hello Young
Lovers; Stranger in Paradise; and 7
others.
LL1219
I

MANTOVANI RECORDINGS

OTHER

at its

-

THE FILMS
Warsaw
Concerto; Serenata D'Amore; Dream

MUSIC FROM

ROMBERGBring a Lovesong; Wanting You;
Stouthearted Men; Desert Song; One
Alone; and 9 others.
LL1031
THE MUSIC OF SIGMUND
I

THE MUSIC OF RUDOLF FRIML

- Love

Everlasting; Rose Marie; Dear Love.
My Love; Only a Rose; Song of the
Vagabonds; and 9 others.
LLIlSO

-

OPERATIC ARIAS
Celeste Aide; One
Fine Day; Caro nome; Softly Awakes
My Heart; M'Appari; and 7 others.
LL1331

-

IRVING BERLIN
OF
All
Alone; Reaching for the Moon; Because Love You; The Song Is Ended;
For the Very First Time; and 7 others.
LL1452
WALTZES
I

CANDLELIGHT
Stepped Oui of

-

Candlelight;

You

Dream: Blue Fantasy; Merry Go Round; Stradivarius;
and 7 Others.
LL1502
a

BALLET MELODIES

(Nutcracker

- Valse

Suite);

des fleurs
Spectre de la

rose (Invitation to the Waltz); Pas de
deux (Giselle); and 7 others. LL1525

All records 53.98 each

539 West 25 St.

QATD Oi1

New York

1,

N. Y.

RECORDS
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Sylvia Marlowe. harpsichord; Concert Arts
Chamber Orchestra.
CAPITOL P 8375. 12-in. $3.98.
Miss Marlowe is also the conductor in these
performances, but no allowances need to
be made on that account. There is no
raggedness in the ensemble, and the balances arc excellent. So are the solo performances. That of the Haydn resembles
Landowska's, not only in its main outlines
but also in some details; there is no better
model. The Bach takes its place as one
of the best, a peer of the Reinhardt (London) and Video (Haydn Society), The
N.B.
recorded sound is first -rate.

HOVHANESS: Anahid, Op. 57; Alleluia
and Fugue, Op. gob; Tower Music,
Op. 529

Flagstarl: unflagging mastery in Grieg.

Jorsalfar); Pro Musica Symphony (Vienna), Eduard van Remoortel, cond.
VOX PL 10330.

12 -in.

$4.98.

Some but not all of the promise that the
young Belgian conductor Eduard van Remodel revealed in his debut disc, also
devoted to Grieg, is fulfilled in the present
release. Where his musicianship counts
most
that is, in Griegs most ambitious,
purely orchestral work, the Symphonic
Dances
gives an interpretation both
discerning and finely wrought, though lacking some of the expansiveness and relaxed
lyricism that made Erik Tuxen's idiomatic
performance for Mercury so outstanding.
He also does well by the Tu o Elegiac
Melodies, which he treats with appropriate
solemnity. Where he disappoints is in
the Sigurd Jorsalfar Suite. What is probably an honest attempt to divest this music
of some of its pomposity gives it instead
some welcome lightness but unwelcome
speed.
P.A.

-

-he

GRIEG: Song Recital
Kirsten

Flagstad,

soprano;

Edwin

Mc-

Arthur, piano.
LONDON LL 1547.

12 -in.

About

a

$3.98.

century ago, Kirsten
Flagstad recorded a number of these simple
but exultantly beautiful Grieg songs for
RCA Victor. Hearing them, most in
Norwegian, sung with that gloriously rich,
powerful, yet velvety Flagstad tone was a
thrill never to be forgotten. The absence
of these discs from the catalogue in recent
years has left a real void which could be
filled by no one else. We owe a debt of
gratitude to London, then, for wooing this
artist back into the recording studio to
remake such favorites as leg elsker Dig
( "I Love Thee "), Deer gynger err Bead
paa Bolge ( "A Boat Is Rocking on the
Waves "), and En Drom ( "A Dream "),
together with some less familiar but no less
admirable little art songs by the Norwegian
master miniaturist. What is most pleasant
to report is that Mme. Flagstad is still more
than equal to the demands of these songs,
delivering them with the same freshness
and interpretative artistry she displayed two
decades ago.
P.A.
a

quarter of

HAYDN: Concerto for Clavier and Orchestra, in D, Op. 37
1-Bach: Concerto for Clavier and Orchestra, in D minor, S. 1052
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M -G -M Orchestra, Carlos Surinach, cond.
E 3504. 52 -in. $3.98.

M-G -M

Alan Hovhaness is, of course, best known
for his numerous pieces on Armenian subjects. like the Anahid of the present collecdon; but according to Edward Cole's jacket
notes, his Armenian period lasted only
from 1943 to t950. and the works here
presented along with Anahid are both
earlier and later. Both are decidedly better
pieces than the Armenian fantasy. The
Alleluia and Fugue, written in 1942, is a
piece for string orchestra inspired by medievr.l polyphony. It is full of long melismatic lines. rich modal harmony, and
deeply colored resonances, and is one of
the most moving things of that type with
which I am acquainted; it is like a shorter,
more compact version of Vaughan Williams' Fantasia on a theme by Thomas

Tarns. The Tower Music is a set of short
pieces for wind instruments -music of
great solemnity and dignity recalling the
brass

canzonas

of

a

Giovanni

Gabrieli

rather more than the work of those seventeenth-century Germans with whom one
normally associates the plusse "tower
music."
Anahid was the mother -goddess of pagan
Armenia. Hovhaness' tone poem (for orchestra) recalls the ceremonies held in
her honor, with slow processional music,
a pastorale, and lively dances.
It is all
very picturesque and full of canonical complexities, but it is all a little obviots too.
The recording is gorgeous, and the per formances-at least of the Alleluia and
Fugue and the Totter Music- leave
nothing to be desired. There is a chance
that the less impressive showing of Anahid
is the conductor's fault, but somehow I
doubt it.
A.F.

LISZT: Psalm XIII, lot- Tenor Solo,
Chorus. and Orchestra
1-Brahms: Schicksalslied, Op. 54; Academic Festival Overture, Op. Ro

Walter Midgley, tenor; Beecham Choral
Society; Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sir
Thomas Beecham, cond.
ANGEL 35400. t2 -in. $4.98 (or $3.48).
As far as I can determine, there has been
no previous recording of the Liszt choral
work, and there have been precious few of
the Brahms Song of Destiny, here sung in
English. Bruno Walter has interested himself in the Brahms, but performances are
scarce, while I doubt if New York has had

performance of the Liszt during the last
generation. At scattered moments in the
Psalm XIII there is a momentary upheaval
from chorus and orchestra suggesting the
drama of the Faust Symphony, but for the
most part the writing is conventional and
even has two Bachian fugues (and skillfully written fugues they are). Other
moments suggest Wagner, particularly
Tristan, but then we remember that this
work was composed earlier. Perhaps the
best thing about Psalm XIII, aside from
the professionalism of the writing, is the
fine tenor solo, accompanied by chorus.
that begins at the Andante ÁM0550 section
a

of the score ( "Look on me and answer
me "). Midgley is a typical English oratorio singer, with a clear, rather white voice
that is a trille short on top. and with won.
derful enunciation.
Beecham conducts
calmly, presenting a good performance but
one that could have taken a little more
advantage of those few moments where
Liszt generated some excitement, especially
in the Allegro agitato.
The sound of English vowels as against
German ones handicaps Brahms's Song of
Destiny, and the chorus has mushy enunciation in any case. But the score itself
is a powerful and somber one, without the
profile of the Alto Rhapsody but with a
closing section reminiscent of the first
movement of the C minor Symphony, and
Beecham's conducting here manages to
bring out the brooding elements of the
score in a subtle manner. The Brahms side
is filled out with a properly rousing performance of the popular Academic Festival
Overture. Brilliant recorded sound in all
three works.
H.C.S.

MENDELSSOHN: Concerto for Violist
and Orchestra, in E minor, Op. 64See Bruch: Concerto for Violin and
Orchestra, in G minor, Op. 26.
MENDELSSOHN: Octet in

E

flat, Op.

20

fTchaikovsky: Serenade for Strings, in
C, Op. 48

Fine

Arts

Quarter,

augmented

(in the

Octet); Sorkin Chamber Orchestra, Leonard
Sorkin, cond. (in the Serenade).
VANGUARD VRS 1003. I2 -in. $4.98.
The Octet is very far from Mendelssohn's
greatest chamber work -that distinction
probably belongs to the D major String
Quartet
but it is a magical score for all
that, except for a rather disappointing slow
movement. Its rare instrumental combination, probably influenced by the double
string quartets of Ludwig Spohr, demands
eight very light-fingered soloists if the
music is not to become thick and sluggish.
Somehow Toscanini got a whole orchestra
of strings to be as light as a will- o' -thewisp, but I never could deceive myself
that this was the way the Octet was meant
to sound. Mendelssohn was writing with
ncc timbres of single stringed instruments
in mind, and only a performance such as
the Fine Arts Quartet and their four colleagues give can indicate what those
timbres were. The performance is a good
one, although one could wish as much
care had been lavished on the first, second,

-
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ductions of Les Huguenots with Melba,
Nordica, Scalchi, Jean and Edouard de
Reszke, Plançon, and Mantel in the cast.
Useful as it is to have stmt sort of
recording of this opera, it is a pity it
should be one that conveys ne hint of the
quality on which alone such music can
live, namely its grandeur.
C.M.S.

and fourth movements as is given the
scherzo, which emerges wonderfully tender
and playful. Both cellos seem occasionally
not up to the presto demands of the finale.
The Tchaikovsky Serenade is performed

adequately but without much opulence of
tone, and the bass is at times disagreeably
obtrusive. It runs a poor second to the
new Munch -Boston version on RCA Victor.
D.J.

MOZART: Songs (r8)
Rita Streich, soprano; Erik Werba, piano.
Decca nL 9915. 12-in. $3.98.

MENDELSSOI -IN: Sonata for Cello and
Piano, in D. Op. 58
iStrauss, Richard: Sonata for Cello and
Piano, in r, op. 6
Andre Navarra, cello; Ernest Lush, piano.
CAPITOL P 18045. 12 -in. S3.98.

Considering the industry and good musicianship Navarra invariably brings to his
playing, it is unfortunate that the tone he
produces is so dry. It has a stringy quality.
a lack of color, and a wailing note in the
higher positions. The ultraromantic Strauss
sonata, an early work patterned after the
very best German masters, demands a tonal
richness that Navarra cannot supply. He
plays the Mendelssohn energetically enough,
and he has a fine partner in Lush, but
here again the lack of tonal suavity militates against complete enjoyment. Schuster
and Wuehrer have given a better account
of the Strauss sonata on a Vox disc, while
for the Mendelssohn one turns to the
Feuermann reissue on RCA Camden despite
the aged recorded sound.
H.C.S.

MEYERBEER: Les Huguenots
(abridged)
Renée Doria (s), Marguerite of Valois;
Jeanne Rinella (s), Valentine; Gilbert
Glazinu (s), Lady -in- waiting; Simone Cou derc (ms), Urbain; Guy Fouché (t),

Raoul de Nangis; Vincent Martinez (t).
(t), Cossé;
Tavannes; Pierre Sanchez
Charles Cambon (b), Comte de Nevers;

Gérard Bourréli (b), Méru;
ena (b), De Retz; Adrien
Comte de Saint -Bris; Henri
Marcel. Académie Chorale
Orchestre de l'Associarion

Fortune Mor-

Legros (bs),
Medus (bs),
de Paris and
des Concerts
Pasdeloup (Paris), Jean Allain. cond.
WESTMINSTER OPW 1204. Two 12 -in.
$7.96.

" 'He will be
-' As no

a Meyerbeer, a Mozart, a
third name of equal significance

occurred to her, she confined herself to
showering kisses on her nephew." Thus
Frau Permaneder upon hearing little Hanno
Buddenbrook play the piano for the first
time. In 1869. the year of the action,
such a bracketing of Ms might nor have
seemed wholly far -fetched, but for Thomas
Mann, writing this scene only thirty years
later, the irony already was quite clear.
In one generation, changing taste had begun to turn Meyerbeer from the most
prosperous composer of his day into a
joke. Today, though he is still cited in
history books as the very embodiment of
Grand Opera and is singled out as the butt
of the musical anti -Semites from Wagner
to Nazi musicologists, Meyerbeer has long
been neglected in the theaters that made
him celebrated and which he made wealthy.
For us it is hard to understand how the
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Moniererdi's Venus

is best unvisualized.

works of a man perhaps best understood
as the Cecil B. de Mille of his Jay should
have been prized as monuments of intellectual and philosophical power by such persons as George Sand, Balzac, and Heine.
Les Huguenots, composed in 1836 to
one of Augustin- Eugène Scribe's skillful
librettos, is a vast five -act pageant about
the Massacre of St. Bartholomew's Day.
The subject not only is superbly theatrical,
but aso enables Meyerbeer to pose as
historian and thinker. The music itself
is executed with a scene painter's broad
strokes, now brilliantly, now ineptly. The
Overture is constructed on the first two
phrases of .4 Alight). Fortress is Our God
(Seigneur, rem/mil et seal soutien, as the
Huguenots have it), and it is astonishing
how clumsily Meyerbeer harmonizes the
tune and how completely he misunderstands
his material when he attempts to use the
hymn phrases for a quasi -symphonic, quasicontrapuntal development later on. But
when Meyerbeer operares within his range
of comprehension, how well he can convince! The scene in which the swords of
the Catholic soldiers are blessed for the
slaughter calls vividly to mind the auto -dafé in Don Carlo, and Meyerbeer's music is
hardly less effective than Verdi's. The great
duct that follows, even though it contains
a few awkward harmonies that cause some
inadvertently definite stops, is a thoroughly
inspired piece of work. The climactic
melody "Tit l'as dit" is magnificently expansive in its phrasing, and the scene as
a whole leads up to one of the most
thrilling curtain -falls in the entire literature.
The abilities of the performers on this
greatly abridged recording, macle by a
French company named Pléiade, are of a
very modest order. The men are on the
whole acceptable. The best of them is the
bass Legros, and the next best the leading
tenor, who produces some fine- sounding
Cs and D flats even though his approach
to and descent from these heights is
generally a scramble. The women all sing
badly, and the more important the role,
the worse the sound. if conductor and
orchestra have any merits. they escape me.
All told, I cannot help feeling that the
album annotator was ill- advised in reminding us of the turn -of -the- century pro-

For the first couple of songs or so, I found
myself simply basking in the loveliness of
the voice -pure and true, rather light
but steady, and possessing a warm, appealing quality. And it is superbly recorded.
But then it began to seem as though all
the songs were about the same thing.
There was no perceptible difference in color
whether the singer was dealing with the
broad, hushed, moonlit opening of Abendernpiindung or was representing the coy
maiden of Die Zauberer. For best results,
sample this disc a song or two at a time.
Twelve of these songs, plus four others,
are sung with a little
only a little
-more variety of feeling by Schwarzkopf
on Angel 3527o.
N.B.

-but

MONTEVERDI: Il Ballo dell' ingrate
Alfred

Deller
(countertenor), Venus;
Eileen McLoughlin (soprano), Cupid; David Ward (baritone), Pluto; April Cantelo
(soprano), One of the Heartless Ladies:
Ambrosian Singers;
Londor. Chamber
Players, Alfred Daller, slit-.
VANGUARD DG 567. 12-in.

54.98.

This Italian venture into the style of a
French court ballet was first performed at
Mantua in 16o8 and published twenty years
later. The narrative portions are sung in
a
kind of heightened recitative, which
occasionally breaks out into music of intense feeling, as in the duet between Cupid
and Venus, part of Pluto's solo (on Side
2). and the music for One of the Heartless Ladies at the end. The intensity of
such passages is rather surprising, since
the text of the work indicates that it was
intended as a divertissement. How else
is one to characterize a "plot" in which
Cupid gets Venus to persuade Pluto to
allow the shades of some Heartless Ladies
to return from Hades temporarily so that
the living ladies of the Mantuan court
may see what terrible punishment is meted
out in the other world ro those who
coldly spurn love when it is proferred?
But Monteverdi had just finished Ariauva
(which is lost except for the famous
Lament), and was perhaps still under the
spell of the strong emotions

it had evoked

in him.
As with most music of this period, there
are many problems of interpretation. Vanguard was fortunate to obtain the services
of the learned and sensible Denis Stevens,
who prepared the edition used here and
wrote the notes. He has decorated some of

the vocal music with curious ornaments
taken from a treatise of the time, and
has cleverly interpolated in the text, in
the form of stage directions, a contemporary description of the first performance.
The Vox version, edited by Roberto Lupi,
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almost sounds like a different work. There
the approach is practically Verdian. It
results in a performance that is super charged, but some of the emotionalism
of the Italian singers there would have
done this English performance no harm.
The soloists here are all able people but
they sing as though they too were disembodied spirits, instead of lusty divinities.
In short, the edition used here is probably as close to historical accuracy as it
could be, but its execution world have
benefited by greater warmth in the vocal
parts. The instrumental sections, on the
other hand, especially the dances, are played
with considerable vitality.
N.B.

MOZART: Quartets for Strings: in E
fer, K 428; in B fiat, K 458 ("The

Hunt")
Battler Quartet.
VOX PL 9540.

12 -in.

$4.98.

The Barchet group is a first-tissa quartet
of a type, seemingly more .prevalent in
Central Europe than elsewhere, that features robust playing, excellent ensemble,
and careful musicianship. Less attention is
paid to beauty of tone and to the subtleties
of musical rhetoric Such are the general
characteristics of the present performances.
It is interesting, at first, not to be distracted
from the musical content by sensuousness of
tone; and the general style of the playing
suits such movements as the rwo minuets
perfectly. But elsewhere one begins to
long for the elegance and nuance ro which
such ensembles as the Budapest Quartet
have accustomed us. There are more dynamic gradations in this music than the
piano -mezzo forte -forte that is all we get
here. In the B flat Quartet the hushed
wonder of the "second theme" of the
Adagio is lacking, and the slow vibrato
of the first violinist in other parts of the
movement is hardly a compensation. N.B.

MOZART: Serenade

K

361

N.

ro, in B flat,

Members of the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Fritz Lehmann, cond.
DECCA DL 9918. r2-in. $3.98.

The rich sounds of this delicious work,
for twelve wind instruments and a double bass, come through beautifully on this flue
recording. If the performance were tin the
same high level as the mechanical cap tiring of it, this would be a prize disc.
In fact, the players do nothing wrong.
Everybody is very careful and correct, but
no one seems to be having a good time.
Ir is only towards the end, in the Variations and the Turkish Rondo, that the boys
begin to warm up. There is a little more
fun and sentiment in the Steinberg -Los
Angeles Woodwind performance on a Capitol disc.
N.B.

MOZART: Symphonies: No. 33, in B
flat, K 379; No. 36, in C, K 4.25
( "Line)

Symphony Orchestra of the Bavarian Radio,
Eugen Jochuni, cond.
DECCA DL 9920. 12 -in. $3.98.

Neither

performance is 'distinguished
enough to overcome faults of the recording, such as distortion of the violin tone,
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thickness of the basses,
overmodesty of the oboes,

MOZART: Symphonies: No. 39, in E
flat, K 543; No. 40, in G minor, K.
550
Amsterdam,
Concertgebouw
Karl Böhm, cond.
EPIC LC 3357. I2 -ín. $3.98.

Orchestra,

I have not heard a better performance of
the E flat Symphony on records. The
close relationship of the slow introduction
to the most serious parts of Don Giovanni,
the dramatic character of the development
sections in the first and last movements,
and the mellow lyricism elsewhere-these
qualities are conveyed more effectively by
Böhm than by most conductors. Although
the orchestra is a large one, the winds
can be heard clearly enough. The violin

tone is excellent, and the sound in general
very resonant The G minor Symphony is
well done too, but not enough so as to
displace the Toscanini version in my affections, inferior in sound though that
version may be.
N.B.

OFFENBACH: La Périchole (excerpts)
Patrice Munsel (s), La Périchole; Heidi
Krall (s) Guadalena; Madelaine Chambers
(s), Estrella; Rosalind Elias (ms), Vitginella; Cyril Ritchard, Don Andres de
Ribeira; Paul Pranke (t), Count of Panatellas; Charles Anthony (t), First Notary;
Alessio de Paolis (r), Old Prisoner, Theodor Uppman (b), Paquillo; Ralph Herbert
(b), Don Pedro de Hinoyosa; Calvin
Marsh (b), Second Notary. Chorus and
Orchestra of the Metropolitan Opera, Kurt
Adler, chorus master, Jean Morel, cond.
RCA VICTOR LOC 1029. r2 -in. $4.98.
,

Both as music and as wit, La Périchole
is a little thin, even in the theater. On
this record, with its extensive cuts and its
attempt to patch by means of spoken narrative, the meagerness becomes more apparent
than ever. I also feel that a dissenting vote
is in order concerning the superimposition
of Patrice Munsel's and Theodor Uppmaa's
healthy Americanism together with Cyril
Ritchard's broad Brirannicism upon a
pseudo-Peruvian French operetta. This is
decidedly a stylistic failure, probably inevitable from the beginning in view of
the changes of tone wrought by Maurice
Valency in his adaptation of the French
libretto: the translator who ruins "Ie
t'adore, brigand' into "I adore you, my
sweet" may have a sound commercial mind,
but he is no stylist
Those who saw La Périchole in Rolf
Gerard's handsome setting and who were
able to enjoy the sight as well as the
sound of Miss Munsel and Messrs. Ritchard,
Utipman, and De Paolis, could well enjoy
this record as a pleasant reminder of an
amusing evening. The performance, within
the limitations stated above, is good; the
sound itself is a little harsh.
C.M.S.

PAGANINI

-

KREISLER: Concerto in
One Movement, for Violin and Orchestra See Saint- Saëns: Concerto
for Violin and Orchestra, No. 3, in
B minor, Op. 6r.

-

Overture; Easter Overture,
("Grande Pâque Russe")

and occasional
N.B.

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: The Tale of
Tsar Saltan. Suite, Op. 57; May Night:

Op. 36

Orchestre de la Suisse Romande. .Ernest
Ansermet, cond.
LONDON LL 1635. 12 -in. $3,98.
A combination of Rimsky-Korsakov, Ernest
Ansermet, l'Orchestre de la Suisse Ro-

monde, and London Records is almost
bound ro mean one thing-some extraordinary orchestral sound. This recording
gives us plenty of that. One is tempted
to adapt a line from the Duchess of Malfi:
"Cover the loudspeaker, mine ears dazzle."
The quantity, the variety of sound assembled here is undeniably magnificent.
Microphone placement is well -nigh perfect
virtually nothing is lost. The recorded
sound is sometimes ( but only when it
should be) weirdly close up, for instance
in the bells- and -triangle section of the
Russian Easter Overture, just before the
final entry of the main theme, or in the
remarkably orchestrated sforzandos in die
second movement of the Tsar Salton Suite.
This suite is a real showpiece. It consists of orchestral preludes to three of the
acts of the opera, which was completed in
1900 when the old wizard of instrumentation had discovered all there was to discover about his craft. The second movement, a picture of the Tsar's wife and son
adrift on the sea, reveals more than technical ingenuity; here craftsmanship rises
to genuine artistry.
The Dobrowen -Angel version of the
suite is a worthy rival, but Ansermet has
the edge for sheer virtuoso brilliance, and
the London engineers carry off the laurels
for sound. la the Russian Easter Overture
neither Scherchen nor Paray is a match
for the Swiss conductor.
D.J.

-

SAINT -SAENS: Concerto for Violin
and Orchestra, No. 3, in B minor,
Op.
}-

6i

Paganini-Kreisler: Concerto in One
Movement, for Violin and Orchestra

Alfredo Campoli, violin; London Symphony Orchestra, Fiction Gamba, cond.
LONDON LL r624. r2 -in. $3.98.
Campoli is an enormously proficient violinist, one on the order of a Stern, Oistrakh,
or anybody else you can name. His tone
has amazing solidity and sweetness, his
finger work is impeccable, his intonation
is a joy. But he does not seem to me to
demonstrate a very interesting musical
mind. He plays everything quite the same
way -sentimentally with undue rubato
and vibrato, and with a cloying quality
whenever he has a cantilena to sustain.
Connoisseurs of violin technique, however,
should be fascinated by the infinite ease
with which Campoli, on this disc, conquers some imposing problems. He has
only one serious competitor in the Saint Saëns, and that is Francesconi on Columbia
ML 4315. The French violinist has mucb
the same approach, but he uses even more
vibrato. Of the two I prefer Campoli. In
the Paganini -Kreisler, he swarms through
the writing, though why anybody should
take the trouble to play this when the
original is around is a question hard to
answer. Admirable recorded sound here,
and Gamba leads the London orchestra in
precisely adjusted accompaniments. H.GS.
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SCHUBERT:

Rosamunde,
Op.
26:
Stündchen, Op. 135; Psalm 23. Op.
132

Diana

Eustrari, contralto; Michael Rau cheisen, piano; Berlin Motet Choir; Berlin

Philharmonic

Orchestra,

Fritz

Lehmann,

cond.
DECCA

DX13

144. Two 12 -in. 37.96.

There is, I think, a natural propensity in
the record listener to stand stanchly by the
recorded performance which first introduced
him to a particular work. I first learned
the Rosamunde music all the way through
in the Westminster edition, with Dean
Dixon conducting the Vienna Sta :c Opera
Orchestra. When Epic brought out its
perfunctory version of the complete score,
my satisfaction with the Westminster, easily
superior despite its stiff phrasing and shrill
sound, doubled.
But now comes a Rosamunde of such
persuasive beauty and idiomatic charm as
ro make clear the very real limitations of
the Dixon reading. The late Frire Lehmann
takes almost all of the numbers more
slowly (he needs three sides, instead of
the two of the Westminster and Epic),
allowing derails hitherto imperceptible ro
emerge. The famous Andantino (No. 5)
virtually becomes an andante and in so
becoming provides a perfect setting for the
two livelier episodes which interrupt it.
The exquisite little wind sextet (No. 6)

perfectly turned, and the Shepherds'
Chorus following it emerges like a fragile
Dresden figurine. As ro the great B minor
entr'acte (No. 2), this performance gives
point to Einstein's suggestion that it be
used as the finale of the Unfinished Symphony: its constant abrupt switches from
pp to /J are executed without a trace of
awkward turbulence.
Another advantage of this set is that it
contains both overtures associated with
the Rosamunde music: Alfonso and Estrella
and Die- Zanberbar(e, Schubert's most successful essay in the Rossini manner.
Side q is rounded out with rather run of- the -mill performances of two choruses
for female voices.
D.J.
is

SCHUMANN; Concerto for Cello and
Orchestra, in el minor, Op. r29
Daniel Shafran, cello; State Orchestra of
the U.S.S.R., Kiril Kondrashin, cond.
VANGUARD VRS 6o2íí. 12 -in. $4.9S.

Nothing small -scaled here. Shafran, a
(b. 1923) Russian cellist, is one

young

of those heart -on- sleeve instrumentalists
who glories in tone and technique. His
playing is warm, not particularly subtle,
and features a heavily vibrated line. In
many respects he is reminiscent of the
young Piarigorsky. Right now his Schumann is a little raw, but impressive never-

theless for its big sweep and expert command of the mechanics involved. Gendron
has brought more refinement to the music,

and the sober Schuster

a more stringent
musicianship. Shafran's virtuoso treatment supplies rho most excitement. As Side 2 fillers he plays a little
Haydn divertimento arranged by Piatigorsky and Nita 's Suite populaire espagnole
arranged by Maréchal. Excellent recorded
sound. though in the concerto the balances
are heavily in favor of the soloist.
H.C.S.

quality of

SCHUMANN: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, in il minor, Op. 54

l'Weber: Konzertstiick for Piano and
Orchestra, in F minor, Op, 79

Friedrich Gulda, piano; Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Volkmar Andreae, cond.
LONDON LI. t539. t2-in. 53.98.
Most currently recorded versions of the
Schumann p:ano concerto get the entire
work on one side of a twelve -inch LP.
On this disc. however, only the first two
movements occupy Side r; the last movement and the Weber occupy the reverse.
This is unfortunate, for in the Schumann
concerto the last two movements are connected, and the mood is broken when the
disc has to be flipped. Strike one! The
recording has a hass boom that I could

Continued on page 78

Schubert Left Lazarus Languishing in the Tomb
AGOOD DEAL of mystery surrounds
The Death of Lazarus. There is no
mention of it by Schubert or any members
of his circle. The manuscript turned up
in 1830. but in fragmentary form and
entirely lacking the third "action," which
would have dealt with the raising of
Lazarus. Schubert may or may not have
finished

the score.

I

tend to agree with

Alfred Einstein that he probably did not,
that an offer from one of the theaters
called him away to try his hand again
at dramatic composition.
The manuscript is dated 182o, perhaps
the most arid year in the creative life of
this most fecund of geniuses, and yet a
year which produced two masterpieces, both
highly admired by Brahms: the C. minor
quartet fragment and this unique "religious
drama." Very far from being neglected
by Schubert biographers and analysts, as
the record annotator claims, Lazarus has
been highly praised by most of them since
Kreisste. Indeed, Einstein considers it an
Lohengrin in technique
advance upon
and calls the first act "a perfect work of
art." Yet it has been very rarely performed. This recording, then, is something
of

discovery.
What first occurred to me as I listened to
Lazarus was that it was most un- Schubertian. It sounded dry. objective, restrained
unlike the religious works of the master
which f most highly regard, the A fiat and
E flat Masses. The whole aura is curiously
archaic; it seems ro hearken back past Bach
and Handel to the seventeenth century,
particularly to Heinrich Schütz. A further
hearing brought out the justice of Einstein's Wagner comparison: the harmonic
a

-
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progressions, even the orchestral textures
give a strong foretaste of Tannhriuser and
Lohengrin. But by this time Schubert himself is audible, in the wonderful clarinet
duets, singing in thirds and sixths during
the pauses in the vocal line, in the miraculous harmonic shifts, even in the triplet
rhythms, resrrained but still in evidence.
The handling of the voices is very close
to the ideals of Schubert's lieder, an unusual procedure when he is making use of
orchestral rather than piano accompaniment. The words of the eighteenth -century
poet Niemeyer obviously moved him in the
way Goethe, Heine, and Müller hai moved
or were to move him. and he gave them
his best.
My chief complaint about the performance is that there is not more of it
What a pity that in bravely breaking new
ground Winograd and his forces didn't
go the whole distance and give us what
remains of the fragmentary second "action,"
which, if one can judge from the score.
contains an even more strikingly Wagnerian arioso- recitative and a big baritone
aria. But this is ingratitude. What they
do give us is very decently performed. The
orchestra has been well drilled and follows
the markings of the score faithfully. There
are, however, far too few strings to corn plement the large wind band (including
three trombones) that is called for. and
now and then the strings stem to be further reduced to a solo quartet. This helps
at times to create the archaic feeling that
Schubert had in mind, but too, often it
merely makes for bad balance. The two
male soloists are decidedly inferior to the
three sopranos; the Lazarus especially has

From z82o.

a

foreshadosoing of Wagner.

an unpleasant whine to his voice and
seems incapable of singing softer than
mezzo forte.
A word is clue the fifteenth -century

Flemish master whose magnificent Raising
of Lazarus is reproduced on the cover. His
name, a savant assures rte, is Geertgen tot
Sint Jans.
DAVID JOHNSON

SCHUBERT: The Death of Lazarus
Barbara Troxell (s I, Maria; Ingeborg
Reichelt (s), Jemina; Ilse Siekbach (s),
Martha; Helmut Kretschmar (r), Lazarus;
Rico Monte (t), Nathanael. NDR Chorus,
Philharmonia Orchestra of Hamburg, Arthur Winograd, cond.
M -G -M B 3526. 12 -in. 33.98.
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great deal from modern reproduction
techniques. The very opportunities they
present, however, have proven treacherous.
One feels in listening m Dorati, Ormandy,
and. to some extent, Reiner (all of them
superbly reproduced) that sound and fury
quite drown out content.
Not so with the present recording. Böhm
is no Mengelberg, and the Saxon Stare Orchesrra is no New York Philharmonic. but
together they do it lrst -class job. Ir is
nor a consistently interesting performance,
but then Ein Heldeulebent is not a consistently interesting work. The Dresden
musicians rise to its great moments, however
the tender tribute to Sttauss's Pauline (who. one wonders, is the fine solo
violinist?), the pompous but irresistible
marshalling of hit tunes from the earlier
tone poems, and the glorious peroration
for horns and solo violin. Biihni s handling
of these final pages will bear comparison
with any available version.
The recorded sound does not represent
Deutsche Grammophon at its best but is
D.J.
quite acceptable.
a

not remove without removing most of the
bass. Strike two! Guida plays competently,
as always, but in a matter -of -fact manner
and with virtually no dynamic shading.
Everything lias a tendency to sound loud.
Whether this is strike three is up ro the
customer to decide. Certainly the recordings by Lipatti. Novacs, Rubinstein, Haas.
and Serkin should be considered before
settling on this. As for the Konzertrtiick,
a superior version exists by Robert Casa desus, who brings to the music qualities
of elegance and suppleness that the more
H.C.S.
prosaic Guida cannot match.

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony No. ro,
in E minor, Op. 93
Philharmonia Orchestra, Efrem Kurtz, cond.
RCA
LM 208 í. 12 -in. $3.98.

Vim

Shosrakovich's style begins to sound historic now, and it is difficult to believe that
this symphony is only four years old. It
resembles the famous Fifth Symphony in
its general character, and is holds up well
under repeated hearings; but its heroics
inevitably recall the great days of World
'War II and remind us that those days have

long receded. This is not adverse criticism;
it is merely a continent on the fact that at
the age of fifty Shostakovich belongs to
the past.

Kurtz's performance is quite good, but
the recording sounds like one that has
been in the cooler for a long rime.
A.F.

-

STRAUSS, RICHARD: Lieder

Eleerlei; Süuale, liebe Myrte; Der Stern;
Schlechte: Wetter; Ich tooth' ein Strauss kin Linden; Alt mir dein Lied erklang.
Freundliche Vision; Schlagende Herzen;
Heimkehr; Befreit; Die Nacht; Wie sollten
inir gehein: tie halters; Meinem Kinde.
Hilde Gueden, soprano; Friedrich Guida,
piano.
LONDON LL 159z.

STRAUSS, RICHARD: Ein

Heldenle-

hen, Op. 40
Saxon State Orchestra (Dresden),
Böhm, cond.
DBCCA DL 9927. 12 -in. 53.98.

Karl

For me the greatest recording of Ein. Helis still the thirty- year -old Willem
Mengelberg -New York Philharmonic version recently restored to circulation on the
RCA Camden label. Strauss dedicated the
score to that great conductor, and even
his own recording of it (issued several years
ago by Decca) dot-s not make one forget

denleben

Mengelberg's insight. Nevertheless, like all
of Strauss's tone poems, this too benefits

Garde» hrings ont the best in Strauss.

12-in. 53.98.

On the whole, the devaluation of Strauss
as one of the great masters of the lied has
been uniusr, because in fact he left much
beautiful music in a field that occupied
him steadily throughout his long life. The
main defect of the output as a whole is his
failure to find a musical equivalent for an
elevated poetic style as readily as he found
the appropriate music in an erotic, humorous, grotesque, or sentimental situation.
One of the great compensatory merits, however, is his love and understanding of the
human voice, particularly the soprano voice
(a preference deeply linked with his personal life), and no musician in our century
has written more effective vocal music as
such. The selection of lieder made for
this record displays Strauss at his best, and
we should be very grateful for this fresh
and intelligent program.
Hilde Guederis voice is not quire the
ravishing instrument it was when we first
began to hear her recordings six or seven
years ago. It has become a little hard,
and occasionally there is a slight tremolo
to cloud the high notes. But the disappointment is only relative; Miss Gueden
still sings exceptionally beautifully, with
charm. and interpretative understanding. She is singularly fortunate in her
collaborator, Friedrich Guida, a sensitive
and brilliant pianist who plays with a bite
and incision perfectly marched to Gueden's
own sharpness of mind and style. Complete
texts in German and English are provided.
and the sleeve annotations by William
Mann are excellent. The piano itself has
a slightly shallow tone, but it has been
recorded so as to be heard in exactly the
right relationship to the voice, around
rather than behind ir.
C.M.S.

-

STRAUSS, RICHARD: Sonata for Cello
and Piano, in F, Op, 6 See Mendelssohn: Sonata for Cello awl Piano, in
D, Op. 58.

STRAVINSKY: Pire Bird: Suite
1-Tchaikovsky: Romeo and Juliet
New

fork Philharmonic- Symphony

Or-

chestra, Leonard Bernstein, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5182. 12-in. S3.98.

The Stravinsky is given a sensitive performance where it needs to be sensitive
and a very vigorous performance where it
needs to be vigorous; the recording is extremely brilliant and good to hear. But
perhaps the most remarkable thing about
this, the thirteenth Fire Bird Suite in current LP listings, is the extraordinary titling
of the individual movements un the label.
For instance, the first movement is called
The Fire Bird and Hit Dance. Isn't the
Fire Bird a lady?
This critic charges time and a half for
listening to Romeo and Juliet all the way
through, but a sampling of this version
sounds all righr, if that piece of hysterical
A.F.
claptrap ever does.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Romeo and Juliet
See

Stravinsky: Pire Bird: Suite.

-

TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade for Strings.
in C, Op. 4.9
tBarber: Adagio for Strings, Op. rr
:Elgar: Introduction and. Allegro for
Strings, Op, 47
Strings of the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
Charles Munch, tond.
RCA VICTOR LM 2109. t2-in. $3.98.

It is interesting to compare this version
of the Tchaikovsky Serenade with Koussevitsky's. Both men lead essentially the
same string section, but there is appreciable difference in the results. Koussevitaky's reading is far more extrovert, full blooded, and, somehow, authentic. Munch
is reticent, poetic, frequently at odds with
the dynamic markings of the score (and
always in the direction of softer sound;
at rimes he utterly ignores swells and
fortissimos). Of course the new version
has the advantage of superior tonal repro-

duction, though for my taure the sound
is somewhat too veiled and the bass too
reticent. Still, it is a remarkable performance, particularly in the opulent, dark velvet
sounds the Boston strings produce.
Barber's evocation of the sarabands ut
Johann Sebastian Bach is performed with
moving intensity, and the passionate Introduction and Allegro of Elgar is finely
conceived too.
D.J.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade for Strings.
in C. Op. 48 -See Mendelssohn:
Octet in E flat, Op. 20.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No.
D ( "Polish ")

3. in

London Symphony Orchestra, Sir Adrian
Bonk, tond.
LONDON LL 1,142. 12 -in. $3.98.
There is no morbid introspection in this
symphony. It is laid out in bright, primary
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colors: the clarinet waits for the oboe to
finish its phrase before venturing upon a
phrase of its own, and all the instruments
defer to the bassoon. which reigns supreme
in the three middle movements. Melodically it represents Tchaikovsky at the peak
of his invention. He was to discover form
in the last three symphonies but rarely
was he to recapture the spontaneity of
melody characteristic of this and other
works of the 18705.
What a good performance of the Third
demands is gusto, a continuous forward
thrust. And this, alas, is what Boules
performance lacks. It is polite. It rarely
ventures beyond the bounds of good taste.
The trumpets seldom blare (they sound
like clarinets at times, and the horns like
bassoons) and the crescendos seldom swell
into double fortes. One feels behind the
reading decades of well -bred Prom performances at the Albert Hall. Not surprisingly,
the Andante, with its Elgarian middle section. is the best played movement. But
the sly scherzo is listless, and it is not until
the coda of the finale that things arc going
right again. Here Boult unexpectedly
whips his men into a storm of excitement;
when they slap down upon the final
dominant chord (no less than fifteen
times!) all politeness is forgotten.
The recording, aside from an undue
prominence in the wood winds, is fast rate, and there is no competing version
except in RCA Camden's complete edition
of the six symphonies.
D.J.

VERDI: If Trovatore
Maria Meneghini Callas (s), Leonora;
Fedora Barbier: (ms), Azucena; Luisa Villa
(ms), Ines; Giuseppe di Stefano (t),
Manrico; Renato Ercolani (r), Ruiz, Messenger; Rolando Panerai (b), Count di
Luna; Nicola Zaccaria (bs), Ferrando;
Giulio Mauri (bs). Gypsy. Chorus and
Orchestra of Teatro alla Scala (Milan),
Herbert von Karajan, cond.
ANGEL 3554. Three to -in.
(5 sides)
S14.94 (or 310.44).

The principal features here are the contributions of Callas and Von Karajan.
Callas, I think, has done nothing more
successful for the microphone than this
album. She seems particularly suited to the
part of Leonora: it challenges all the best
in her, and it leaves her main weakness
(a certain absence of warmth, warmth as
opposed to heat) unexplored.
As often, Callas makes unpleasant sounds
at the top of her range, but otherwise the
voice is in good condition. Her execution of coloratura is impressive, but not
more so than her understanding of Verdes
use of it. Listen to her sing the cabaletta
of her first aria and the duet with Di Luna
in the last act, or hear what is most moving
of all, the passage in the second finale
beginning "E deggio e polio crederlo?,"
and you may understand as never before
that such florid writing is no intrusion,
but rather a sign of Verdi's identification
of "the redundancies of ornament with the
overflowings of feeling." And in the quiet,
undecorated phrases of "Tacce la none" and
"D'amor sul!'ali roses" you can hear the
same understanding, musicality, and technique contributing to a result that in its
less showy way is equally miraculous.

acteristic Verdian tempo change

Verdi brings out the best in Callas.
Von Karajan tolerates certain details that
Toscanini would not have permitted, namely some cots and the traditional interpolations of high Cs and B flats, but
with these exceptions his accomplishment is
on a level unattained by conductors other
than Toscanini. His grasp of the opera is
entire and right, he is clearly in charge,
and he exacts and obtains orchestral playing of refinement and fantastic precision.
I
have never heard the Soldiers' Chorus
and the Anvil Chorus sung with such snap
and alertness, nor the complicated second
finale with such lightness and security.
And to hear the end of the Prologue really
executed as Verdi prescribes, first pppp,
then ppppp, is a breathtaking experience.
Judged by the standards of the Manricos
we generally hear, Di Stefano is not bad,
but considered in terns of what Verdi
plainly wanted, his interpretation is rather
shocking. Di Stefano has a beautiful voice
which he manages with virtuosity, but he
likes to do so by his own lights rather than
by Verdi's. The beginning of the off -stage
serenade is to be sung mezzo voce, but it
is all belted out con rata forza. The words
"non ferir!" at the end of "Mal reggeruJo"
should emerge dramatically in a sudden
pp sotto yore, and again we get the loudest
possible sound. When there are no such
direct violations. there are other annoying
trespasses; for example, the slides and
scoops in the little wedding duet with
organ, or the whole conversation with
Leonora in the last act, done with a vulgar
abandon far more appropriate to one of
Mascagni's ill -bred heroes. The interpretative traditions of yeritrno are gutter -bred
and have no more place in Troya/ore than
in Don Gkvartni.
Panerai would be a good Di Luna except
that his fine baritone voice sounds lusterk-ss and frequently a fraction below pitch
perhaps :he result of fatigue. Barbieri's
voice sounds better here than in the recent
Bollo in morchera album, but even so there
are too many tremulous, unfocused notes,
sonic, I dare say, Jue to her excessively
violent approach to the role. Zaccaria
makes the most of his part, and the most
turns out 10 be rather more than one
might think from most performances one
hears. Cuts arc few: a stanza each of "Di
tale amor' and "Ti, vedrai" plus some
tiny prunings, one of which spoils a char-

-
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in the
first finale.
The RCA Victor recording has Bjoerling
and Warren, who are both fine, as well as
Milanov, who has some great moments and
who also contributes much chaos. Barbieri
is better here than on Angel. The chief
drawbacks of the enterprise are the brutal
cuts and the feeble conducting of Renato
Cellini. London offers Tebaldi, who gives
a beautiful performance in her own rather
narcissistic style. Del Monaco's musicianship is inadequate and I find the sound itself unpleasant, nor is Savarese at all
gratifying as Di Luna. Sim:onato sings
Azucena with beauty of voice and phrasing
and with a certain reserve that I find more
effective than Barbieri's vehemence. Erede
is not forceful enough a conductor for this
music, and the recording is less good than
RCA's or Angel's. Even with its exasperaring moments taken into account, the new
Angel version offers the most and the best
C.M.S.
by far.

-

WEBER: Konzertsriick for Piano and
Orchestra, in F minor, Op. 79 Sec
Schumann: Concerto for Piano and
Orchestra, in A minor, Op. 54.

WEILL: The Seven Deadly Sins
Lotte Lenya, Anna; Julius Katona, Fritz
Göllnitz, Ernst Poetrgen, and Sigmund
Roth, The Family. Orchestra, Wilhelm
Brückner- Rüggeberg, cond.
COLUMBIA KL 5175. 12-in. S5.98.

The Weill revival marches on and has
now brought to light a work hardly even
known by name to the many admirers of
the Three Penny Opera and Mabagonny.
The Seven Deadly Sins dates from a transitional period in the composer's career.
written during his brief stay in Paris between leaving Germany in r933 and
coming to this country in 1935. It was
produced in Paris by Les Ballets 1933,
with a distinguished group of collaborators
including Bertolt Brecht and George Balanchine.
The theme of the work, well summarized
in the excellent annotations, is ".
that
of the Siamese sisters that exist, indissolubly linked, in the nature of every
woman.' These two sisters (are they really
one character of split personality ?) , both
named Anna. go out into the world to
earn the money with which :heir family
is to buy a house. The clash between the
opposite impulses of the two Annas occurs seven rinses on their journey when
they must face, one after another, the seven
deadly sins. The practical, cool- headed
Anna cells her story in words, while the
pretty. hotly emotional Anna tells hers
through movement. The family
father,
mother, and two brothers
is sung by a
male quartet, with the mother booming
her pious anxieties in basso profundo."
The music is instantly recognizable as
Kurt Weill. even without the spare, sardonic crackle of the Three Penny Opera
and the various works represented in
Lenya's record of Berlin Theatre Songs.
A full orchestra is used here, one whose
basic tone is that of the string ensemble,
and such "civilized" instruments as the
flute and the oboe have important parts
to play. The melodic idiom is highly
characteristic, and it is a marvelously pene-

..
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tracing equivalent of Brecht's poetic idiom.

While The Seven Deadly Sins is sometimes disturbing because it shows the first
trace of sentimentality in Weill's work, it
has plenty of brilliant moments, and no
work of his offers anything superior in
dramatic penetration and musical workmanship to the movements entitled Pride,
Gluttony, and Lust.
could hardly imagine a better performance. Loire Lenya, who also sang in the
original Paris production, is at her best
here, a statement that requires no further
elaboration. The male quartet is likewise
superb, its topmost member outstanding
not only during his extended solo in
Covetousness. but throughout for the sharpness and tonal and rhythmic precision he
And since Ljuba
gives the ensemble.
Welitch sang the words " Hat es uacb Mat
geschmeckt?.' phonography has not recorded a more mouth -watering sound than
the bass's intonation in Gluttony of the
word "Schnitzel"! The orchestra is not
always up to the highest virtuoso standards,
especially in the lower strings, but it is
absolutely alert to Bruckner- Rüggenberg's
stick, as alert as he himself obviously is
to every detail of mood and sound in the
score.
Complete texts in German and
English are provided along with some good
pictures of the highly photogenic Lenya.
The unsigned notes are excellent, and Tom
Allen's cover painting is a pleasure on a
level with the others afforded by this fine
1

record.

C.M.S.

More Briefly Noted
Albéniz: Mallorca, Op. 202; El Altaic-in;
Asturias, Op. 47. No. 5; Corddba, Op.
232, No. 4; Roadeña; El Corpus en
Sevilla. London TW 9 í t 5 1.
Raphael Arroyo, a French- trained Spanish
pianist, puts the emphasis here on accuracy and clarity rather than nuance and
color. These Albéniz pieces consequently
suffer from dullness.

Arnold: "Homage

to the Queen." RCA
Victor LM 2037.
A series of divertissements created for
presentation by Sadler's Wells at Elizabeth
II's coronation, this music plays a functional
role in connection with the ballets. By
itself, it is pretty empty, although well recorded and well played by the Philharmonia
Orchestra under Robert Irving.

Bach: Suites: No. r, in G, S. 1oo7; No.
3, in C. S. 1009. Decca DL 99t4.
Musicianly performances, by Lillian Fuchs,
of these two cello suites arranged for viola.
She now has recorded all six.

Op. 79, No. 2; in G minor, Op. 119.
No. 4. Capitol P ïSo49.
Victor Schiöler's playing of the Handel
variations exhibits only routine competence.
He is better in the Rhapsodies, but Rubin stein's (RCA Victor LM 1787 is still the
preferred version.
2, 3, 6 ( "la
Chasse"); Op. 32, No. r; Op. 32, No.
2. Epic LC 3351.
The Trio di Bolzano offers competent performances of what are, in fact, little piano
sonaras with string accompaniment. Occasionally, pleasant ideas do pop up, and
the Rondo of Op. 32, No. 2 is wholly

Clementi: Trios: Nos. t,

charming.
Debussy: Trois Ballades de Pranfois Villon

(with Britten:

3509.
Perfunctory
E

performances (by the Philharmonia Orchestra of Hamburg, under
Arthur Winograd) in a recording unpleasantly "hi -fi" on top, vapid and boomy
below.

Brahms: Variations and Fugue

of Handal, Op. 24; Rhapsodies: in B
minor, Op. 79, No. s; in G minor,

80

several verRecorded sound

Suppé: Overtures. Angel 35427.
The Poer and Peasant, Morning, Noon, and
Night in Vienna, etc. sparklingly played
by the Philharmonia Promenade Orchestra
under Henry Krips and superbly recorded.

Weber: Overtures.

Decca DL 9906.
Well-played versions of Freischiitz (Lehmann) Oberon (Jochum) , and E,ryarnbe
,

Meitner) with the Bamberg Symphony
the Philharmonic Orchestra, but far
from being the equals of Toscanini's recordings (LM 6026). Workmanlike performances by the same groups of the overtures to Preziosa, lithe!, and Peter Schmoll.
and

Les

Shéhérazade;

Quichotte exist only here on LP. They are
superbly performed and recorded. These
recordings also are first -rate versions of
the other works (though omission of the
Rimbaud texts for the Verlaine is a deprivation). Janine Micheau and Camille

\iaurane are the soloists, with the Orchestre des Concerts Lamoureux under
Sather and Jean Fourner.

Paul

Donizetti: Quartet No. 9, in D minor
(with Bazzini: Quartet No. 3, in E flat,
Op. 761. Telefunken LGX 66063.
Donizetti's quartets were intended for private performance only, but No. 9 exhibits
considerable facility-and certainly an acquaintance with Beethoven and Haydn.
Bazzini's work suggests his familiarity with
formal requirements but not much individual imagination. The Quartetto della
Scala is more effective in Donizetti's work,
but a terrain flatness pervades both performances.

Grieg: Peer G)ut: Suites Nos.

z

and 2,

Opp. 46 and 55; Norwegian Dances,
Op. 35. Angel 354222SRespectful performances of the Peer Gynt
Suites, admirable versions (if not up to
Tuxen's for Mercury) of the gay, folk -

-by

like Norwegian Dances
Walter Süsskind and the Philharmonia Orchestra.

Handel: Overtures: Alcina:

Berenice (with

Gluck: Alceste Overture and Schumann:
Man fred Overture). London LL 1551.
Fine handling of the bracing Handel music.
by Boyd Neel, leading the Boyd Neel Orchestra. Munchinger conducts the Orchestre
de la Suisse Romande in a pedestrian Manfred and an Alceste better, but not much.

rev: blarney; Oriental Fantasy). Vox PL
10280.
Excellent playing. by the Bamberg Symphony under Jonel Perles, of most of
Liadov's orchestral output. Balakirev's virtuosic blarney also emerges with expert
playing and sound.

Schumann: IValdszenen, Op. 82; Ki,tdernon ,i theme

(for Decca) and

good.

Illuminations, and
Don Quichotte d
Dulcinée). Epic Lc 3355
Debussy's Villon cycle and Ravel's Don
Ravel:

Liadov: Orchestral Works (with BalakiBeethoven: Symphony No. 5, in C minor
(with Schubert's Unfinished). M -G -M

Waldszenen

sions of the Kinderszenen.

zeuen, Op. is. Epic LC 3358.
Intelligent and sensitive performances by
Clara Haskil, but inferior to Richter's

RECI'T'ALS AND
MISCELLANY
LAURINDO A.LMEIDA:

"Impressoes

do Brasil"
Radamés Gnattoli: Concertino for Guitar
and Piano; Saudade. Annibal Sardinha:

Tritte:

Cbóro
(bean.
Sunset.

Chôro Gracioso: Noss,
Almeida: Serenata: Copacabana
Villa- Lobos: Garota- Cbôro.

Laurindo Almeida, guitar; Ray
piano (in the Concertino).
CAPITOL P 8381. 12-in. $3.98.

Turner.

The novel combination of guitar and piano,
presented in the Gnattoli concertino. works
out barter than one would think. As long
as the piano is used delicately, its tone
blends smoothly with the guitar; and fortunately, both in Gnattoli's neat writing
and Ray Turner's discreet playing the
juxtaposition of the two rimbres works.
Otherwise, the concertino, which takes up
most of one side of the disc. is an eclectic
work, with its native and Spanish elements
disconcertingly dominated by Gershwinesque jazz harmonies. The effect is never
cheap enough to attract the Warsaw Concerto lovers, but it is too banal for the
serious minded. This charge can also be
leveled at the rest of these Brazilian pieces.
which seem like nothing more than elaborated versions of sentimental, popular
Latin American ballads.
Mr. Almeida plays with his customary
R.E.

ski 11.

ATAULFO ARGENTA: España
Vol.
Albéniz: Navarra. Guridi: Ten

I-

Basque Dances. Turina: La Procesión del
rocio, Op. 9; La Oration del Torero. Op.
34.

Vol.

IV-

Breton: La Dolores: Jota. Chapi:
Prelude to El tambor del Granaderos: Prelude ro La revoltosa. Gim3nez: La torre del
oro: Intermezzo; La boda de Luis Alonso:
Intermezzo; La baile de Luis Alonso: Inter mezzo. Granados: Goyescas: Intermezzo.
Luna: La picara molinera: Intermezzo.
Orquesta Nacional de España f in Vol. I):
Orquesta dc Camera dc Madrid (in Vol.
1V); Araulfo Argenta. cond.

Continued on page 82
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RAFAEL KUBELIR
cenaunms
THE
PH

YIENNA

tMAHMONIC

E

.

V

dp

AIDA
hts

Phil.

Ftighl'

Cond. Rafael Kebehk.

Inc. Mario del Monzco. Ebe
Stígnani, Aldo Protti. Dario

Caselli. Fernando Corona.

Chorus and Orchestra of l'Ac.

endemia
Rome.

Easter)

ERNEST ANSERMET

%

Viennns

Renata Tebaldi
AIDA (Verdi)

di Santa Cecilia,

Cond. Alberto Erede.
LL -164 g

LA GRANDE PAQUE
RUSSE (Russian

_tJ

.

SYMPHONY NO. 5 IN
E
MINOR (Dvorak)

-

n.)6117

ORENESIRA

,

'

Symphonic Suite

.r

tt ara,u W MIMAI(
RIhSKY-KORSAKOY

....

i

-

-

r

TZAR SALTANLA

NUIT

Highlights

-

MAI

DE

,

Overture (May Night)

Renata Tebaldi
TOSCA (Puccini)
Inc. Giuseppe Lanspora. Enzo
Mascherini. Fernando Corena.
Chores and Ortbeltra of l'Ac-

cademia di Sartia Cecilia.
Rome. Conti, Alberto Erede.

(above by Rimsky Korsakov)
L'Orchestre dc la Suiue Ro-

LL -1649

mande.
Cond. Ernest Ansermet.
LL -1635

SYMPHONY NO. 2 IN D MINOR (Dvorak)
Vienna Philharmonic Orrhnna. Cond. Rafael Knbrlik.

Puu

LL -:606

GOTFERDAMMERUNG -Dawn and Siegfried's
Rhine Journey
GOTTERDAMMERUNG -Siegfried's Funeral March
DIE MEISTERSINGER

-Prelude to Act

Highlights

«mata
TrbaldE

I

SIEGFRIED IDYLL (Wagner)
Vienna Philhannoni2 Orchestra. Cond. Narrt Knappnnbustb.

MADAMA BUTTERFLY (Puccini)

(Paganini- Kreisler)

Renata Tebaldi as Butterfly. Chorus and Orchestra of
Ui Smna Cecilia, Rome. Cond. Alberto Erede.

VIOLIN CONCERTO NO. 3 IN B MINOR (Saint- Soens)
Campoli (riobn). London Syrnpbot,y Orchestra. Cond. P.
ro
Gamba.
LL4624

SYMPHONY NO. 1 IN C MINOR (Brahms)
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra. Cond. Joseph Krips.

CARMEN (Bizet)

Suzanne Juyol as Carmen. Janine Micheau as Micaela. Libero De
Luca as Don Jose. Chown and Orchestra of the Opera.Co,uiq,e,
Pari!, Cond: Albert Wolff.
LL -I 115

LL -1608

MANON (Massenet)

Janine Micheau as Manon Lescaut. L'Orebeore
L'Opera- Cornique, Pari,. Cond. Albert Wolff.

London Philharmonie Orcbesi,a. Cond. Eduard ran Beimmne.

ROMEO

LL1587

IL -II

14

(Gounod)

GYPSY BARON (J. Strauss)
Soloi,u and Chorur nl ihr Vienna .Sane Opera and the Vieraa
LL -648
Philharmonie Orchestra. Coud. Clemens Kraus.

VIOLIN CONCERTO IN E MINOR (Mendelssohn)
VIOLIN CONCERTO NO. 1 IN G MINOR (Bruch)
Gamba.

JULIETTE

Chorus, de

DER FREISCHUTZ (Weber)
Sabins and Chore of she Vienna Sate Opera and the Vienna
Philhannnnir Orchestra. Cond. Otto Ackerman.
LL -646

CLARINET AND STRING QUARTET (Ravel)
L'Orch. de la Soitse Romande. Cond. Ernest Ansermet. (Nor. I
and 2). The Cham; ber Messit Society of Amsterdam. Cond. Eduard
son Beinsrr. (Not. 3 and 3)
LL -1552

Cond.

ET

es

Janine irlicbeau as Juliet, Raoul Jobin as Romeo. Solei,rs, Chonu
and Onbtarres of Le Theatre National de L'Opera. Cond. Alberto
Erode.
LL -I I I I

PRELUDE A L'APRES -MIDI D'UN FAUNE (Debussy)
ALBORADO DEL GRACIOSO (Ravel)
DANSES SACREE ET PROFANE (Debussy)
INTRODUCTION AND ALLEGRO FOR HARP, FLUTE,

Orchestra.

L1.-650

Made Robin as Lakme. Libero De Luca as Gerald. Chor ,,, and
Orchestra of the Opera.Cominne, Paris. Cond. George, Sebastian.
LL -1129

WAND OF 'YOUTH-Suite No. 1 (Elgar)
WAND OF YOUTH -Suite No. 2 (Elgar)

London Symphony

L'Arradrnria

LAKME (Delibes)

PIANO CONCERTO NO. 1 IN E FLAT MAJOR
PIANO CONCERTO NO. 2 IN A MAJOR (Franz Liszt)
Johns Kale-ben (piano). London Philharmonie Orchestra. Cond.
"mec, Argenta.
LL -1683

Rire,.

Inc. Giacinto Pranciell.. Hilde
Gueden, Fernando Comm.
Raphael Arie. Chorus and Or-

Sana Cecilia, Rome. Cond.
LL -649
Alberto Erede.

VIOLIN CONCERTO IN ONE MOVEMENT

Rugg,rro

Renata Tebaldi
LA BOHEME (Puccini)
chestra of l'Aceaderuia di

LW 586
SYMPHONY NO. 3 IN D MAJOR (Tchaikovsky)
London Philbarnrordr Orchestra. Cond. Sir Adrie, l(orlr. LL -1442

THE
THE

u

élIppOI,P1Ne

DIE FLEDERMAUS (Strauss)
Soloóu and Choral 01 for Vienna Stair Opera and the Vinua
LL-305
Philharmonie On/rura. Land. C /euron, Kram,.

Pierino
LL-1684

THE ABDUCTION FROM THE SERAGLIO (Mozart)
Spiniest ami Chores of the Vienna Stage Opera and the Vienna
LL -458
Philharmonie Orchrf,ra. Coud. Joie! Krip,.

PIANO CONCERTO IN A MINOR (Schumann)
KONZERTSTÜCK IN F MINOR (Weber)
Friedrich 6,11.1,, (piano). Vien,a Philharmonie Orches:. Cond.
Volkmar Andreae.
1L1589

All records $3.98 each

VIOLIN CONCERTO IN D MAJOR (Tchaikovsky)
Campoli (violin). London Situ. Orcb. Coud. Atanllo Argenta.

LL-1647

SYMPHONY IN

B

FLAT MAJOR (Chausson)

BENVENUTO CELLINI -Overture (Berlioz)
Paria Conierrarogy Orth. Loua. Robert F. Dernier.

All records 53.98 each
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53.98

LONDON LL 1585/1689. Two t

each.

These two records are from a group of
five, the first release in London's ambitious
project of recording the greater part of
the Spanish repertory with the authenticity
of the performances guaranteed by the
national origin and reputation of the performers. Almost all of the music presented
here is unfamiliar to North American
audiences.
Although the Albéniz, Guridi, and
Turina may be regarded as concert pieces.
they are fundamentally light music. The
collection in Volume IV is drawn from
zarzuelas-"rraditional operettas" as London calls them-and makes no pretense
of being other than entertainment. (The
exception is Goyescas which received its

première at the Metropolitan in x916.)
The thematic material of the music on these
discs runs along pretty closely prescribed
lines, just as convention governs the manner
in which it is treated and orchestrated. As
background musk it is excellent; for listening, it becomes tiring and repetitious
after a half hour or less.
Argenrr's sympathy for the music is obvious and his splendid performances are
capntred without any loss of vitality.
R.C.M.
SIR THOMAS BEECHAM
Tchaikovsky: Nutcracker Suite, Op. 17a.
Chabrier: Espaìra. Ponchielli: La Gioconda: Dance of the Hours.
Suppé:
Aforoirrg, Noon and Night in Vienna:
Overture.

NOW : on one magnificent record...

10 of the world's great composers

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Sit Thomas
Beecham, cond.
COLUMBIA ML 5171. 1 x -in. 53.98.

anything that Sir Thomas Beecham
does should come as no surprise. Yet not
one of the dozens of first -rate disc representations of rite familiar Nutcracker Sute
has been quite like this. Beecham forgers all about the story connected with
it and treats it as pure music. As a result,
it emerges as fresh and exhilarating as if
it had never been performed before. Especially is this true of the more delicate
movements.
The Chabrier, Ponchielli, and Suppé are
all reissues of recordings released several
years ago in Columbia's ten -inch "AL"
series. None of them has the elegance
of Beecham's Nutcracker- he presented
Espada much more effectively on 78 rpm
but he seems
some fifteen years back
to be having a good time with these
potboilers. especially the noisy Suppé overture. Reproduction throughout is more
than satisfactory, though it is most transP.A.
parent in the Tchaikovsky.
By now.

-

FERNANDO CORENA : Opera Arias

Features

a

complete work (no excerpts) of each of ten of
the world's greatest composers

Rossini: La Cenerento /a.' "Aliei rampolli
lemminini "; "Sia qualunque delle hglier'.
L'Italiata its Algeri: "Ho an gran peso
talla resta." Cimarosa: 11 matrimonio regreto: " Udite, trahi. alite."' Massenet:
Grisélidis: "Jusqu'ici. sans danger." Thomas: Le Caïd: Air da Tambour -Majo. Saint Saens: Le- par d'armes du Roi Jean.
Gounod: Philémon et Beads: "Coupler; de
Vulcan." Offenbach: La Grande Ducbe;se
de Gérolsieiu: "A cheval sur la discipline."
Fernando Corena, bass; Orchestra of the
Maggio Musicale Fiorentino, Gianandrea
Gavazzeni, cond.; Orchestre de la Suisse
Romande, James Walker, cond.
LONDON LL 1636. 12-in. $3 -98.

BACH

The "news" of this London disc is the

HANDEL

TORELLI
PURCELL

SCHUTZ

RAMEAU

CHARPENTIER

Only

s

it 9
everywhere

82
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Nowhere else is there such a combination
of talent and beautiful music on one
wonderful record ... nowhere else is so
much listening pleasure available.
Whether your record collection is
extensive or you're Just starting; this
is a great addition to it. Stop in. at your
local dealer right now and get your copy.

e_9:7,

inclusion of five selections culled from
the repertoire of the Opéra-Comique, the
Théâtre-lyrique, and the Théâtre des
Variétés, redolent of mid- nineteenth -century
Paris boulevards. Delightful fare this is,
none of which ism be found throughout
the length and breadth of Schwann's catalogue. Corena, who was horn in Lausanne
and brought up in Switzerland, demonstrates excellent French diction as well as
the panache for this spirited music. He
is at his best in General Bourn's swaggering
air from Offenbach's La Grande Duchess.
de Gérolstein
the very essence of the
Second Empire; nothing in La Péricbole
is so zestful or so characteristic.
The
Couplets de Vulcan from Gounod's Pbilémon e; Baucis was a favorite fifty or more
years ago with Pol Plançon and other bassos
of the period; so was the rousing Air du
Tambour-Major from Thomas' Le Caid
with its florid military passages. it must
be admitted that Corena doesn't come
dose ro the elegance and technical aplomb
of Plançon; a comparison of their respective recordings will offer an eloquent demonsrration of the decline in vocal finish
and execution over die past half century.
However, Corena makes up in some measure with a great deal of spirit and a
solid emphasis on the text. The aria
from Masseneis Grisélidis, in which the
Devil rejoices in the absence of his nag-

119 WEST 23rd ST REET
INC. NEW YORK II , N. y.
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ging wife. and Saint- Saéns' fine Le Pas
d'Armes du Roi Jean are also welcome
additions to the recorded repertoire. Texts
and translations would have greatly increased the pleasure of the listener, for
the words are delightfully droll and witty.
However, the notes do give some idea of
what is going on.
On the reverse of the disc are three
hello arias by Rossini and one by Cimarosa.
C.nrena is a famed exponent of early nine teenth- century opera bella, and his performances here are capitally presented. The
recording, particularly on the French side,
is very brilliant and alive.
M. DE S.

LISA DELLA CASA: Opera Arias
Handel: Giulio Cesare: "Nast du mich ganz
beraescbi ; "Es blast die Nacht"; " Breite
ans, die guñd'gen 1-lünde"; "ll/eine our,
klage tort"; "Heil and sicher kam mein
Nachen." Mozart: Don Giovanni: "ln
lfi tradi"; "Ah! Juggi it
quell eccessi
traditor!'; " Crudele
Non mi dir"; Così
lac true: "Per ¡field, lien mio; Le »ozze
di Figaro: "Dove room"

...

Della Casa, soprano: Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra, Heinrich Hollreiser,
Josef Krips, Karl Böhm. Erich Kleiber,
Lisa

conds.
LONDON

LL 1576.

12 -in.

83.98.

One becomes immediately aware in listening to these Handel and Mozart arias
(particularly the five excerpts from Giulio
Caere), that the charming Swiss soprano
an uncommonly well- grounded stylist,
served by a completely workable technique.
Miss Della Casa sings knowingly, using a
is

smallish voice that will remind you of
Elisabeth Schumann's in its silvery, impersonal fragility.
The true classic style is further enhanced
by the use of a harpsichord in the accompanying orchestra for the Handel arias.
These are the most interesting feature of
the new London disc. The Mozart selections, expertly sung as they are, have been
surpassed by other singers' performances
On the other hand, the
on records.
authority Miss Della Casa achieved in her
impressive success at the Munich Festivals
of 1955 and 1956 in the difficult role of
Cleopatra in Giulio Cesare can be clearly
felt in this music. Lovely music it is,
too, which she sings with a disarming

objectivity.
The Vienna Philharmonic, manned by
four different conductors. gives elegant
support, and the carefully balanced sound
is what one may expect from London.
M. DE S.

ECHANIZ:
Rhythms

JOSE
José

"Latin-American

12 -in. 53.98.

The title is both unimaginative and misleading; this is no collection of rumbas
and sambas but an anthology of subtly
made piano pieces, in a great variety of
styles, by ten different composers. The
best of them are: two preludes by Carlos
Chavez. one very simple and "Indian" in
character, the other very dissonant and
motorie; the waywardly tuneful Pastoral
Lullaby of Alejandro Garcia Caturla; and
the brilliant, gamelanlike Toccata of Juan

SEPTEMBER 1957

Maul, Alberto Ginastera, Francisco Mignone, Camargo Guarnieri, Oscar Lorenzo
Fernandez, Gisela Hernández, and Heitor

Villa-Lobos.
Few play the piano music of Spanish and
Latin American composers as well as
Echániz, whose elegant and vital interpretations have been beautifully recorded here.
It is ro be hoped that he will eventually
record all ten of the Chávez preludes. A.F.

VLADIMIR HOROWITZ: "Horowitz in
Recital"
Schumann: Variations on a theme by
Clara Wieck. Chopin: Polonaise No. 7. in
A flat, Op. 6
( "Polorraue- fantaisie ");
Mazurka, in B flat minor, Op. 24, No. 2.
Haydn: Sonara, in E flat. Brahms: Intermezzo, in B flat minor, Op. r 17, No.
2. Scarlatti: Sonata. in E, L. 23. Moszkowski: Etincelles. Scriabin: Preludes: in D,
Op.
I. No. 5; in G sharp minor, Op.
22, No. 1. Sousa- Horowitz: The Stars and
Stripes Forever.
1

Vladimir Horowitz, piano.
RCA VICTOR 1957.

when? Where? One concert or several?
My guess is Carnegie Hall in the early
195os. Like so many of Horow'irG s previous discs, this is a miniature recital,
ranging from Scarlatti and Haydn through
Horowitz's own audience stunner, The Stars
and Stripes Forever. The recorded sound
is quire good, despite some unavoidable
background noise, and there is some remarkable playing.

Horowitz

is

not

supposed

to

be

a

"classic" pianist, but how many pianists
before the public perform Haydn so delightfully? The precision of the articula-

tion, the evenness, the soberly spun lines
of the slow movement, the dash of the
finale- all this is viral and honest music
making. There are some interesting ideas
in the Poloaise-/amaisie, and Horowitz
manages to hold the work together. no
easy matter in such disconnected writing.
The Schumann work, a movement from
the F minor Sonata, is one of Schumann's
typically introverted. allusive sketches. Variation 3 is marked "Passionato." but Horowitz offers an interpretation that is almost
no eturnelike, simple and lyrical. Those who
think of Horowitz only as a technician are
invited to listen to the Scriabin G sharp
minor Prelude ( mislabeled on this disc as
Op. 21). with its wonderful changes of
registration and constant play of light and
And those who do respond to the

Horowitz technique should be delighted
with l;ti,celles. The transcendental virtuosity of Horowitz's transcription of the
Sousa march is to be created with the
utmost respect, while the music itself is
lot of good,
to be taken for what it is

-a

H.C.S.

clean fun.

DICK LEIBER']': "Leiben Takes

a

Holi-

day'
Dick Leibert, organ.
WESTMINSTER

WP 6042.

Mr. Leibert

back at the

is

12 -in.

litter Organ of

the Byrd Theatre in Richmond, Virginia. on a busman's holiday.
with some Westminster engineers trailing
right behind him. The recording is further
proof of Mr. Leibert's superiority in his
field. Listen to the fluidity of the registration changes in Thar Old Black Magic
and the way in which it supports or contrasts the phrasing, or to the delicacy of
the rhythmic underpinning for September
Song. There is a brilliant display of virtuosity in the xylophone duet in his own
Valse Rhythmic. and for fun he throws
everything and the kitchen sink into the
Donkey Serenade.
R.E.

ANDRES SEGOVIA: "Segovia and the

Guitar"
Luys de Narváez: Cancion del Emperador
(sobre ",Mille Regretz" de Josquin); Variations on Geardame las vacas. Dowland:
Song and Gaillard for Lute. A. Scarlatti:
Preambulo and Gavota. D. Scarlatti:
Sonata in C minor (L. 352). Oscar Esplá:
Dos Impresiones Leraulinas. Joan Manén:
Fantasia -Sonata.

Andrés Segovia, guitar.
DECCA M_ 9931. 12 -in.

r2 -in. 53.98.

Victor tells us that all of the music here.
except for the two Scriabin preludes, conies
"from actual public performances." But

shade.

Echániz, pianist.

WESTMINSTER XWN 18430.

José Castro. There are also interesting
pieces, if slighter in stature, by Octavio

53.98.

Mighty Wur-

53.98.

The master's tenth record for Decca is one
of his best, largely because the contemporary work by Manén, which occupies one
side. is of high quality. The Fantasia Sonata, inspired by and dedicated to
Segovia, is of primary value because in
using the full coloristic resources of the
guitar it elicits some of the artist's most
magical playing. It is a broodingly romantic work, in the best Spanish -French tradition, full of juicy chords. plaintive wisps of
melody, fragmentary bursts of rhythm.

While maintaining an improvisatory character, it is held together by a kind of unity
of thematic material and Manén's gift for
transition from section ro section. In
Segovia's miraculous performance this sensuous, nonproblematic work should prove
very popular.
The two sees of variations by the sixteenth- century Narváez and Segovia's transcriptions of the Dowland and Scarlatti
pieces have a purity and grace char balance
beautifully the heady richness of the Manén
sonata. Esplá's twentieth- century trifles are
of interest mainly because they have also
been recorded by Narciso Yépis, who plays
them with more stylish wit and less sensuality than Segovia does. Spacious sound
with a resonance that does not cloud the
R.E.
music.

GIULIETTA

SIMIONATO: Operatic

Recital
Saint- Sacns: Sanson et Dalila: "Printemps
qui commence." Thomas: Mignon: "Cou ,,ais -t, le pays?." Massenet: Ir'.rther: "Les
"Habanera."
lettres."
Bizet:
Carmen:
Rossini: Il barbiere di Siviglia: "lino voce
poco fa." Verdi: Don Carin: "O don
fatale.'" Bellini: I Capulet; ed i Afousecchi:
"Deb! un bell' anima." Rossini: La Cenerentola: "Nacqui all' afJanno "; "Non pi/i
mesta,"

Giulietta Simionato, mezzo-soprano; Orchestra of the Accademia di Santa Cecilia

Continued on page 86
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10 BRILLIANT STEREOS FROM RCA VICTOR,

TAPE RECORDING
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TAPE RECORDING

TAPE RECORDING
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THE WORLD'S REST LOVED WALTZES

La

Itoutlgot Fanlaagee:

....The incredible nuca

I

--,V(

Ra

e.lVinnR',i::,

nu

.

.... Divertiuemtml uve. ion ovnon.

BMW
M eins
DIVERTISSEMENT'
IBERT

Tchaikovsky

FRANCESCA da RIMINI
BOSTON POPSt°RCN

ACS -54, 86.95.

t

Boston Symphony

BCS-52, $8.95.

CCS-53, $10.95.

Charles Munch

DCS-51, $12.95.

TAPE RECORDING I

PIERRE NIO,,
STRAVINSKY

.pç.'VICTn421

n

,Vlr,i.¡. -,

RITE OF SPRING
AROUND
THE WORLD
FRANKIE
CARLE
HIS PIANO AND

ORCHESTRA

.,
ECS-67, $14.95.

CPS-70, $10.95.

FREE! the first complete catalog in RCA Victor's
history! Up -to -date, handy, and
easy -to -read, this catalog gives detailed listings of the
entire RCA Victor tape repertoire. Get one at your
RCA Victor dealer's or in a new RCA Victor
tape package today!

,recorded tape
`,1

I
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THE GREATEST NAME IN RECORDED TAPE!
RCA VICTOR adds 10 new titles to the world's most extensive library
of pre -recorded tape! From the glittering bravura of Ibert to the lush

romance of Tchaikovsky, from the nostalgic piano stylings of Frankie Carle
to the smooth vocal blending of the Ames Brothers, here are dual track
stereo tapes that rival the sound of live, in- person performance.
With this new release, RCA Victor gives you your choice of 54 stereo
tapes, more than 100 monaural tapes, all in brilliant New Orthophonie
High Fidelity Sound! Handsomely boxed in album style, complete with
liner notes, these tapes come on standard 7 -inch reels for all lengths,
each clearly labeled for instant identification.

...

The world's greatest artists
the greatest advances in sound . .
the widest range of selections -RCA Victor brings you more on tape!

N

.,.,,,,

.,

-.

TAPE RECORDING

.

.,

,

TAPE RECORDING

1,

PARTY NIGHT
AT JOE'S

vi, fit WS(,r
LIGHTS AND SHADOWS
Dinner Music by Al Nevins Orch.

SWEET SEVENTEEN
THE AMES BROTH

WITH BILL FIN

CANADIAN
SUNSET
H

CPS.73, 510.95.

CPS-74, $10.95.

CPS.75, S10.95.

EDDIE
EYW OOD

CPS -76, $10.95.

o:oCRTOOR

Nationally advertised prices
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Continued from page 83
(Rome). Fernando Previtali and Franco
Ghione, tonds.
LONDON LL r580.

12 -in.

S3.98.

Giulietta Simionaro, best known as Italy's
leading exponent of florid mezzo- soprano
roles and much admired in the music of
Verdi, Donizetti, and, particularly. Rossini,
is now heard as well in four examples of
French nineteenth- century opera.
Truth compels me to report that the
singer misses much of the caressing blandishments of Dalila. while her Mignon
impresses as a very mature person. She
takes the heroine's nostalgia au grand
sérieux, nor does she refrain from certain
liberties in the climax. Her Carmen is bold

and earthy, but little more. She is most
successful in voicing the tribulations of
Charlotte during the affecting scene of the

Simionatois French diction
few stray Italianisms) is reand the voice, as we know.

Miss

letters.

(barring

a

spectable,

Fernando Pre-

is an excellent instrument.

vitali conducts with refinement, but the
volume level varies. In parts of the
1Verthet passage, the orchestra sounds quite
faint.
On the reverse of this twelve -inch record
are arias from Barbiere, Don Carlo, Cemerentola, and I Capuleti ell i Montecchi,
once assembled on London's ten -inch disc
LD 9162. and reviewed by James Hinton.
Jr., whose comments may be found in
High Fidelity Record Annual 1935.
M. DE

S.

The 011 Master of Sonic Showmanship
TO

INTRODUCE its "new- conductor
Leopold Stokowski. Capitol has come
forth with a spectacularly good display disc
that exhibits the sections of the orchestra
singly and collectively. The sound might
be called mellow; this is in part due to

the somewhat distant microphoning technique currently espoused by Capitol's engineering policy makers. But don't let it
fool you. The whole sonic gamut is there.
as just a few revolutions of Dukas' brass
fanfare from La Peri will prove. The
mellowness might better be called sweetness, and it stems in part from a very
fine processing technique that virtually
throws distortion in the basket with discarded tape.
Stokowski shines in endeavors such as
this; he is completely in his element. A
long -time veteran of record making and a
largely self-educated pioneer in the world
of sound recording, he has drawn upon
years of experimentation and the results
thereof in this presentation. He selected
the orchestra himself
group of New
York musicians drawn from many sources
and billed here merely as "his Symphony
Orchestra." And rightly so; the influence
of its conductor is unmistakable.
The tonal beauty of the record lies
mainly in its carefully preserved sonic perspective. In the Pin fanfare the brasses
are sharp and big sounding, but clean in

-a

every detail, without a trace of fuzziness.
The strings in Barber's Adagio are -there
is only one word for
breathtaking.
While the velvety sheen of massed violins
is a sound never perfectly reproduced on
records. this disc comes as close as any.
The blending is superb, and the low -pitched
guttiness of the double basses reaches our
with matchless realism. Individual orchestral sounds are demonstrated further
by the Gavotte from Strauss's Suite for
Winds
particularly apt choice in which
at times the winds appear blended yet each
instrument has its own solo part.
The percussion band
Section I of Far berman's Erolurim, with gongs, xylophones,
bells. cymbals, and drums alternating for
attention- is the most striking section of
the entire record. Here the sound. though
sparkling, is devoid of the overemphasis
sometimes employed purely for the sake of
sensationalism. Nevertheless, perfectly recorded percussion can be sensational in its

it-

-3

-

own right.
Side 2 combines the individual instrumental sections demonstrated on the first
side. Again, the recording is top notch,
although. of course. not quite so intimate.
The last movements of Mussorgsky 's Pictures are not as gripping as in the Toscaaini -RCA Victor masterpiece, but this is
only a tiny disappointment in an otherwise highly interesting and sonically satisfying enterprise. The 24-page illustrated
brochure accompanying the disc is a bonus
which the neophyte collector will find very
PHILIP GERACI
informative.

LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI: "The Orches-

tra"
Dukas: La Péri: Fanfare. Barber: Adagio
for Strings. Op. 1. Richard Strauss: Suite
for Winds. in B flat. Op. q: Gavotte.
Harold Farberman: Etolution: Section I.
Vaughan Williams: Symphony No. 8, in
D minor: Scherzo alla marcia. Vincent
Perichetti: Divertimento for Band: March.
Tchaikovsky: Symphony No. q, in F minor:
Scherzo. Mussorgsky: Pictures from an

exhibition torch. Ravel
"The Hut on
Fowl's Legs," "The Great Gate of Kiev."
:

Symphony
cond.

Leopold Stokowski

86

orchestra.

CAPITOL. SAL 8385.

Leopold
12 -in.

Stokowski,

$6.75.

SPOTLIGHT ON STRINGS
Albert Bernard. Alison Fovle, Martin
Hoherman, George Humphrey, Emil Korn sand. Georges Moleux, Rolland Tapley.
Karl Zeise, and Bernard Zighera.
VOX DL 320. r2 -in. $6.95.
Despite the current interest in the phonograph and music in general, it is only
recently that we have had the first truly
comprehensive series of discs devoted to
the five families of musical instruments.
Vox's Spotlight on Strings, the fourth
release in this series, was preceded by recordings of percussion. brass. and keyboard instruments, and is to be followed
by a disc devoted to wood winds.
Following the lead of its distinguished
predecessors. the string album surveys not
only the modern orchestral instruments but
a good many of their ancestors, including
the very primitive musical bow with
gourd, the rebec, the monstrous tromba
marina, and the members of the viol
family, with a side excursion to the guitar.
mandolin, and banjo. Every instrument has
been "spotlighted" with close -to microphone pickup in order to show off its
individual tonal characteristics. An op
portunity is even afforded to compare the
sounds of a consort of viols and a string
quartet playing the same music, as well as
to make aural comparisons between several

different makes of violin and between the
curved and straight bow. As in the past.
the musical level of the examples chosen
has been of the highest.
In the light of so many virtues, it may
seem ungrateful to cavil about certain de-

tails. But the performers, assembled mostly
from the ranks of the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, are not always as technically
accomplished or highly polished as those
on the other discs in this series. Martin
Hoherman, in particular, sounds quite ill at -ease in playing the archlute, mandolin,
and guitar. The same criticism applies to
Rolland Tapley's handling of the old
curved bow in an excerpt from the Bach
Chaconne; the very rairou d'être for this
bow, namely, its ability to play whole
chords without sweeping it across the
four strings. is not ar all clearly demonstrated.

-

expertly
Finally, R. D. Darrell's notes
written, loaded with valuable information,
delightfully peppered with bits of wit, and
illustrated -would have been
rendered much more useful had they been
arranged to follow exactly the course of
the instruments in the order in which they
are heard. On the other hand, Vox has
made it easy to locate any desired instrument by means of a cardboard cue strip
which may be placed on the spindle over
P.A.
the record.
copiously

JOSEPH SZIGETI: Recital
Ravel: Sonata for Violin and Piano. Hindemith: Sonata for Violin and Piano, No.
3. in E. Prokofiev: Sonata for Violin Solo.
Op. rr5; Fire Melodies, for Violin and
Piano, Op. 35.
Joseph Szigeti,

violin; Carlo Bussotti, piano.

COLUMBIA ML 5178.

12 -in.

$3.98.

Szigeti and Bussotti toured last season with

Continued on page 88
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AN ADVENTURE BEGAN SEPTEMBER

It's the dare Leopold Stokowski began his first album
for Capitol Records. He has completed a number of
others since. Their titles may surprise you. Their
sound. undoubtedly will.
For Stokowski, the adventure is in creating new
approaches to music, new orchestral sounds of incredible beauty. For Capitol, it is in programming this
music and in recording it with a fidelity Stokowski's
music has rarely enjoyed before.
In his initial album, THE ORCHEs-rnA, Stokowski
conducts eight selections that demonstrate the enormous range and character, first of the sections of the

orchestra (brass, strings, woodwinds, percussion)
and then of these sections in combination with one
another. It's an astonishing display of the almost

Lncomparable I-Iigh Fidelity

SEPTEMBER 1957

2, 1956

limitless sounds a symphony orchestra can produce.
A full -color, twenty- four -page booklet is included.
llolst's dramatic, immensely colorful suite, THE
PLANETS, has found its supreme interpreter. Stokowski conducts the Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra
in a high fidelity showpiece.
In the soon- to -be- released LANDMARKS, Stokowski's
greatest musical triumphs are newly recorded in a
single "FDS" album. Here is his famed Finlandia,
the Bach Toccata and Fugue and others.

In another future "FDS° album, Stokowski
conducts the Houston Symphony Orchestra in
Cliere's "Ilya Mour inetz "...
Best of all, the adventure is just beginning.

- Full Dimensional Sound Albums
89

hearken back to childhood days, but the
sound of combined harmonicas à la Johnny
Poleo carries no note of nostalgia. lc is,
indeed, practically a new sound," created
by careful microphone placement and in-

orchestra noted for colorful interpretations
of just this type of music. The success of
the enterprise is not in dispute. Even on
fortissimos, the sound emerges relatively
undistorted. The end of the Coq d'Or
Suite, with all of its percussiveness, is
nevertheless recorded
with remarkable

strumental balance. The hitherto inconsequential "mouth organ" never sounded
like this before. It is. of course, true that
such electronic manipulations may place
four rather small instruments on a dynamic
par with a hundred -piece orchestra in your
listening room, but this is not the kind
of distortion that i find objectionable. The
fua- dsroared rhythm instrument lends just
the righr amount of background for the
tones of the mid- regisrer and she brilliant
but never squeaky overtones of the treble.
A strong beat is omnipresent, though never
to the extent that it cnmpetes with the
melodic line. The pressing is flawless, and
the recording a delight ro fttempercd ears.

purity.
Overside, in William Tell, the balance
between staccato French horns and seething
violins has been maintained with admirable
finesse. Although the dynamic range is
not as great as in Mercury's Fiesta, the
apparently distorrionless crescendos are a

delight to critical

ears.

"Johnny Puleo and His Harmonica
Gang." Audio Fidelity AFI.P 1830.
The sound of the harmonica is nor an
unfamiliar one to those of us who can

"'' VANGUARD
RECORDINGS FOR

THE

THE

CONNOISSEUR

(HI) FiNE ART OF POPULAR MUSIC
New Vanguard Releases

German

sO""`

Rendezvous
Avec Liane

University Songs
Vol.

``
songs by LIANE

II

with Boheme Bar Trio and Orch.
VRS -9012

sung by ERICH KUNZ
Male Chorus, Orch. Anton Panlik, cond.

*VRS -1010

"Highlighted by top -notch sound, tuneful, ap-

"You couldn't ask for a more rousing, ribald
and thorough 'y splendid song fest. "-Playboy,
on German University Songs, Vol.
¿VRS 477)

pealing material, all honoring Paris, and suave
performances."
High Fidelity Magazine, on
Paris Midnight IVRS -7014)

The Weavers

Jewish
Folk Songs

-

I

A second sheaf of

favorites

folk -song

*VRS -9013

sung by MARTHA SCHLAMME

with orchestra

"A blend of revival meeting and musicology...
When the Weavers sing, the joint Jumps"
Christian Science Monitor, on The Weavers at
Carnegie Hall (VRS -9010)

-

''The many and varied moods in this unusual
repertoire are beautifully interpreted by the
soranû."-The Billboard

DE VANGUARD JAll

"If

SHOWCASE

This Aint

Buckin'
the Blues

the Blues"
with JIMMY RUSHING
and All -Star Combo
*VRS -8513
"Here we have Rushing in full lustre, as the
}treat blues beller and spinner of sensitive,
lovely phrases. " -Chicago Tribune on Listen to
the Blues NRS8505)

"One of the half -dozen great trumpet stylists."
-- Leonard Feather, The Encyclopedia of Jazz

Bright Flight
featuring RONNELL BRIGHT,
piano with Joe Benjamin, bass
and Bill Clark, drums
VRS -8512

bringing together RUBY BRAFF,
trumpet and ELLIS LARKINS, piano
VRS -8516

-

For sheer inspiration and first-rate creativity,
these should find a permanent place among the
greater efforts of recorded jazz." Whitney BailielL Saturday Review

Send

12"

- list price

$4.98

-

"Ronnie Bright's piano is a big plus."
Tke
Billboard, on Streamline, featuring Rolf Kuhn
and Ronnell Bright (YRS8510). "A sparkling
new
O

pianist"--114i Music At

Home

Available September 15th

for complete catalogue to VANGUARD RECORDING SOCIETY, INC., 256

W.

55th

St

New York 14

90

ist

Marschmusik."

London

'r'

91174.

This is a robust, if not altogether soothing, collection of German march music
in massively rhythmic performances by the
Musikkorps der Schuzpolizei, Berlin, directed by Heinz Winkel. The sound is
bright and crisp and nor the least fuzzy
despite the rousing dynamics attending
most band music. Highly enjoyable.

"Holiday in England," etc. Band of

the

Grenadier Guards. London at. 1621/3.
Very much the same recording techniques
appear to have been used wich the Grenadier Guards as with the German group
noted above, although here the quality of
sound is not quite so crisp and is characterized by a bit more hall resonance. To
say the sound is clean would be apr, but
a little more resounding bass would have
lifted London's series of Grenadier Guards
recordings into the superlative category.
Holiday in England (LL 1620 is a col lecrion of lilting traditional British airs,
in which the players are obviously quite
at home. An Album of Military Band
Music (LL 1622) presents the Grenadiers
in four concert works: Gustav Holst's First
Suite for Military Band, Frederick Rosse's
incidental music for The Merchant of
Venice, John Ansell's Three Irish Pictures,
and Arthur Wood's Three Dale Dances.
The sound is similar to that on LI. 162í,
but with somewhat more dynamic rage.
The last record of this series is labeled
Hi Pi with the Grenadier Guards (LL
1623). Apparently the designation was
chosen more with regard to the choice
of the music than the choice of recording
technique, because this record is just as
"hi -fi," and no more so, chart the other
two. However, the Light Cavalry Overrure
does, indeed, lend itself to showing off
a hi -fi system.

"The American Scene." Band of Her
Majesty's Welsh Guards. Vox vx 25280.
Presenting Her Majesry's Welsh Guards in
a program of American band music may
seem incongruous, but ar least it's neigh.
borly. The hall sound in this record is
unlike the Grenadiers-resonances are
more pronounced here, but with a sweeten-

ing quality that seems pleasantly natural.
Wide dynamics are also evident, and crisp

featuring BUCK CLAYTON,
with All -Star Septet
VRS -8514

Pocket Full
of Dreams

Each

VRS -9011

"Das

but nonstrident highs fill in somewhat for
slight lack of bass response. The performances are straightforward, sumewhat
stiff by the standards of American bands
most likely to play Louis Palange's Jazz
Rhumba, but altogether enjoyable.
a

"Sour Kraut in Hi-Fi."
heimer

Sour
LPM 1453.

Kraut Band.

The GuckenRCA Victor

This is strictly an all -in -fun disc, as just
a few bands of eirher side will indicate.
The Sour Kraut Band is aptly named, and
the intentionally discordant strains and
miscues may make a hit with some. Fidel ity-so far as the recording is concerned
excellent. The best parr of the enterprise, to my mind, is the back of the jacket,
which is a real side- splitter
almost worth
the price of the disc by itself.

-is

-

Continued on page 92
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WESTMINSTER'S

0
FESTIVAL OF RECORD VALUES
records
in the current
Westminster Catalog

.. on all

-

Here's a unique opportunity for you to stock up on the records you
need
at substantial savings.
Westminster's September Festival of Record Values offers you your
at 20%
choice of all the fine records in the Westminster catalog
off the regular price.*
You can make your selection from a wide range of music including
symphonies, concertos, sonatas, chamber music, choral works; opera,
folk and popular music and striking instrumental combinations.
If you know Westminster, you'll hurry to your dealer and stock up
while the sale lasts. If you've never heard the natural balance, the
then
the richness of Westminster recordings
dynamic range
you owe it to yourself to buy them for a new exciting experience in
'Sale does not include Samplers and "Specials ".
record listening.

-

-

-

Tf your dealer cannot supply you
with the Westminster catalog or records,

trite

to Westminster Recording
Sales Corp.,
Dept. A -9. 275 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. C.

,, ,,

C7Y.,,.w.,

-HI-f

Westminster's catalog is not just a routine listing
of records. It is, in its own special way, a treasure trove
for the music lover.
Not only is it one of the most complete catalogs in the
record world
but it contains recordings which have
made history throughout the music world.
For instance, Westminster's recording of "THE MESSIAH"
just one of the more than 1,000 classical masterpieces
is regarded as
listed in the catalog
the definitive recording of this great classic.
As you look through the catalog, you'll discover how
extraordinarily complete it is. You'll find, for example,
the complete symphonies of Beethoven, Brahms, Mozart,
Schumann, Tschaikovsky, Haydn (London Symphonies).
Westminster's is the only catalog which contains the
complete chamber music of Mozart, Schubert and
Beethoven. And you'll find complete works in all
important classical categories. You'll discover
if you haven't already
the famous Laboratory series.
These recordings are the ultimate in high fidelity sound.
If you've never heard one, you've never heard perfection.
Westminster's test and demonstration records have been
cited time and time again by the leading high fidelity
critics as indispensable for testing high fidelity
equipment in the home. The truly remarkable range of
this catalog even covers such unique adventures in sound

-

-

CATALOG

-

-

as "Soundproof"
RECORD

-

and "Soundblast

-

.

short, you'll find the Westminster catalog not simply
but rather a guidebook
a cold listing of titles
to the greatest in recorded music.
Be sure you gej your catalog from your dealer
or
(see opposite column) write directly to Westminster.
In

-
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years old when his father, also a bullfighter,
died in a poorhouse. The son, however,
was fated to die rich
and young.
Manolete's style was lucid, classical, free
of vulgarity. And he killed honestly, going

-

THE SPOKEN WORD
BARNABY CONRAD: The Day Masrolete Was Killed
Barnaby Conrad, writer and narrator.
AUDIO FIDELITY AFLP 1831. 12 -in. S5.95.

The great Belmonte once said that the decline of the eorrida began when it became
illegal to throw bottles at bullfighters'
heads. 1f so, then the law should be repealed forthwith, for tauromachy has fallen
upon evil days. But like a rock of integrity in a decadent sea, one man managed
to redeem the art for the brief ten years
of his career. His name was Manuel
Rodríguez, and he was known as Manolete.
Tall, gawky, painfully thin, he was five

in over the slashing horns, relentlessly exposing himself, his own purposeful courage adding dignity to the bull's end. It
was in this very act that Manolete himself met death at the small provincial city
of Linares on August 27, 1947. A bull
named Islero
now as celebrated as his
victim, even to the extent of a statue in
his honor
caught Manolete in the groin,
twisted him on his horn, and killed him.
The material on this disc is largelydrawn from the first chapter of Barnaby
Conrad's best -selling Fiesta Braun, and the
present version was introduced last year
on TV's Omnibus. Excellent use is made
crowd noises, rolling
of sound effects
olés, tinny bull ring pasodobles
in un-

-

-

-

-

exclusive -- authentic BALLETS RUSSES!
Here's important news for ballet lovers -the International Ballet Guild
Concert Hall

1

has appointed Concert Hall its exclusive agent for North America!
That means Concert Hall is privileged to

issue technically perfect high fidelity recordings of the finest ballets, using original
scores, supervised when possible by the

composer or choreographer.

And, as a plus, each record will be accompanied by beautiful reproductions of the
artistic materials used in the original production -scene sketches, costume designs,
photographic documentation, together with
a detailed description
of the action of each
ballet.

The first two of these
superb packager are
waiting for you now!
Ask your dealer about
them.

XH -1504

-

TCHAIKOVSKY:
Aurora's Wedding Ballets
Russes Orchestra, Milan Horvath, tond. The original version
as first performed by the
Diaghilev troupe. Album includes four pages of brilliantly
illustrated annotations.

XH -1505 RACHMANINOFF:
Paganini (ballet score based
on "Rhapsody on a Theme of
Paganini "; choreography by
Michael Fokine).

TCHAIKOVSKY: Francesca
da Rimini. Ballets Russes Orchestra, Milan Horvath, cond.
Magnificent album contains
eight pages of illustrated annotations.
ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THE BIG
NEW CONCERT HALL CATALOG.
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OTHER NEW CONCERT HALL RELEASES
TINA -Her Portrait in Hi -Fi: Marco Gregory and orch,
CHS -15113

BROADWAY

SPECTACULAR;

Norman Leyden and orch.

EH-1507
ARRIAGA: String Quartets Nos.

and 2.

1

H -1508

SHOSTAKOVITCH PLAYS: Preludes and Fugues, Op. 87.
H -1509

Music of Love and Passion from Great

CONCERTO:

Concertos.

H -1510

SONGS OF

ISRAEL- Hillel and Aviva.

Die
ords 2KP-1833

CASTILE -Lalo:

Symphonie Espagnole;
Rimski-Korsakov: Capriccio Espagnol. RG -113 '
AFTERNOON

OF

Faure, Franck.

A

FAUN -Dream

music by Debussy,

RG -119

VIVALDI: The Four Seasons.

RG-120

GERSHWIN: Rhapsody in Blue. An American In Paris,
Concerto in F. RG -123
BRAHMS;

Alto Rhapsody, Symphony No.

4

in

E

minor.

RC 137

STRAUSS:

Preludes.

Death

and

Transfiguration;

LISZT:

Les

G-154

ABSTRACTIONS

-A

John; The Sergeant's Song: The Modern
Major General; When I Was a Lad. Car
roll: Father lVilliam; The Walrus and the
Carpenter. Goldsmith: Eleg^ on the Death
of a Mad Dog. Anon.: Abdul A -Bul-Bid
A-tlfir.
Calverley: Love. Daly: Leerlrt
Giorgio Washeenton. Thayer: Casey at
the Bat. Lear: The Owl and the Pussy Cal.
Moore: A Visit front St. Nicholas. Browning: The Pied Piper of Hamelin.
-

A reading by Arnold Moss, R. E. Johnson,
Jay Josryn, and Alexander Scourby.
DECCA DL 9042. 12 -in. $4.93.

The idea of producing a recorded anthology
of humorous poetry, read by actors with
eloquent and lively voices, is an excellent
one. Unfortunately, Decca has not succeeded very well.
The problem is not with the reading.
Most of them do rather well-with one
outstanding exception: R. E. Johnson recites Casey at the Bat like a man who has
agreed ro recite only on the understanding
that he will be allowed to read Poé s
The Pit and the Pendulum, and, by God,
he is going to read it like Poe even if he
does have the audience breathless by the
tinge Casey has dimmed the joy in Mudville.
The principle reason The Fun Makers
is not much fun is Deccà s selection of
poems. They are entertaining, some even
as a

whole they produce

on two rec-

Selections-from Khatehalurian, Botodin,
Rimski -Korsakov RG -112
IN

THE FUN MAKERS: An Evening with
the Humorists
Gilbert: The Disagreeable Man; General

very few hearty laughs.

SABRE DANCE:
CASTLES

HOsx'ARD LAFAY

mildly funny. but
H -1511

Meistersinger-Complete

WAGNER:

the dramatic narration. Juan
Buckingham's guitar contributes a haunting
musical backdrop; ironically, the recurrent
theme is a folk melody called Fl Vito.
As on TV, Conrad has chosen to do the
narration himself. This is unfortunate, because his gifts do not extend to this sphere.
His enunciation lacks the crisp definition
of the professional, and he fails to convey
the full dramatic value of the script.
The point of view is frankly romantic.
Manolete emerges somewhat larger than life
and with a mantle of tragedy perhaps not
wholly merited. But he was the greatest
torero of our time or perhaps any time and
no aficionado should be without this tribute
to his greatness. And even those ro whom
the corrida remains a senseless slaughter
may perceive through this account of his
death the elements of nobility that artistry
can awaken in both man and bull.

derlining

sampler -of new releases. SH -1491

Courent Hall TM reg. U.S. Pat. Oft.

GERMAN LYRIC POETRY
from the poetry of Goethe,
Mürike, Heine, Rilke, Von Hofmannsthal,
and Müller, read by Lotte Lehmann.
A selection

CAEDMON TC

1072.

12 -41.

$5.95.

The spoken lyrics in this collection are
among those which Lotte Lehmann sang
with unusual delicacy and distinction before she retired from the concert stage.
They are also rhose which furnished the
texts for some of the greatest songs by
Schumann, Schubert, Wolf, and Richard
Strauss. The highest tribute that could be
paid Lotte Lehmann as a reader would be

Continued on page 94
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FOR some 300 years, the zarzuela has
been
kicking-and been kicked
around Spain and Spanish -speaking countries, altering its shape and style every few
decades, rising and waning with the vagaries
of rulers or national feeling. In recent years
it has been fighting with song, orchestras,
and castanets ro burst through the musical
borders into North America. But somehow,
despite our partiality toward Latin music,
and especially the Iberian variety thereof,
the zarzuela has never made much progress
here.
Currently, Montilla and London
Records are making a big pitch to win
recognition for this musical species.
Basically. the zarzuela is a sort of cross
between opera and operetta, with a Spanish
flavor so strong thar folk music sometimes
seems
one of its prime
ingredients.
Threaded through it are strands of Rossini
and Bizet influence
latter so noticeable at times that one half expects to hear
an aria from Carmen or The Pearl Fishers.
Written for good singers, zarzuelas have an
indifference to plot that stems from their
informal origins.
According to Fernando Montilla, head
of Montilla Records and the man who has
proselytized more than anyone I know for
the zarzuela, this musical form took its
name from the Spanish grass zarza on
which the song- and -dance pieces were first
performed early in the r600s. Thompson's
International Cyclopedia of Music and Ala sicians points out that, during the reign of
Philip IV, there were Fiestas de Zarzuela
ar the royal suburban retreat of La Zarzuela
outside Madrid. The zarzuela had a tough
rime during the eighteenth century; but in
the nineteenth century, after the overthrow
of Napoleon, Spanish flaunted nationalism
raised high once more the musical banner
of this indigenous form and began turning
zarzuelas out in two sizes- grande and
chico. Today, ironically, the zarzuela is
supported more on records than on stage
in Spain as well as in Latin America. One
reason probably is that the recorded performances are generally better than those in

-the

-

Moreno Torrobá, and El Berberillo de
Lavapirs, by Ansenjo Barbiero. All of the
above have a well- matched pair in Dolores
Perez, soprano, and Luis Sagi -Vela. baritone, supported by the very proficient Orquesta de Cámera de Madrid, with Enrique
Navarro conducting in most of them.
My favorite among the London Records
batch of zarzuelas is La Dolorosa, by José
Lorente and José Serrano (xu. I483). The
elegiac beauty of the arias is captured
beautifully and simply by Ana Maria
Iriarte, mezzo, and she is well supported
by the Gran Orquesta Sinfonica, conducted
by Ataulfo Argenta. An example of the
zarzuela composer's love of peasantlike
dances can be found in La Calesera (London XLL t616), by Francisco Alonso.
Pilar Lorengar, the soprano in this one,
flavorfully indulges in the usual Spanish
fondness for trills and flourishes.
TURNING to our own musical theater for
moment, we have an original -cast record-

a

ing of New Girl in Tow» ( RCA Victor
LoC 1027). featuring Gwen Verdon and
Thelma Ritter. Miss Verdon. who has
honestly disparaged her own singing talent,
has to be seen to be believed.

On record
this gifted woman, dependent on her
voice alone, is like a slugger using a broomstick for a bat. Bob Merrill, who did the
lyrics and music, has caught the mood of
190o, but is short on beautiful melody or

exciting lyrics.
Pop music goes from swing ro rock
'n roll, but a steady market remains for
placid dance bands. One such ensemble
with a nice balance of piano, violins, and
drums is featured on Lovers in Paris (London LL 1643): Monia Liter and his orchestra. Another smooth orchestra with
a sure beat is Percy Faith's, whose latest
is Adventure i» the Sun (Columbia ca.
roro). Ted Nash's orchestra is helped
by good solo work on alto flute, senor

the local theaters.

Though the zarzuela has charm, I would
strongly advise against listening to them in
large doses
for then the charm begins
to wear thin. As a starter I would suggest
trying one among the following. Anyone
partial to Bizet should like La Temprartica
(Montilla PM 49), by Jeronimo Jimenez,
work rich in arias and choral pieces.
a
El Asomhro de Darasco, by Pablo Luna
(Montilla PM 5o), carries the operatic
flavor even unto the harp introduction for
the heroine's aria. Those looking for folk
music will find it in La del Soto del Parral.
by Soutullo y Vert (Montilla FM 68). The
bargain conscious should be alerted to
Montilla FM 67, which has a zarzuela on
Luisa Fernanda, by Frederico
each side

-

-
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Come rain, come shine, conce Carroll.

by Murray Schumach

sax, and alto sax, in Star Eyes, the Artistry
of Ted Nash (Columbia CL 989). And

Freddy Martin, still a solid workman with
orchestrations that are aloof from the influence of bop, can be heard on RCA
Victor's Freddy Martin al the Cocoanut
Grove (LPM 1414)
Diahann Carroll, whose pop singing has
received much attention in recent months,
has finally been recorded on a long -playing record called Diahann Carroll Sings

Harold Arlen Songs

-

-

(RCA Victor LPM

Ralph
1467) Despite a poor orchestra
Burns's
she shows good taste with music
and lyrics. She is especially good in Dotrn
With Love, which sounds so deceptively
easy but really requires the talents of an
accomplished rhythm singer. and in Come
Rain or Cone Shine she shows just the
right drive. Because of its lightness and
sweetness Miss Carroll's lyric soprano is
best suited, however, to ballads.
.

ORDINARILY, ro mention Erich Kunz beside pop singers would be unfair both to
him and pop singing. But when Kunz
turns his opera- trained voice to Viennese
songs, he makes a shambles of nearly all
previous attempts to commercialize on Continental music. In Erich Kranz Sings Viennds Favorite Songs (Angel 65054), his
technique and artistry, his apparent spontaneity, his acting talent, his natural feeling for the songs of his native city combine to make a magnificent record. Another
record about Vienna impressed me very
favorably. It is Vienna by Night (Monitor
510), featuring the charming artist who
bills herself merely as Liane. On this disc
Liane shows that a European blues singer
need not talk her way through a song.
Liane does not have a big voice, but she
gives dignity and honest feeling to songs
and lyrics. Sandwiched between her songs,
accompanied resourcefully by the Michael
Danziger Bar Trio, are pleasant interludes
played by the Vienna Waltz Orchestra.
To wind up this month's Viennese install-

ment there is Two Hearn in Three -Four
Time (London LL t555), with Robert
Stolz conducting the Vienna Symphony Orchestra. Its a pleasure ro hear a good,
well- balanced orchestra handle this sort of
music.
For years, I, like many others, have
suffered from gypsy music played by
violinists who drag it down with sugary
tones. Now I know the fault was with
the violinists. For on a record called Gypsy
Moods (Epic LN 3363), Bela Babai and
a small
orchestra show how wonderful
gypsy music can be. His tones have warmth
without schmaltz and spirit without sloppiness. His Hora has lightness as well as
rhythm, and his passion is not without
humor. Mr. Babai sounds like a man
having a good time.
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to say that, listening to her read, one does
not miss the music. I cannot go quite

Two

that far. I can say. however, that her rich
and sensitive interpretation of the poems
recalls every nuance of the melodies. The
voice itself is something of a surprise;
instead of the expected soprano). it is a
warm and sonorous mezzo with dramatic,
but never thearricalized, overtones.
The choice of material is equally noteworthy. It ranges ( in the Goethe selection) from the familiar longing of Kennst
du das Land to the arch of badinage of
Geieeimes and the choice of the less well known of the paired Wanderers Narbtlied:
and (in the Mörikc group) from the {;rave
resignation of Verborgeheit to the nudging mockery of Nima,ersatte Liebe and the
half-innocent. half -suggestive Begegnung.
The Heine poems present the hardest test.
These bittersweet lyrics, so casual yet so
penetrating. so deceptively colloquial with
a vocabulary which created a new poetic
idiom, can be ruined by a single false
inflection or the least overemphasis. Mme.
Lehmann escapes the dangers. Her renderings are as valid as they are varied: delightfully delicate in Im uvi.n,derscbönen
Alnnal Alai, sad but not too sentimental in
Am leucbrenden Sommermorgev, darkly
impassioned in Ich grolle nicht, and bitterly ironic in Dio alter, bösen Lieder.
There are, of course. reservations. I myself would gladly exchange the monologues
from Der Rosenkanalier for more of Rilke,
of whom there is but a single example; and
I do not believe that, although Schubert
made an exquisite cycle of the Il "iuterreiee,
the pleasant little lyrics of Wilhelm Müller

Sweet
Successes
MUSIC FROM THE SOUND TRACK
Hecht, Hill and Lancaster present Butt Lancaster

Tony Curtis

S11tEETSIgELLoFSLICCESS-

-

!7A

o

Composed and
Conducted by

tí1f,

.!
'
.

ELMER

T
r

10

2 brand new

-

BERNSTEIN

albums!

Hear the scintillating Original Sound
Track music that's making motion
picture history .
composed, conducted by bright, brilliant Elmer
Bernstein! DL 8610. Also, hear jazz
themes from the film performed by
the incredible Chico Hamilton Quintet. DL 8614.
.

,

DECCA

RECORDS

e

New World or Sound

Your

HI -FI Questions Answered

Authoritative

In ONE Concise,

Step -by -step narrative adventure through high

fidelity

- on

a

RECORD!

33I/ rpm, 12" Long -Play record!

ler

Principles of HI -Fl simplified, described, and

ord gives you the facts you wont for listening

HI-FI"

equipment. Order your record direct, today, or
ask for it at your dealer's.

PLEASE SEND ME

PREPAID)

20, OHIO

JUST

$395 EACH

RECORDS AT 3.95 EA., (POSTAGE & INSURANCE
I

ENCLOSE
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CHECK OR M.O.

NAME
STREET

CITY

A selection of English love lyrics. read by
Arnold Moss and R. E. Johnson.
DECCA UL 9043. 12-in. 54.98.

If it

is indeed love that makes the world
round, one can hardly cavil at the
notion that it is love which makes a platter
spin, especially when the latter is decked
out in a jacket replete with cupids and
three long-stemmed roses wet with dew.
Here "the heart speaks," in all its customary accents except perhaps that of erotic

go

passion. and expresses the tender sentiments of some twenty -five English poets
from the sixteenth century ro Housman
including, along the way, Burns, Byron,
Wordsworth, Christina Rossetti, and E. B.
Browning. Edgar Allan Poe and Henry
Wadsworth Longfellow ( the latter with
The Children's Flour express :on of devotion to "the patter of little feet') somehow gain access to this assemblage too.
Oddly, in view of the concentration on
a single theme, this collection of love lyrics
manages not to cloy. Perhaps the saving
grace of humor in the little verses of Herrick and Suckling alleviates the too sweet,
«w sad emotion. Perhaps the recognition
that The Shropshire Lad is only incidentally

-

about fair youth's romantic disillusionments gives the selections from that sequence an added interest. In short, taken
singly these are good poems in the mainstream of English poetic convention and
they are given intelligent readings.
J.G.

FEDERICO GARCIA LORCA: "Poesia,
p Drama de Lorca"
Selections from Lorca's poetry and drama,
read by Maria Douglas and Ratil Dantés.
CAIiDMON TC 1067. I2 -in. S5.95.

When Federico Garcia Lorca was killed
by Franco 's followers at the outbreak of
the Spanish Civil War, he was
though
still a relatively young man of thirty -seven
poet of imposing reputation. As early
as 1921 his flaming verse had won him a
measure of fame throughout the Spanish speaking world, and the publication of his
renowned Romancero Gitano in 1928 firmly established his pre -eminence.
Lorca's lyricism is peculiarly, richly
Spanish. And the imagery that strikes
verbal lire, the rhythms that shape his

-a

to and d:scussing HI -FI, or choosing your own

BOX 41, CINCINNATI

THE HEART SPEAKS: Lyrics of Love

-

demonstrated in easy -to- listen stages. This rec-

MEIGS OF CINCINNATI, INC.

measure up to the other poems. A minor
quibble concerns Miss Lehmann's inclination ro follow the text as given in the
musical settings
(Schumann's, for instance) rather than those of the poet.
Nevertheless, this is an outstanding album,
and one which demands a successor.
Louis UNTERMEYER

ZONE
_
STATE
(ADD 3% SALES TAX IN OHIO.
NO C.O.D. PLEASE.)
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majestic music bear alike the imprint cf
his beloved Andalusia. Much of Lorca's
early poetry echoes the flamenco form called
ratite jan,do, or deep song; in fact, this
"dark root of the cry- runs like a somber
thread throughout his work. Intertwined
with ir is a near -obsession with death and
the eternal Spanish need to defy it, indeed
to dominate ir.
Caedmori s well-chosen selections lead off
with an excellently played scene from his
drama, Bodas de Sangre (Blood Wedding),

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE
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brooding, vengeance -ridden, sex- ridden
portrayal of Spain's provincial gentry. The
remainder of the record comprises poems
from three of Lorca's great books: the
youthful Libro de Poemas, Romancero
Guano, and the later, tormented Poeta en
Nueva York. The two readers, Marla
Douglas and Raúl Dantés, manage to preserve both the stately cadences and emotional tension of the poems; and Señor
Dantés, in particular, deserves commendation for his command of the verbal pyrotechnics that highlight the smashing Oda
a Walt Whitman. Diction throughout is
clear, with each word accorded full value
so much so that even rudimentary Spanish
goes a long way.
Anyone with an interest in Spanish
poetry or in the language itself should
find this a highly rewarding disc.
HOWARD LAFAY
a

-

I Come for to Sing (RLP 12.806). Gib son's youth is at once his strength and his
weakness. While an undeniable freshness
and exuberance mark his way with a song,
there is also an indifference to nuance.
The sound is excellent.
Anyone seeking an outstanding one-disc

-

the sixteen ballads represented are staples

Shenandoah, Blue Tail Fly, Hush Little
Baby, John Henry-but all would rank
at or near the top of anybody's list. Along
with this felicity of choice, the disc is
blessed with the big, relaxed baritone of
Milt Okun. This New Yorker has an
easy, informal style that does full justice
ro the songs while preserving their essential lack of prctention. The engineers have
provided exceptionally realistic sound.
Admirers of ethnic music -and mushroom growers eager to promote their product
will find an arresting item in Folkways' Mushroom Ceremony of the Mazatec

-

Indians of Mexico (PR 8975). Through
caring mushrooms in conjunction with cer-

by Edward L. Randal

AS

FLAMENCO CONTINUES to be
well (and copiously) served by labels
large and small, Decca moves into the spotlight with Flamenco (DL 9925), featuring
Carmen Amaya and her company. A gypsy
born in Spain, Amaya s professional career
dates from her early childhood.
Some
twenty years ago she hit the lucrative westward trail, became a favorite of American
theatergoers, and has been
returning
periodically ever since. Faced with the
necessity of appealing to international
and largely uninitiated
audiences, she
has chosen to make

-

-

certain stylistic sacrifices
in the interests of theatricality. Nonetheless, at its core, her art remains pure gypsy.
This impeccably engineered disc communicates all the blazing excitement of a true
cuadro flamenco. Handclaps, explosive olér,
and the flash of castanets provide a vivid
aural backdrop to Amaya's songs and
dances. She is further abetted by the gifted
guitar of the Navarrese virtuoso Sabicasalso featured in several arresting solos.
Sabicas, in turn, is the star of Elektra's
Sabicat, Vol. rt (fiKL 121). A glance
at his program, which includes titles as unlikely as Rimsky -Korsakov's Capriccio
However,
espagnol, brings misgivings.
Sabicas is an artist of formidable skill; both
his technical control and musical taste are
unerring. Elektra has contrived close, extremely clean sound. In fact, the "tinkling
triangle' school of audiophiles will be delighted to learn that in softer passages the
guitarist's breathing is clearly audible.
Monitor's Songs and Dances of the
Ukraine, Vol. r (MP 3or) contains a
wealth of melody in the full -blown Ukrainian tradition. The artists, all top drawer,
range from soprano soloists to children's
chorus.
A few incongruous notes are
sounded, as when the booming bass of
Boris Gmirya sings the plaint of an
"enamored swain" with an effect rather
like Boris Christoff singing Teddy Bear.
But the sound is well above the erstwhile
Russian standard, and in sum chalk up another winner for Monitor.
Folk singer Bob Gibson offers a generous selection of ballads on Riverside's

,i-

¡;j;

anthology of the American folk ballad
should forthwith investigate America's Belt
Loved Folk Songs (Baton BL 1203). All

Highly recommended.

FOLK MUSIC

¡

r.

tain incantations, a woman of the tribe
attempts to establish communication with
the divine. This record preserves her chants
importuning the deity. The sound. for a
field recording, is unusually clear. However, the appeal of this disc is a pretty

limited one.
Capitol has rereleased Folk Songs of the
Old World, the Roger Wagner Chorale's
noteworthy album of European ballads,
on two separate discs. Volume One ( P
8387) covers the British Isles, while Volume Two (P 8388) deals with Western
Europe. Westminster has done the same
with its two -record Music of India, featuring Dr. Gaurang Yodh on sitar and
Dinesh Patel on tabla (XwN c8258/9).

John

S.

"Old
Faithful?
Partly, we suppose, because
-month after month -Vox
Ultra High Fidelity records

reflect advances in recording technique that extend
the range of fidelity. Partly,
we are sure, because Vox
recordings are an exciting
challenge to the capacities
of the finest sound systems.
But primarily, we hope, because Vox consistently presents significant works in
memorable performances
that are always faithful to
the spirit of the composer.

van Renioorlcl- hailed by critics the

FRANCK: SYMPHONY, D MINOR
Pro Musica Symphony, Vienna Edouard van
Remoortel, Conductor
PL 10.360

-

Wilson

TWO of

the most fascinating of recent
jazz releases contain more talk than
music. In fact, one of them, Coleman
Hawkins: A Documentary ( Riverside 12117/118. Two 12 -in. $9.96) carries not
a single note of music. It is all talk by the
first great jazz tenor saxophonist, interspersed with questions from a pair of interviewers
talk about Hawkins' early days,
about
the
Fletcher Henderson
band
( "Fletcher's band got too sophisticated
it should have stayed a stompin' band and
stomped all bands our of existence "), about
his six years in Europe, about the recording
of Body and Soul which has dogged him
ever since he made it in 1939, about
modern jazz, even about rock 'n' roll.
It is somewhat in the "life and times"
vein adopted by Alan Lomax in the celebrated series of recordings he made for
the Library of Congress with Jelly Roll
Morton. The main difference between the
Hawkins and Morton interviews lies in the
lack of musical illustration in the Hawkins set. There are times
particularly in
the discussion of the Henderson band or
his early "modern" sessions with Theloni-

-

call us

world over! And now...van Rentoortel
plays Franck -a triumph of the Belgian spirit!

THE BEST OF JAZZ
by

:FI
why 'do H I=;
fans

-

BRENDEL-"a first class virtuoso." N.

Y. Times

LISZT: PIANO CONCERTO #1, E FLAT MAJOR
PIANO CONCERTO #2, A MAJOR
Alfred Brendel, piano -Pro Musica Orchestra,
Vienna-Michael Gielen, Conductor
PL 10.420
ROSAND

-"a

violinist to watch." High Fidelity

CHAUSSON: POEME, OP. 25
RAVEL: TZIGANE
BERLIOZ: REVERIE AND CAPRICE, OP. 8
SAINTSAENS: HAVANAISE, OP. 83
INTRODUCTION AND RONDO
CAPRICCIOSO, OP. 28

Aaron Rosand,
Radio Orchestra

violin- Southwest

German

-Rolf Reinhardt, Conductor
PI, 10.470

for sound reasons

-
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Monk -when the situation begs for
musical amplification.
Such musical illustrations are one of
the several merits of Big Bill Broonzy
Story (Folkways FG 3586. r2 -in. 55.95),
wherein Broonzy, a magnificently untrammeled blues singer, explains various kinds
of blues and his own association with the
blues. Broonzy 's forthright and lucid discussion is heightened by his singing
some of the best he has put on discs
of several blues as well as two songs well
removed from his normal métier, the old
music hall favorite, Bill Bailey, and This
Train, a gospel song. As on an earlier and
l Folkways
equally
commendable disc
2315 ) on which Broonzy and Pete Seeger
discussed the relationship between the blues
and country songs, Studs Turkel serves
as an unobtrusive but provocative interviewer.
The relaxing sympathy which seems to
exist between Turkel and Broonzy is
missing in the Hawkins interview, a lack
that brings the conversation to a disconcerting halt at rimes. The two interviewers,
Bill Grauer and Paul Bacon, are unaccountably off -mike and this, added to their diffident way of talking. makes many of their
questions almost inaudible. The tone is
that of an interview with prepared questions rather than a guided conversation. and
Hawkins is occasionally stopped cold by
some apparently irrelevant change of direction. Usually, though, he manages to work
up steam on practically any subject, and
once he gets going his talk is warm, informative, sometimes colorful. His exposition is dry- cleaned compared to Morton's,
but his opinions are bluntly honest and
his recollections cover territory that will
be fascinating to any jazz fan, no matter
what the school tie.
Riverside has followed up its Hawkins
documentary with a sampling of his current work, The Hawk Flies High (Riverside 12 -233. t2 -in. S4.98). The enormous, muscular tone and the assertive.
lunging attack that gained him his first
fame with the Henderson band and made
him the most influential of the tenor saxophonists of the late t92os and most of the
193os, are still present. Today there is
more assurance, more range. more adventurousness in his work, but it is all based
on the same essential elements. On this
disc he shows, in his solos, some stirring
samples of his lyricism; in the ensembles
he roars like the king of the pack he has
always been. He has the assistance of J. J.
Johnson, playing broader, gutsier trombone
than he usually does, trumpeter Idress
Sulicman in something less than his best
form, and a rhythm section that could
scarcely be improved upon: Hank Jones,
Barry Galbraith, Oscar Pettiford, and Jo
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awkward position of being the outdated
elder statesman of the tenor saxophone, respected but no longer emulated. During
this time Lester Young has been the root
courre for tenor men until the very sudden

-

and recent ascendance of Sonny Rollins
man quite obviously from the Hawkins
school. Rollins was first noticed as part of
what has been classified as the "hard bop"
school, but he has been outgrowing that
a
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HOLY HOAX
TIME MAGAZINE, May 6th, says, "One of the
most elaborate of modern musical hoaxes in
a reverent and earsplitting performance."
Originally hailed as a newly discovered work

of Moulinie, Martin finally confessed it was
his own spare -time creation. R. P. Emile
Martin: Sacred Mass For The Kings at France.
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In Way Osst
IVett (Contemporary 3530. 12 -in. 54.98),
the best recording display he has had yet,
Rollins plays in a tone harder than Hawkins', but with the same bully -boy swagger
that constantly invigorates Hawkins' work.
With only bassist Ray Brown and drummer
Shelly Manne ro accompany him, Rollins
reveals a probing imagination in covering
two sides of an LP with ideas which are
almost always intriguing, and which he
works out with a sense of steadily unfolding
excitement. There are two originals and
such atmospheric standards as Wagon
IYheelr and I'm air Ole! Cowhand.
Two of the most successful of the Young
tenor disciples. Toot Sims and Al Cohn,
have turned out a trunkful of discs during
the past couple of years, notable, at the
very least. for the determinedly swinging
quality of their playing. They join forces as
the Al Cohn -Zoot Sims Sextet on Prom A
to Z (RCA Victor LPM 1282.
12 -in.
S3.98), but somehow in this case one plus
one fails ro add up to two. Neither Cohn's
almost undiluted Young style nor Sims's
Young-slightly -colored -by- Hawkins catches
fire in these rather mechanical performances. Pianist Dave McKenna is the only
one who manages to mine any gold in
them. Sims is closer to par on Zoos Sims
12 -in.
Goes to Jazzr,ille ( Dawn t 115.
S3.98). Here his tenor slides along with
such grace that one is only subconsciously
aware of the intensely jumping quality of
his playing.

Stereophonic
Tape Series
PIANO MUSIC OF FRANZ LISZT

Apparirion #1

Berceuse

swings cleanly all the way, and Geiz shows
how much relaxed jazz he can straw from
a ballad with a version of Ghost o/ a
Chance that is one of the best things he
has put on discs.
Like Gat Sims, Bill Perkins is essentially a Young descendant who has absorbed suggestions of Hawkins. He shows
Young's floating line and Hawkins' strength
time and rime again in the course of
bat Prier as (Pacific Jazz is 401. 12in. 54.98), a balanced and thoughtful
program of quiet jazz played by two groups.
One pairs Perkins with another Youngbred tenor, Richie Kaumca; the other with
the altoist, Art Pepper, an erratic performer in brilliant form at this session.
Pepper appears to be dispelling the
shadow of Charlie Parker that has hung
over him, as it has over most altoists who
have come up during the pass ten years.
Phil Woods, in Phil and Quill (RCA
Victor LPM 1284. t2 -in. 53.98), gives
evidence that he, too, is becoming a musical personality, but his alto -playing partner on this dise, Gene Quill, is still strongly
derivative. Their joint efforts are largely
dissipated by an overdose of uninspiring
original compositions.
But there is more to this month's jazz
output than saxophonists. The t4lodern

ZST -1004
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Clair

Clair

$11.95
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Song
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Pianist, JOHN RANCK
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The Basic Getz:

Stan Getz, who was the
only influential tenor saxophonist aside
from Lester Young during the un- Hawkins
years, has often stretched some of his L
stylistic tricks too far, but on An 'Minute
Portrait ( American Recording Society 428.
t2 -in. By Subscription), recorded in Sweden wich a rhythm section which includes
the excellent pianist Bengt Hallberg, he
gets back to basic things with a strong
feeling of propulsion and a properly meanHallberg
ingful line of development.

Vallée d'Obermann

Pianist, IREN MARIK

ZST -1007

$11,95
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Quartet
(Atlantic 1265
I2 -in.
34.98) is that group's most completely
satisfying disc. The quartet deals with basic
materials this rime- standard ballads such
Jazz

Yesterdays and Between the Devil 4rod
Deep Blue Sea, and modern jazz
standards such as Night in Tunisia and
Bags' Groove. The foursome convincingly
dispels the charge that it cannot swing.
Few recorded performances swing as vigorously as Bale,, -Bolen or Between the Devil
do here, even though the scene is set for
the latter with typical MJQ delicacy. Milt
Jackson, as usual, carries the bulk of the
solo work on vibes. John Lewis' dark and
earthy piano plays a more prominent role
than it has on past MJQ discs, making
clear how much the strength of this group
depends on Lewis.
as

the

Togetherness: An encouraging aspect of
the current jazz scene is the number of

which are managing to stay tounits so there is at least the
possibility that they may be able to achieve
some of the group feeling that has meant
so much to the Modern Jazz Quartet. The
Jazz Lab Quintet, led by alto saxophonist
Gigi Gryce, is currently making a run for
The group has noticeable
these roses.
strengths and weaknesses, emphasized on
both Gigi Gryce (Riverside 12 -229. t2in. $4.98) and Jazz Lab (Columbia cL
998. 12 -in. S3.9$). Their strength lies
in the arranging talents of Gryce and
trumpeter Donald Byrd who have concocted some fascinating ensemble leaping
off points for both discs. Their major

groups
gether

as

is their insistence on moving
from intriguing ensembles to long, wearing solos, emotionally often out of character with the introductory matter. On
several of the selections on the Columbia
disc, the quintet is expanded to an or-

weakness

chestra and there is some attempt to provide the soloists with support. This helps
a bit but rarely enough to remove the
cold, stone -faced quality from the solos
of Gryce and Byrd. The Jazz Messengers, a
group led by drummer Art Blakey, faces
the same problems on Drum Suite (Columr2 -in. S3.g3) although
bia CL 1002.
Blakey keeps things a good deal warmer
in back of his soloists than does the Jazz
Lab's Arthur Taylor.

Trombonist Kai Winding, having tried
two- trombone group with 1. J. Johnson and a trombone octet on his own, has
now settled down to leading a group made
up of four trombones and rhythm section.
On Trombone Panorama (Columbia r'L
999. 12 -in. S3.98), this proves to be a
warm and flexible ensemble. capable of
lusty shouting on The Preacher and gracefully shaded delicacy on Come Rain or
a

Conic Shine. The disc contains two long
productions. one a nostalgic rundown of
popular trombone styles done with a surprising amount of good humor, the other
a rewrite in cool jargon of Frankie and
Johnny, loaded with appropriately wailing
trombones but bowed clown by an agonizingly arch script. The French- horn -saxophone team of Julius Watkins and Charlie
Rouse Ica :l a group, which they call Les
Modes. through some more of their exotic
moud pieces on Afood in Scarlet (Dawn
117. t2 -in. S3.98), among them a magnificently evocative performance of Autumn
Leaves by Watkins. Those. if any, who
have been demanding the admittance of
the organo to jazz circles will welcome
Rocky Mountain Jazz (Golden Crest 3018.
12-in. $3.98) by Denver's Jamar Caron
Quartet (tenor and baritone saxophones.
organo, drums), a crude but lusty group
which has some kinship to the old ragged
and rugged Harlem jump bands. Ron
Washington plays a strong tenor. but the
limited voicing of the group (the organo
is strictly a cushion) becomes monotonous.
Oscar Peterson, whose trio is another group
which works together consistently, is apparently determined to become the Slam
Stewart of the piano. On The Oscar Peterson Trio at the Stratford Shakespearean
Pettfral (Verve 8024. I2-in. $4.0).
recorded ar the Ontario festival, he effectively destroys his solos by drowning them
in raucous nasal keening and the stolid
tap -dance effect of his pounding feet.
1
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Big Bands: For recording purposes only.
vibist Terry Gibbs has been presented with
a full hand that plays with the kind of
hwlery, driving shout that rarely comes
out of a well -fed studio band. Imaginative
arrangements and excellent recording round
out the happy situation on Suiagirt' with
Terry Gibbs (EmArcy 36103.
12 ín.
$3.98). A Canadian band, led by da_inetist Phil Nimmons, shows much of this
same spark, particularly in its ensemble
work, on The Canadian Scene (Verve
8025. 12 -in. S4.98/, Charlie Barnet's
1956 nonstadio band has the customary
Barnet punch and blast on four numbers
on Lonely Street (Verve 2040. r_ -in.
$3.98), but the rest have the diluted sound
of a string seaion. The featured performers
all the way are Dave Wells, playing an
expressive bass trumpet, and Barnet, whose
talents on the soprano saxophone continue
to grow.
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by

R. D. DARRELL

Ehe 'Cape Deck
-

Note: As usual, all tapes reviewed are
7.5 ips and
unless specifically noted
as stereo -are 2 -track single- channel reprefixed to
cordings. The symbol
a review indicates stereo tape. If a date
in parentheses is appended to the review,
it refers to the issue of HIGH FIDELITY
in which the corresponding disc review
appeared.

home with almost overwhelming realism
the breadth, incaodescence; and razor -edged
bite of the original performances-and
the crystalline, if not exceptionally reverberant, acoustics of the New York City
Riverside Plaza Ballroom in which they
were recorded (quite without, unless my
ears are completely bewitched, arty abnormal microphoning or other 'gimmick-

ing").
LEOPOLD
Orchestra"

STOKOWSKI:

"The

Symphony Orchestra, Leopold Stokowski,
cond.
CAPrrOL ZH 8. 7 -in. S16.95.

The standout item in Capitol's t3 -reel
stereo -tape debut is Dearly as impressive
visually as it is aurally. For the first rime
a tape has been packaged in the grand
manner, complete with fancily illustrated
24 -page booklet and LP-sized album in
which the little reel hex nestles like an
elaborately set jewel. And for gond measure, there is an imprinted gold label sticker
which serves also as a seal for the reel
itself. But once set spinning, it is strictly
the tape's sonic splendors which predominate with the dramatic power and coruscating coloring that have been Stokowski's
lifelong ideal, but which even his spellbinding symphonic mastery has never captured before as vividly and completely in
unfalsified, undiluted reproduced sound.
In its LP form (simultaneously released as SAL S385), this sonic textbook
of orchestral choir and full -score techniques is likely to prove as sensational
a "demonstration" recording as the firsr
Capitol Study in High Fidelity, since it
exploits the post-1953 advances in engineering over still wider frequency, dynamic, and timbre ranges. The main sections of the orchestra are first heard separately: brass in Dukass Péri Fanfare; strings
in Barber's Adagio; wood winds in Richard
Strauss's Gavone from Suite No. 1, in
13
flat, Op. q; percussion in the opening
movement of Harold Farberman's Evolution. Then larger combinations are demonstrated: the Scherzo alla Marcia from
Vaughan Williams' Eighth Symphony,
March from Persicherti's Diverrimento, Op.
:12 for Band, and pizzicato Scherzo from

Tchaikovskÿ s Fourth Symphony. Finally
we hear the whole lavish orchestral labric
in the last two movements (Hut of Baba
Yaga and Great Gate of Kiev) from the
Mussorgsky -Ravel Picurres from an exbibirioo. Yet surely it is only the present
stereo versions that can bring into one's

SEPTEMBER 1.957

I have some reservations about the aesthetic desirability of such ultrabrilliancy
for repeated home listening ( for which the
blinding superclarity here seems less well
suited than the warmer translucency of
the best previous stereo rapines), and even
about the advisability of so overpoweringly
realistic an evocation of a symphony orchestra in normal -sized living rooms. In
particular, I wonder dubiously how many
smaller stereo playback systems
small speakers -will be able to cope with
so fantastically extended a frequency spectrum and such literally solid (well -nigh
palpable indeed) sonic dimensionality. But
I
have no reservations at all about the
authenticity of the triumph with which the
musical pioneer of stereophony and Old
Wizard of Symphonic Sonorities has here
crowned his long recording career.

-and

comparable stylistic elegance. And while
perhaps a few usher recordings may approach the purity of the LP version of this
one (Lbt 1992), certainly nene can came
even close to the sonic buoyancy, warmth,
and Symphony -Hall authenticity of the
present stereo raping. In short, there is but
one word for the co-operative achievement
realized here: magistral. (Dec. 1956)

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies: No. 2,
in D, Op. 36; No. 4, ira B flat, Op. 6o
Frankfurt Opera Orchestra, Carl Barnberger and Walter Goehr, conds,
CONCERT HALL CHT/BN 35 -6. Two 7 -in.

Sr1.95 each.
'The delicious humor and gusto which predominantly endear these symphonies to
roost of us today are missing from these
grimly serious, strenuously energetic readings and heavy -handed orchestral playing.
Yet while neither symphony bears com-

parison with the top- ranking microgroove
versions, the combination of a highly
reverberant hall and stereo recording lends
a somber glow to the dark sonorities as
well as adding tremendous weight to borh
conductors' heavy drive.

BUXTEHUDE: Organ Works
Alf Linder, organ.
SONOTAPR Svt'D 8022.

7 -in.

$11.95

listeners already have had one
opportunity (in an earlier Bach_an Sodomise by Weinrich) of hearing the wondrously piquant baroque tonal qualities
of the Varfrukyrka organ in Skiinninge,
Swedeo; while Buxtehude connoisseurs already have welcomed the first four of
Stereo

Heifetz: incomparable stylistic elegance.
BEETHOVEN: Concerto for Violin and Orchestra, in D, Op. 6e
Jascha Heifetz, violin; Boston Symphony
Orchestra. Charles Munch, cond.
RCA VICTOR PCs 24. 7 -in. $16.95 -

Other performances

(including Heifetz's

own of 1940 with Toscanini) have been
more heroic or more romantic, but none
has been better integrated or displayed

Linder's ten -volume complete -works series
in progress un Westminster LPs. Yet
neither Weinrich's tauter playing and
severer registrations nor the single-channel
recordings of Linder's more expressively
nuanced performances approached the sonic
and
frescolike coloring
expansiveness
achieved here. The music itself (not yet
represented on LP) also should be a
revelatory delight. For here Buxtehude is
a youthfully extroverted individualist with
a boldly rhapsodic and virtuosic flair evident in the spirited Prelude and Fugue in
C ( which ventures on an almost jazzical
jauntiness ar rimes), broadly exultant
chorale fantasía "Nun Treat ouch," and
shmvily episodic Toccata in D minor.

Continued on next page
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MENDELSSOHN: Symphony No.

TAPE DECK

Mirr

4,

Continued from preceding page

you think

G

HAYDN: Symphonies: No. Inn, in
ror, in D
( "Military "): No.

( "Clock ")

Vienna State Opera ( Volksoper) Orchestra.
Mogens Wdldike, cond.
VANGUARD VRT 3002-3. Two 7 -in. Si 1.95
each.

that

brands

For its first stereo-tape list Vanguard quite
naturally leads with its aces: the late Haydn
symphonies by WAldike, which on their
recent microgroove release were deservedly
acclaimed both as the most discerning readings to date and as superb examples of nonexaggerated high fidelity. But if the present
two works seemed unsurpassable on the
vRs 492 disc, they still can reveal new
and enrichened attractions in stereo sound
although its certain that no one except a fanatical technician is likely to appreciate fully the engineering skill and
restrain? demonstrated here while he is
first spellbound by the felicities cf these
well -nigh flawless performances. to say
nothing of the imaginative depths freshly
revealed in what he had assumed to be
thoroughly familiar music.
Here is the persuasive answer of high
fidelity's "quieter virtues" to the charge of
sensationalism based on the famous Scher chen LPs of the Alilitary Symphony. I
relished those electrifying recordings mightily, but not even the newer one is calculated for living with day in and day
out (as Woldikés is), nor is it as authentic
in either natural concert-hall sound or in
the jen d'eJprit effect which Haydn surely
intended by his introduction of "Turkish"
percussion. Here the ceremonial "Turkish
music." for all its crisp brilliances equably
well as contrasted
blended
as
with
the orthodox classical symphonic sonorities.
Both here and in the less obviously original
Clock the extraordinary Danish conductor
incidentally refutes the old charge that
musicology is necessarily synonymous with
dullness: for all his insistence on unembellished (1r -texts and on scrupulous adherence to these scores, he is as vivaciously
faithful to their buoyant animating spirit
as he is to their precise letter. (May 1957)

-

of recording tape

-

are alike...
wait till you

try

irish
ferro

LISZT: Mlephisto Waltz
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner,
cond.
RCA VICTOR ACS 25. 7 -in. 56.95.

BRAND

-sheen

-

!

Available wherever quality tape is sold.
ORRadio Industries, Inc., Opelika, Alabama
Export: hforhan Exporting Corp.. New York. N.Y.
Canada: Atlas Radio Corp.. Ltd.. Toronto, Ontario

Reiner uses the acoustical breadth of his
well- balanced stereo recording mainly as
a larger canvas for his romantically lavish
tone painting. But he concentrates more
attention on the languishing, love -sick
Fausr than on the devilish Mephisto. and
I
miss much of the savage force and
chthonian darkness which should primarily
characterize this lisztian dramatic episode.
Originally issued as part of an LP miscellany, LM r999, the Atepbirto Waltz
alone seems to require an abnormally small
amount of tape, but this is partly a visual
delusion resulting from the use of the
thinner one -mil tape-base material employed uniformly in all current RCA Victor
tape releases. The actual playing time is
nearly eleven minutes. (Feb. 1957)

in A, Op. 90

( "ltaliau ")

Pro Musica Symphony
van Remoorrel, cond.

PHONOTAPESSONORE

(

s

Vienna), Eduard

705.

7

-in. $11.95.

As one of probably many die -hards who
have clung to the belief that the long since technically antiquated Koussevitzky
version of the Italian Symphony never
could be matched, even Van Remoortel's
delectably blithe and more youthfully exuberant reading cannot by itself wholly
change my mind. But even although it
lacks Bostonian finesse (and comparably
silken -toned strings in particular), his orchestra plays with zestful lyricism. and the
exhilarating open -air transparency of the
stereo recording convinces me chat no
previous version has ever coped adequately
with the thistledown lightness of Mendels-

sohn's magical score.

MOZART: Symphony No.
E

39,

in

fiat, K. 543

Netherlands Philharmonic Orchestra, Water Goehr, cond.
CONCERT HALL CHT/BN 26. 7 -in. SI 1.95.

MOZART: Symphonies: No.

39,

in E

flat, K. 543; No. 4o, in G minor. K.

iso
Chicago Symphony Orchestra, Fritz Reiner.
cond.
RCA VrCTOR CC 28. 7 -in. 510.95.

There are so many facets to each of the
great last three Mozart symphonies that
a unanimously acceptable definitive performance of any of these complex masterpieces is a humanly unobtainable ideal.
No. 39. in particular, demands a reconciliation of strength and delicacy which
bailles most recording conductors with or
without stereo support -and
neither
Goehr nor Reiner is any exception. Goehr
is boldly vigorous, but often overemphatic
to my taste. as well as lacking in the
Mozartean graces and handicapped by an
orchestra incapable of subtle nuances in
timbre. Yet I must admit that the driving
energy here, and especially its full -blooded
embodiment in stereo sound, makes for
some great dramatic moments.
(Oct.
1956)

Without the advantages of stereo, and
that of a far superior orchestra.
Reiner fares worse: partly because his insights into Mozartean lyricism and piquancy
are not projected with anything approaching Goehr's forcefulness; mainly because
his nervously mannered Andante cots rrlulo
jars so unpleasantly with his concept of the
work as a whole. Interpretatively, his No.
40 is notably better integrated and
except for occasional moments of overintensity
far more satisfactory. But on
hearing it in this single -channel taping I
can better understand the general criticism
of the somewhat anemic and edgy recording of the disc album (LM 60351
in which it first appeared. I am sure that
in stereo the recorded sound of both
these symphonies might well be as saris
factory as that of the stereo taping of the
companion Jupiter, but there's no denying
its thinness here. (Feb. 1956)
despite

-

-
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RAVEL: Ma Mire l'Ove; Introduction and Allegro, in G /fat
Pasdeloup Orchestra (in Ma Mère); Paris
Chamber Orchestra (in Introduction and
Allegro); Louis Martin. cond.
CONCERT HALL CHT/BN 24.

7

-in. S11.95.

How Ravel would have exulted in stereo
sound's supreme plasticity as a medium
for his tonal sculpturings! Martin's sympathetic performances (not yet available
on LP) of the present works may fall a
shade short of the most polished and
eloquent ones we have had on records
earlier, but in faithfulness to the matchless
scorings themselves these stereo tapings
are the truly definitive sonic reproductions- the only ones to enchant the non concert -hall listener with a full measure
of the music's iridescent loveliness. For
the very first time in home reproduction.
the virtuoso harp part in the Introduction
and Allegro (superbly played here by
Marie- Claire Jarret) is captured with all
its kaleidoscopic coloring and spicy tang
intact.

TCHAIKOVSKY: r8r2 Overture
Chicago Symphony Orchestra. Fritz Reiner,
cond.
RCA VICTOR ACS 26. 7 -in. S6.95.

,r

The distinction between Reiner's 18,2 performance (first released in the LP miscellany LM t999) and those by Dorati and
Perlea, which introduce "rear' cannon, is
loosely comparable with that between
WAldike's and Scherchen's Military Symphony. Reiner's is as nonsensational a reading as is possible for Tchaikovsky's bring the- house -down score, focusing the listener's
attention squarely on the work's musical
qualities.
Unfortunately, of course, the
latter arc none too substantial, even though
they do bulk notably larger here than in
routine war -horse performances. And in
stereo they certainly seem bigger and better,
since the panoramic drama's broader impacts arc here more exhilarating than oppressive. (Feb. 1957 )

TCHAIKOVSKY: The Nutcracke,

.

Op. 7r (Complete Ballet)
Philharmonic Symphony Orchestra of London, Artur Rodzinski, cond.
SONOT.1 PE SW8 9003-4. Two 7-in. 517.95
each.

Apparently other listeners reacted as compulsively as I did to the perfect blend of
musical, interpretative, and technical attractions in the earlier Sonotape (SWB
9002 ) of an abridged concert version of
The Nutcracker, for little time has been
lost in combining (in proper sequence)
those portions of the score with the rest
that go ro make up the complete ballet.
The finest recorded performance of Rod.
zinski's long career, this is not yet availwhole or in part
able
on LPs, but
even when it does appear it will not represent the extraordinary and quite unique
difference in kind achieved in a stereo
medium revealed here at something indistinguishably close to its ideal best.
My earlier review needs correction, however, on nvo subsidiary counts: the concert abridgment compromise between the familiar short suite and the complete work is

-in

-
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sounds
of our time
are timeless on

SOUNDCRAFT

TAPES

with MYLAR BASE
Ageless " Mylar" base and ageless plasticizer -free
Soundcraft oxide coating -these are the reasons
why lifelike sound is yours forever, only with
Soundcraft "Mylar" base tapes. Because no other
tapes offer comparable quality, a Soundcraft product
is inevitably the choice of those who immortalize
historic events, masterworks in music, or the sound
in a great CinemaScope film! When you record sounds
worth saving...enjoy their re- creation...their
re- living...on Soundcraft "Mylar" base tapes!
Write for free booklet Buy these Soundcraft tapes:
!

PLUS 50

-

LIFETIME

50 ó longer play- PLUS 100 - twice as much on a reel
- guaranteed for life

-

2,,11,61
REEVES SOUNDCRAFT CORP., 10 E. 52

SL, N.Y. 22, N.Y. West Coast 338 N. LaBrea,

L A.

36, Cal.

IOI

TAPE DECK

NOW

Conrivued from preceding page

from the leader in sound ..

A

Study in Stereo

A breathtaking showcase of stereo's vast
range featuring Capitol's big -name artists.
20 -page booklet with introduction by
Edward Tatnall Canby included. au -2)

"happy" one only until one

has

a

chance

equally
as well; and while the some 45-minute
playing time per reel ( here as in SW'B
9002) is indeed made practicable by the
use of one -mil tape, the actual base ma:erial employed is not Mylar (as erroneously assumed earlier), but acetate.
to

STEREO
TAPE!

Qe1eUOCO
P

C`Oe1NS
a

CAPITOL

ßESh'
V1dó
GGóSSO
Pcyy1sP

hear

the

whole

ballet done

1

1.

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No.
in G minor, Op. r3 ("Winter

Reveries")
Vienna Philharmusica Symphony Orchestra,
Hans Swarowsky, cond.
URANIA LIST i8ot. 7 -in.

St7.9o.

Another excellent choice for Urania's first
tape -list, for the too often unappreciated
felicities of Tchaikovsky's remarkably mature scoring emerge here far more clearly
than in any LP version, including, I'm
sure. that of the present performance (UR
Soo8). Swarowsky captures the impetuosity and freshness of this youthful music
better than anyone I have heard since
Sevitzky long ago on 78s, and he has infected his Viennese musicians with his own
the twenty- six -year -old Tchaikov(and
sky's) zestfulness and naive, but disarming, relish in their own powers. I enjoy
especially the natural balance and freedom
from exaggerated directional effects in the
glowing yet extremely pure stereo recording.

OBERLIN CHORAL CONCERT

Other "Full Dimensional Sound"
stereo releases

Oberlin College Choir, uracc., Robert Fountain, cond.

LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI:

As in the recently reviewed Mozart Mista
Brevis taping, the collegians are an aural
joy for their fresh vocal appeal and lack
of affectations or mannerisms in the earnestness of their singing. And as usual
in well -balanced stereo reproduction, the
unaccompanied voices float on the air with
a buoyancy unachievable in single- channel
recording. So it is perhaps captious to
complain that there is interpretative conviction here only in the exuberant Ea-Inhale
Den by Alessandro Scarlatti and in the devotional motet by the seldom
if ever
represented Karl Heinrich Graun ( 97ot59). Bach's Fourth Motet, sung here in
English as Be Not Afraid, lacks authority
and breadth; Norman Lockwood's David
Alnurneth is managed only with obvious
strain; and Christiansen's Beautiful Saviour,
with its hummed introduction and maudlin
climax. is aesthetically off -key with the program's other contents.

The

Orchestra

IZ} -el
-

ROGER WAGNER CHORALE:

House of the Lord

(ZF.9)

WM. STEINBERG, PITTSBURGH
SYMPHONY:

Toch: Third Symphony

IzF -r)

HOLLYWOOD BOWL SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA:

L'ltalio
Gypsy

RE-31
IZF.61

Symphonic Dances IzF -s1
Bolero & Capriccio Espagnol (zF.)

Intro to Stereo
A narrated journey through the wonders of

stereo

- music

and real -life sounds. 12A1Ì

Top Stars in Stereo
NAT

"KING" COLE:
Love is the Thing

120.11)

KENTON IN HI -FI I20-101
GEORGE SHEARING: Black Satin 12C -131
FRED WARING 8 THE PENNSYLVANIANS
IN HI -FI (20 -12)

2 CHANNEL

TO2

- 7t/z

IPS

-

FOR

IN-LINE HEADS

LIVINGSTON 714 BN.

7 -in.

Sr 1.95.

-

GIBSON

GIRL®

TAPE SPLICERS

I. Semi -Pro
1.
3.

SP -4
TS -9JR
TS -4STD
TS -4DLX

Junior
Standard

4. De luxe

3.50
6.50
8.50

S

11.50

Industrial (5 sites ho ")
(net) 55.00
ROBINS PHONO AND TAPE ACCESSORIES
h. Splicing sape
ST -500
.39
S
7. Jockey Cloth for Tapes
JCT -2
1.00
8. Tape Threader
17 -I
.98
9. AUD -O -FILE
AF -SO (net) 23.99
O. Changer Covers
CC -1, 2
2.00
I. Turntable Covers
CC -3
2.50
2. DisClosures
EIO, 12 (pkq) 1.20
3. Jockey Cloth for Records JC -I
1.00
4. KleeNeeOLE,
NB -I
1.50
5. Phono- Cushion, IO ", 12"
PC -10, 12
I40
5.

I

f
6.

Atomic Jewel

;)

SE -90

At Dealers Ev

5.00

hera

ROBINS INDUSTRIES CORP.

© O introduces

STEREONYME tapes, recorded on
Ampex stereophonic equipment,
and duplicated on the highest
quality, splice -free Mylar tape
for stocked or staggered playback heads. Handsome package
includes complete notes

on

music and texts.

EA 0013
Eienris I KEYno,1Rn Music
from the Tudor Age
to the Restoration
rAUI, WOLFF.. harprfrnnrd

-

EA

tan22

( :IRMA MO FRESCORA LDI

(1553 -1643)
Canzoni Partitas

Correnti

Gaillnrds

PAUL WOLFE, harpsichord

REEL MUSIC NOTES
BEL CANTO: Until video -tapes are practicable for home use, you'll have to wait
patiently for a TV broadcast or go out to
the movies to see Mike Todd's Around the
Woad in So Days; but if you yearn to
hear Victor Young's music for it. here's a
diverting stereo taping drawn from the
original score and played with Hollywood
aplomb and polish remarkable for a Cinema Sound Stage Orchestra which hails (so

1,800 feet of tape
inch reels at 7!é cps
Price $14.95, ask your
uem-rat record or tape dealer

and

on

7

osl

J2-(nth high fidelity, long

pinyin, EA records price $4.95
rust CON! lMal: CATAIACW: WRITE:

EXPERIENCES ANONYME S
20

East 11th Street, New York

3
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I'm told) from Hamburg, Germany.

Re-

corded with uncommon brilliance yet unexaggerated sterenism, the musk itself is
something of an apotheosis of sound -track
eclecticism
if not a film -composer's textbook in the art of extracting maximum
mileage from a minimum of (mostly borrowed) melodic ideas. Yet as a surprisingly
varied and atmospheric tonal travelogue,
this should stimulate any listener's wander.
lust.
ST 20, 7 -in., 311.95)

-

(

CAMEO: Anyone with a taste for uninhibited solo jazz tramming who prizes

Kenny Clarke's La

Ronde- Extension X

Goin' Crazy above the symphonic materials in Spotlight on Percussion (Vox Ol.
i ho or Phonotapcs PM t 15)
or who would
and

.

like to have these unembellished by narrator Collins' ecstatic commentaries, will
welcome their separate release in the present Jame Drums in Hi-Pi. They're dashingly virtuosic. very brightly recorded, and
electrifying ( for the first few minutes at
least). For myself, I began to weaken, exhausted, long before the end. (PMC rot t,
54n., $2.98)
CAPITOL: Rather than choose between the
two now orthodox approaches to stereo
demonstration and sampler reels. the first
Capirol release features both. The Introduction In Stereo stars a professionally crisp
narrator (Art Gilmore) and the directional
sensationalism of sounds '-in the round"
and in motion, including the now stereotyped Diesel and subway trains, plus more
novel New Year's Eve festivities, ferryboats, and a particularly effective bowling alley skit. But these ate more mercifully
brief than usual and the last half of the
some

12- minute

running

time

is

given

over to musical snippets. especially instructive in the comparisons between single channel and stereo versions of the same
materials (Hollywood Bowl Dark Eyes and
Britten's Young Person's Goide percussion). These range from enchanting in
a far roo brief carol excerpt by the Roger
Wagner Chorale ro intolerable in a Hammond- organ-dominated Davis Trio pops
but are on the whole too heterosnatch
geneous as well as too souped -up in level
and elitter for other than sheerly display

-

(

audition
ZA 2, 7in., $9.95) The
latter strictures apply also to A Shed). in
Stereo, but here the high- ocrane demonstration powers are more legitimately employed in an unannounced miscellany
drawn from the first and forthcoming Capitol ropes and confined to complete musical
selections except for a genuinely melodramatic Train Crossing sound-effects divertissement, a naturally blatant climactic
episode from Toch's Third Symphony
(complete, of course, with its celebrated
"hisser" part), and the whole window rattling percussion section of Britten's
Young Person's Guide -heard in abbreviated form only in ZA r. All of this is
electrifyingly impressive, hut for me most
of the pops pieces and light classics are
either monstrously overblown or (as with
Nat "King" Cole's .Stardust) embarrasingly
intimate; the finest qualities of stereo definition and spaciousness are more appealing
in
Fred Waring's choral- and -percussion
Dry Bones and the Wagner Chorale's Were

Contiuned on next page
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PENTRON
high fidelity Tape Recorders
Each of the new Pentron recorders offers performance,
simplicity and exclusive features that set it apart from
the ordinary. Each Pentron is the finest in its price
class, bar none! See and hear ... then choose the
Pentron that suits you best.

BRILLIANT FEATURES exclusively PENTRON
FINGER FLITE SINGLE ROTARY CONTROL
ENTIRE LINE AVAILABLE STEREOPHONICALLY (STACKED ONLY)

BIGGER AMPLIFIERS AND EXTENDED RANGE
SPEAKER

SYSTEMS

QUIK -FLIP SPEED CHANGE CONTROL
MODULAR DESIGN HEAD ASSEMBLY
WITH AZMUR-X HEAD ADJUSTMENT
SEVEN OTHER PENTRON EXCLUSIVES

783

Your dealer is now
demonstrating new Pen-

tron integrated tape

components for custom
installation. See them!

Send the Following:
Pentape Recorded
Tape Catalog

S. TRIPP AVE.

Chicago 24, lu.
Full Color Literature
Tape Components
Brochure

Nan.
City and Stale
Canada: Arias Radio Ltd., Toronto

IOj
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TAPE DECK
ANNOUNCING THE NEW

EDITALL
Magnetic Tape

SPLICING
KiT

Now you can get the world's

-

-

most widely used tope splicing

EdiTall
in o new, low -cost kit
that includes everything you need for o

block

splicing job!
Kit includes
instruction booklet by Joel Tall, (BS tape
professional

editor.
Look for EdiTall
kits at your tape
recorder dealer,
or write

EDITALL
Box 148

ta-

Palisades Park, N. J.

Dealer inquiries invited

tapes, recorded on
Ampex stereophonic equipment,
and duplicated on the highest
STEREONYME

quality, splice -free Mylar tape
for stacked or staggered playback heads. Handsome package
includes complete notes
on music and texts.
Music of the Middle Ages
Volume I EA 0012
TROURAROUR AND TROUvERE SONGS

RUSSELL OBERLIN, rounerrte cr
SEYMOUR BARAD, riot
Volnn,c
EA 0021
Leoninus and Perotinus Magister

ii

NOTRE DAME ORCANA

RUSSELL OBERLIN, count,rrtenor
CHARLES BRESSLER
and DONALD PERRY. tenors
SEYMOUR BARAD,+iol
Volume
EA 0023

IIi

LAS CA NTIGAS DE SANTA MARIA
del Rey Alfonso el Sabio

RUSSELL OBERLIN. countertolor
JOSEPH IADONE, lute
1,800 feet of tape
7 inch reels at 7'52 ips
Price S1ó.95, ask your
nearest record or tape dealer
on

and on 12 -inri high fidelity, tong
playing E A records price $4.98

r

C/IM%.E 7E CATALOGUE WRITE:

EXPERIENCES ANONYMES
20

104

East 11th Street, New York

You There. And not the least of this some
26- minute reel's attractions is its 20 -page
booklet containing not only notes on the
pieces played but an admirably lucid introduction to both stereo theory and prac.
ZH 2,
tice by Edward Tarnall Canby
7 -in., $i6.95).

(

Richard Pick. despite his
appropriate name, is no Segovia. any he
demonstrates little insight into authentic
Iberian style; nevertheless, his Guitarra
pagnol is one of the most exciting guitar
recordings I know. It contains some fine,
if mostly familiar, music, too (by Tárrega,
Torruba, Albéniz, and Granados). together
with a seldom -heard Pagina romattica by
Pedrell, and a couple of inconsequential.
but idiomatic, pieces by Pick himself. However it is the combination of close-up
miking and stereo openness which makes
this often scrabbly playing sonically fascinating: aural realism with a vengeance.
24 -I, 7 -in., Si 1.95). The Jay Norman Quintet's Dancing and Dreaming is
a less exaggerated exemplification of ultra bright yet tastefully balanced recording
techniques. Starring Norman himself (piano) and Chuck Calzaretta (vibes), the
materials alternate between standard pops
and those with mild Latin- American seasoning, the treatments between vivaciousness
and a not-too-sentimental expressiveness, all
over a steady basic beat which the most
timid of dancers can confidently rely on.
24.2, 7 -in., SII.95)
CONCISRTAPFS:

(

(

o o introduces

FOR

Continued from preceding page
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The
Leonard
Sorkin
CONCERTAPES:
Strings may hail from Chicago. but they're
strictly Hollywoodians at heart in their

now overfancy, now oversentimentalized
arrangements of Favorite Shots Tunes. No.
I. Nevertheless, the ultrabrilliant stereo
recording is given a good chance to demonstrate its capabilities in the pizzicato
and harp passages throughout, a richly expressive Is There Someone Lovelier than
You', and an exceptionally snappy Fascinating Rhythm. (
22.2, 7 -111., S I 1.95
CONCERT HALL: The Marco Gregory Orfor a Quiet Mood is neither
dynamically unvaried background decoranor pseudo- Mantovani /Kostelanetz
tion

chestra's Music

schmaltz. It is indeed conventional enough
in its choice of eleven salon favorites ( from
Eric Coates's Sleepy Lagoon to Sibelius'
Valse triste): its distinction lies in its
straightforward arrangements and performance by a small orchestra. and, for once.
a beautiful recording without lushness or
exaggerated stereoism of well -worn mor(:HT /BN 34. 7-in., S11.93 )
ceaux.

(

ELEKTRA

(via Livingston)

:

Josh

White

again, but his Sings the Blues and Other
Songs technically outranks his earlier stereo
and single -channel tapings in his more
distant location vis -à -vis the microphones.
It is superinr musically, ton, thanks to the
enhancement of Al Hall's bass by Sonny
Greer's traps, and the uniform effectiveness
of Josh's own materials -both the authentic blues (Jim Crocs Train. Hallelea, etc.)
and the "blued" conversions of Miss Otis

ElRegrets and Gloomy Sunday.
7-2 BN, 7 -in., $t1.95; originally Elektra
114, May 1957)

HIFITAPES: Bruce Prince- Joseph now turns
his versatile if undisciplined talents to jazz
a son
Steingin' Harpsichord, in
which he overpowers a noncommittal Manhattan ensemble with frantically jangling
elaborations on mostly familiar dance tunes.
at least one with a self -consciously humor.
ous side excursion into Mozartean idioms.
But except for the declamatory introduction
to Cumana, there is little real jazzical or
musical imagination demonstrated here.
I've no doubt the general sonic burly -burly
would sound less chaotic in a stereo tape,
but although one is available. it is my bad
luck to receive only the single- channel version (R 603. 7 -in.. 56.95). Even without
stereo. though, my relish for the cocktail hour piano of Stan Seltzer (whom i first
met in a Stereotape release a year or so
ago) is undamped by his present program
of Cheek lo Cheek, Speak Low. etc. His
treatments are at once sophisticated and
lyrical. lilting. and often astonishingly intricate. The wide -range recording, too.
shows up much boner here: best of all in
the cymbal and bass solos which are cofeatured with Stan's arabesques in Blue
Moon. (R 202, 7 -in S6.95)

-of

-in

OMEGATAPE: No one who has heard only
hit tunes from Lehár's ,Uerrr Widow and
one or two from Kálmán's Gypsy Princess
(Das Cuirdisfürstiu) in denatured broadcast or disc dilutions. sung in English with
a schmaltzy studio orchestra, can have any
adequate idea of what these operettas really
sound like in authentically Viennese stage
productions. The closest thing to visiting
the Volksoper in person is to bring its
spirited soloists, chorus. and orchestra (and
the reverberant Konzerthaus acoustics) via
stereo right into ones living room
may be done from two brimful reels of
"highlights" starring the fresh. robust.
voiced soloists, Friedl Loor, soprano, and
Karl Terkal, tenor (plus Mimi EngelaCoertse in The Merry Widow only). under
the mercurial baton of Hans Hagen. The
variety of tunefulness and sparkling scoring
in these works will be a revelation in itself
to many listeners. while the unflagging
gusto with which they are projected and
the electrical atmosphere captured in the
boldly expansive recording are as irresistible as the catchy music. My only complaint
is that the accompanying leaflets. summarizing the typically preposterous operetta
plots, omit the German titles of the many
selections included here
and for these
the literal English translations on reel stickers only are a wholly inadequate substitute. (
sr 3011, Lehár, and

-as

-

ST

3009, Kálmán;

7 -in.,

514.95 each)

PHONOTAPES -SONORE: Lebcír in Stereo.e is
another enticing approach to the treasure house of Viennese melodiousness and color

-

this time in
only potpourri
from around it
including many

the form of an orchestral of some fifteen selections
dozen Lehár masterpieces,
unfamiliar to most American listeners. Even the latter may not be
completely surprised by some of the most
seductive waltz tunes since Johann Strauss,
but they surely will be astonished by the

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

piquancy of many of the livelier nonwaltz
materials
well as entranced by the
symphonic richness of Victor Hruby's
Viennese Orchestra performances and the
warmth with which these are captured in
gleaming, wide- spread stereo recording.
S 707, 7-in., St r.95)

-as

(

RCA VICron: There may be quibblers to
protest that Robert Shaw's IVith Lope from
a Chorus and Morton Gould's Oklahoma
and Carousel suites are much too good for
the frankly "music between" materials. But
if you have any inclination to hear male chorus favorites (some sixteen of them)
at all, you'll never hear them better sung
and enunciated
than by the Shavians
(cc 40, 7-in, $10.95; originally LM 1815,
Dec. 1954). And while I have not been
an admirer of many of Gould's recent over orchestrated arrangements of popular tunes,
I must admit that he here demonstrates
surprising restraint, delicacy, and verve.
Beautifully played and recorded, these are
miniature symphonic metamorphoses to de-

-

-

..

..

..

....

N

N.

....
,,

light the cars of instrumentally minded
Rodgers & Hammerstein fanciers. (CC 37,
-in., Sto.95; originally LM 1884)

7

:
Robert Owen's Toccatas for
Organ unquestionably will be shattering
your eardrums and disorganizing your viscera at every fall hi -fi fair and show

SONOTAPE

"demonstration "! Technically it certainly
astounding, but in every other respect
it represents the quintessence of everything I dislike most in organ -music, "symphonic" organs, and "display" organ -playing. For me, the famous finale of Widor's
Fifth Symphony is (isolated from its context) a pretentious blare; while the V :erne
Carillon, Mulct Tu e! Petrus, and Boellmann Suite gothique have even scantier
The
Aeolian- Skinner
musical interest.
organ of Christ Church, Bronxville, N. Y.
is as unattractive aurally as any I've ever
heard, particularly as dominated (in stereo
reproduction and undoubtedly in "live"
hearing too) by elephantine, rough, unfocused pedal tones. And Owen himself
seems to me plodding even at top speed.
In all fairness I must concede that the LP
version (Westminster XWN 18363, July
1957) has been warmly received. But this
decibel -heavy tape is decidedly not my dish.
Sw8 $004, 7 -in., Sr 1.95)
is

(

li

STERIìOPHONY, INC..:
s been more years
than I want to remember since I tried to
play
have heard, for that marrer
the so- called musical "sweet potato," and
even now I can scarcely credit my own cars
that it ever can serve as so bright and fluent
a vehicle as it does in Ralph Peer's Peer-

-

-or

The music itself, naturally, is
light stuff (Ciribiribin, Mockingbird Samha, Canadian Capers, and the like) which
lends itself well to Peer's florid embellishments, backed up by a piano, bass, and
percussion trio. Yet his virtuosity in Carnival of Venice is downright breath -taking
his patrol version of Yankee Doodle
ro drum flourishes is the first (and a
fascinating) musical example I've heard of
.
stereo recording of a moving source
and the bass ocarina, which he substitutes
for the coloratura soprano in When I Grote
too Old to Dream, possesses a mellow drone
less Ocarinas.

SIGNATURE OF PERFECTION IN SOUND

Here's the authentic story of authentic realism in sound -Ampex true Stereophonic
Sound-written especially for you by the
makers of America's most - wanted and bestengineered home music systems. Send the
coupon today for free copy of the new fullcolor brochure, "Ampex Stereophonic

Sound."

AMPEX
CREATORS OF THE VIDEOTAPE TELEVISION RECORDER; MAKERS OF
AMERICA'S BEST- ENGINEERED, MOST- WANTED AUDIO EQUIPMENT

AMPEX AUDIO, INC.
1032 KIFER ROAD, SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA

Please rush my free copy of "Ampex Stereophonic Sound"
NAME

...

.

that is

a

too,

7

H

brand -new aural discovery.
-in., some 20 mins., $7.95)
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The World's Most extensive
Now you can select your Jensen loudspeaker

New Performance Levels in New Price Ranges
UNAX*

COAXIAL,

DUAX*

SINGLE ELEMENT

2- ELEMENT SYSTEMS

The new Jensen UX Series provides a new
high in single -cone single voice coil loudspeakers at unusually low cost, actually outperforming comparable (and even more
complex ) units selling for much more. A
listening test will convince you that this is
a maximum value buy in hi -fi listening
pleasure.
Of course, there are special design elements
that enable us to give so much for so little.
The cone is artfully dual acting, the center
sector operating effectively for unusually
extended highs, while the whole moves to
reproduce the lows.
Withal, there is superb balance and cleanness. And, if you choose, you can step up
performance later with the inexpensive
KTX -2 Step -Up Kit which substitutes a
compression driver tweeter for the top.

A step -up in the reproduction scale is the
DX Series in which two carefully coordinated cones are driven by one voice coil.
(Some call these "coaxials," but we reserve
the name for still more elaborate systems
and higher performance.)
The separate auxiliary radiator gives the
designer a chance to attain a wider frequency range than with a single cone (albeit dual acting as in UX Series). The
result is, with low cost, additional performance and added listening pleasure. We
know of no similar speakers with equal
sound, none with as high efficiency or as
low distortion at anywhere near DX Series
cost. Again you can step -up performance
easily at anytime with KTX -2 Kit to substitute high -order compression driver
tweeter operation at the high end.

UX -80.
UX -1 20.

DX-120. 12 "; -lb. mag. Net $25.50
DX -1 50. 15 "; -lb. mag. Net $35.50

Speaker. Net
2-in. Speaker. Net
8 -in.

1

$14.50
$19.50

1
1

3- ELEMENT SYSTEMS

Still better than the "all paper" system with
single voice coil is the use of a compression driver tweeter for the highs. The least
expensive way to do this is to nestle a supertweeter coaaially inside the cone; it
must cross over high in the frequency scale
at 3500 to 4000 cycles. The third clement
is the diffusion radiator which shapes and
disperses middle -high response. (Some
call such speakers "Triaxial," though
Jensen alone is entitled co use this registered name, applied by us to true 3 -way
speakers only.) Again, we guarantee more
and better sound, cleaner hi -fi at lower cost,
than all comparable speakers. And you can
step up performance correctly and impressively with a real C.D. horn 600 -4000
cps mid -channel (KTX -3 Kit) that leaves
you with a real 3 -way system.

12" Models.

CX -120'
CX -225
CX -150'
CX -255

$49.50
$59.50
15" Models.
$66.50
$76.50
'Denotes -lb. magnet; others la/ lbs.
1

SELECTING A HI -FI SPEAKER? YOU'LL WANT THESE HELPFUL, INFORMATIVE BOOKS
"How to Select a High Fidelity Loudspeaker." A comprehensive, authoritative manual covering all types of high fidelity loudspeakers and systems, their operating principles, performance
and relative advantages. 24 pages, profusely illustrated. Write for Manual 1061. Price 25c.
"Guide to Jensen High Fidelity Loudspeakers." Complete specifications and detailed descriptive information on all Jensen high fidelity loudspeakers and accessories. 24 pages. Send for
Brochure 1021. Price 25e.

www.americanradiohistory.com

WI Fidelity Loudspeaker Line
rom this new complete range

of types and sizes.

...All with Traditional Jensen Quality
COAX IAL
2

-WAY SYSTEMS

completely independent ( but
carefully coordinated) speakers, each with
its own magnetic system, voice coil and
one, the true two -way system spans the
frequency range to obvious advantage in
smoothness and extent, cleanness, low disortion and uniformity of angular disBy using two

person.
Coaxial mounting makes them a convenient unitary package. Please note that we
it Jensen use the term "coaxial" only in
referring to a speaker with two completely
ndepenclent systems.
Lowest in cost in the Jensen coaxial family
is this fine group of speakers employing
'cone" type direct radiator units for both
tweeter and woofer. Available in 3, 12 and
15 -inch models, they provide a maximum
if value in true two -way system speakers.
K -80.
Coaxial, 8 -in. Net $16.75
K -210.
Coaxial, 12 -in. Net $27.50
K -31 0A. Coaxial, 15-in. Net $39.75
:

TRIAXIAL* & TRIAX'
3 -WAY SYSTEMS

The highest type of performance in the
coaxial two-way loudspeaker is attained by

the use of

a

compression -driver horn -

loaded tweeter for the high end. When
properly designed, there results an outstanding clarity, realism and instrumental
separation not achieved by lesser designs.
By adopting the expensive "thru bore" construction, the tweeter horn can be made
long enough to operate at the lowest practicable crossover frequency, a very desirable feature for the very best sound.
In this manner, the very popular Jensen
I-I-222 and H -520 give you the "tops" in
fine coaxial performance. Crossover is at
2000 cycles. Though many will see no
need to, you can step -up performance to
full three-way with KTX -1 Range -Extender Supertweeter Kit.
H -222.
H -520.

Coaxial, 12 -in. Net $62.50
Coaxial, 15 -in. Net. $79.50

en e n

The true three -way speaker system divides
the range in three parts with three electrically and acoustically distinct and independent elements, each designed to perform near -ideally in its portion of the
range.
The famous G -610A TRIAXIAL was the
first (and until our new G -600), the only
speaker made in accordance with this concept! It employs a heavy woofer and two
compression driver horn -loaded elements
for m -f, and h -f channels. (The woofer
cone acts as the final section of the m -f
horn.) Its performance is so outstanding
that it easily rates as the world's most
wanted hi -fi speaker.
Now, for those who would like a G -610A,
but are dissuaded by the price tag, Jensen
announces the new lighter, less expensive
G -600 TRIAX with similarly outstanding
features and performance.
G -610A. Triaxial, 15 ". Net $252.75
G -600. Triax,
15 ". Net $1 29.50

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

6601 South Laramie Ave., Chicago 38, Illinois

' T. M. Reg.

Division

at

Tho

Muter Co.

1,

Canada, Copper Wiro Producle, lid., Toronto
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You can obtain superb fidelity -with a new 0.7 mil radius Diamond
stylus
one gram tracking force!
You can completely avoid accidental scratching of your records
and practically eliminate record and stylus wear!
You don't have to worry about groove lumping or leveling turntables!
You obtain the silk- smooth action of a fully jeweled bearing
movement!
You obtain the low distortion of a dynamic pickup with the ruggedness
and convenience of a magnetic pickup!

-

-at
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The exceptional performance and remarkable features of this revolutionary new

Shure Studio Dynetic cartridge and arm assembly are reflected in the data shown below.
GRAM TRACKING -0.7 MIL RADIUS NEEDLE
The new Studio Dynetic tracks at only 1 gram! This is 1/6 of
the usual tracking force
makes it possible to use the new
0.7 mil radius diamond tip needle, compared to the usual 1 mil
radius -which affords a remarkable improvement in fidelity
over conventional high fidelity reproducers. The I gram force
also means that the record will not scratch if you accidentally
slide the arm across it. Your mint LP's stay that way
no
matter how often you play them.
1

-It

...

BALANCED DESIGN

The Studio Dynetic Phono Reproducer is fully balanced about
a ruby pivot on its vertical axis. This means that there is equal
mass on both sides of the pivot. The cartridge is mounted on a
low -mass beam provided with two sleeve -and -cap ruby bearings
of amazing strength and negligible friction -with counter balance
adjustment of 1 -2 grams. When something causes vibration
be it motor board rumble or heavy -footed people walking bythe balanced design causes the vibration in the front part of the

-

arm to be compensated for in the back, thus cancelling it out!
Balanced design, combined with low mass cartridge mount,
means that the Studio Dynetic at 1 gram is far more stable
than most high fidelity reproducers at 4 -6 grams.

BALANCED DESIGN AND THE LAW OF GRAVITY
When you use the Studio Dynetic, you don't have to worry
about leveling your turntable. Balanced design compensates for
the law of gravity, and keeps the stylus perfectly in position,
even if you tilt the motor board while the record is playing. Yes,
and you also get fine reproduction from your warped records.
PERFECT FIDELITY WITH PERFECT CONVENIENCE
The Studio Dynetic phono reproducer was designed with your

convenience in mind. Exclusive push -button groove selector
helps you find the desired groove on the record avoids the
possibility of damage! The stylus can easily.be replaced by the
user. Adequate output eliminates the need for transformers
will provide full volume from your present high fidelity equipment.

-

-

WHY HAVEN'T WE SAID ANYTHING ABOUT FREQUENCY RANGE?
Because we felt these other features -being unique to the Studio Dynetic -had more interest. If we didn't have these unique
features to talk about, we could still talk about the exceptional performance of the Studio Dynetic. The Studio Dynetic has a
Laboratory Verifiable frequency range from 20 to 20,000 cycles per second, plus or minus 2 db, with measurable response to 30,000
cycles! Its straight line shape reduces arm resonance to an absolute minimum; and its Dynamic Damping eliminates "boom," low
frequency rumble, and motor noise. Its "groove oriented" stylus gives an optimum tracking condition. Its high vertical compliance
and low needle -tip mass practically eliminate "needle talk ". For truly high fidelity performance the Studio Dynetic is your best buy.
For reprints of Informative pub//shed articles, write to attention of the Sales Department.
See your hi -fi dealer for e demonstration of this amazing unit.

.-rj
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Tested it, Ihe Home
Equipment reports appearing in this section are prepared by members of HIGH FIDELITY'S staff, on the basis of eatial use in
confunctiou with a home music system, and the resulting evaluations of equipment are expressed as the opinions of the reviewer
only. Reports are usually restricted to items of general interest, and no attempt is made to report on items that are obviously
not designed for high -fidelity applications. Each report is sent to the manufacturer before publication; be is free to correct
the specifications paragraph. to add a continent di the end of the report, or to request that it be de/erred (pending changes
in his product), or not be published. He may not, however, change the report. Failure of a new product to appear in TITH may mean
either thai ii has not been submitted for review, or that is was submitted and was found to be unsatisfactory. These reports ruay
not be quoted or reproduced, in part or in whole, for any purpose whatsoever, without written permission from the publisher.

Stentorian Speakers
(furnished by manufacturer): 15 -in. CONCENTRIC
ronge: 20 to 20,000 cycles. Power rating: 25
watts program. Cone resonance: 35 cps. Impedance: 15 ohms.
Magnet weight: 16 Ib. Flux density: woofer, 14,000 Gauss; tweeter,
17,000 Gauss. Crossover network: 1,500 cps, integral with speaker.
12 -in. CONCENTRIC DUPLEX -Frequency range: 20 to 20,000 cps.
Power rating: 15 watts program. Cone resonance: 35 cps. Impedance:
15 ohms.
Magnet weight: 111/2 lb. Flux density: woofer, 14,000
Gauss; tweeter, 17,000 Gauss. Crossover network: 1,500 cps, -ntegral
with speaker. HF -1514 15 -in. WOOFER
Frequency range: 25 to
40,000 cps. Power rating: 25 watts program. Cone resonance: 35
cps. Impedance: 15 ohms, Magnet weight: 10 lb. Flux density: 14,003
Gauss. HF -1214 12 -in. WIDE RANGE SPEAKER
Frequency range: 25
to 14,000 cps. Power rating: 15 watts program. Cone resonance:
39 cps. Impedance: 15 ohms. Magnet weight: 5t /2 Ib. Flux density:
14,000 Gauss. T -816 8 -in. CONE TWEETER
Frequency range: 1,500
to 17,000 cps. Power rating: 15 watts program above 1,500 cps.
Impedance: 15 ohms. Magnet weight: 31/2 lb. Flux density: 16,003
Gauss. Crossover units: two -way 16-ohm networks for 12 db /octave

Two distinctly different types of loudspeaker sound are
represented by these stentorian speakers from Whiteley Elec-

SPECIFICATIONS
DUPLEX

- Frequency

-

Stentorian's r 5-inch HF151.4 woofer bas a rater!
35-cycle aine resonance.

-

-

crossover @ 500, 1,500, or 3,000 cps. Prices: 15 -in. Duplex, 5159.50;
12-in. Duplex,
$119.00; HF -1214 Extended -Range Speaker, $49.50;
T -816,
$29.50; Crossover Networks, 513.95 for 500- and 1,500-cps

The HF-1214 (left) and the

12 -inch

Duplex.

units; 59.95 for 3,000 -cps unit. Constant. impedance flush -mount
stepped tweeter level control, for 4, 8, or 15 ohms, $6.95. DISTRIBUTOR: Barker Sales Co., 996 -8 Edgewater Ave., Ridgefield, N. J.

trical Radio Company, in Great Britain. The Duplex speakers,
both of which are true two-way coaxials, incorporate horn type compression tweeters that produce a "forward" type of
sound. The wide-range units and the cone tweeter provide
more distant, spacious sound for the person who prefers a
"row M" listening location.
With the exception of the cone tweeter, all these speakers
are structurally similar, with a die -cast metal frame, proportionally heavy magnet, cambric cone, and the familiar
"black patch" mid -range stabilizers that make Stentorians immediately recognizable on sight. The 15 -inch woofer and
the Duplex speakers are drilled to conform to the U. S.
standard for loudspeaker mounting centers, and ali units have
adjustable center spiders, enabling the cone to be recentered if
necessary without ungluing the spider. This is a very handy
arrangement.
Evidently, these speakers were designed for use in bass reflex or horn -type enclosures, since they seem to perform best
when so housed. The I5 -inch woofer, in a large, carefully
adjusted reflex enclosure, seemed audibly smooch down to
around 40 cycles, slid off gradually to 35 cycics, and was

SEPTEMBER 1957
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virtually out by 32. Some doubling was detected below 50
Response was smooth up to around 800 cycles, where
there was a gradual dip to 1,000 and then a slow rise to
a mild peak at 2,000 cycles, wich cutoff occurring fairly sharply
above 3,000 cycles. On music, the I5 -inch woofer produced
remarkably full, deep bass, with a crisp rather than lush

cycles.

The T-8r6 is an R -inch
molded paper cone tweeter for operation in the
range above 1,500 cycles.

-

character. Bass transients were well reproduced
surprisingly
so, in fact, considering the weight of this cone. The middle
range, also, was reproduced cleanly and with good definition.
The 15 -inch Duplex speaker, with its horn- loaded tweeter
and built -in crossover network, produced somewhat fuller
bass than the woofer alone, but did not have quite as good
bass definition. Its ear -measured response was similar to that
of the woofer up to around 600 cycles, where it showed a
slight peak, and than continued flat to around 1,500 cycles.
Then there was a fairly abrupt rise centered around 3,000
cycles, a slow tapering off to 5,000, and then essentially flat
response to a little beyond 9,000 cycles, with rapid rolloff
above that. Its over -all sound is full and bright, managing
to produce rather "showy" sound without the metallic brilliance of some coaxials.
The I 2-inch Duplex has much the same forward sound as
the 15, with the main difference being at the low end. Low frequency definition is somewhat superior in the 15 -inch

in an existing enclosure (in its own isolated compartment,
to minimize back pressures from the woofer enclosure), or
already mounted in a compact polished mahogany cabinet
that can simply be set on top of the woofer enclosure. Stentorian also makes available a constant- impedance balancing
control, that can be inserted between the crossover network
and the tweeter.
The crossover networks themselves (see Specifications) are
full -section 12 db /octave networks that can be used with
any 16 -ohm speakers. Measured response of the 1,500 -cycle
network that was sent to us for testing indicated a high degree
of crossover accuracy and freedom from transient disturbances
(ringing). The woofer circuit introduced a measured 2 ohms
of DC resistance in series with the woofer, so one of the
effects of the crossover is to produce an audible increase in
low bass response, with a corresponding loss of woofer
damping.
J.G.H.

-

MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: Since these Stentorian speakers were
submitted for Testing in the Home, the Concentric Duplex 15 -inch
speaker's crossover frequency has been changed to 3,000 cycles,
resulting in improved linearity of frequency response. We would
like to point out that the reasons for the unusually good bass and
transient responses mentioned are the patented Stentorian cambric
cones and the large "Alcomax" magnets which give maximum flux
densities in the voice coil gaps of all Stentorian speakers.

ESL Dust Bug
(furnished by manufacturer): an automatic continuous
record-cleaning brush for microgroove and standard discs. Price:
$5.75. MANUFACTURER: Electro -Sonic Laboratories, Inc., 35-54 36th
St., Long Island City 6, N. Y.
DESCRIPTION

The ESL Dust Bug (macle in England) is a triple threat
device. At the end of an 8 -inch plastic arm is a small brush,
about 1/8 inch in diameter. This rides in the record grooves.
cleaning them and guiding the arm across the record surface.
Behind this brush is another, which looks like a cross section
of a large brown, fuzzy caterpillar. This roller -brush is
344-inch in diameter and alt -inch wide. These are two of the
threats to dust; the third is an anti- static liquid which one
applies co the two brushes.
The Dust Bug arm sits on a plastic post and pillar; the
pillar attaches to the turntable hase with a suction cup, and

The Dust Bug cleans discs and kills static.

-

A crossover

unit, but its

network and attenuato,' control.

bass range and fullness are nor, of course, as
impressive as that from the Duplex 15.
My personal preference among these Stentorian is the
HE -1214 extended-range speaker. As a lower-priced speaker,
this does not measure out as well as do the Duplex units,
either at the high or low ends; but its sound is sweet, very
well balanced, and remarkably lacking in coloration of any
kind. Despite its relatively modest frequency range specification, this speaker is capable of reproducing musical timbres
with convincing realism. If you feel the need of more brilliance or wider range, the T -816 tweeter and a 1,500 -cycle
crossover can be added at little additional cost.
The T-816 is available either unmounted, for installation

from it extends the post-height is adjustable
with a
little ball for a bearing. On this, the arm rests and swivels.
'l'he arm is long enough to work with up to 16 -inch discs.
The Dust Bug is simple and effective. It removes an
amount of dust that may astonish those who have not
used a brush -type device before. In general, a device which
operates on the record while it plays is to be preferred in
locations where dust settles fairly rapidly; a lot can accumulate
in half an hour. The anti -static solution may be used or nor;
we suspect many will not use it, simply because it's one of
those little chores that most of us neglect. -C.F.
MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: The Dust Bug anti -static solution is an
electrical conductor and has lubricating properties. In operation,
the plush pad on the Dust Bug spreads a thin film of this solution
over the disc surface, rendetiug the disc electrically conductive and
thus carrying away the static charge that develops because of fric.
tion between the stylus and the groove. This not only eliminates
static discharge "pops" in the system, but also prevents the attrac-

IIO

Continued on page
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Green Dot Controls
22 Watts Undistorted

Power Output

Position Record

5

Equalizer
Tape, Tuner and
TV

Inputs

Handsome Styling

Matches all Scott Tuners
Separate Rumble Filter
Separate Scratch Filter

VolumeLoudness Switch
Separate
oudness Control

I

2

Magnetic Inputs With

Selector Switch

On

Front

NARTB Tape Playback

Compensation
Separate Tape Output
For Recording
Separate Tape Output
For Monitoring

Separate Bass and
Treble Tone Controls

Accessory AC Outlet

Output Connections For
Any Speaker Impedance

Frequency Response

Flat 20cps to 30I;c.
Harmonic Distortion
Less Than 0.8%

First -Order Difference

-

Tone Intermodulation

Distortion Less
Than 0.8%

Reasons why the

H H Scott `99' Complete

Amplifier is your BEST B UY ut
All

There are hundreds of reasons for buying H. H. Scott
components. They're easy to install, easy to connect and
easy to play. They're packed with years ahead features that
defy obsolescence. They're backed by award- tvituting
listen to
engineering. Prove Scott superiority for yourself
H. H. Scott amplifiers, tuners and turntables at your
nearest high fidelity dealer.
.

H. H.

.

Scott, Inc., 385 Putnam Avenue, Cambridge, Mass.

Export Dept.: Telesco International Corp,

36 West 40th St., N, Y. 17, N. Y,

R,ub me )our neu, catalog 11F -.' showing the complete H. H. Scott
1957, including que,tion and anju'er section explaining hi -%i.

lie

for

Address

Hum Level: 80db below

Full Output

9995

porn ,ligb,ly 1 ighrr w,,t

Easy To Connect

Beautiful Accessory
of Roekk

.

Mahogany Case
Compact,
Only 151/2"x5 "x121/2"
Easy to Panel Mount

OUT OF
SPACE!
FOR 67
MORE
REASONS
SEE YOUR
DEALER

Completely Fused To

Protect Amplifier
Crystal Input With

Compensation.
Heavy Duty.

Conservatively Designed
Power Transformer
Only The Best Parts
Used -Mica -Filled Tube

or write for
H. H. Scott's

Name

City

Separate Level Control
To Match Any Cartridge

free catalog.

State .......................

Sockets, PlasticSealed
Condensers
Self -Balancing
Phase Inverter
Clean Symmetrical
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Clipping

TESTED IN THE HOME
Continued from page Ito
tion that draws and holds dust particles to the disc. Thus the dust
may easily be removed by the brushes on the Dust Bug.
One component of the anti -static solution is ethylene glycol, which
reduces the friction between the stylus and groove. This reduces
surface noise, record and stylus wear, and generation of static

electricity.

Unless the anti -static fluid is used, the Dust Bug is merely a
cleverly- designed record brush, and its described benefits cannot
be obtained.

Fisher Model 500 FM -AM Receiver and
FM -90X FM Tuner

-

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): MODEL 500 RECEIVER
an FM -AM tuner, preamplifier -control unit, and power amplifier
all on one chassis. Inputs: four; for magnetic phono pickup, tape
playback head, and two high -level circuits (Aux I and Aux 2).
Controls: selector switch with illuminated position indicator (For AM,
FM,) Phono (AES, RIAA, LP, NAB equalization choices), Tape, Aux
1, and Aux 2; concentric volume and four -position loudness contour
controls; concentric bass ( ±15 db, 50 cps) and treble (±15 db,
10,000 cps) tone controls; AC power on -off switch; and tuning
knob with associated signal strength tuning meter. Screw- driver
adjustment for meter is on top of chassis. Outputs: tape recorder and
FM multiplex outputs, unaffected by volume, loudness, and tone
controls; 4, 8, and 16 -ohm outputs to loudspeaker. Switched AC
outlet on back chassis apron. Power amplifier: 30 watts; 60 watts
peak. Tubes: 6BC8, 6U8, 2 -6BA6, 6BE6, 2 -6AU6, 3- 12AX7, 2 -EL37,
5V4GA, 6X4, 2 -1N542 germanium diodes. Dimensions: 133/a in. wide
by 133/a deep by 6$é high. Price: $249.50; mahogany or blonde
an FM -only tuner designed
cabinet, 519.95 extra. FM -90X TUNER
for maximum quality and sensitivity. Controls: on front panel, combined AC power and interstation noise muting control, and tuning
knob with associated signal strength tuning meter and center-of- channel
meter. Output level control on back chassis apron; screw -driver adjustments for both meters on top of chassis. Outputs: main output and
paralleled output for tape recorder; FM multiplex output. Sensitivity:
full limiting on
uy input. Tubes: V50.064, 6BK7A, 3 -6BH6, 6AM8,
12AX7, 6X4, 2 -IN295 and 2- IN542 germanium diodes. Dimensions:
133,43 in. wide by 83/a deep by bye high. Price: $169.50; mahogany or
blonde cabinet, 517.95 extra. MANUFACTURER: Fisher Radio Corp.,
21 -25 44th Dr., Long Island City, N. Y.

our an intervening preamplifier. Standard NARTB playback
equalization is provided, and this circuit is useful for the
second channel when you convert your tape machine for
stereo playback, or if you buy a monaural tape deck without
a playback preamplifier. The signal input is for a magnetic
phono pickup; this occupies four positions on the selector
switch, with different equalization in each position: AES,
RIAA, LP, and NAB. Although RIAA is supposed to be
standard for all modern records, you'll probably find the
extra positions useful even if you don't own any pre -1954
discs.

Just above the selector switch is a dial on which the four
input channels, together with the FM and AM sources, are
lettered. A little red light goes on next to the source to
which you have the selector switch turned, so that you can't
possibly get lost. There is also a connector on the back of the
500 that furnishes a signal to feed to a cape recorder. This
output is controlled by the tuning knob and the selector
switch, of course, but not by the other controls on the 500.
You can adjust the sound from your loudspeaker without
affecting a recording you may be making.
Next in line is the volume control and, concentric with
it, a loudness compensation switch. This switch has an off
position and three positions in which progressively more
bass and treble boost is added as the volume control is turned
down. At maximum position of the volume control, no boost
is added in any position of the switch; but at low volume settings, boost is supplied in varying degree according to the

-

1

These Fisher units really represent two distinct approaches
to high fidelity system design. The 500 incorporates on a
single chassis a fine FM -AM tuner, a good preamp- equalizercontrol unir, and an excellent 30 -wau amplifier: all you need
for a complete hi -fi system. as a matter of fact, excepting a
record player and loudspeaker. It provides for about as compact and simplified a system as anyone could wish, with a
minimum sacrifice of control flexibility. The FM -90X, on the
other hand, is intended for the most elaborate separate -component -type system, with no compromises at all; it is Fisher's
finest.
The FM section of the 500 is basically the same circuir that
has won unqualified praise from thousands of users during
past years, with an important change
wide -band detector
section. This makes the circuit even better able to reject noise
and interference from strong adjacent stations than it used
to be. It is extremely sensitive, selective, drift -free, and altogether satisfactory. The AM section is sensitive and seems ro
have a fairly wide bandwidth. Such a combination of characteristics makes for poor reception in AM fringe areas, because it is designed to provide good quality from the strong
AM signals that are to be found in most places.
There are also four input circuits in the 500 for external
sources. Two are "high - level" inputs
is, they can be
used for the output from a crystal or ceramic cartridge, a
TV sound tuner, or a tape playback amplifier. Any two of
these can be connected permanently to the receiver and controlled by its selector switch; the switch positions are "Aux
1" and "Aux 2 ". Another of the input circuits, marked
"Tape," is for direct connection of a tape playback head with-

-a

-that

1

The Fisher 500 combination inner-amplifier.
switch position. Maximum possible boost on our test receiver was about 15 db at 50 cps and 9 db at 10,000 cps.
This is relatively mild and, in my opinion, audibly agreeable
loudness compensation.
At the center of the front panel are concentric bass and
treble tone controls. These are of the variable -crossover negative- feedback variety, about average in operating range. According to my measurements, response from 20 to 20,000
cps was within ±2 db in the indicated flat positions of the
controls.
To the right of the tone controls is the AC power switch.
At the extreme right is the tuning knob for both FM and
AM sections. Above this is a tuning meter effective on both
sections. It should be noted that a finely- calibrated logging
scale is included on the tuning dial, and that built-in FM and
AM antennas arc supplied for locations in which they can be

-

used.

The power amplifier of the 500 is good
surprisingly
good, in fact. It has no trace of instability at either frequency extreme; it is powerful enough for virtually any
installation; and the sound is excellent. I measured less
than
IM distortion at 10 watts from input to output,
watt. By itself the amplifier could
and less than 0.1!. at
1

I2

1

Continued on page 114
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about' Wigo speakers?

plenty

....their

exclusive

"CLIMATE -PROOFCONSTANT RESPONSE
voice coil and cone suspension"

to this 12" extended
range Wigo ($59.50)

...

J
you can add cone tweeter

array ($20.00)

-or buy

the complete two-way
system initially ($79.50)

that the Wigo way is a

Prices slightly higher West of Rockies

wonderful way for your hi -fi
system to grow up! It lets you
enjoy the best quality now
... and all the quality you'd ever
want in the future! It's
worth listening to a Wigo!
Write for catalog.

25 to
18,000 cgs.

expand further with other Wigo additions ...

wonderful

assures you of constantly
fine sound quality ... whether
you're in Maine or Florida!
Cast aluminum frame and
hyperbolic cone design mark the
Wigo as a premium quality
speaker. All this ... plus the fact

8" mid -range

Wigo

iG

16"

super-woofer

speakers

United Audio Products (Div. of United Optical Mfg. Corp.), 202 East 19th Street, New York 3, N. Y.
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plete with diamond stylus assembly. MANUFACTURER: Shure Brothers,
Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, III.

TESTED IN THE HOME
Continued from page 112
be recommended highly, and this is true also of the tuning
and preamp-control sections. The 500 is ideal for any installation requiring a combination of quality and compactness.

Frankly designed for the man who wants maximum possible
performance, the FM -90X tuner utilizes a special -purpose
ultra -quality low -noise input tube (called the '"gold cascode" ).
Since FM tuners have long had gain to spare, the only practical way of increasing usable sensitivity is by reducing the
input- circuit noise. This permits even lower input signals to
override the noise: hence the gold cascode tube.
Other de luxe features of the FM -90X (and the FM -90) are
antenna input circuits for hoch 72 -ohm and 300 -ohm antenna
systems; four IF amplifier stages (usual number: two or
three); dual dynamic limiters, and the new Fisher wide-

The FM -90 "golden cascode" FM tuner

rsrtit,

Although we don't know of any large-scale experimental
work on the subject, some recent studies indicate that a
cartridge capable of tracking at a force between l and 2
grams should wear records and styli substantially less than
one operating at several times this force. Moreover, such
a cartridge- should be inherently easier to design with extended peak -free response.
But the very high compliance and low moving mass that
are necessary for successful tracking at 2 grams or so inevitably
impose more severe requirements on arm performance. Significantly, most cartridges designed for extremely low tracking
force are purposely made to he usable only in companion
arms; in other words, engineers are finding it not only
desirable but necessary to design the arm and cartridge as a
single unit. The Shure Dynetic is the latest of these, and
a real beauty it is.
Not only is the Dynetic's performance outstanding, but
its appearance is neat and it has a hand -built quality. The
long tapered- channel arm body clamps rigidly, at the desired
height, to the vertical jewel- bearing pivot assembly. This
is designed for absolutely minimum friction, without viscous
grease -damping. Damping is supplied by a chromed counterweight that is attached to the rear extension of the arm by
a leaf spring, flexible laterally. The spring is embedded in
a gelatinous plastic. Thus, sidewise motion of the arm is
impeded only at the sub -bass resonance frequency, and the
arm is left free to follow grooves of off -center records without
resistance.
The arm itself is not free co move vertically. The cartridge
shell is mounted on a smaller arm that fits within the main
arm, and which is nivoted on a pair of jewel bearings located
about an inch from the front end of the main arm. Back
of the pivot, the inner arm is threaded for a knurled nut
that acts as an adjustable counterweight for the cartridge.
Its range of adjustment is from
to 2 grams stylus force.
Still farther back a plastic button projects upward through
the main arm; depressing this button forces down another
leaf spring that, in turn, pushes clown the back end of the
inner arm lever and raises the cartridge in front, lifting the
stylus above record -playing level. To pur the arm in operation you simply push down on this button with one finger,
move the arm laterally to the desired position, and release
the button.
This arrangement has several advantages. It reduces the
effective vertical mass to about the lowest practical amount,
thus minimizing groove-gouging on a warped record. You
can't drop the weight of the whole arm on the record, so a
potential source of damage to the record, stylus, or cartridge
is eliminated. As a matter of fact, it is virtually impossible
to scratch a record or chip a stylus with this assembly. The
arm can be moved back and forth across the record, when
the stylus is in playing position, without visible or audible
damage. There is one disadvantage also: it is difficult to
release or depress the cartridge -lift button without some
sidewise movement. While this does no physical harm, the
resulting roar from the loudspeaker may represent a mental
hazard for anyone not expecting it.
The stylus itself is mounted at the end of a light cantilever
bar about I/4 in. long. At the other end of the cantilever,
and on the opposite side, is attached the end of a miniature
magnet, square in cross section, and about Ya in. long. This
magnet is inserted into a square hole in a pliant plastic material inside the cartridge. When in position the magnet is
situated between two coils. Movement of :he stylus rotates the
magnet bar, which produces an electrical output from the coils.
The stylus /magnet assembly can be removed and replaced
easily without tools, and the cartridge as a whole simply plugs
1

band detector, for maximum suppression of noise and interference; FM multiplex and tape recorder outputs, as well
as the main output; a silvered RF section shield; and two
tuning meters, one indicating relative signal strength and
another a center -of- channel indicator for the detector section.
On the front panel, on the same shaft as the AC power
switch, there is a continuously- variable muting control, which
can be adjusted to remove the typical rushing noise between
stations. Such controls can also remove extremely weak stations, unfortunately, so the variable feature is desirable. There
is no front -panel volume control, but there is an output level set control on the rear chassis apron. That also makes good
sense; why duplicate the volume and /or loudness -control
functions of the preamp -control unit with which the FM -90
tuners would certainly be used?
The FM -90X performed brilliantly in every test I was able
to give it. In sensitivity and rejection of noise and interference
it is superb, and the audio quality is seemingly limited only
by the FM station. In short, it is likely to please buyers who
are willing to pay a premium for the satisfaction of getting
premium service. -R.A.

Shure Dynetic Arm and Cartridge
SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): an integrated magnetic
pickup cartridge and arm assembly. Arm length: 11 in, from stylus
to rear pivot. Offset angle: 17 °. Arm damping: by means of a
counterweight on a leaf spring; with spring embedded in flexible

plastic block. Arm balanced around vertical pivot. Cartridge: moving magnet, with stylus /magnet assembly easily removable for replacement or inspection. Effective stylus mass: 11/2 milligrams. Compliance: 7 x 10 "" cm /dyne. Response: proportional to velocity throughout audio range when properly loaded. Recommended load: 10,000
ohms. Tracking force:
to 2 grams, adjustable. Price: $79.50, corn1
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Sonotone announces a true
coaxial speaker system for only $79.50
Top view

True 2- speaker

coaxial...

2 separate drivers...inductor- capacitor dividing
network...full frequency

Speakers radiate directly
for wide dispersion, true

"presence"

range

"Rectilinear"

vent enperformance normally found
only in larger cabinets

Hand- ubbed cabinet In
choice of 3 fine finishes

ab esl low- frequency

...convenient size

The Sonotone "110"
Loudspeaker System

BIGGEST HIGH -FIDELITY VALUE IN YEARS
Count on Sonotone to bring you all these big- cabinet
features at a price you can easily afford. After all,
Sonotone's been up to its ears in acoustical research

The Sonotone "110' Loudspeaker System
Speaker
CA -12 12 -inch coaxial
Power handling capacity
10 watts
Frequency range
40. 14,000 cycles
Resonant frequency
50 cycles
Crossover frequency
, 2000 cycles
Impedance
15 ohms
Flux density
12,000 gauss
.

.

for 30 years!

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

The "110" speaker system is ideal for any home use.
It's styled to fit any decorating scheme. It can he
placed anywhere in the room. And if you're thinking
of two -system stereo, two "110" systems are exactly
right in size and price!

Cabinet: 30" x 14" x 20 ". Available in mahogany, blond or
walnut hand -rubbed finish on birch.
Shipped with CA -12 installed. Shipping wt.: Approx. 50 lbs.
Price: $79.50
Slightly higher in the West

Ask to hear the "110" at your dealer's!

-Or for full information, send coupon
NAME

Electronic Applications Division

o
ADDRESS

SONOTONEI,CORPORATION

Dept. LH -97, ELMSFORD, N. Y.

CITY

ZONE

STATE
LM-a7
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TESTED IN THE HOME
Continued from page 114
into the inner arm assembly. Lateral and vertical compliance of
the stylus are both very high, and the mass very low. Electrical
output of the cartridge is lower chan average, but not so

low that an input transformer is required. Magnetic attraction
to the turntable is negligible, and so is the cartridge's sen sitivity to hum pickup.
The arm rest is simply a post with a base, matching in
design the vertical pivot assembly. There is a magnet
mounted within the main arm that holds it against the post
firmly. Incidentally, both the pivot base and armrest base
illustrate well the consideration given the customer's point
of view in development of this arm. Both bases are screwed

of two, for high -impedance microphone and high -level bridging input.
Controls: motor start -stop switch; power on -off switch; record and
playback volume; play -record switch; meter selector switch on VU
Magnemite. Output: 5 volts @ 50,000 ohms, to external amplifier
or monitor headphones. Battery life: 100 operating hours. Tape speed
adjustment: ± 10%. Erasure: optional permanent magnet. Weight:
12 lb. for standard magnemite; 17 Ib. for VII magnemite. Tubes:
1AF4, 1L4. Dimensions: 11 in. wide by 8 high by 5 deep for
0.94 and 1.875 ips models; 11 in. wide by 10 high by 7 deep for
all other models. Prices: $225 to $455, depending on speed and moni.
toring facilities. MANUFACTURER: Amplifier Corporation of America,
398 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

3-

any phonograph manufacturer, at the present state of the
high fidelity art, were to advertise as "high -fidelity" a phono
player as small and as light as the ACA Magnemite recorder,
he would certainly provoke a good many chuckles at his

If

expense. Informed hi -fi enthusiasts know that a phonograph may be easily portable or it may be high -fidelity, but it
isn't likely to be both at once.
A tape recorder, however, sited nos be dimensionally
limited, because it doesn't have to include a loudspeaker.
a
All it needs for its primary function recording
transport mechanism, a recording head, and a few light -duty
tubes with their associated power supply. If we use a spring
motor, miniature tubes, a battery pack for the power supply,
and a lot of good engineering, we have something like the
Magnemite, which is not only high- fidelity and very portable,
but is also completely self- powered. This combination of virtues adds up to a tape machine that can record where others

-

-are

cannot, because it is totally independent of external power
sources and is sufficiently portable to carry around like a
camera.

The Magnemite's amplifier has switching facilities enabling
tapes as well as record. A single
high -impedance output receptacle can feed a set of headphones ( for monitoring or listening to playbacks ), or an
external amplifier ( for loudspeaker listening or for copying
to another cape or disc). The VOLUME control is effective
when recording or playing, and volume level readings arc
indicated by a neon bulb on the standard model Magnemites.
The VU Magnemites are equipped with a VU record /playback
level meter, and a selector switch with which the meter can be
set to read "A" or "B" battery condition. Since low current
consumption is essential for long battery life, the Magnemite is
not equipped for erasure. Recorded tapes must be bulk -erased
beforehand. Alternatively, a permanent -magnet erase head
(available on special order) can be installed, although this
will result in a 4 db higher hiss level.
The battery pack is comprised of an ordinary 90 -volt
miniature -radio "B" battery and two standard flashlight -size
"A" batteries. Rated life of the pack is 100 recording hours.
Powering the tape transport mechanism is a double section helical spring motor, which is geared down to drive
a large capstan and a balanced flyball speed governor. The
latter maintains constant tape speed throughout the spring's

it to play back its own

The Shure Dyuetic tracks at

r 10 a grams.

directly to the turntable mounting board: but each base is
supplied with a black lacquered disc that fits over the post
and conceals the mounting screws!
Because the arm is balanced about the vertical pivot,
there is no need for more than nominal care in leveling the
assembly. Except for cases in which there is severe floor
vibration, moreover, a stylus force of I gram is adequate to
prevent groove -skipping. All the jewel bearings are perfectly free without detectable play, which helps to eliminate
mechanical resonances. Stylus talk is almost nonexistent.
The result is a pickup assembly producing sound which, to
my ears, is unsurpassed in clarity, definition, and range: that
is exceptionally gentle to records: and that gives promise
of being sturdy and trouble -free.
The assembly is normally furnished with a 0.7 -mil diamond
stylus, which yields a favorable compromise between the
virtues of 1-mil and 1/2 -mil sizes, and a cartridge with a 3mil stylus is available for use with 7S rpm records. -R.A.

ACA Magnemite

Recorder

SPECIFICATIONS (furnished by manufacturer): a self-contained, self powered portable tape recorder. Speeds: single speed, 15, 7.5, 3.75,
1.875, or 0.94 ips, as ordered. Two, three, and four -speed models also
available. Reel capacity: 5 in. Frequency range: 50 to 15,000 cps
15 ips; 50 to 7,500 cps @ 7.5 ips; 50 to 5,000 cps @ 3.75
ips; 100 to 3,000 cps @ 1.875 ips; 300 to 2,500 cps @ 0.94 ips.
Signal -to -noise ratio: 50 db @ 15 and 7.5 ips, single- track; 47 db @
7.5 ips, half-track; 45 db g. 3.75 and 1.875 ips, half -track; 35 db @
0.94 ips, half -track. Flutter: 0.1% @ 15 and 7.5 ips; 0.15% @ 3.75
ips; 0.2% @ 1.875 ips; 0.25% @ 0.94 ips. Continuous running
time For spring motor: 3 min. @ 15 ips; 6 min. [o) 7.5 ips; 7.5 min.
@ 3.75 ips; 15 min. @ 1.875 ips; 30 min. @ 0.94 ips. Inputs: total

116

running cycle, and actuates a warning light on the front
panel when the spring approaches the end of its wind. This
pilot light actually serves three distinct purposes: it indicates
the need of rewinding, it shows when the tape motion has
reached full speed, and it acts as a pilot light for the
amplifier. When the recorder is first turned on, the lamp
lights. Then when the motor is started, the lamp stays on
until the tape has come up to speed, and then flickers out.
Finally, about a minute before the spring has unwound
sufficiently to reduce the tape speed, the light starts flickering
again as a cue for the operator to start cranking the winding
handle. Rewinding can be accomplished while recording,
and one wind lasts about 6 minutes at 7.5 ips, or 3 minutes at
15 ips.

While the recorder is running, a rubber -tired pinch wheel
clamps the tape against the capstan, and a spring -loaded
Continued on page 718
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Brightest star in the
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hi -fi heavens...

the

CONN

mm®4

3 ®

organ
DIAGRAM OF RHAPSODY VOICE TAB S
AND COUPLERS

The ultimate in music enjoyment comes from the
music you make yourself. On a Conn organ, this
making of music is easy and the results are satisfyingly
beautiful and inspiring.
The Conn Rhapsody here pictured is a fine musical
instrument built to the standards of electronic perfectionism which the hi -fi fan today demands. Two 49note manuals, a 25 -note pedalboard and 27 rocker type control tabs activate the multivoiced tone system,
which includes three built -in high fidelity speakers.
Excitingly styled by Raymond Loewy in African, beige
mahogany or ebony finishes, the Rhapsody console is
only 50" wide, 37%B" high and 26%B" deep.
The price of the Rhapsody is less than $2000. For
this, the perfect complement to your fine high fidelity
system, sec your Conn organ dealer or send the coupon
below. Conn Organ Corporation, Elkhart, Indiana.

PEDAL VOICES

SOLO VOICES

14. Echo Bass

1. Diapason 8

2. Soft Flute

15. SubBess

B

3. Concert Flute

16. Major Boss

B

ACCOMPANIMENT

4. Soft String 8
5. Violin 8

17. Solo to Accomp 8
18. Solo to Accomp 4
19. Open Diapason B
20. Accomp Flute

6. English Horn 8
7. Oboe 8
SOLO COUPLERS
8. Accomp to Solo

9. Unison

16

Off

10. Solo 4
11. Solo 2 -2/3

12. Solo 2
13. Solo

1

-3/5

21. Flute 8
22. Echo String
23. Callo 8
24. Reed 8
GENERAL

25. Tremolo

B

L

26. Tremolo M
27. Tremolo

F

CONN ORGAN CORPORATION
Elkhart. Indiana
Please send Conn Rhapsody Bulletin 3060.
Please send electronic description of Conn organ tone production.
Please send list of music recently arranged for Conn organ.

Nance

Address

City

State
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The ever-fresh pleasure that

precision- reproduced music
brings can be yours with
a

JBL Signature Extended Range

Loudspeaker. Whether your plans
are most elaborate, or the

beginnings of your high fidelity
system quite modest, one of these
five JBL Signature units will be

just right for your needs

...

the 15" D130, the 12" D131,
the 12" D123, the 8" D208, or 8" D216.
Their highly original, excellent basic design;

solid, rigid parts; and precision assembly
give you music of

a

rare, clean, crystalline

clarity. There is nothing quite like

a

JBL Signature Extended Range Loudspeaker

...

nothing so continuously pleasing for
your adventurous years of extensive

listening. If you will write, we will be happy
to send you

a

free copy of cur

complete catalog.

whatever your plans, you can enjoy the finest...

"JBL" means

JAMES

B.

LANSING SOUND, INC.,

120

3249 casitas avenue, los angeles 39, cali f ornia
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Sonotone announces a true
coaxial speaker system for only $79.50
Top view

II

True 2- speaker coaxial...
2 separate drivers...in-

Speakers radiate directly
for wide dispersion, true
"presence"
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network...full frequency
range
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"Rectilinear" vent enables low -frequency performance normally found
only in larger cabinets
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cabinet In
choice of 3 fine finishes
...convenient size
Hand rubbed

The Sonotone "11O"
Loudspeaker System

BIGGEST HIGH -FIDELITY VALUE IN YEARS
Count on Sonotone to bring you all these big -cabinet
features at a price you can easily afford. After all,
Sonotone's been up to its ears in acoustical research
for 30 years!
The "110" speaker system is id ^al for any home use.
It's styled to fit any decorating scheme. It can he
placed anywhere in the room. And if you're thinking
of two -system stereo, two "110" systems are exactly
right in size and price!
Ask to hear the "110" at your dealer's!

The Sonotone

-110" Loudspeaker System

Speaker
Power handling capacity
Frequency range
Resonant frequency .
Crossover frequency
Impedance
Flux density
.

.

.

.

CA -I2 12 -inch coaxial

10 watts
40- 14,000 cycles
50 cycles
2000 cycles
15 ohms
12,000 gauss

Cabinet: 30" x 14" x 20 ". Available in mahogany, blond or
walnut hand - rubbed finish on birch.
Shipped with CA -I2 installed. Shipping wt.: Approx. 50 lbs.
Price: $79.50
Slightly higher in the West

Or for full information, send coupon
NAME

Electronic Applications Division

ó

yvye

S O N OTO N En' CORPORATION
Dept. LH -97, ELMSFORD, N.V.
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TESTED IN THE HOME
Continued from page 114
into the inner arm assembly. Lateral and vertical compliance of
the stylus are both very high, and the mass very low. Electrical
output of the cartridge is lower than average, but not so
low that an input transformer is required. Magnetic attraction
to the turntable is negligible, and so is the cartridge's sensitivity to hum pickup.
The arm rest is simply a post with a base, matching in
design the vertical pivot assembly. There is a magnet
mounted within the main arm that holds it against the post
firmly. Incidentally, both the pivot base and armrest base
illustrate well the consideration given the customer's point
of view in development of this arm. Both bases are screwed

of two, for high- impedance microphone and high -level bridging input.
Controls: motor start -stop switch; power on -off switch; record and
playback volume; play- record switch; meter selector switch on VU
Magnemite. Output: 5 volts @ 50,000 ohms, to external amplifier
or monitor headphones. Battery life: 100 operating hours. Tape speed
adjustment: ± 10 %. Erasure: optional permanent magnet. Weight:
12 lb. for standard magnemite; 17 lb. for VU magnemite. Tubes:
3
1AF4, 114. Dimensions: 11 in. wide by 8 high by 5 deep for
0.94 and 1.875 ips models; 11 in. wide by 10 high by 7 deep for
all other models. Prices: 5225 to $455, depending on speed and monitoring facilities. MANUFACTURER: Amplifier Corporation of America,
398 Broadway, New York 13, N. Y.

-

If any phonograph manufacturer, at the present state of the
high fidelity arc, were to advertise as "high- fidelity" a phono
player as small and as light as the ACA Magnemire recorder,
he would certainly provoke a good many chuckles at his
expense. Informed hi -fi enthusiasts know that a phonograph may be easily portable or it may be high -fidelity, but it
isn't likely to be both at once.
A tape recorder, however, need not be dimensionally
limited, because is doesn't have to include a loudspeaker.
a
recording
All it needs for its primary function
transport mechanism, a recording head, and a few light-duty
tubes with their associated power supply. If we use a spring
motor, miniature tubes, a battery pack for the power supply,
and a lot of good engineering, we have something like the
Magnemite, which is not only high -fidelity and very portable,
but is also completely self-powered. This combination of virtues adds up to a cape machine that can record where others
cannot, because it is totally independent of external power
sources and is sufficiently portable to carry around like a

-

-are

Camera.

The Magnemite's amplifier has switching facilities enabling
it to play back its own tapes as well as record. A single
high -impedance output receptacle can feed a set of head-

The Share Dynetic tracks al

r

to

2

grams.

directly to the turntable mounting board; but each base is
supplied with a black lacquered disc that fits over the post
and conceals the mounting screws!
Because the arm is balanced about the vertical pivot,
there is no need for more than nominal care in leveling the
assembly. Except for cases in which there is severe floor
vibration, moreover, a stylus force of I gram is adequate to
prevent groove- skipping. All the jewel bearings are perfectly free without detectable play, which helps to eliminate
mechanical resonances. Stylus talk is almost nonexistent.
The result is a pickup assembly producing sound which, to
my ears, is unsurpassed in clarity, definition, and range: that
is exceptionally gentle to records; and that gives promise
of being sturdy and trouble -free.
The assembly is normally furnished with a 0.7 -mil diamond
stylus, which yields a favorable compromise between the
virtues of -mil and I/ -mil sizes, and a cartridge with a 3mil stylus is available for use with 78 rpm records.
R.A.

-

1

ACA Magnemite

Recorder

(furnished by manufacturer): a self-contained, selfpowered portable tape recorder. Speeds: single speed, 15, 7.5, 3.75,
1.875, or 0.94 ips, as ordered. Two, three, and four -speed models also
available. Reel capacity: 5 in. Frequency range: 50 to 15,000 cps
SPECIFICATIONS

@ 15 ips; 50 to 7,500 cps @ 7.5 ips; 50 to 5,000 cps @ 3.75
ips; 100 to 3,000 cps @ 1.875 ips; 300 to 2,500 cps @ 0.94 ips.
Signal -to -noise ratio: 50 db @ 15 and 7.5 ips, single- track; 47 db
7.5 ips, half- track; 45 db @ 3.75 and 1.875 ips, half -track; 35 db @
0.94 ips, half -track. Flutter: 0.1% @ 15 and 7.5 ips; 0.15% @ 3.75
ips; 0.2% @ 1.875 ips; 0.25% @ 0.94 ips. Continuous running
time for spring motor: 3 min. (a1 15 ips; 6 min. @ 7.5 ips; 7.5 min.
@ 3.75 ips; 15 min. @ 1.875 ips; 30 min. @ 0.94 ips. Inputs: total

rx6

phones (for monitoring or listening to playbacks), or an
external amplifier (for loudspeaker listening or for copying
to another tape or disc). The VOLUME control is effective
when recording or playing, and volume level readings are
indicated by a neon bulb on the standard model Magnemices.
The VU Magnemites are equipped with a VU record /playback
level meter, and a selector switch with which the meter can be
set to read "A" or "B" battery condition. Since low current
consumption is essential for long battery life, the Magnemite is
nor equipped for erasure. Recorded tapes must be bulk -erased
beforehand. Alternatively, a permanent- magnet erase head
(available on special order) can be installed, although this
will result in a 4 db higher hiss level.
The battery pack is comprised of an ordinary 90 -volt
miniature -radio "B" battery and two standard flashlight -size
"A" batteries. Rated life of the pack is 100 recording hours.
Powering the tape transport mechanism is a double section helical spring motor, which is geared down to drive
a large capstan and a balanced flyball speed governor. The
latter maintains constant tape speed throughout the spring's
running cycle, and actuates a warning light on the front
panel when the spring approaches the end of its wind. This
pilot light actually serves three distinct purposes: it indicates
the need of rewinding, it shows when the tape motion has
reached full speed, and it acts as a pilot light for the
amplifier. When the recorder is first turned on, the lamp
lights. Then when the motor is started, the lamp stays on
until the rape has come up to speed, and then flickers out.
Finally, about a minute before the spring has unwound
sufficiently to reduce the tape speed, the light starts flickering
again as a cue for the operator to start cranking the winding
handle. Rewinding can be accomplished while recording,
and one wind lasts about 6 minutes at 7.5 ips, or 3 minutes at
15 ips.

While the recorder is running, a rubber -tired pinch wheel
clamps the tape against the capstan, and a spring - loaded

Continued on page rr8
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Brightest star in the
hi -fi heavens...

the

CONN

organ
DIAGRAM OF RHAPSODY VOICE TABS
AND COUPLERS

The ultimate in music enjoyment comes from the
music you make yourself. On a Conn organ, this
making of music is easy and the results are satisfyingly
beautiful and inspiring.
The Conn Rhapsody here pictured is a fine musical
instrument built to the standards of electronic perfectionism which the hi -fi fan today demands. Two 49note manuals, a 25 -note pedalboard and 27 rocker type control tabs activate the multivoiced tone system,
which includes three built -in high fidelity speakers.
Excitingly styled by Raymond Loewy in African, beige
mahogany or ebony finishes, the Rhapsody console is
only 50" wide, 377/8" high and 26%8" deep.
The price of the Rhapsody is less than $2000. For
this, the perfect complement to your fine high fidelity
system, see your Conn organ dealer or send the coupon
below. Conn Organ Corporation, Elkhart, Indiana.

SOLO VOICES

PEDAL VOICES

Diapason 8

14. Echo Boss

2. Soft Flute 8
3. Concert Flute 8

15. Sub-Ban

1.

4. Soft String 8

16. Mojar Boss

ACCOMPANIMENT

5. Violin 8

17. Solo to Accomp B

6, English Horn 8

18. Solo to Accomp 4

7. Oboe 8
SOLO COUPLERS
8. Accomp to Solo 16

9. Unison
10. Solo 4

Off

I. Solo 2 -2/3
12. Solo 2
13, Solo

1

-3/5

19. Open Diapason 8

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Accomp Flute
Flute 8
Echo String 8
Cello 8
Reed 8

GENERAL
25. Tremolo L
26. Tremolo M
27, Tremolo

F

CONN ORGAN CORPORATION
Elkhart, Indiana
Please send Conn Rhapsody Bulletin 3060.
Please send electronic description of Conn organ tone production.
Please send list of music recently arranged for Conn organ.

Name
Address

City

State
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TESTED IN THE HOME
Continued front page

r
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felt pressure pad holds the tape against the record /playback
head. When the tape is to be threaded or rewound, the
pinch wheel may be swung away from the capstan, and this
automatically releases the pressure pad. There are no
high -speed winding facilities, however; a small hand crank
atop the supply reel enables it to be rewound over short
distances, but full rewinding or fast -forward winding is
better carried out by transferring the reels to another tape
deck.
For applications in which speed constancy is important,
the cast -iron doughnut -shaped flywheel can be removed from
its carrying niche inside the recorder cover, and fastened
to the capstan by means of a knurled huh. Since the flywheel
is quite heavy, it could bend or otherwise damage the
capstan if the recorder were severely jarred, so it should
be removed while carrying the Magnemite.
As noted in the specifications, Magnemites arc available
for practically any single speed, or in multi -speed models
for up to four different speeds. Special models are also
obtainable in aluminum weathertight carrying cases or with
fungus -proof tropicalized mechanism, amplifier, and case.
The unit we requested for testing was a 610 -DV VU Magnemite, with a VU meter, single -track 7.5 ips speed, and the
standard two -tone leatherette case.
Frequency response for the 7.5 and 15 ips Magnemites is
specified as conforming to the NART13 secondary and primary
response limits, which leave considerable room for latitude
at the frequency extremes. Our test unit was within its
specified limits, with a playback response that we measured as
± 1.0 db from 100 to 6,000 cycles, and
5 db at 50
and 7,500 cycles. Other specifications were also met, as
far as I could ascertain, including the rather remarkable
figure of 0.1% flutter! Our unit, however, showed a tendency

-

The VU Magnemite self-powered tape recorder.
to create tape burbles, which may have been the result of
misadjustmenc of the supply reel brake.
As might be expected (in view of the battery power
supply), hum from the Magnemite was just about nil, and
amplifier noise was also very low. In these respects, the Magnemite equaled some of the most costly professional rape

recorders.

When recording or playing tapes, the Magnemite should
not be allowed to run down sufficiently to actuate its warning
light, because the making and breaking of the switch contacts creates loud clicking noises that are reproduced along
with the desired program. The best idea is to wind the motor

II$

after every 4 minutes or so of running time (at 7.5 ips), so
that it never winds down enough to light the warning lamp.
Playback quality from our sample Magnemite was very
good. Its record and playback equalization are not the same
as that used in most other recorders, so Magnemite - recorded
tapes must be played on the Magnemite. They may then be
dubbed to another tape or transferred directly to disc.
A catalogue sheet supplied with our Magnemite listed 46
accessories, ranging from microphones to shoulder straps and
a tiny pitch whistle that sounds 440 cycles ( international
musical "A "). You record a tweet from the pitch whistle
onto the tape when recording, and then use it later for
checking playback speed. The instruction booklet for the
610 -DV was clearly written, but not, I felt, sufficiently explicit
about such matters as tape playback compatibility, which was
mentioned earlier in this report.
The Magnemites are, all in all, remarkably good for their
size and weight. They appear to be built to take hard usage,
and their portability alone would be enough to make them
invaluable for many remote recording projects.
am not at
the present time planning a junket to the Himalayas to
record the mating call of the Abominable Snowman, but if I
were, I should certainly make room in my rucksack for a
Magnemite.- J.G.H.
1

Robins Jockey Cloth for Tapes
(furnished by manufacturer): a silicon- impregnated
cloth for lubricating, cleaning, and reconditioning magnetic recording tape. Price: $1.00, package of 3 in polyethylene bag, MANUFACTURER: Robins Industries Corp., 214 -26 Forty -first Avenue, Bayside
DESCRIPTION

61, N. Y.
I have spent many idle hours speculating about these Jockey
Cloths, but I still fail to see why they are called Jockey
Cloths. Maybe track cloths, or crate cloths, but I reely
can't gauss what prompted the name "Jockey." Perhaps the
manufacturer can set my mind at peace about this.
Seriously, though, this is a clever idea. Most modern
recording tapes are already lubricated sufficiently to prevent
squealing or rapid head abrasion, but many tape recordists
own old tapes that were never properly lubricated or that
have dried out sufficiently to become virtually unplayable.
The Jockey Cloth is impregnated with a liquid silicon
lubricant which, when applied to a length of tape, adheres
to it as a microscopically thin lubricating film.
The lubricant is applied by folding a single Jockey Cloth
(they're sold 3 per package) over the tape, and running the
tape through its entire length while it is being rewound or
shuttled ahead in the "fast forward" mode of the tape
machine. The cloth also functions as an efficient cleaner,
removing from the tape free oxide particles that would otherwise rub off onto heads and tape guides.
Little more need be said about the Robins Jockey Cloth,
except that it does what it is supposed to do. It won't
restore the flexibility of a desiccated plastic base, hut it will
materially reduce squealing from many tapes, and the
amount of dirt it gathers from tapes is sometimes almost
unbelievable. Don't overdo it, though, because an excess of
the lubricant may gather on the heads, mix with loose oxide
particles, and lift the tape away from the head pole
pieces.
J.G.H.

-

MANUFACTURER'S COMMENT: We originated the name Jockey Cloth
for our record cleaning cloths, and the Jockey refers to the omnipresent disc jockey. When we developed the tape cloth, it was only
natural that we should call it the Jockey Cloth for Tapes.
We would also like to point out that these cloths are washable,
per instructions on the parkalte, without removing the active
ingredients from the cloth, so their useful life is quite long. We
could not, however, expect TITH to make a Betty Furness high fidelity laundry test,

Thanks.
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GRAY'S NEW

"MICRO- BALANCED"
DUAL VISCOUS- DAMPED
HIGH FIDELITY TONE ARM
guarantees maximum tracking stability, because of
sealed viscous -damping on BOTH vertical and horizontal
pivots, and complete static balance around the vertical pivot.
,

w

The Gray "Micro-Balanced" arm offers a maximum of
compliance and responsiveness with all popular cartridges
that is beyond the experience of most High Fidelity enthusiasts.
Adjustable stylus force from zero up to 15 grams!

THE GRAY MANUFACTURING CO.
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FOR DETAILS,

PLEASE WRITE.

ARBOR ST., HARTFORD, CONN.
119

The ever -fresh pleasure that

precision- reproduced music
brings can be yours with
a

JBL Signature Extended Range

Loudspeaker. Whether your plans
are most elaborate, or the

beginnings of your high fidelity

system quite modest, one of these
five JBL Signature units will be

just right for your needs

...

the 15" D130, the 12" D131,
the 12" D123, the 8" D208, or 8" D216.
Their highly original, excellent basic design;
solid, rigid parts; and precision assembly
give you music of

a

rare, clean, crystalline

clarity. There is nothing quite like

a

JBL Signature Extended Range Loudspeaker

...

nothing so continuously pleasing for
your adventurous years of extensive

listening. If you will write, we will be happy
to send you

a

free copy of cur

complete catalog.

whatever your plans, you can enjoy the finest...

"gat" means
120

JAMES B. LANSING SOUND, INC.,

3249 casitas avenue, los angeles 39, calif ornia
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tupe techniques
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part 3

The Editor's Earache
by JOEL TALL

IN

VIEW of the many ways to edit tape, it is not unreasonable to suppose that a tape editor may be recognized by his work just as a musician may be recognized
by his interpretation of a score or an artist identified by his
brush strokes. Ordinarily, however, an expert editor's work
cannot be noticed; the better he performs his function the
less audible evidence there is of editing. One of the ways
in which editing can be made practically undetectable, except by spectrographic analysis, is by the employment of
what I call "the limitations of hearing."
(I'd like to suggest. at this point, that a serious study of
hearing would benefit any devotee of tape editing. One of
the best sources of information is Hearing, iu Psychology
and Physiology, by Stevens and Davis: New York; John
Wiley and Sons, Inc., 1938.)
Although, ever since the Age of Enlightenment at least.
men have believed that "the proper study of mankind is
man." we have so far succeeded in accumulating comparatively little information about ourselves, especially of our
senses and our nervous systems. We do know enough, however, to guide us in our employment of natural faults in
normal hearing as an editing technique. Yet in order to be
able to deceive the hearing of others, we must be careful
not to deceive ourselves while editing. For that reason it
will probably be best to begin our researches with a description of how to avoid hearing fatigue.
Most people, especially young people, have extremely
sensitive hearing. Most of us never realize how good our
hearing is because we live in more or less noisy surroundings:
but good, normal hearing is almost sensitive enough to detect
the noises created by particles of air colliding with each other
in otherwise empty space. That is the sensitivity, approximately, of good hearing at frequencies around 2,500 to 3,000
cycles per second. Our ears, fortunately or unfortunately,
depending upon one's point of view, are not "flat." Hearing
sensitivity decreases both at low and at high frequencies, a
fact which can be verified by examining the charts on audibility
published by a dozen different experimenters. Whether our
hearing evolved in this way to protect our nervous systems
from too much irritation or whether nature did a poor designing job, I do not claim to know.
We have to make certain, when editing, that we hear
every sound that has been recorded on the cape. Furthermore, we should hear everything clearly without making an
effort to hear. I believe that trying too hard to hear a
particular sound obscures over -all hearing efficiency. Ir is
possible, with the acute sense of hearing we possess, to
focus our hearing on one sound, or voice, or noise, to the
exclusion of others. Anyone who has worked in a machine
shop, or other very noisy place, can testify to this fact.
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The first few days in a machine shop you hear nothing but
noise; after a while you find you can carry on normal conversation without much difficulty. But when you have to
try too hard to hear a particular sound or series of sounds
your hearing system tires quickly. And once we have become affected by auditory fatigue, we do not hear normally
and. therefore, cannot edit without making serious errors.
It is impossible for me Co describe how you would be
affected by hearing fatigue. Since it is a phenomenon that
takes place partly in the physical hearing system and partly
in the brain, it must affect different people differently. In
most individuals several reactions take place when their
hearing gets tired. The time sense for duration of sounds
becomes defective. A quarter of a second seems two seconds,
or so, long. The sense of pitch cannot be depended upon; it
may go up or down, so that sounds may appear flat or
sharp. depending upon the frequency of the sound that has
caused the fatigue. My own reactions to sounds, when I am
fatigued by too much editing, may indicate what yours might
be. Low -pitched sounds then appear flat and distorted, with no
"roundness" of tone; frequencies around 3,000 cycles per
second sound shrill and disagreeable; loud resonant tones
cause actual discomfort close to pain. Another strong effect
of auditory fatigue
possibly close to hallucination
is that
when acutely fatigued you may not hear short -duration
sounds at all.
Just so that this effect may be documented for the use
of researchers in tape editing, may I tell you how it happened?
I had been editing a radio quiz program, and had been
working steadily for about five hours. Things were progressing more or less satisfactorily and I was driving myself
to get the show finished. We came to a sequence where applause died away, followed by the quiz masters voice. My
director said, ' "Cut out that noise." "What noise ?,' I asked.
I reeled the tape sequence back, turned up the volume on
the monitor speaker amplifier, and listened. I heard no
noise! There was no time to quibble. I did something I
never did before that time or since. I cut the tape without
hearing the sound I wanted to cut out, but could not hear.
used the director's ears instead of my own. I saved the
bit of tape I clipped out, however, and the next day played
it back. It was a noise, a mike noise, lasting in all about onefifteenth of a second. I did not hear it, obviously because of
hearing fatigue.
Since auditory fatigue can reduce your hearing efficiency
by half or more, it must be avoided at all costs. Especially if
you have to earn your living by using your ears, you should
rake very good care of them. Don't overburden your hearing.
Should any music critics have wandered into reading these
pages, may I respectfully suggest that they not try to listen

-
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to music critically when tired mentally? There is good
cause to suspect that mental fatigue, even though totally
unconnected with hearing, may have distortive effects on the
perception of sound. One way to avoid hearing fatigue is
put ear plugs in your cars
to stop listening to anything
and read a good book or take a nap.
the foregoing nor alto To reduce auditory fatigue
make it as
,çether facetious suggestion is nor practical
to. It will
to
listen
have
what
you
hear
Co
easy as possible
he remembered that our hearing is comparatively less efficient
at low frequencies and high frequencies than it is from, say,
800 to 3,000 cycles per second. It should be realized also.
that it is at low and high frequencies that we must hear
sounds most easily while editing. For, while turning tape
reels by hand to locate a cutting point, we must hear plainly
all the very low frequency grumbles which delineate the
vowel sounds, and all the high frequency hisses and clicks
which constitute the hard consonants and lip sounds. Some
of the vowel- forming sounds are normally in mid - frequency
range, but the most significant of these are at quite low
frequencies when the tape is hand- turned. Thus our indicated
course is clear. We boost both low and high frequencies,
with as little attendant distortion as possible, to provide
easy, unstrained listening. Each individual will have to find
out for himself how much boost at either end he requires.
When the right balance is reached, it will be possible to
listen just about twice as long without the onset of fatigue.
Balance the sound so that you are comfortable. Incidentally, I
found that I required very little bass and treble boost to
double my efficiency. I raised both ends about 4 db, sloping
down to the center frequencies. I also found that I could then
cur down the over-all volume and hear just as clearly with
less fatigue. Loudspeakers more or less efficient at those frequencies may require less or more boosting than mine needed.
One should also make certain that the editing room does not
complicate the recorded sound unnecessarily by adding undesirable reverberation. There is no need to be unduly fussy
about it, but the room should be comparatively "dead" and
free from noises that might mask hearing and cause inexpert

-
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or erratic editing.
Now that we have reduced the possibility of incidence
of auditor' fatigue, we are ready to find out what idiosyncrasies of hearing can be used to make editing easier.
One of these quirks of hearing has to do with what is
heard as noise and what is heard as a musical sound. I
am familiar with the definition of musical sound as enjoyable sound. Unfortunately, that definition can no longer
he depended on. There arc many noises used in music which,
at least to me, are not enjoyable, though they arc rightly
classed as musical sounds. Shall we be daring and, at least
for the purposes of this discussion, define musical sound as
any sound with musical pitch? And, obversely, define noise
as a sound without musical pitch? We agree with most
acousticians. Now, if you went outdoors and listened to the
sounds you had considered to be noises, you would find that
many, if nor most, have a musical pitch. In fact it would
probably be very difficult to find a noise without a musical
pitch. The musical pitch definition is not going to help
us very much in tape editing. It points the way, however,
to another related conception of sound. What sounds natural
unnatural
us? For the purposes of this exposition,
sounds that begin gradually and stop gradually do not disturb our hearing unduly and, as far as the hearing sense is
concerned, are of a musical nature. Sounds that begin or
end abruptly, if they are very short in duration, are to be
classified as noises. Actually it is whether or not we fully
hear the sound that determines, generally, whether it is a
noise without pitch or a musical sound. Normal hearing requires a definite time in which to recognize sound. 1f there
is insufficient time for recognition to take place, we hear
a noise or a click; if there is still less time, we hear nothing
sound at all.
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You can prove the above for yourself, as I did, by means
pitch pipe will
of tape editing. Record some sound
tape. Then insert a little of this recorded
do very well
tape between two sections of clean rape. If diagonal cuts
were used in splicing the rape, the sound will start and
stop smoothly as it passes by the playback head. Now make
the same experiment using 90 degree splices. You will
probably hear a tiny click as each 90 degree splice passes
the playback head. The lower the frequency of the recorded
tone the more pronounced the clicks will be. The clicks are
noises created in one's hearing by the inability of the car
to recognize the sound as musical owing to the confusion
set up in it by the too rapid onset or cessation of sound.
The ear can recognize musical sounds at middle frequencies
in about /100 second, while it cakes longer for recognition
at low and high frequencies. At a tape speed of 15 inches
per second, a 45 degree tape cut of 1/4-inch tape is about
1/60 second long, which means that sound is being faded
on or off in 1 /60 second. At 71/2 inch per second speed
the same diagonal cur, which is 1/4-inch long, takes 1/30
second to pass the head, and is certainly long enough to
avoid creating a noise in the hearing.
There is rarely any nerd, except possibly when editing
tape at 30 inches per second speed, to cut tape at an angle
more acute than 45 degrees. It may be necessary, when
cutting tape synchronized with film, to cut at 90 degrees,
but then we would avoid cutting within any sound.
Another fact of hearing has proved quite useful in editing
tape. I refer to persistence of hearing. Sound persists in
the hearing various lengths of time, depending largely
upon the intensity of the sound attacking the ears. Persistence of hearing is an everyday normal experience, and lasts,
according to editing experience, from three- to four-hundredths of a second. We may utilize hearing persistence to
create what I have called a "persistence- blend." In a persistence -blend we cut from one sound to another sound of
lower intensity, leaving no blank tape between. For instance,
if we cut a sequence from an isolated handclap of applause
directly to succeeding voice, with no space between, it
would sound as if the applause continued cinder the voice.
There is another handy way to fool the listener. An
incongruity in background sound is shocking to the hearer;
it may shock either to tears or laughter, but it does not
remain unnoticed. Now, suppose you had to edit together
two segments of tape of the same voice recorded in different backgrounds. At the point where the background
sound changed, the listener is startled. Of course, the
editor has to cur the section properly, not in the clear hack ground, but close to the voice sound; and still it is not a
good job if it does not sound as if it could have happened
that way. The proper way to achieve one's end is to shock
the listener at that point with a noise in character
mike noise, a cough, a door slamming off stage
he
will promptly forger about the background change. It
seems that the human animal can rarely keep two things
in the forefront of his attention or memory at the same
time. This bit of legerdemain can be mighty handy in
documentary editing.
Occasionally, in cutting a word out of tape and closing
up the gap, we splice two meaningful sounds too close together. This kind of editing, which should be used only
when we want to create a persistence -blend, as above, can
confuse the listener. For, when two words are edited too
closely together, we hear a third sound between them. which
is possibly a result of persistence added to nonrecognition.
have no way of analyzing this resultant sound; however, it can always be eliminated by the insertion, between
the two words, of at least !!t inch of background sound
taken from the same tape sequence. The ti inch, of course,
refers to 15 inch per second tape speed. At 71/2 inch per
second speed, one would need to insert only WI inch of
tape cut at a 45 degree angle.
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HIGH FIDELITY:
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practical guide
By Charles

Fowler

Edited by Roland Gelatt

Publisher, HIGH FIDELITY Magazine

The second volume of High Fidelity Record Annuals.
Included in this collection are reviews of classical and
semiclassical music and the spoken word which appeared in
HIGH Flnra.rry Magazine from July 1955 through June
1956. Comparisons with recordings of previous years are
emphasized. A performer index is included. S4.5o
237
HIGH FIDELITY RECORD ANNUAL 1955
201
84.95

Here is the practical expert advice needed by everyone who
has, or expects to have, a high -fidelity system. Starting
with an introduction to sound, the author then describes
the various links in the hi -fi chain, explaining their features
and specifications so as to provide the most helpful criteria
for evaluating, and for selecting and matching components.
234
$4.95

The Story of Jazz
The Saturday
Contents: Parr I: The Pre- History of Jazz.
Part I1: New Orleans. Parr III: The American Background. Parr IV: The Jazz Age.
Part V: Jazz Yesterday and Today. Part
VI: The Nature of Jazz. Part VII: Jazz
Tomorrow. Notes. Bibliography. Index.
228
Illustrated. $5.75

Review-

admirable job.. ,
His approach
is academic in the best sense of the word
intelligent, inquiring, scrupulous, broadly receptive."

-

.

an

.

Charles Edward Smith in The New York
Times Book Review-

-.

..

one of the great books on jazz."

The Encyclopedia of Jazz

by MARSHALL STEARNS

-

The New Yorker
"Dr. Stearns has written

an unusual book
(he) has brought off with impressive
success a study of the complex
AfroEuropean origins of jazz, the several factors
that shaped its distant beginnings. and the
firces that arc now directing its still
unfinished evolution.... he has set down
the results of his research and his speculations in a style blessedly free of jargon."

ÿ

by LEONARD FEATHER
1,065 biographies of the
women who have made jazz
zoo photographs
Foreword by Duke Ellington

men

and

Jazz-all

the great performers in jazz history, listed by instruments
played
Glossary of terms used by jazz musicians
Record Companies, ,Jazz Organizations.
and Bibliography of Books and Periodicals.
ENCYCLOPEDIA YEARBOOK OF JAZZ
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.
a fascinating biographical reference
which not only answers a distinct need. but
also opens one's eyes to a perspective -view
of jazz that is astonishingly new and rich."
.

A Brief History of Jazz
What is Jazz? A Musical Analysis
A Basic Collection of Jazz. Records
Birthdays of 1,065 Jazz Artists
Hall of Fame-the five greatest 1922
musicians of all time chosen by the foremost editors and experts in the field.

Giants of

Louis Armstrong

Bernstein-

Leonard

610.00
53.95

252
253

Benny

Goodman-

-A unique

r

and valuable reference work."

Book Department
HIGH FIDELITY Magazine, Great

-

"When it comes to telling the stories about
jazz and the men who have ruade it.
Leonard Feather is my boy
he is one
cat that really knows what's going on."
.

,john Hammond
" Indispensable to

a

knowledge of jazz

..."

Barrington, Mass.
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numbers below. (No C.O.D.s or charge orders. please.)
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risk. Add 55c per book postage on foreign orders except Canadian.
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NEW GE

VE

CARTRIDGE

increased compliance...4 -gram tracking force

...frequency -range 20 through 20,000 cycles
O
O

Highly permeable laminations
Hum -cancelling wound coils

Alnico V Magnet

O

Pivot Post

O Electrostatic Shield
O Plug -in Terminals
O "T "- Channel
O VRtt Clip -In- Stylus
O Special G -E Damping

O

Blocks

Stylus Jewel

O Mu -Metal Electromagnetic
O Magnetic Pole Pieces
O Plastic Body
O Triple Play Knob

Shield

A dramatic new design to bring out the best in every Hi -Fi system
Full -Range Reproduction

...

General Electric's new

VRtt magnetic cartridge makes possible faithful reproduction from 20 through 20,000 cycles. Crystal dear reproduction from the lowest fundamental to the highest
harmonics.
4 -Gram Tracking Force
Lateral compliance of the

...

VRtt has been extended to 1.7 x 10-6 cm per dyne,
permitting a tracking force of only 4 grams to minimize
record and stylus wear.

Instant CLIP -IN-TIP Stylus

... Stylus replacements

can be made instantly at home without removing cartridge
from tone arm. There is no need to discard an entire dual
assembly when only one tip is worn.

Electrostatic Shielding ... In the VRn cartridge a new
electrostatic shielding prevents pickup of electrostatic
interferences and hum. This shield also grounds the stylus
assembly, thus preventing the build -up of electrostatic
charges from the surface of the record.
Lightweight, Lifetime Construction
The new
VRtt has been reduced in size and weight, with a new

...

GENERAL
124

stylus guard. Terminals and knob have been improved.
The G -E VRtt is built to withstand a lifetime of usage
under the most exacting conditions,.
Frequency Response
Output Voltage

Horizontal Compliance

typical curve below.
Nominal, 22 millivolts at

See

10 cm per sec. at 1000 cycles
10-6 cm per dyne
1 7 v

520

Inductance
Resistance

weight

8

millihenrys nominal

.600 ohms nominal
grams (single type); 9.5 grams (dual type)

For further information re'ritt to: Specially Elretroniu Components
Dept , SectionHFI-J -957 ¡rest Genesee Street, Auburn, New York.
In Canada: Canadian Central Electric Company, 189 Dal/crin
Stree, Toronto 3, Canada
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50
1000
IOKC 2OKC
CYCLES PER SECOND
TYPICAL FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF VRIC CARTRIDGE
MEASURED ON A CONSTANT VELOCITY BASIS

ELECTRIC
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

AUDIO FORUM
SIR:
I am using a Garrard RC -80M record
changer with a GE RPX -052A car-

tridge.

Recently,

I

have

noticed

that

of my records, after being played,
a sort of moirelike spiral pattern
running through the grooves, which is
some
have

visible in the reflection pattern when
the discs are viewed at a sharp angle
to the light. The stylus, a GE diamond
replacement, is practically new. What
could be the cause of this trouble, or
is it a normal condition?
i have noticed it only on certain
brands of records
especially on discs
in which an effort seems to have been
made to squeeze in the maximum possible amount of music.
Would another cartridge, in my

-

single -mike recording technique. However, I will soon be making some tapes
of organ, orchestra, choir, and soloists.
so I will want to use both mikes at once.
The problem is that of obtaining a
200 -ohm low -impedance input mixer,
and I wondered if you might supply
me with a schematic for such a mixer?
Requirements are: two channels, 200
ohms input and output impedance, frequency response from 30 to 16,000
cycles, and no hum.
Gene M. Silvester
Cleveland Heights, Ohio

used as a

volume control. where the

vey high impedance of the following
tube grid has little or no effect on the
impedance presented to the output from
the preceding stage. An L -pad is used
where a low- impedance line is terminated by a resistive or reactive load (such
as a pure resistance, a matching transformer. or a loudspeaker). in cases where
the impedance presented to the source
is to be kept constant, but where the
output impedance from the pad to the
terminating component ,nay vary without adverse results.
When both the input and output
impedances from the pad are to be kept
constant, a T -pad is used or, if the controlled line is balanced to ground. an
H -pad is used.

present changer, stop the apparent damage to my records, or would it be advisable for me to purchase a transcription

SIR:

turntable and arm, with
sive cartridge?

choice of either a 72 -ohm or 300 -ohm
antenna input. If, as commonly advertised, the 72 -ohm input requires only
half the signal strength for the same db
quieting, the use of this input would
seem co be advisable, particularly in

a

A

more expen-

Kenneth Slapin
Norwalk, Conn.
Several things

might be causing the

that appears on your
records when they are played.
First, your pickup stylus force may
be set too high. For the GE cartridge
in a Garrard changer, stylus force should
be between 6 and 8 grams.
Second. the lateral bearing; in your
pickup arm may be binding and exerting too much pressure on the groove
walls. Check for freedom of arm movement by unplugging the cartridge shell
front the arm, and then tilting the
changer slightly from one tide to the
other. The arm should swing back and
forth without visible binding.
If your record changer has sufficient
rumble to be felt with the fingertips
placed on the metal motorboard chassis.
this could well cause your trouble. anti
if ibis is the case, the changer should
be repaired. Finally, if there is any observable tendency toward acoustic feedback from your speaker to your phono.
this also could cause the pattern you
observe on your records.
If none of these suggestions seems
to help or to remedy your trouble, you
may have to purchase a new turntable
and a transcription ann, or a more compliant pickup cartridge.
spiral pattern

STR:

i have two Telefunken U -47M microphones and an Ampex 401A tape recorder, and thus far I have stayed with

SEPTEMBER 1957

Here is the schematic diagram for a
taro- channel low -impedance input! mixer
for lise with your Telefunken microphones. There is an insertion loss of
6 db due to the use of this mixer circuit, but the high output of the Telefunken microphones will more than
compensate for this.
SIR:

would like to know the difference bean L -pad.
a potentiometer and
Externally they look similar, so are
there any applications in which you
can use a potentiometer in place of an

number of AM -FM tuners provide

a

fringe areas.
How can one reconcile the apparent
efficiency of a 72 -ohm input with the
disturbing fact that this type of antenna
is

seldom advertised, and the "less-effi-

cient" 300 -ohm type is on sale throughout the country?
How significant is the fact that 72ohm coaxial lead -in cable has a greater
signal loss per linear foot than has 300 ohm twin lead?
Victor Vine
Canandaigua, N. Y.

1

tween

L -pad?

John R. Mc/Inlay
San Francisco 16, Calif.

An L -pad is essentially the saute as a
potentiometer, except that it is used
in terminated lines where the input impedance to the pad must be kept constant.
A potentiometer. connected as a
simple variable voltage divider, will
offer varying load to the source feeding
it. unless the output from the potentiometer is connected to a high enough impedance to rentier negligible its loading
effect on the control.

Thus, a potentiometer is

generally

There is no advantage to using a 72ohm antenna input unless. for reasons
of noise reduction. you need the shielding provided by a 72 -ohm coaxial lead in cable.
1u terms of performance, ehe operating sensitivity of a tuner is identical
with a 300 -ohm or 72 -ohm antenna,
because the 72 -ohm line delivers half
as ,nuch voltage to the tuner.
The signal loss that lakes place in a
72 -ohm coaxial lead -in becomes significant only when it is run over long
distances of 20 feet or more.
SIR:
I

was

getting terrible distortion from

my hi -fi system, with shrieking treble
and boomy bass, and was for some time

Continued on page 127
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Why you need every feature of these

UNIVERSITY
FOLDED -HORN ENCLOSURE

KwiKits
Because. . in performance,
mechanical design, construction and
ease of assembly, these new KwiKits
are unquestionably the very finest
enclosure kits -at any price!
,

KEN -12...

KEN -15...

for 12" speakers and systems
for 12" or 1S" speakers and systems

ROOM- BALANCED PERFORMANCE

PRECISION MECHANICAL DESIGN

HEAVIER CONSTRUCTION

Exterior and interior
elements, even the
cleats. fit snugly within close tolerance "rabbeted" grooves. Gluing
and screwing of each

design and tilted baffle mm
bine direct speaker radiation and compensated rear horn loading in a way that blends
bass, middle and treble ranges perfectly
for uniform response throughout the listening
areas of a room.

Heavy R" Grit grade, fully cured lumber for top, bottom. sides and back
not flimsy 5'_" wood commonly used in
"kits." Bigger. sturdier us much ns
3Or/c heavier than others in the same
price class. Eliminates spurious resonances
detrimental to achieving
richer. cleaner bass reproduction.

PLACE ANYWHERE IN ROOM

FOOLPROOF ASSEMBLY

piece results in reliably air -tight, permanent
joints. No nails used.

...

KwiKit acoustic

No pencil markings

necessary. M i teri ng awl

-

..

plenty of glue blocks
and bracing for truly
rigid construction.

s

PROFESSIONAL RESULTS

Underside new shows how

GENUINE KORINA VENEER
for a IIISItri011S finish in any

advanced design, self -contained folded horn extends
to the Iront of the cabinet.

DECORATIVE

desired color.

projecting low frequencies
out into the room

back

into

a

... not

corner,

controlled vent

which equalizes woofer diaphragm excursions in coni.
pression chamber. KwiKits
are therefore independent of room furnishings,
pape or placement and can be used against a
flat wall. in a corner
even up in the air!

...

KEN12

151/2Dx211/2Wx291/2H $44.75 User Net
181/2Dr29 Wxa54 H
59.50 User Net
Adopter for mug. 12 "3pkrs, in KEN -15 $1.50 User Net

pieces are precut and pre- drilled...
engineered to go together quickly. All
you need is a screwdriver! Baffle board
is pre -cut
blank plugs and adapters
supplied for easy installation of additional components as your systent expands.
Your KwiKit includes all require,) hardware.
plastic wood. glue. sandpaper. Tuttle: insu-

TEXTURED GRILLE FABRIC

...

lation. raatnfollow instruct Ions and...spc
dal attention is eisen to packaging of KwiKits
to 'native side. intact ¡kits cry to your done.

LISTEN

ativeitg

KEN -15
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enhance any decor.

All

splashed against the walls.
Small slot in bast i. resis-

tively

FRONT MOLDINGS

.. designed to complement and

UNIVERSITY LOUDSPEAKERS, INC

,

...exquisite,
rect

and acoustically corto prevent high frequency

attenuation.
FREE! Simply write Desk P -22
for your copy of Univenity's
new Illustrated KwiKit brochure

sors

6.

80 SOUTH KLNSICO AVENUE, WHITE PLAINS, N. Y.
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AUDIO FORUM

KwiKits ... the perfect
complement for P.S.E.,
University's Progressive Speaker Expansion.
D

6116),

Continued from page 125
unable to find the source of my (rouble.
I had the amplifier and preamplifier
tested by a local radio repair store,
and they said that all of the voltages
and resistances were normal, so the
units muse be working properly. However, I wrote to the manufacturer of
my amplifier and control unit and asked

if

he had any suggestions. He said yes,
he had, and that if I would return the
units to him he would be glad to remedy

MODEL KEN -12
takes any 12" wide -range or woofer cone
speaker and any tweeter or mid-range speakers

A -Hole rut out for II F.206. B -Blank plug sup.
plied when tweeter isn't used. C- Adapter sup.
plied rut out for t.!XT.5. 0 -Blank plug supplied.
E- Adapter supplied rut out for 410TJ. F- Adapter
supplied eut out for new 11.600 horn. G -Takes
312. UXC123. Diffu,ieone.12. UXC:.122 DiOaxi:ds,
6200.6201 wide.range speakers and G12W woofer.

the trouble for a nominal charge.
Against my better judgment, I returned the units to the factory, and two
weeks later I got them back, in perfect
working order. All the distortion was
gone.
Now what I want to know is, why
did the radio repair store tell me the
units were fine, when they obviously
were not? The technicians at the store
arc first -class TV repairmen. and since
TV sets are much more complicated
than amplifiers, those technicians should
certainly know how to repair amplifiers.
That is, unless they just aren't interested.
Why should the radio store try to
mislead me? They talked themselves
out of the sale of several cubes and a
rood many hours of labor charges, so
I can't figure out what happened.
Tell me, what happened?
Harvey Clymer
Queens, N. Y.

nary of

the defects which arise in
high- fidelity components are not detectable by means of the test instruments

MODEL KEN -15
takes any 15" wide range or woofer cone
speaker and any tweeter or mid -range speakers
A -Bolt rut nut for II F.206. B -hunk plug sup.
plied when tweeter isn't used. C- Adapter sup
plied
lied eut out for LIXT -S. D -Blank plug supplied.
supplied rut out for COW or I1ifusi
tour.(. F-Adapter supplied cut out for 4109. GAdapter supplied eut out for new 11.600 horn.
Takes 31S, 6303. UifTusieone4S Diffaxials, and

H-

C15W, (:.63W, woofers.

MODEL KEN -15
takes any 12" wide.range or woofer cone speaker
when 12" adapter hoard (optional) is used
A and B -Blnk plugs supplied. C -Takes 312.

UXC123.

l)iflusirone.12.

UXC122

Diflaxials,

6200,6201 wide.range speakers and C.12W woofer.

Remember... if you like to build your
own and save money too, the KwiKit is
made to order for you.
SEE

available to the average TV repairman.
so it is snore than likely that your local
TV store simply failed to uncover the
fault in your amplifying equipment.
High -fidelity component testing requires specialized instruments. such as
irltermodnlatnon distortion meters. square
wave generators. and pulse generators.
as well as a specialized and thorough
knowledge of audio circuitry. There
are very few T11 repair stores whose employees have the qualifications. let alone
the instruments, to service high -fidelity
components, and your local repair shop
MIS probably no exception to this rule.
There are. in fact, many cases on record
where servicemen who are unfamiliar
with current high -fidelity circuitry have
unwittingly done serious damage to
costly components, through attempted
circuit modifications.
When high -fidelity equipment is suspected of being defective. it should be
taken to a repair agency that specializes
in audio repairs, or should be returned
to the factory.

sound
A startling new invention by
Radio Craftsmen, Pioneer maker of high

fidelity equipment. Introducing an
entirely new concept in sound
reproduction. Add thrilling third
dimensional sound to your present high
fidelity system, conventional radio
or phonograph
only $99.95.

-

Write for free Xophonic booklet.
Xophonic is an exclusive development by

RADIO

craftsmen

4223

H
WEST JEFFERSON BOULEVARD,
LOS ANGELES 16, CALIFORNIA

(Some dealerships and distributorships available.
Write for information on the entirely new market

YOUR DEALER TODAY!

created by the XOPHONIC.)
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EXCUSE MY DUST
Coutintted from page 5r
song in the Flying Dwtchntan, but this
opera is not in the Metropolitan's repertoire at present.
I find it interesting that two corn posers treating the same subject can
provoke such different cleaning jobs.
In Aida, anyone who invokes either
Isis or Osiris almost invariably provides brushing music, but one cannot
possibly brush to "O Isis trod Osiris"
in the Magic Flute. For a long time I
considered both this invocation and "/n
diesen heil'gen Hallen" too noble to
clean to at all, but recently I came to
the conclusion that one might use them

for cleaning something extremely rich
and grand, like a large Italian marble

The

"King of Instruments " -an Aeolian -Skinner organ Installation.

of the organ is one of the most difficult to reproduce, because of its wide
tonal and dynamic range, and because of the large amount of fundamental energy

The sound

that appears at extreme bass frequencies.
At

a

recent public demonstration, staged by the Audio League at St. Mark's Church,

Mt. Kisco, N. Y., the recorded sound of an Aeolian- Skinner organ (from stereo tape) was
instantaneously alternated with that of the "live" instrument. The reproducing

equipment selected included four
comment on the event:

The,Satu1dajiReview

AR -1

speaker systems. Here is some of the press

(David Hebb)

"Competent listeners, with trained professiönal ears, were fooled into
thinking that the live portions were recorded, and vice versa....
The extreme low notes were felt, rather than heard, without any
'loudspeaker' sound ..."
AUDIO

(Julian D. Hirsch)

"Even where differences were detectable at changeover, it was usually
not possible to determine which sound was live and which was
recorded, without assistance from the signal lights.... facsimile-]

recording and reproduction of the pipe organ
environment has been accomplished."

"It
'ft

in

its original

raftwas such

a

negligible difference (between live and recorded sound)

that, even when it was discerned, it was impossible to tell whether
The organ or the sound system was playing!"

is

The price of an AR -1 two -way speaker system, including cabinet,
$185.00 in mahogany or birch. Descriptive literature is available on request.

table.
By now you will have begun to grasp
the intricacies of this problem. There
is some good cleaning music in almost
every opera (except Pelléas et Aféli.rande, where there is none whatsoever),
but the composers scatter it planlessly
here and there, and often, when they
get hold of a nice cleaning bit, show a
frivolous inability to stick with it until
I can finish whatever it is I am doing.
What a master was Offenbach of all
sorts of cleaning music! And how considerate a composer! Tales of Hoffmann
is scudded with injunctions like "Je
commence," "Silence," "Attention," or
"Violrì," handy indications that one is
about to switch jobs, which allow a
moment to put away the broom and
Yet how hap get out the dustpan.
hazardedly is his cleaning music placed!
Act i contains, not one, but two,
stirring brushing pieces. However, in
the middle of telling the story of Klein
Zach, Hoffmann interrupts himself to
dream of Stella, and I must interrupt
my brushing to cut the stems of flowers.
Act II opens with a splendid scrubbing
or mopping march, but the scrubbing
or mopping must be started and stopped
three times. In between, I do the Venetian blinds with Olympia, and sort the
laundry to a little waltz so intoxicating
that it must be used for something
abandoned. There is the Barcarolle, perfect for dusting or polishing. If one
does not dust to something lyrical and
leisurely, one misses rungs. In Act IV,
there is Frantz's song for complaining
about cleaning.* There is even some
nervous, ominous music for taking medicine, or one's pulse. One can get almost
anything one can think of done during
Tales of Hoffman
in the most senseless

-

order imaginable.

Sometimes

a

composer makes almost

'An interesting and useful selection. I can think
of only two others of this type: Bern's aria in che
Barber of Seville. with its appropriate
che (did
in co,lruione," and ( stretching a point) Leporello s None e scorno Imirar.

'0

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.
I2S

24 Thorndike St., Cambridge 41, Mass.
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impossible demands. The first act of
Rigoletto requires superhuman spryness.
Chords of grim warning, which almost
say "Get on," open the opera. Cleaning
is irrevocable.
Gay brushing music
quickly follows, and almost immediately
thereafter, "Quetta o quella," music for
scattering. There are two possibilities:
sort the laundry or clean your rugs by
strewing on them one of those damp
powdered rug- cleaning messes. Now
you need something to brush the rug
powder in to, but instead you get a
quiet and graceful little minuet, with
the Duke singing, and you switch quickly to arranging flowers or ironing. Rigoletto begins to tease Ceprano, and you
begin brushing. You brush and brush
and you keep it up at a furiously brisk
tempo through "ratio h gioie, trim h
testa." Suddenly Monterone enters to
disturb the vile orgies. Gloom descends,
and with it a change of job
for instance, cleaning under the radiator. If
you have been working as vigorously
as Verdi would wish, you have to. A
lot of rug powder has gone under there.
The trick with Rigoletto is not to
get up during the chorus at the end
of the act. The next act opens with
Sparafucile, whose music is very low
down and also meant for cleaning
under something. But frustration is
ahead. "Caro nome" is coming up, and
if your radiator, as is customary, is under
your windows, you will get it all dirty
again when you climb up with Gilda
and wipe the dust off the Venetian
blinds.
With practice (I have learned to put
a newspaper over the radiator during
the scene between Rigoletto and Gilda
and the indentification of Walter
Maldé) one could adjust to the first act
of Rigoletto. Practice is not what one
gets, though, because next week we may
have Grïtterdiimmerang, an entirely different kettle of drums.
It begins with Norns, and Norris
are impossible to clean to. Then it continues without a break for at least an
hour and a half, almost all of it possible cleaning music including topnotch
bits like the oath of blood brotherhood
(brush the hearth). But it is too tiring
to clean steadily through this act and
the next one and the next one. In the
second act, we have Hagen and Alberich,
both cleaning -under -things characters, a
workout with the broom (vassals), very
heavy scrubbing ( "So loll et rein!
Siegfried lalle," etc.), and a good deal

-

else.

The longer Wagner operas require
another change of habit. I spend the
first act of Götterdämmeraag on some
slow dirty job I have been putting off.
For instance, I cake all the burners off
the stove and clean them with steel
wool. I clean everything else in sight
slowly, using Waltraute's more somber
utterances for whatever is burned on.
SEPTEMBER

This job requires running the water in
the sink occasionally, which in normal
circumstances I would only do during
the Opera Quiz. But with the Rhine
theme Wagner has supplied snatches
of built -in running-water music. If I
have to run the water for any length
of time, use Siegfried's Rhine Journey.
One helpful feature of the Ring cycle
is those moments when someone sits
down and cells, not only the whole
story of his life, but of everyone else's.
They resemble the synopses published
with serials, and I think Wagner must
have needed them to refresh his mind
made
about who had borne who by whom, WWHEN the AR-I speaker system first
fi
market,
our
hi
the
its
on
appearance
where everyone was, or who had recently
were
sometimes
published specifications
become a dragon. In these passages,
greeted with skepticism; fur a speaker to perone zips through all the leitmotifs from
the previous operas, usually ending baleform as claimed, particularly in such a small
fully with "Des Ende!." For example, in
enclosure, was contrary to audio trad tion.
the second act of Die Walkiire, Wotan
Now. two years later, the AR -I is widely acgives a run through of everything that
cepted as a bass reference standard in both
happened in Das Rheingold for the
benefit of Brünnhilde, who wasn't
musical and scientific circles There is general
around in the first opera.
understanding of the fact that, due to the patIn some cleaning jobs, like washing
ented acoustic suspension design, the small size
the outside of windows, it is difficult
of the AR -I is accompanied by an advance in
1

to hear the radio and these synopses
are just right for them. If you have
washed the inside of the windows during Dar Rbeingold, next week you can
pop out to do the other side as soon
as Wotan sits down. But the Metropolitan also seems to he aware that repetition is involved, because they are likely
to cut. In this case just as you get
settled on the sill and make a few
swipes, you hear "Dal Ende!" in the
distance and have to come in again.
Parsifal is a real problem. It is not
good cleaning music, and it is tiring,
because we go through everything twice.
and because it comes in early spring
when I am in need of sulphur and
molasses. Parsifel makes me want to
sit down.
My solution may not be possible for
everyone. I have an old -fashioned desk
with four large drawers. Each drawer
has two large brass encrustations with
handles and one large keyhole encrustation, as well as other hits and pieces of
brass here and there. I unscrew them
all one by one, take them off, and polish
them. Then I screw them back on.
One should wear rubber gloves during
PerrriJal. it is hard on the hands.
What I want for the close of an
opera is as specific as what I want for
the beginning, and I get it just as
seldom. First I want a long, dull intermission, for vacuuming and for running
a bath
now I am pretty dirty.
Then an elevating finale to listen to
while soaking in the bathtub. The end
of Gounod's Pou.0 is perfect: the harmonies are so uplifting one hardly
needs soap. I also like the sextet at
the end of Dart Giordnni. Its opening

bass performance rather than by a compromise
in

quality.

2
The AR -2 is the

first application

of the acoustic

suspension principle to a low-cost speaker system. Prices are $89 in unfinished fir cabinet,
$96 in mahogany or birch, and $102 in walnut.
We

would like to suggest, as soberly as we in-

vite comparison between the

AR -1

and

any

existing bass reproducer, that you compare the
AR -2 with conventional speaker systems which
are several times higher in price. No allowances
a: all, of course, should be made for the AR -2's

small size, which is here an advantage rather
than a handicap from the point of view of

reproducing quality.

-by

Continued rin next page
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Literature is available on request.

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, INC.
24 Thorndike St., Cambridge 41. Mass.
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EXCUSE MY DUST

DYNAKIT

Continued from preceding page

PREAMPLIFIER
An Outstanding Companion Kit to the World Famous

Dynakit Amplifiers

This handsome new control unit gives crystal clear, noise-free reproduction from any modern program source. Its unique all feedback
design by David Hailer sers a new standard of preamplifier performance. The design of the Dynakit preamplifier is a synthesis of outstanding features which produce smoother, more natural sound. Compare these features with any other units regardless of price.

*

Unequalled performance
less than .1% aissorrion uncles all
Response
normal operating conditions.
.5 db 6 cps w over 60 kc. Distortion
and response unaffected by settings of vol.
urne control. Superlative square wave per.
formance, and complete damping on any
pulse or transient test.

*

Actually

*

*

Easiest assembly

High Flexibility
Six inputs with option of extra phono, tape
head, or mike input. Fout AC outlets. Con.
rrols include tape AB monitor switch, loud.
back

with disabling switch, full range feed
tone controls.

Takes

power

(coin

Dynakit. Heathkic. or any amplifier with

*

Lowest noise
Integral dc heater supply plus low noise
components and circuitry bring noise to less
than 3 microvolt equivalent noise input on
RIAA phono position. This is better than
70 db below level of 10 millivolt magnetic
cartridge.

to
insure accurate compensation of recording
characteristics. Long life electrolytic capacitors and other premium grade components
for long rroubledree service.

ness

All critical parts supplied factory- mounted
on XXXI' printed circuit board. Erelettd
construction prevents damage to printed
wiring. This type of construction cuts
wiring time by 50% and eliminates errors
of assembly. Open simplified layout offers
complete accessibility to all parts.

Finest parts
I% components in equalisation circuits

*

octal power socket.

Outstanding appearance
Choice of bone white ur charcoal brown
decorator colors to blend with any decor,
Finished in indestructible vinyl coating with
solid brass escutcheon.

Best Buy
Available from your Hi -Fi dealer at only
S 34.95 net I slightly higher in the West I .
and yet the quality of performance and parts
is unexcelled

as

soy price.

Descriptive brochure available ou request.

DYNA COMPANY, 617 N. 41st ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
bac. l'indcnc.
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is fresh, exact, and sudsy. Fugues arc
very nice for washing. Even though one
is worn out with the terror of the
Don's finish and the effort of cleaning
one feels that life can begin anew. Bui
unfortunately it is not preceded by an
intermission, and it is much too short
How could Mozart have known that I
don't like to take a bath in five minutes?
In the fullness of time and the march
of the operas, everything eventually will
get done. But one must accept the fact
that there are certain pieces of music
one cannot clean to, and that one may
have to wait some time before being
able to go ar some specific task.
Besides Noms, one cannot clean to the
following: Erda, Gurnemanz, Boris
Godunov either giving political instruction about alliances with Lithuania or
going mad, and Elektra. If you try to
clean to Elektra, you will have a nervous
breakdown. Vassals, Valkyrie, apprentices, choir boys (Tosca), sailors, Fig aros, and any happy peasants provide
good cleaning music.
In Italian opera anything which begins Zitti, zitti, or basta, basta, or piano,
piano, or even piano pianissimo, as in
the opening of the Barber of Seville, is
intended for brushing.
The perfect selection for carpet sweeping is the chorus in the first act of I
Pagliacci, which opens "Din, doer." Although this chorus seems to be an
effort to get everyone into church. I
know it is for carpet sweeping because
it is introduced by several vigorous
"Andianr's," intended to get me started.
The Siege of Kazan in Boris Godunov
is for sweeping with a broom. The
Anvil Chorus in ll Trovatore puzzles
me. Clearly it is meant for beating
rugs in the backyard, but this is a elated
form of cleaning, not possible in a small
apartment.
There is one moment in the opera
repertoire when you can run a sewing
machine. If you can do it while giggling
and thinking about love, so much the
better. This, of course, is the atelier
scene in Louise. Louise also contains
meal music and ironing music, but
neither selection is as apt as the sewing
machine one.
Puccini arias are perfect for ironing.
One needs some lush, lyrical, and isolated selection to get one through a
cotton blouse or dress. Puccini is particularly good if one does not have a
steam iron and has to dampen things.
One can cry automatically, gently, and
without despair, which helps in the
dampening.
But the Flower Duet in ,'fadankr
Butterfly should be saved for extra special efforts to fix up your place.
flowers, candles, and even, if you have
one, running up a flag.

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

Salome's Dance should be used for
going through the closet and throwing
our cloches. If you have the courage, it
will serve you well, because you have to
throw something out. The frenzied drive
of the dance prevents any second
thoughts like "This might come back
into fashion,' or "1 conid change that
neckline."
My compromise with the Metropolitan is complete, but I continue ro dream
about the perfect opera. In fact, I am
working on the libretto, and any corn poser who is interested should gee in
touch with me. There is one proviso,
and he may not like it: I must be
allowed to say how long each aria,
chorus, etc. will take. But it will be
inexpensive to produce, since it will
require only one set -my apartment.
It opens with a spirited overture,
during which the curtain is down. Behind it, I am rushing around getting the
place near enough to be on public
view. When the curtain rises, I am discovered on cop of a stepladder cleaning
the Venetian blinds and singing my
coloratura aria. The aria will be novel.
It will begin on a high note and
work its way down. It will be an aria
da rapo, because I have three windows,
one of them (the middle section) longer
than the others. During the tumultuous
applause, I will brush off the window
sills.

The baritone enters. He has evil
designs on me, the first of which is to
make me stop cleaning and pay attention to him. I spurn him. He argues.
I explain.
He argues some more. This
is a brisk recitative, and I brush off the
top of the radiator. After this, the
baritone launches into an aria of denunciation and rage, which calls on
his lowest chest tones. I clean under
the radiator. When I get up, we sing
a contrapuntal duet, during which I try
to put the dustpan and brush back in
my closet and he trys to stop me.
Thwarted, he exits, and we hear him
singing "Afaiedeffo," outside the door.
(Excuse mc, it will be the English
equivalent, which I regret co say is

"Curses.")
Tcnsion and suspense are more thoroughly built in to the plot of this
opera than that of any other. If Baritone manages to prevent my getting
cannot
the apartment cleaned, the opera

end.
am upset by

kk l

and
the baritone,
111.ä``t

have

IQÍ

whom she is secretly in love, but I suspect it), and whether Glass Wax, Windex, or soap and water are better for
cleaning mirrors and the glass over
pictures. She demonstrates how she does
it (I can use a little help). I show
her my method. We comment on them
both. The aria is climaxed by a happy
burst of agreement in a major key
her method is better.
After a brief orchestral interlude, we
finish the mirrors, and seize the opportunity of their being sparkling clean
to look at ourselves in them. Then,
in a slow, plaintive duet in the related
minor, we wonder about our looks and
whether the tenor and the baritone
love respectively us.
This is the Mirror Duet, and as far
as I know it is unique in opera, because
we both have our backs to the prompter.
I will arrange the mirrors so that we can
see him.
A comic interlude ensues with the
entrance of the Fuller Brush man, a
basso, to allow me to clean the baseboards. In the delightful Brush Song,
characterized by the refrain, "Accept
this sample," with its amusing bassoon
accompaniment, he displays his wares,
and attempts to get Mezzo to buy a
Venetian -blind brush. The three of us
then sing a gay trio, in which Mezzo
tries to explain that I use a dustcloth
for the blinds, the Fuller Brush man
continues to argue, and 1 finish the
baseboards.
The Fuller Brush man departs, and
go into the kitchenette to wash the
cloths I have used to clean the blinds,
the mirrors, and the baseboards. While
I am thus occupied, my friend sings an
aria about the baritone with a fugal
orchestral accompaniment to which I
scrub. This is another effect which I
believe is unique in opera. It may, in
fact, be impossible.
Enter the tenor. Mezzo, who is tactful, exits to a scurrying motif in the
violins. Tenor has brought me a bunch
of freesias. While I cut the stems and
arrange them in a vase (I want a spurt
of running -water music here), we join
in a romantic duet in praise of flowers,
spring, our dreams for the future. and
our earnest hope that I will ger the
apartment cleaned by the end of the
afternoon so that the opera can end
and we can go out and have a delicious
dinner. Ominous chords in the brasses
will do everything
suggest that Baritone
chis.
in his power to prevent
has been
interest
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DYNAMIT
Amplifier Kits
A proven circuit of finest sound quality
in a new deluxe 6o watt model and

standard 5o watt model

MARK III

60 waits

d, 8, 16 ohm outputs

7995*
net

The new Mark III includes all the sensational attributes of the popular Mark
II plus these outstanding deluxe features

*

*

*

less than I% distortion. Instantaneous peak power of 140 watts. IM less
than .05 at average listening levels.

60 watts at

Choke filtering and low noise circuitry reduce hum and noise ro 96 db below 60 watts.

New rugged KT-88 rubes and other heavy
duty parts used conservatively.

MARK II

so want

8, 16 ohm

outputs

6975*
net

The Mark II is the best buy in high
power high fidelity kits

*

of assembly due to uniquely simple circuitry and printed circuit construction with
Ease

factory-mounted parts.

*

Highest stability using patented stabilizing
networks with minimum number of phase
shifting stages. Suitable for all loudspeaker
systems including electrostatic.

*

Dyna Bisset ( patent pending) for simplified
adjustment and complete freedom from eflects of unbalanced components. No balancing adjustments requiteal to meet published specifications.

*

Dynaco Super -Fidelity output transformer
This
with patented pars- coupled windings.
of its type
transformer
available
is the finest
audio uses.
for the most critical

Hi -Fi ¡Wen
A,,ailaeble (ruin leading

everywhere
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EXCUSE MY DUST
Continued from preceding page
want to see how I am coming
along. Wait a minute, who's on the
radio? Am I cleaning to myself?
We had better not explore this.
The opera ends with the famous (it
will be) Bath Sextet. The principals, ex
ccpt mc, are gathered in my living room.
I am visible to the
I am in the bathtub.
audience, but not to the other singers,
a tantalizing scene, which might sell out
the opera. Someone is singing to me
through the half -open bathroom door,
and you will be surprised who it is
have had a revulsion of
Baritone.
feeling against Tenor, who is more
interested in my getting my cleaning
done than in mc. Baritone is singing
to mc. I am singing to him about him.
and about how nice it is to take a bath.
Tenor and Mezzo have discovered interests in common, and they are singing about how nice the apartment looks
and what the best cleaning methods arc.
They are happy. Baritone and I are
going on to higher things. The Fuller
Brush man is trying to sell me a bath
brush.
Who, you would like to know, is the
sixth person in the sextet? That is the
cleaning woman whom I am going to
hire to come in next week.

and
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TRADER'S MARKETPLACE
Here's the place to buy, swap, or sell
audio equipment. Rates are only 35C
a word (no charge for name and address) and your advertisement will
reach more than 75,000 music listeners.
Remittance must accompany copy and

insertion instructions.
LEARN WHILE ASLEEP with your recorder. Amos ing book gives full instructions. $2.00. Guaranteed. Research Association, Box 610 -HF, Omche,
Nebr.

Quotations.
Nampa, Idaho.

ELECTRONIC KITWtRING
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Lyle Este -

HAVEN, New Jersey's newest and finest
Write For information on unique
mail order plan that offers professionnl advice and
low prices. 28 Easton Ave., New Brunswick, N. J.
HI -FI

sound center.

SALE:
Concertone 20/20 tape recorder,
Brocinor Mork 12 amplifier, Euphonic U -25 s- leaker
system. Write for details. Michael Henry. 406
Prospect Ave.- Hackensack, N. J.
FOR

"FM /O" ANTENNA SYSTEMS. world's finest and
most powerful yogi designed for frequency modulation reception. Apparatus Develoorent Company, Inc. Hi -Fi Dept., P.O. Drawer 153, Wethersfield 9, Conn.
HIGH FIDELITY. numbers 1 -55, $30 pxnrers collect.
H. G. Lewis 5906 Harper Ave., Chicago 37, Illinois
SAVE! SAVE! SAVE! On the finest in Hi -Fi comeery
ponents. All equipment brand new in
sealed cartons. Don't delay. Write for free list
todny! Downey Hi -Fi, P.O. Botr 2065, Downey,

f

Calif-

All copies HIGH FIDELITY
to 48.$22.50 plus
postage. Wallace J. Formhals, 415 Tenth St.,
LoSalle, Ill.
1

ALL COPIES HIGH FIDELITY TO HIGHEST BIDDER,
W. H. Nadeau, 2531 Colfax Ave., S., Minneapolis
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Continued from page 46
only ten per cent. Now, the government
levies and collects all amusement taxes,
allotting subsidies out of them ro the
Ente as seems required or judicious. As
can be seen ac once, the taxes paid by
Milan and Rome under the old system
now go into a pool, and the other
Italian cities quickly perceived that by
forming E.n /i they could claim part of
the proceeds. Nine more Enti came into
existence in double -quick time, all demanding their share of the available
funds. From the point of view of Milan
and Rome, this was an injustice, since
they paid most of the taxes and had
the biggest, most expensive opera houses.
Some of the Enti created in recent years
have no physical resources and
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Presto RC -11 Tope Recorder and A -3
Record
Proamp.
$1,350 Now Airing $650,
Somi Professional Quality, Dan Suchman 200 West
90 St., Now York 24, N. Y.
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through 55. $25.00. A. Knight, Rovenno
1
Arsenal, Apco. Ohio.
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antennas. All seam$10.95 ppd. Wholesale Supply Co.,
Moss.

6 ELEMENT BROAD BAND FM

less aluminum.

Lunenburg,

5300. CABINET; cutouts for tuner, changer, turn Frank York, 514 -38 196 St., ST.

table, etc. S65.
Albans, N. Y.

xO -1 Heothkìt Electronic Crossover,
Factory tested, $20.00, John S. Anderson, M.D.,
1704 W. 2nd, Grand Island, Nebr.
ASSEMBLED

DIAMOND NEEDLES ore YOUR records best
Friends; we offer Sonotone flip -over D /S, S16.9S;
GE dual D /5, $16.95; GE clip -ìn tips 516.25; also
others. For details and prices, Tape Recorder Sales
Co., 433 South Wabash Avenuo, Chicago 5, III.
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Dance should be used for
going through the closet and throwing
Salome's

out clothes. If you have the courage, it
will serve you well, because you have to
throw something out. The frenzied drive
of the dance prevents any second
thoughts like This might come back
into fashion," or "I could change that

neckline."
My compromise with the Metropolitan is complete, but I continue to dream
about the perfect opera. In fact, I am
working on the libretto, and any composer who is interested should get in
touch with me. There is one proviso,
and he may not like it: I must be
allowed to say how long each aria,
chorus, etc. will take. But it will be
inexpensive to produce, since it will
require only one set
apartment.
It opens with a spirited overture,
during which the curtain is down. Behind it, I am rushing around getting the
place neat enough to be on public
view. When the curtain rises, I am discovered on top of a stepladder cleaning
the Venetian blinds and singing my
coloratura aria. The aria will be novel.
It will begin on a high note and
work its way down. It will be an aria
rla. capo, because I have three windows,
one of them (the middle section) longer
than the others. During the tumultuous
applause, I will brush off the window

-my

sills.
The baritone enters. He has evil
designs on me, the first of which is to
make me stop cleaning and pay attention to him. I spurn him. He argues.
I explain. He argues some more. This
is a brisk recitative, and I brush off the
top of the radiator. After this, the
baritone launches into an aria of denunciation and rage, which calls on
his lowest chest tones. I clean under
the radiator. When I get up, we sing
a contrapuntal duet, during which I try
to put the dustpan and brush back in
my closet and he trys to stop me.
Thwarted, he exits, and we hear him
singing "Maledetto," outside the door.
(Excuse me, it will be the English
equivalent, which I regret to say is
"Curses.")
Tension and suspense are more thoroughly built in to the plot of this
opera than that of any other. If Baritone manages to prevent my getting
the apartment cleaned, the opera cannot
end.
I am upset by the baritone, and I
am aware that I must have a mezzo
soprano. During a delicate intermezzo,
in which descending sixteenth notes on
the violins indicate my uncertainty, I
go to the telephone and call my best
friend, who lives upstairs. She says she

will

be

right down; she

and she is

is

mezzo.
greet her and we begin

right down;

a

1
a charming
feminine duet, during which we discuss
the behavior of the baritone (with

SEPTEMBER 1:957

whom she

is secretly in love, but I suspect it), and whether Glass Wax, iVindex, or soap and water arc better for
cleaning mirrors and the glass over
pictures. She demonstrates how she does
it (I can use a little help). I show
her my method. We comment on them
both. The aria is climaxed by a happy
burst of agreement in a major key
her method is better.
After a brief orchestral interlude, we
finish the mirrors, and seize the opportunity of their being sparkling clean
to look at ourselves in them. Then,
in a slow, plaintive duet in the related
minor, we wonder about our looks and
whether the tenor and the baritone

-

DYNAMIT
Amplifier Kits
A proven circuit of finest sound quality
in a new deluxe 6o wart model and
standard 5o watt model

love respectively us.
This is the Mirror Duet, and as far
as I know it is unique in opera, because
we both have our backs to the prompter.
I will arrange the mirrors so that we can
see

him.

A comic interlude ensues with the
entrance of the Fuller Brush man, a
basso, to allow me to clean the basehoards. In the delightful Brush Song,
characterized by the refrain, "Accept
this sample," with its amusing bassoon
accompaniment, he displays his wares,
and attempts to get Mezzo to buy a
Venetian -blind brush. The three of us
then sing a gay trio, in which Mezzo
tries to explain that I use a dustcloth
for the blinds, the Fuller Brush man
continues to argue, and I finish the
baseboards.
The Fuller Brush man departs, and
I go into the kitchenette to wash the
cloths I have used to clean the blinds,
the mirrors, and the baseboards. While
I am thus occupied, my friend sings an
aria about the baritone with a fugal
orchestral accompaniment to which I
scrub. This is another effect which I
believe is unique in opera. It may, in
fact, be impossible.
Enter the tenor. Mezzo, who is tactful, exits to a scurrying motif in the
violins. Tenor has brought me a bunch
of freesias. While I cut the stems and
arrange them in a vase (I want a spurt
of running -water music here), we join
in a romantic duet in praise of flowers,
spring. our dreams for the future, and
our earnest hope that
will get the
apartment cleaned by the end of the
afternoon so that the opera can end
and we can go out and have a delicious
dinner. Ominous chords in the brasses
suggest chat Baritone will do everything
in his power to prevent this.
I am sorry if your interest has been
aroused, but I am not going to tell you
any more. Someone might steal my plot.
It is intricate; something is going on
every minute, and I clean everything.
I even clean during the choruses, when
a group of my friends comes in, because they have heard me on the radio
1

MARK III

60 watts

4, 8, 16 ohm outputs

net-

The new Mark Ill includes all the sensational attributes of the popular Mark
II plus these outstanding deluxe features

*

60 watts at less than I% distortion. Instantaneous peak power of 14(1 wails. 1M less
than .05 at average listening levels.

* Choke filtering

and low noise circuitry reduce hum and noise to 96 dh below 60 watts.

* New

rugged KT -8S tubes and other heavy

duty parts used conservatively.

MARK II

au watts

8, 16 ohm

The Mark

II

outputs

is the best buy

6975*
net

in high

power high fidelity kits

*

Ease of assembly duc to uniquely simple drcuitry and printed circuir construction with

factory-mounted parts.

*
*

Highest stability using patented stabilizing
networks with minimum number of phase
shifting stages. Suitable for all loudspeaker
systems including electrostatic.
1)yna Bisser (parent pending) for simplified
adjustment and complete freedom from effects of unbalanced components. No balancing adjustments required to meet pub-

lished specifications.

*

Dynaco Super -Fidelity output transformer
with patented para- coupled windings. This
is the finest available transformer of its type
for the most critical audio uses.

Available from leading Hi -Pi dealer; everytabere
Dercripdve brorbnre available on requc;r.

DYNA COMPANY
617 N. 41st Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Slightly higher

in West

Continued on next page
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EXCUSE MY DUST
Continued from preceding page
and want to see how I am coming
along. Wait a minute, who's on the
radio? Am I cleaning to myself?
We had better not explore this.
The opera ends with the famous (it
will be) Bath Sextet. The principals, except me, are gathered in my living room.
I am in the bathtub.
am visible to the
audience, but not to the ocher singers,
a tantalizing scene, which might sell out
the opera. Someone is singing to me
through the half -open bathroom door,
anc you will be surprised who it is.
Baritone.
have had a revulsion of
feeling against Tenor, who is more
interested in my getting coy cleaning
done than in me. Baritone is singing
ro me.
and singing to him about him.
and about how nice it is to take a bath.
Tenor and Mezzo have discovered interests in common, and they are singing about how nice the apartment looks
and what the best cleaning methods are.
They are happy. Baritone and I are
going on to higher things. The Fuller
Brush man is trying to sell me a bath
brush.
Who, you would like to know, is the
sixth person in the sextet? That is the
cleaning woman whom I am going ro
hire to conic in next week.
1

I
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TRADER'S MARKETPLACE
Here's the place to buy, swap, or sell
audio equipment. Rates are only 35e
a word (no charge for name and address) and your advertisement will
reach more than 75,000 music listeners.
Remittance must accompany copy and
insertion instructions.
with your recorder_ Amazing book gives full instructions. $2.00. Guaranleed. Research Association, Box 610 -HF, Omcho,
Nebr.
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SALE: Conceriono
20/20 tape recorder,
Brodeur Mark 12 amplifier, Euphonic U -25 sneaker
system. Write For details. Michael Henry. 406
FOR

Prospect Ave., Hackensack, N. J.

"FM /Q" ANTENNA SYSTEMS, world's finest and
most powerful yogi designed for frequency modulation reception. Apparatus Develoo'rent Company, Inc. Hi -Fi Dept., P.O. Drawer 153, Wethersfield 9, Conn,
HIGH FIDELITY. numbers 1 -55, 530 express collect.
H. G. Lewis 5806 Harper Ave., Chicago 37, Illinois
SAVE! SAVE! SAVE! On the finest in Hi -Fi components. All equipment brand new in fcory
sealed cortons. Don't delay. Write for free list
to'lnv! Downey Hi -Fi. P.O. Box 2065, Downey,

Calif.
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Continued from page 46
only ten per cent. Now, the government
levies and collects all amusement :axes,
allotting subsidies out of them to the
Ente as seems required or judicious. As
can be seen at once, the taxes paid by
Milan and Rome under the old system
now go into a pool, and the other
Italian cities quickly perceived that by
forming Enti they could claim pare of
the proceeds. Nine more Emt came into
existence in double -quick time, all demanding their share of the available
funds. From the point of view of Milan
and Rome, this was an injustice, since
they paid most of the taxes and had
the biggest, most expensive opera houses.
Some of the Enti created in recent years
have no physical resources and could not
borrow a penny at a bank except on
the basis of the government subsidy
which is now in doubt.
Opera does not pay its way anywhere.
It is the most expensive form of entertainment ever invented, requiring large
resident bodies of musicians, singers,
technicians, and workmen, as well as
the individual artists who get so much
attention. For one Maria Callas or Mario
del Monaco at a million lire an evening
($1,600) there are many hundreds of
other workers, and their combined wages
greatly exceed those of all the soloists

Minn.
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Recorder and A -3
SALE Presto RC -11
New As'cing 5650,
Record
Proamp.
51,350
Don
Suchmon 200 West
Quality,
Semi Professional
90 St., New York 24, N. Y.
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-

I through 55.
$25.00. A. Knight, Ravenna
Arsenal, Apeo, Ohio.
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1704 W. 2nd, Grand Island, Nebr.
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Friends; we offer Sonotone flip -over D /S, 516.95:
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others. For details and prices, Topo Recorder Sales
Co., 433 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago 5, III.
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$35.00, plus postage.
HIGH FIDELITY, Nos. l -55
Edwin levy, 4409 Kensington Ave., Richmond 21,

Virginio.
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Typewriters. Watches.
delphia 5, Po.
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Recorders. Tapes.
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put together. Any opera house must calculate on spending about twice what it
cakes in: that seems to be the cruel
verdict of experience. If the Italian
government has to pay out S8,000,000
a year to keep these opera houses going,
as it does now, it is therefore entitled
to expect those houses to take in an
equal sum
which they do not. The
58,000,000 has been drastically cur and
may come out at about S2,500,000 but
the big cut will hic all theaters alike,
including those which (like the Scala)
could manage perfectly well if the
government had merely let them alone.
others.

Whether it is sound economics or
not, every opera season ought to earn
half of its keep. The soundness of the
principle is not really in question: it
merely seems to be, by and large, the
experience of all first -class European
houses, not only in Italy but in France,
Germany, and Austria. What we find
in Italy is that only one opera season,
that of the Scala, pays half of its own
expenses out of income. All the rest
demand of the national government subsidies running up to eighty -six per cent
in Florence, eighty -three in Venice, and
so on right through the list. It is not
at all surprising that the government
has decided to call a halt, without having
any scheme ready to put in the place
of the system now falling apart, and
without facing the implications of the
figures themselves. What these figures
mean, if they mean anything at all, is
that in some towns there is literally
no public for opera. A public which
is only willing to pay fourteen per cent
of the cost of its short opera season
cannot be called an opera public, and
the percentage of citizens who would
suffer if there were no opera would
be very small.
I have named one hidden malady in
the case, which is local or municipal
pride, and it is very strong. It makes
the rational treatment difficult: that
treatment which would consist in government support for three or four great
theaters only, the ones in the largest
cities, the ones where a true opera public
of consistent size is proved to exist.
There is another malady involved
which inheres not so much in the
citizenry as in their musical and artistic
mentors: that is, the overambitious
nature of some seasons given. In most
of these towns the general public has
little interest in modern Russian, French,
or German music and will not spend
money to hear it, yet the conductors and
musical dictators of each town feel that
they owe it to their own professional
standing to include a high proportion
of such work. This is the egoism of
the artist and in the smaller cities it

Continued on next page
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can re-create in your own home

the breathtaking realism in sound that has
been known only to design engineers!

The PERI -50 engineering is "built in"
through the revolutionary new deep-etched
copper circuit board -a development of
Printed Electronic Research Inc.

The DEEP -ETCHED copper circuit board
replaces all wiring and guarantees that
every PERI.50 AMPLIFIER built will perform

-

exactly like the laboratory original
whether built by amateur, audiophile
or electronic engineer!

EVERYTHING PROVIDED

-

including
solder! All
components literally "plug in" to the
self- contained circuit board. No schematics
to follow (although provided).
an Ungar soldering iron and

ANYONE can build and hear the laboratory
realism of the PERI-50 AMPLIFIER in
90 minutes or less.... utilizing the most
advanced circuitry and the incomparable
Dynaco Output Transformer for unsurpassed
transient response and stability.

GUARANTEED TO PERFORM
TO THESE SPECIFICATIONS:
POWER OUTPUT 50 watts cont.

100

walls pelt.

DISTORTION Intermodutation distortion

less than
1.0% at so watts, less than 0.25% at 35 walls.

i
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means empty houses, albeit with long
and very learned reviews in the papers.

Stravinsky, Debussy, Poulenc, Alban
Berg, and even Mussorgsky are outside
the interest of the ordinary public in
places like Palermo or even Bologna,
and the wonder what the good folk
of Reggio Emilia, last spring, thought
of Khonanshchina, which was one of
the operas put on for the centenary of
their old and famous theater. What is
the good of this? An opera played for
the reviewers (of whom there may be
two in a town, one of whom sends a
report also to Milan and the other to
Rome) is not contributing much to
musical culture or public pleasure.
A century ago old Verdi, the father
of every theater in Italy so far as the
box office is concerned, had some long
talks with his political hero Cavour
about this very subject. He had a
scheme; and if Cavour had lived long
enough, it might have been put into
effect. It would have provided for three
opera houses with national support and
control: Milan, Rome, and Naples. The
first two would, of course. have had
longer seasons and no doubt more leeway in production, but all three were
to have offered free public instruction
in choral singing and orchestral playing,
deriving their permanent "masses" from
the people themselves. A system of competitive examinations would have provided those elements ( chorus and orchestra) in which Verdi felt the Italian
theaters were most deficient. t These
are, of course, also the most expensive:
they account for about sixty to sixty -five
per cent of the outlay). Verdi was not
in the least worried about soloists, of
whom there is never a deficiency in
Italy: what he wanted was a sturdy,
permanent structure for each of the three
leading opera houses so that they could
plan and carry out a proper musical
season every year.

Verdi's scheme never would be
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cepted nowadays without loud outcries
from eight or nine ocher cities (at
least), and every politician is susceptible
to these local agitations. But since it
sounded sensible to Cavour, why does
it not sound sensible today? Ir would
riot mean no opera for the smaller
places; they would have what they paid
for, which would in general mean traveling companies for short engagements.
At present the mere hint of such a

thing brings shrieks of outraged pride.
The subsidy habit is quickly acquired.
In the two great houses of Milan and
Rome anybody can see why modern
works, new operas, difficult and experimental though they may be, are a necessity. The public of Milan, at any rate,
are accustomed to novelties and would

HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE

think it a very poor season indeed if they
did not obtain about twenty-five new
productions of various kinds (not all
full -length operas
sometimes short
works or balIets). This is a tremendous
amount of new work and the Scala is the
only theater in the world today which
keeps to such a standard. It may not he
able to do so much longer. But one
weakness of intellect in the opera world
comes, precisely, from the Scala's very
high standards: every theater in Italy
gazes longingly at the Scala and attempts, at whatever distance, to imitate
its mountainous achievements. That is
why quite small towns ( or their musical
mentors) insist on playing unfamiliar
and difficult music to empty seats, because "it was done at the Scala." The
difference is that the seats at the Scala
are not empty.
If you start to inquire why the seats
at the Scala are not empty, whereas
everywhere else (even in Rome) it is
a problem to fill them, you run into the
broad underlying facts which the present
absurd system of opera is trying to
ignore. The Scala draws on a huge, rich
public accustomed to its opera house,
proud of it, willing ro pay for it. There
are a million and a quarter (minimum)
of legally registered Milanese, with another half million in the densely packed
towns of the immediate neighborhood.
Rome's census figures, taking in an
enormous area beyond the city proper,
are higher (at last count 1,600,000 and
a bit more), hur they do not correspond
to the same kind of reality. Much of
the total is transient and an enormous
proportion of it is recent, without a fixed
attachment to the capital. These two
great opera houses, the only two which
could reasonably count as national, are
very different economically: the Scala
alone earns more money in a year than
all the other state houses put together
(including Rome) and of course pays
taxes accordingly. Ar the present moment it is fair to say that it has only
one possible rival in the world, the State
Opera at Vienna, but this aesthetic
achievement is, fundamentally. economic.
Milan pays, and would be willing to
pay again and again if its money could
he used for the advantage of its own
great theater. As things stand now, the
curs in government aid will hit not only
the empty theaters of Florence, Genoa,
Venice, and the rest, hut also the Scala
itself, the best and most prosperous

-

in Italy.

One further illusion ought to be
mentioned
roo, is a hidden malady
because it does not show in the figures.
Every argument on this subject brings
up the foreign visitors, the tourists, for
whom, it is said, opera is an essential
part of an Italian sojourn. The papers
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carry reams of eloquence on this subject every time they wish to badger the
government for local subsidies. The
fact, of course, is a little different: we.
the foreign visitors, do like to hear
opera in Italy, but we like to hear good
opera, and there are many cities where
we are primarily interested in other
things. Rome and Florence are so filled
with the treasures of other arts that only
the foreigner who makes a long stay
who, so to speak, lives there- -gets
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are all closed.
To put it very bluntly, foreigners visiting Italy do not expect opera in Florence- I have heard American friends
express astonishment chat there was any
not many of them
such thing
take the trouble to go when they discover it. At the same time the same
foreigners would not dream of visiting
Milan without at least trying to get into
a performance ar the Scala.
The problem faced since last season
will probably cause many of the smaller
houses to close for a while and the big
houses may be forced to curtail their
work; but if it brings a permanent
rational solution, in the long run Italy
and music in general can only benefit.
For the world at large the chief calamity
would be if anything serious happened
to the Scala in Milan, which sets the
pace for everybody in these matters.
The Scala is spending money at the rate
of three million dollars a year and taking
it in at just about half that. It therefore requires a million and a half dollars,
or about a billion lire, from the government, and if this should be cut by two thirds, as is now threatened, the results
would be felt far at wide. If the opera
house at Cagliari, in Sardinia, a city of
170,000 inhabitants, had to close, some
of its citizens would suffer but the
damage to music in general would not
be much: its brief season costs about
Sí 25,000, of which the national gmcrn-

CANADA

MINNESOTA

GSSMS

around to thinking of opera. Furthermore, the vast flood of tourist traffic in
Italy, which grows larger even' year,
comes mainly in the summer when the
state opera houses, with the single exception of the open -air Arena at Verona,

-and
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ment has to pay the greater part (more
than eighty -five per cent). The same
is true in many or most of the other
places concerned, where time has shown
that the opera public, if it ever existed,
has turned towards other entertainments.
From the government's point of view
it is a most unpleasant situation and
may be handled in some makeshift way
until the approaching general elections
are over. That is, every one of these
cities and regions which now receive
opera subsidies might, conceivably, be
influenced in the voting by whether or
not the subsidy is paid. This seems
strange indeed to a foreigner, but good
judges inform me that many a man
who never sets foot inside the opera
house would vote against a candidate
who was unwilling to subsidize that
opera house. Italy's pride, in short, is
bigger than its appetite, so far as opera
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Why Corner
Speakers offer nearest
approach to FIDELITY
by PAUL W. KLIPSCH
As early as 1933 the observation was made that any speaker
would give its best performance if
located in a corner. This is as true
today as it was then and will be a
century hence. And here is why:
1.
When a speaker is placed in a
corner the two walls and floor
have the effect of mirrors, resulting in an increase of effective
radiation area of eight times. This
effect permits a moderately sized
speaker to reproduce the lowest
audible notes, with minimum distortion, at power levels equal to
the original sound.
2.
The reduction in speaker size permits bringing bass and treble systems in such close proximity that
all the sound appears to come
from a single source.
3.
Greatest advantage is taken of
room size and reverberation effect,
while wall placement would effectively cut the room in half.
4. Achievable ninety degree radiation
angle of treble system covers room
area

uniformly.
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Klipsch speakers are for
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to a spinet. But the sacrifice for the
speaker is not as great. In spite of its
full range and minimized distortion
it is of only modest size.
For these reasons, Klipsch
5.

speaker systems will never become
obsolete. So, why temporize with substitutes which will eventually cost
more than the best; why not have the
best now?
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from
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Reverting, finally, to the theaters of
most interest to Americans, we can say
with all due caution that Milan and
Rome can probably weather this storm
for the coming season
the Scala because its situation is strong, economically
and in its support from the powerful city
of Milan; the Teatro dell' Opera in
Rome because it is in the national
capital. There is not much doubt that
the city of Milan would, somehow, come
to the rescue again, as it has in the
past, if the Scala were in grave danger,
although the city might very well resent
the necessity. (If Milan's two per cent
amusement tax went to the Scala instead
of into the general pool, there would
be no problem at all.) The Scala earns
half of its keep and the Rome Opera
a hit more than a quarter of its keep;
they get about a million and a half
dollars each from the government each
year. Both receive income from recordings: at the Scala this has begun to be
quite appreciable, with a down payment
at the time of recording and a percentage of sales. They cannot depend
on anything from radio or television
because these interests, which are governmental and centered in Rome, maintain a stable orchestra and chorus of
their own, hiring soloists and conductors
when necessary. Television opera is in
fact very good in Italy: in fact, in the
midst of the summer's uncertainties and
gloom, the radio -television authorities
announced a prodigious series of productions for the 1957 -1958 season,
far more than
fifty -four operas in all
ever attempted before. These include
works of all schools from the eighteenth
century to the day before yesterday;
about thirty of the fifty -four belong co
the twentieth century, and at least ten
of these are new. A list which ranges
so far and wide has something for every-

-
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picture stability, TECH -MASTER
has produced a 30 -tube chassis that
provides incomparable viewing fidelity.

body, which no resident opera company except the Scala could ever equal.
Perhaps this is Italy's answer, or parr
of it; but this, too, bodes ill for the
lesser opera houses. Some of those
Florentines and Venetians who so conspicuously do not go to their own
theaters may perhaps be getting their
small annual quota of opera at home
in an armchair.
The Scala, as the chief breeding
ground for new operas and new singers,
is a world concern; to curtail or suppress
its activities would be a disaster felt
far beyond the borders of Italy. But
even the Scala draws upon all Italy for
its new talent, and the blight which
seems to be coming must affect that
ceaseless recruiting and rejuvenation
which keeps art alive. So, we are driven,
at last, to the fundamental question: are
opera and the opera public dying out in
the land of their origin? We are bound
to have some clue to the answer in this
crucial coming season.
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TECH -MASTER
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The final listening quality of the complete system is achieved by circuit alterations in the control system and the early
preamplifier stages, and these adjustments are entirely the results of protracted listening tests.
The war interrupted all manufacturing of sound equipment in Paneyko's
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plant. and put him to work on defense
jobs, both in research and production:
radar. ultrasonic. underwater equipment
was developed, along with amplifiers for
fire control. The indirect benefit from
this government work was a consolidation of the plant's financial resources.
and the development of methods for
future phonograph production on a large
scale. The trend, anyway, was away from
the manufacture of luxurious special
installations and cowards serial production of high- quality systems in more
moderate price ranges.
Since 1933 Panevko has done for his
own pleasure a great deal of recording
off the air, all with equipment he himself built, including microphones and
loudspeakers. His collection of the Toscanini broadcasts, for example, is probably unique in its quality and completeness.

-

Outdoor music systems also hold a
great fascination for Pancyko
witness
a barn behind the factory which houses
the biggest speaker horn I ever have
seen: seven by ten by four feet. Through
the years Mirko has given well- attended
outdoor concerts by the simple device
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of playing his records over the mammoth horn which radiates its sound
onto the wide lawn in front of the
speaker shed. Nearby neighbors sit on
knees; others from farther away join
and bring their garden chairs. The result over the years has been a solid contribution to the musical education of the
residents of Fairfield County.
After the war Paneyko ventured into
the television marker. with the dream
of making TV sets as good as his sound
installations. This venture ended badly.
I've watched one of Paneyko's sets;
never have I seen a clearer and more
beautiful picture, but the TV public did
not beat a path to his door
quite the
contrary. It is quite possible that his
main trouble was bad timing, for now
there is some demand for high -quality
custom TV. At any race, he quit in
1950, after severe losses, and went back
to small- scale, high -grade sound work.
His plant and crew are small. Fifteen
girls do all the production wiring, and
there is a staff of three engineers, two
technicians, and four cabinetmakers. One
section assembles standard phonographs
ranging from $190 to $1,700. Second in
importance is the institutional department, where are produced specialized installations for colleges, libraries. schools,
and conservatories. A small third division makes custom equipment priced
from $3,000 up.

High Fidelity speakers
need not and should not he

-

Mirko

is

probably the originator of

the two -unit home sound system, with
speaker enclosure separate from the
other equipment. He was delivering
units of" this kind as long ago as 1930
to wealthy Bostonian homes. The second important feature he introduced
is the remote control panel; he feels it
is impossible to have good music reproduction unless your controls are

where you actually sir and listen. For
his speaker enclosures he uses infinite
baffles; bass reflex cabinets he has no
use for. If there are no space limitations- i.e., if he can plan on an aperhe
ture at least three by eight feet
will use exponential horns. But it is
in big outdoor installations that he can
really bring to realization his most daring and superior designs.
Paneyko never uses the term high
fidelity to describe his products, partly
because he thinks the phrase has been
and
misused and discredited, partly
perhaps paradoxically -because it still
seems to frighten some music lovers.
Various of his customers, he reports,
open conversatiors roughly as follows:
"Can you give me a really good phonograph? Burl want none of this high fidelity scuff!" Paneyko calmly reassures
them, but privately he probably worries
a little about the matter. Thus far he
never has done any advertising, and is
proud of the fact that his reputation and

complicated. They must, however. be designed as complete systems
including the enclosure rather than be a
collection of individual units and cross -over
networks, with the increased possibility of error
and the lack of necessary equipment for tests
in the home when finally assembled.
Few people would obtain a motor -car by buying the
engine, chassis, body etc. and assembling it at
home. They would rightly regard this as a job for
expert engineers -and so with loudspeakers, where
naturalness not novelty is the desired result.
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SARGEIITT -RAY MENT CO.
4926 East 12th Street, Oakland
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silence

FREE! 360 pages of the

Newest in

NEW

Continued front preceding page

TURNTABLE

ELECTRONICS

TV

P
`

CATALOG

1958

The hush of an empty church, even though
the synchronous motor is running- this is
the Connoisseur, crafted in traditional
English quality. Precision machining assures
pure sound reproduction. Non -magnetic, 12"
lathe -turned table; precision ground spindle;
phosphor bronze turntable hearing; ±2%
variation provided for all S speeds; hyster5110.00
esis motor.
TURNTABLE: Rumble-better than 50
db down; Wow-less than 0.15% of
rated speed; Dimensions: 13 %x151Ys ".

Offers you a fast, efficient, dependable

PICKUP:

-

20Frequency Response
±2 db at 33% rpm; Effec-4 mg; Impedance -400

20,000 cps
tive Mass

woy of selecting the finest components
in the field of the lowest prices.

ohms at 1000 cps.

"Dynabalanced" tone arm with Mark II

super- lightweight pickup

zr. WARE
ELECTRIC

/diamond stylus
$49.50

CaMPN

Write Dept.
223 W. Madison St.
4736 W. Century Blvd.

w

w /sapphire stylus

$34.50

H -9

Write today for Literature.

ERCOMA CORPORATION

Chicago 6, Illinois

(Electronic Division)

Inglewood, Calif.
551

Fifth Ave.. Dept. 87 New 'York 17. N.
Je Canada: Antral Electric Co. LW.
44 Danforth Road. Toronto t5
,

built up purely by
word -of -mouth publicity and personal
recommendations. But since he is now
producing serial standard models, he
knows that he will have to start adver.
tising sometime soon. and it may be hard
to avoid those two abjured words.
Occasionally he does some scholarly
writing. The new Audio Engineer's
Handbook, to be published soon by
McGraw -Hill, will contain a section on
Home Music Systems contributed by
Paneyko. It is significant that the Handbook's editor -in- chief, C, J. LeBel (first
president and present secretary of the
Audio Engineering Society) could think
of no better man for this topic than
Paneyko, even though the organization
teems with experts.
Mirka s musical background is well
business have been

(Yifiteikteter

HIGH FIDELITY
RADIO

PANEYKO

startling
for the perfectionist

Y.

above the "engineering" average. As a
youngster he had eight years of piano
lessons and considerable opportunity to
hear live chamber music at home. The
Easton home, too, sees a good many
musical visitors, some of them of great

distinction. Fritz Reiner is a neighbor;
Erich Leinsdorf and Leopold Stokowski
are among the guest book entries.
Sailing used to be Paneykó s favorite
rather exrecreation and hobby
pensive sport, which was curtailed after
his unfortunate TV venture. For the

-a
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time being, tennis on the court behind
the house has to do, but from what
have seen of his burgeoning business.
I should guess that before long he will
be afloat again on Long island Sound
the only kind of sound. incidentally, of
which he can be completely uncritical.

in HIGH FIDELITY from
leading high -fidelity manufacturers .. .

HI -FI PRIMER

COMINGto

your city

I

-

See and hear the latest

Don't miss these public showings of Hi -Fi Equip-

...

ment
from the most economical units for the
budget -minded to spectacular home music theatres
... compare and enjoy them all. Components and
complete systems will be displayed.

Continued from page 54
groove is not just a spiral track, however; it also has minute side -to -side
variations chat represent the sound
stored on it. Some idea of this may he
had by holding a record or several different records between 'ourself and a

light source and examining their sur-

THREE

DAYS

CONTINUOUS

OF

DEMONSTRATIONS

1 P.M. to 10 P.M.

Cincinnati
Miami

light orchestrations or wide
variations in pitch are involved. The
phonograph record is in reality a mechanically stored message. This message
must he read in order to be used. When
we read a book, we use our eye as a
pickup or scanning device. When "reading" a phonograph record we must use
a
pickup that will respond to the
medium being read. For this purpose,
we require a needle which will go right
down into the groove of the record
and "feel" the variations.
heavy and

Sheraton -Gibson Hotel

Seattle

September 6, 7, 8
October 18, 19, 20
November 8, 9, 10

St. Louis

November 22, 23, 24

Statler Hotel

Riga Enterprises, Inc.

faces: the visual surface patterns can
be seen to be quite different where

McAllister Hotel
New Washington Hotel

500 North Dearborn Street, Chicago 10, Illinois
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record obviously cannot produce
music by itself. Its message must be
"scanned" by the needle, and this requires that it be set into motion. Motion
of the record is accomplished by placing
it on a turntable. The turntable is driven
by an electric motor which in turn
must get energy from a wall outlet or
other source. Our block diagram shows
the wall plug as an input to the motor
which, in turn, constitutes the mechanical
input to the turntable. Note that we
have now converted from the electrical
energy of the wall plug to the mechanical (motor) energy needed to
drive the turntable and impart motion
to the record. Arrows are used to indicate this energy flow in Fig. 5.
As the record spins, the needle and
its cartridge, when anchored to a pivot
arm, follow the spiral path of the record
groove. As the needle travels along the
path, it is deflected from side co side
by the mechanical groove modulations.
If we now make a device that will
produce electrical signals in accordance
with the side -to -side mechanical variations found in the groove, we will be
reading the mechanical message of the
record in electrical form. The amplifier
can make use of the electrical message.
The phonograph needle which is part
of the cartridge located in the end of
the pickup arm is just such a reading
A

Keep Your
Records Yourng:
No more brushing spraying
or wiping records, leaves no

residue
Use the

DISCHARGER.
Imitated but not duplicated.
This tiny plastic device contains a
radioactive material which constantly
ionizes the air in its vicinity, drawing
off the static electricity generated by
your records.
Static electricity causes records to attract
and hold dust. Use of the Dis- Charger'
eliminates the static electricity and
allows the stylus to pick up the dust
and clean the record in a few plays.
Records now no longer attract dust and
stay clean and noise free.
gram
clips to any pickup arm.

/

-

Lasts indefinitely
Sec your local distributor

or shipped postpaid, only

$450
Each

MERCURY SCIENTIFIC
PRODUCTS CORP.
1725 W. 7th ST.
CALIF.

LOS ANGELES 17,

'Pao App. For

device; the cartridge itself is a translating device that takes in the mechanical
variations of the needle and puts out
electrical energy.
In old acoustical phonographs the
mechanical energy imparted to the
needle was converted directly to acoustic
power. For many practical reasons such
a system has severe frequency and dynamic range limitations. It is certainly
an ultra -low -fidelity device at best. We
find it expedient, for high -fidelity purposes, to change the mechanical variations of the record groove to electrical
signals. Our amplifier is an electrical
device only; it requires an electrical input and delivers an electrical output.
But the pickup cartridge and loudspeaker are called lranstlucer.t, since they
convert (translate) signals of one form
of energy to corresponding signals of
another form of energy.
After the electrical signal from the
input device is built up by the amplifier
ro the desired level, we must change it
into acoustical energy if it is to be
heard. This is the cask of the loudspeaker, which is actually a special
form of electric motor that reciprocates
(moves back and forth) i -stezd of
rotating. The loudspeaker met is connected to a large flexible di-phragm
that imparts a vibratory motion to a
sizable quantity of air. In this manner,
sound waves which correspond to record
groove modulations are sec up in the
air.
The block diagram of our system, in
Fig. 5, shows the electrical amplifier
broken down into two pares called the
preamplifier and power amplifier. In
practice, the preamplifier may be a unit
by itself, or it may be included as part
of a tuner or power amplifier. Preamplifiers are generally used to mix and
select various signal inputs for the system. Special preamplifier input circuits
are used to correct for response characteristics of records and pickup cartridges
(different types of cartridges require
different compensation), and to build up
the very low electrical output of certain
cartridges to the point at which it satisfies the input requirement of the regular
preamplifier. The tone and volume
controls for the system are usually inchided in the preamplifier.
In any magnetic type of phonograph
pickup cartridge, a special compensating
preamplifier input is always needed. A
crystal phonograph cartridge does not
actually require a special input. and,
therefore, can be connected to any regular preamplifier input. The letters Rf
and E on the arrows, Fig. 5, denote the
flow of mechanical or electrical energy
as the case may be.
It is suggested that the novice, as a
matter of practice, look over an actual
phonograph system and identify the es-

It's AM! It's
It's

FM!

SW!

apuran
ffr

GLOBEMASTER
HI -FI TUNER

r

Continued on next page

Excellent sensitivity and selectivity
with drift -free tuning
Worldwide shortwave bands
Fine tuning with Mullard Tuning Eye
High quality wideband ratio detector
Preset volume control
Twin outputs including 600 -ohm cathode follower
3oo -ohm balanced and 75 -ohm unbalanced FM aerial inputs
Available in America for the first time,
a fine example of England's custom craftsmanship. Fulfills the most demanding requirements of audio perfectionists. Excellent circuitry assures noise -free reception
of even weakest signals without interdelightful per.
ference or distortion
formance. FM Sensitivity: less than 4 my
for 20 db quieting at 22.5 kc deviation and
30% modulation on Soo -ohm antenna.
Selectivity: 200 kc bandwidth at -3db,
db. Three short
25o kc bandwidth at
wave ranges from 12.5 meters (24 mcs) ro
25o meters (r.1 mcs).

-6

Chassis

only-

$149.95

Finished hardwood cabinet, mahogany
$17.95
or blonde korina

-

Custom craftsmanship limits our production to moderate quantities. Ar
quality hi -fi dealers, or order direct.
fall Frequency Range (total FAI bandwidth of
35 kc, e,, aru maxi mum fidelity)

ERCONA CORPORATION
551

(Electronic Dirition)
Fifth Ave.. Dept. 90. New York 17, N. Y.
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AN ARKAY EXCLUSIVE
KITS AND PRfWIRFD

STEREO HI -FI

110°

ó

SA -25
first slereobinaural dual channel pre -amp
amplifier kit (also prewired) which features a 25
freq.
watt ultra linear amplifier for channel
The

1

-

response -2 db. @ 20 wotts, 20 to 20,000 cycles:
2 petition "Locul" & "Hi cul" Alters: Enuoli:ation
for all labels plus NARTB lope head. Loudness
control, bats & treble controls; volume control con.4 my for 20
trols both <bonnets. Sensitivity
walls. Channel 2 factures .5V output ta your present
nsitivity at channel 1. This is
ompllfier plut tome
ARKAY $tete, -engineered to give you the highest
degree of stereophonic sound.
Wired $89,95
KII $59,95

-

SP-6
An exclusive dual channel pre -amp. with 6 position
function switch Including NARTB tape head. Some

pre-amp. section.
Wired 5.47,95
Kit 334.95

as SA -25

feoturet

HI -FI PRIMER

DUO-MASTER

Coniinned from preceding page
scntial elements which are shown in
Fig. 5 A more experienced person
might do well to examine several different systems to note the various ways
in which the essential elements are corn bined or arranged. Fig. 4 represents an
average system, since it involves a
switchable selection of features. When
a system is analyzed from the standpoint

tice in analyzing typical systems will
prove most valuable when one wants to
get down to (acts about one's own specific requirements. Complex systems and
further details on block functions will
be taken up in more detail later on in

ST-1

1

-

best for

lent

\Vired $69.95

Kit $47.95

4.t

á.

iA

I20 arDAR SrR{tt
N:W YORK 4. N. Y.

/

FOR A SOUND

INVESTMENT...
USE A

QUALITY CRAFTED

DIAMOND STYLUS

$1

only

Our skilled diamond craftsmen convert your present
needle to a genuine. unconditionally guaranteed diamond needle! Send or bring
your replaceable needle,
check or money order for
Sto. Specify either 33 or 78
rpm. If desired, new shaft
supplied, 52.75 additional.

DIAMOND STYLUS CO.
Dept
31

HS.

WEST 47 STREET

N. Y. 36, N. Y.

In effect a complete. super -sensitive TV receiver.
minus high -voltage supply, sweep and video output
circuits. and picture tube. Thus, it acts as a self
contained remote -control system for every other
function of your TV set. Just plug the single, thin.
remote.conrrol lead into your TV receiver, and you
can select your station, tine -tune both picture and
right from
sound, and adjust picture intensity
your armchair. ro 50' from the screen. There is a
styled
in
the
handsomely
separate loudspeaker
or you can use the speaker
-'Duo Master-' cabinet
or plug headphones
in your Tv set or hi -fi system
right into the "Duo \aster' for private listening.
When --Duo-Master" is connected to tape recorder
chru cathode take-off. speaker may be used for
monitoring. "Duo- Master" features 3 IF nages. 2
including
audio stages, and 9 tubes plus rectifier
6AQ5, 6T8. 6Á1.16, 3.6C136, 6)6. plus RF and
C
VTR
oscillator tubes in front -end turret
n nr
tuner.

-

this series.

true stereo binaural AM -FM tuner for radio reception of exceptional quality. The ST -11 it actually 2
e. ARKAY "Miraclo Ear" senseparate radios in
sitivity on FM gives 4 n rev for 20 db.s /n. On AM gives
2 rev for 20 db.s /n. fM bandwidth 200kc, 6 db.
down: AM bandwidth Bkc. Freq. response: FM,
.5 db. 20 to 20,000 cycles -AM, 20 to 8,000 cycles.
Adi. cathode follower output. 11 tubes plus diode
detector & tel. rectifier. ARKAY -only the very

TV TUNER FOR RECORDER OR AMPLIFIER

of its essential elements, the purpose
of the system as a whole and the function
of the gadgetry will become clear. Prac-

III

A

PLUG -IN TV REMOTE CONTROL

So FAR, we have covered in a very
general way the basic system elements
for reproducing sound. We need essentially the same series of elements whether we intend to do this in a high -fidelity
manner or whether we do it with fi
not so hi. To understand the role of

high fidelity in this picture, it is only
necessary to consider the system to be
a chain or series of elements through
which the signal must pass. Each element hands the signal on to the next,
and the signal will get pretty well
banged up (distorted) unless it is
handled carefully at every step. Any
one step that is excessively poor will
constitute the well -known weak link of
the chain. It is possible, for example, to
have high -grade phonograph and amplifier equipment and still obtain poor
results by using a poor loudspeaker.
Not only must each element be suitable for high -fidelity response, but each
must be integrated properly with the
others. This requirement implies that
one should make sure that input and
output requirements are fulfiller. that
hem and other interference are suppressed, and that all other important
conditions are properly met. The purclyase of expensive high- quality components is not in itself assurance of
high -fidelity response, although such
equipment increases the chances of success. Conversely, it will be found that
surprisingly good results can be obtained
from medium -grade components when
they are properly employed.
The next article will complete our
basic discourse by a description of the
nature of sound waves. Terms such as
frequency, amplitude, dynamic range,
timbre etc. will be defined, and various
typical forms of distortion will be de-

- -

...

e

Tech -Master Corporation
75 Front St., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Small Space

HI -FI
Loudspeaker

TOP

-

QUALITY
BOTTOM
PRICE!

-- -

The

HARTSDALE
for apannscnt
HI -FI systems
replaces or

Improves speakers
in table model
radio. phonograph,
TV. tape recorder
excellent second
speaker for binaural and stereo

t5"s II"-s

1'

Choice of:
Oiled Walnut or Korina $45.00
Birch, hand -rubbed finish 39.50
Unfinished wood,
smooth -sanded ....
34.50

scribed.
Doctor inquiries invited. For full information,

,a : : :;

. .

.

:-:

: ;..y:

.

.

I42

: :: :

.;.

THE HARTSDALE SALES CO.
24 Shaw Place, Hartsdale, N. Y.
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COME, JOSEPHINE
Continued from page 49
at the firepower demonstration, one at
rehearsal and one at the show itself,
which turned out to be a useful duplication. There was no problem about bomb

ADD HOLT STEREO!
Guaranteed to improve any Hi Fi
or money back. Begins where hi fi
I

ff.

Works from monaural source, (radio, ordinary single frock records
and tape.) Connects in 2 minutes.

"Tested in the Home" report in the Nov. 1956 issue of High
See

fidelity magazine.
Order yours toddy or and for
folder with "Test Report". $62.00
postpaid in U.S. Sold direct, only.

concussion, and the mikes which were
out by the target area (a thousand feet
from the tape recorder) luckily escaped
shrapnel wounds, but the photographic
part of the show ruined him. At H
hour minus 4I minutes two aerial reconnaissance planes swept in at the reviewing stand at 300 feet and took a
wide -angle photograph of the entire
audience, including Botsford and his tape
machines a: a table in front of the
stand. At H hour plus 4I minutes a
helicopter dropped down in front of
the stands to deliver copies of the picture
for all the spectators. The bird hovered
and slowly descended, and the wind
from its blades broke the acetate -base
tape on the tape recorder. ..
Finally, Botsford took his Tapak up
in a two -sea:er version of the F -100, and
recorded the sound inside a plane that
was breaking the sound barrier at 43,000
feet. "lt isn't much of a sound,' he
reported, "it's sort of a trembling, that's
all. The pilots told me there wasn't any
sound, rd be wasting my time. But
they're wearing those P -4 helmets, they
can't hear what's going on inside the
plane. And my feeling was, we were
after the real sounds, whether they were
dramatic or not. Even if they were disillusioning.
"That's the thing about this record,"
Botsford continued, warming to his subject. "You hear other recordings of
jets, they're rich in high frequencies.
Well, jets aren't rich in high frequencies,
they're rich in low frequencies. Bombs
don't whistle, and air cannon don't sound
at all like what you'd think. Almost
all the recorded aircraft sounds there
are, they're all tricked up. I'm not going
to trick up anything. When I started
for Eglin an engineer said to me, 'What
do you want to go all the way down
there for? I can make a sonic boom
right here in the studio,' and he blew
into the mike. I didn't have the heart
to stop him, he was so serious about it.
And the scund he made isn't too far
we've got
off a sonic boom, either
the real thing.
"I know for sure that the sonic boom
came through as the real thing, because
Captain Renca, when he came down,
wanted to hear the playback. i've got a
picture of :,im listening on the stereo
earphones. When the sonic boom came,
he couldn't help himself, he ducked."
And so will we all.
.

STEREO by HOLT
4712 W. Magnolia Blvd.
Burbank, California.
Note: No waiting. now, bui no foreign
please, except tbroogb exporter,.

orders,

e<Pru&M

,
i
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The "GOLDEN ENSEMBLE"...
Tuner, Preamp and Amplifier
in a single, compact, balanced
unit...complete l-li -Fi at
extremely low cost...
one of a complete line of

advanced design high fidelity
tuners, amplifiers and components...
hear these quality RAULAND units at
your Hi -Fi dealer or write far derails...

-but

proud
owner
The owner of

a

FAIRCHILD

arm ran he proud of his
choice. Not only has he selected the arm rated hest
by leading audio testing
organizations (w hich con firms what lt'c've been saying right along)... hut he
is secure in the knowledge
that this arm is an example
of FAIRCHILD'Scontinning leadership in
line audio products.

i

FAIRCHILD
-synonymous
with engineering
integrity.

RAULAND -BORG CORPORATION
3515 W. Addison SI., Dept. F, Chicago 16, III.

FAIRCHILD
10 -40
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CAUT ON!

Before fiddles start sounding like flutes...
switch now to "Scotch" Brand Magnetic Tape!
Don't blame your recorder when one instrument sounds
like another. Your present magnetic tape may be causing
this annoying loss of harmonics -wearing down your
machine's delicate magnetic head until high frequency
response is noticeably reduced.

20

20

j

10

0

o
100

200

400

1

c

FREQUENCY -cps
The acCuslle spectrums 0f three tones of

10

4

2

a

I'

II le

Acoustic spectrums of

a flute tone (above)
and fiddle tone (below), reproduced by a
worn magnetic head, would look almost

identical if the violin's high frequencies
(shaded area) were lost by the worn head.
Result is a lack of instrumental definition.

Put an end to head wear by switching now to "SCOTCH"
the only tapes with built -in dry
Brand Magnetic Tapes
lubrication... permanent silicone lubrication. "SCOTCH"
Brand Magnetic Tapes guard your recorder head from
wear -pass over it so freely you'll never suffer loss of
harmonics.

...

Treat your machine to a reel of "SCOTCH" Brand
Tape soon -and hear what a difference it makes!
ONLY "SCOTCH" BRAND HAS SILICONE LUBRICATION
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The acoustic spectrums of the four open strings of
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The term "SCOTCH" and the plaid design ate registered trademarks for Magnetic Tape
made In U.S.A. by MINNESOTA MINING AND MFG. CO.. St. Paul 6, Minn. Export Sates
Office: 99 Park Menue, New York 16. N.Y. © 3M Co.. 1957.
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BOGEN DB130 35 WATT AMPLIFIER
There are good reasons why the Bogen DB130 is preferred by

SPECIFICATIONS
POWER: 35 WATTS. PEAK: 100 WATTS

FRE-

most experts. First, it is the only high - fidelity amplifier and
pre -amplifier combination rated by all three independent consumer organizations as "best" regardless of price! Second,
it is one of the few high - fidelity amplifiers with sufficient
undistorted power output to drive the latest type extendedrange speakers.

QUENCY RESPONSE: 15.30000 CPS WITHIN

But, judge for yourself... read the adjoining specifications,
then put a Bogen DB130 through its paces at your local high
fidelity shop.

TOUR SELECTOR. INPUT SELECTOR

0.5 DB

DISTORTION: 0.3

%

AT 35 WATTS

INPUTS: LOW MAGNETIC. HIGH MAGNETIC.
HI -FI CRYSTAL.

(2)

TUNER. TAPE. AUXILIARY

OUTPUTS: SPEAKER (S)

.

TAPE

CON-

TROLS: POWER (ON -OFF). CONTINUOUSLY

VARIABLE BASS AND TREBLE. SEPARATE
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE LOUDNESS CON.
RADIO.

TAPE. AUX.)

7- POSITION

(

PHONO.

RECORD

EQUALIZER. INFINITE DAMPING CONTROL.
LO FILTER

(

FLAT. 50C. 100C). HI FILTER

(FLAT. BKC. 4KC). SPEAKER SELECTOR
SWITCH (A. AB. B.) TAPE MONITOR (ON
al

David Began Co., Inc., Paramus, N. J.

nua t.m
cnr»ny

uni

OFF). AUX ADJUSTER. HUM ADJUSTER
CHASSIS: S115.00 BLONDE OR MAHOGANY FINISHED ENCLOSURE: $7.50

www.americanradiohistory.com

